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, Before you call a contractor
or run to the home impro-
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Adcom components are critically
acclaimed year after year

vement store, let an Adcom
home theater GTP-600

tuner/preamplifier dupli-
cate the dramatic depths of

a large listening area. The GTP-600 and an
award -winning Adcom power amplifier
can instantly create a custom soundstage
for your favorite movies or musical events,
without physically adding a square foot of
space. 40 Providing switching for up to
four video sources and four audio sources,
the GTP-600 gives you the flexibility to
customize your audio/video system for
years to come. Composite or S -video con-
nections provide a high definition signal

path for maximum video
quality. And with features
like Adcom's exclusive
Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro
Logic® decoding, the

GTP-600 brings cutting
edge home theater tech-
nology to your fingertips.
04 Logical control
groupings and pre-
programmed DSP (Digital
Signal Processing) modes
allow easy, precise adjust-
ments for a variety of custom-tailored,

psycho -acoustically correct listening envi-
ronments. The user friendly "smart" on-

The G7P-6(X) keeps you in control
the action with an easy -to -use

ranting remote
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screen display keeps you fully informed
and makes system balancing easy and
accurate. ib4 These features couple
ideally with the GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote which lets you
command up to eight additional system
components. This sophisticated combina-
tion consistently delivers sound exactly
the way you want to hear it. 40 And the
details? Typically Adcom. Gold plated
RCA connectors, precision 1% tolerance
Roederstein metal -film resistors and high
speed linear gain amplifiers are just a few
of the many outstanding design elements
that give the GTP-600 its exceptional audio
and video quality. 464 Now, with Adcom
home theater you can build an addition to

your home that
you can feel as
well as see and
hear. Pick up

the right tools
for the job at
your local
Adcom dealer

tith the G1P-NNA delay modes the rear channels noire
the walls hack sitmdating the effect n/ a mitt* lamer area

today. You'll realize that our state-of-the-art
components hit the nail on the head every
time.
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details you can hear
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simply balanced. surround your head
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@THE AR TECHNOLOGY STORY

For the novice

No company in
the history of
modern audio has

done more to
improve the sonic

accuracy of musi-

cal reproduction
in the home
than Acoustic
Research.

AR's quest to capture sonic accuracy

began in 1954 with the invention of

the modern home loudspeaker, featuring

AR's True Acoustic Suspension Technoicgy.

To this day, AR engineers' main techno-

For the intermediate

logical focus is to continue to improve

upon the superior benefits of True

Acoustic Suspension Technology:

exceptionally fight, controlled bass,

excellent power handling and minimum

distortion even at high output levels.

AR speakers are designed for

optimum performance in real -world

use. Incorporating AR's latest ENJosed

Dome Driver Technology, they disperse

sound evenly over a wider listening

area for a more life -like sound and

natural tonal balance from virtually

any listening position in the room.

We wrote the book on the
bookshelf loudspeaker.

AZ

AR's True Acoustic Suspension Technology uses the
natural elasticity of air inside the sealed enclosure to
precisely and evenly control the excursion (back
and forth movement) of the woofer.

True Acoustic Suspension design utilizes high
compliance surrounds, long -throw voice coils
and felted paper cones to achieve several
sonic benefits. It creates greater bass
response by enabling the woofer cone to
move further
off axis without
bending or dis-
torting. It re-
duces distortion
by sustaining
the linearity of
the driver and
by enabling the
woofer cone to
retain the same
relationship to all
points of the surround, no matter how great the
woofer excursion. It increases power handling by
allowing the woofer to move further off axis. It
provides cleaner dynamics, enabling the driver to
react faster to signal changes, resulting in excep-
tionally tight, controlled bass. It is the reason AR
speakers are able to produce such accurate, thun-
derous bass with minimum distortion from remark-
ably small cabinet enclosures.

For the advanced

Equally critical to the AR sound is its Exposed Dome
Driver Technology. Although a dome driver
functions electrically in the same manner as a
traditional cone transducer, the construction
differences significantly improve frequency
response and dispersion.

The small size of most high frequency drivers limits
the size of the enclosed voice coil. In contrast, the
dome driver's voice coil is connected to the outside
of the dome, allowing for a significantly larger coil.
This permits more current to flow through the coil
while reducing resonance modes and standing
waves, which in turn dramatically increases power
handling, dynamic range and detailed response.

The benefits of the dome driver are further maxi-
mized when it is exposed beyond the surface
plane of the speaker's front baffle. In addition to
creating a fuller, more natural sound, it pro-
vides uniform dispersion in all forward directions
to ensure a natural tonal balance from more listen-
ing positions throughout the room.

This broader dis persion also provides unique speak-
er placement flexibility. In conjunction with AR's
high utilization of reverberant room energy and
relatively small cabinet enclosures,the result
is an optimum performance speaker better suited
for real -world use.

For the AR dealer nearest you, call 1-800-969-AR4U.
© 1995 Acoustic Research, 535 Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510 CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE C
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The JVC XL-M4I7TN,
Nakamichi MB -2s, and Harman Kardon

FL8450 are among the seven

CD changers that went head to head in

our comparison tests: see page 54.
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It doesn't matter

where you put

them, what you

use them for, or

how you decide

to mount them.

Solids perform.

 Why? Because they're acoustically

engineered by world-rercwned B8W

Loudspeakers. The same people who

W H E h L E V ER created the legendary B8t.N Vatrim

801 - the speaker used fc r nearly

HE Y eighty percent of all class cal reco-ditgs

Solids produce

superb, high

S T N D, quality sound

that transcends

their size and
HEY RE price. The HCM I,

for example, can
r
10 T AND I N G. handle an impressk.e 150 watt:

of power. So you can crack up the

volume. It's also magnetically shielded

to ensure, accurate, true-to-life so_ind -

for music or movies.  And Solids'
small footprint means the' fit into ycur
room without

cramping your

style. Call

1.800.370.3742

for the name of

the Solid dealer

nearest you.

You'll discover that Solid speakers delive -

outstanding performance and value -

wherever they stand.

They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading, MA
01864-2699
1.800.370.3742 T E L
1.508.664.4109 FAX
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WN YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES ON LASERDISC.

3 uksERDiscsl.
See Details Below

The Specialist 1341700

Four Weddings And
A Funeral '1302900

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective '1242908

Grumpy Old Men '1251503

Highlander 0382309

BeetieJuice 0633008

Indecent Proposal '1142009

Pink Floyd: The Wall

Back To The Future

Rambo: First Blood

The Sound Of Music

Unforgiven (1992)

The Pelican Brief

'1293802

'0211409

'0650309

'0003905

'1084003

'1251305

CLUB FAVORITES

Mary Shelley's Frankenstein
(1994) 1363803

Stargate 1334903

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day '0233205

Speed '1297407

True Lies 1327105

Clear And Present
Danger 1326305

Philadelphia *1251404

Bladeru nner: The
Director's Cut '1097906

Cliffhanger '1149301

Demolition Man '1199306

The Fugitive *1197706

Close Encounters
Of The Third Kind
(Special Edition) 1273002

Top Gun

Blown Away

Dragon:The
Bruce Lee Story

The Wizard Of Oz

A Few Good Men

The Firm

Patriot Games

Carilto's Way

Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves

0426908

1291301

*1150705

0001404

1106301

9154400

9051309

*1229301

*0976803

aKll
910

DISCLOSURE
1371004.

N OF THE JEER INTERVIEW WITH THE

HX) 1415900* VAMPIRE

Star Wars (THX) '1416007 Die Hard

STAR TREK GENERATIO
13828

The Empire Strikes
Back (THX) 1415801

Predator '0364901

Predator 2 *0104307

Star Trek I:
The Motion Picture *0203505

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan '0201301

Star Trek III:
The Search For Spook '0201608

Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home *0430603

Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country 1001007
The River Wild 1336304

Scent Of A Woman "1121300

Conan The Barbarian '0220509

Sleepless in Seattle 9154905

Ghost '0826008

Jews '0844605

Under Siege 9077908

Chinatown '0202507

2001: A Space
Odyssey '0844308

in The Name Of The
Father 9247709

In The Line Of Fire 1190107

Bridge On The River
Kwal (Restored) I143809

The Plano 1237809

A Clockwork Orange 1356005

Ladyhawke 1356302

Richie-Rich 1353705

The Bodyguard

On Deadly Ground

The Prince Of Tides

Rising Sun

9105907

9251909

'0847103

9174804

Basic Instinct

Batman (1989)

Batman Returns

Goodfelias

Home Alone 2:
Lost In New York

1033208

*0642504

*1029909

*0969808

1104900

Backdraft

The Abyss

*0559005

*0881102

The Pagemaster

It Could Happen
To You

1338409

9332006

Tlmecop

JURASSIC PARK
1264001.

'0367607

Die Hard 2: Die Harder '0041806

Bram Stoker's
Dracula

Maverick

Dragonslayer
(Remastered)

Junior

The Client

'1102904

9297209

1352103

 1364504

 1300409

NEW RELEASES

Darkman '1375609

Darkman 2:The Return
Of Durant '1372101

l0 1381904

Little Women 19941'1372903

The Last Seduction '1372507

Legends Of
The Fall 1371301

Murder In The First '1371103

Paper Moon
(Dir:s Series) 1382209

Ren And Stimpy:
The Essential
Collection 9411206

Street Fighter 1384007

The Shawshank
Redemption *1345503

Priscilla Queen Of
The Desert 9345206

The Making Of
Jurassic Park
(Special Edition)

Drop Zone

The Professional

1372606

1364306

'1364801
1332204 The Adventures Of

The Silence Of
The Lambs

The Last Of The
Mohicans (1992)

E T  The
Extra -Terrestrial

The Hunt For
Red October

The Shadow

Baron Munchausen '0594309
D805309 Double Dragon

1071406
Speechless

Natural Born Killers

0681106 Wolf

Total Recall

1353606

1352509

1327709

'1314905

*1286103

*0825000 Journey To The Far
*1297001 Side Of The Sun 1352400

Here's a great way to build a collection of your favorite
movies - on laserdisc! Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus shipping and
handling. In exchange, you simply agree to buy four more
laserdiscs in the next two years, at regular Club prices
(currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping/handling) -
and you may cancel membership at any time after doing
so. What's more, you can get still one more movie for the
low price of $19.95 and have less to buy later (see
complete details in coupon).

Free 6agazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year)
revievrng our Directors Selection - plus scores of alternate
choices, including many lower -priced laserdiscs. And you may
also receive Special Selection mailings up to lour times a
year. (That's up to 17 buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want the Director's
Selection, do nothing - it will be sent automatically. If you
prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the
resporse card always provided by the date specified. And
you'll always have 14 days to decide; if not, you may
return the selection at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great
savings on the movies you want - for as long as you
decide to remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operaton with your introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days at our expense for a full
refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 Pn.
Columbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept. AHE, P.O. Box 1112, Terre Hauls, Indiana 47811.1112

Yes, lease enroll me under the terms outlined in this
adve-tisement. As a member, I need buy only 4 more
selecions, at regular Club prices, in the next 2 years.

Senc me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each -
plus ;1.50 each shipping and handling (total $750).

r
Mese Check Now Paying:
0 MI check is enclosed
0 Clarge my introductory laserdiscs
and uture club purchases to:
0 NusterCard El Diners Club
0 AMEX 0 VISA

Acct. -4o.

A35/A37

A36/A38

EJ Discover

Exp. Date_/

Signaure

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-
AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
CAI., send me my first selection
for 5'995, plus $1.50
shipping/handling, which I'm
oddit'g to my $7.50 payment (total $28.95). I then need buy only
3 mo e (instead of 4) in the next 2 years.

Nome

Address Apt.

City

State

Phone No. (

Do any of the following apply to you? (411
0 I awn a Personal Computer (11 ID I own o PC with a CDROM (2)

0 I plan to buy a PC with a CD-ROM (3)

Note: This offer applies to first-time Laserdisc Club members only.
limit one per household. Columbia House reserves the right to
request additional information, reject any application or cancel any
membership. Offer limited to the continental U.S. (excluding Alaska).
Applicable sales tax added to oil orders. 24-9/95

Zip



BULLETIN
BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

A/V DIGEST
Terk Technologies is working
on a multiroom signal -distri-
bution system that would
enable A/V signals to be
transmitted over existing
twisted -pair phone wiring.
... Terming the current 16 -bit
CD system "inadequate," a
group of British audio engi-
neers dubbed the Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio (ARA)
is calling for the develop-
ment of a multichannel
24 -bit high -quality audio disc
(HQAD) that does not use
data -reduction techniques.
... In October Panasonic's
PV-DV1000 will become the
first Digital Videocassette
(DVC) camcorder to hit U.S.
store shelves. Slated to retail
for $3,500 to $4,000, the hand-
held device records digital
video and CD -quality audio
on a 30- or 60 -minute cassette
that's only one -twelfth the
size of a VHS videocassette.

PASSING BATONS
Kurt Masur, music director of
the Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra and the New York
Philharmonic, announced
that he will relinquish the
Leipzig position in 1998....
Pierre Boulez has been
named principal guest
conductor of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra....
The Norwegian conductor
Mariss Jansons has been
named to succeed Lorin
Maazel as music director of
the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra in 1996.

GOLDEN EAR CONTEST
To prove that "it's not easy" to
tell the difference between a
CD and a high -quality tape
recording, TDK is staging the
TDK $1,000,000 Challenge
during the upcoming Winter
Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas next January. Up
to twenty first -prize winners
of an ongoing nationwide
TDK sweepstakes will be
flown to Vegas to participate
in a "rigorously supervised
double-blind listening test"
to see if they can hear the

difference between a CD
and a TDK SA -X audio tape of
the same music. To win the
$1 million prize, contestants
must correctly identify the
mystery sound source as CD
or SA -X tape in ten consecu-
tive trials. Sweepstakes entry
forms will be available at
participating TDK retailers
through December.

MUSIC NOTES
After many postponements,
the multimillion -dollar Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame was
scheduled to open in Cleve-
land, Ohio, on September 2
with a concert featuring
(among others) Bruce Spring-
steen, Dr. Dre, and Johnny
Cash. Sales of tickets priced
from $30 to $540 were less
than brisk, however, causing
promoters to drop prices on
many seats.... There's a new
star in Hollywood's Walk of
Fame, honoring singer/
dancer/actress Rita Moreno.
... Recognizing the blues as
the foundation for all styles
of rock and guitar -oriented
music, Capitol is launching
a new series of blues reis-
sues including recordings by
Roy Brown, Lightnin'
Hopkins, Son House, Lil' Son
Jackson, Brownie McGhee,
Sonny Terry, T -Bone Walker,
and Big Joe Williams.

V -CHIP VICTORY?
Recent telecommunications
deregulation legislation
passed by both houses of
Congress includes a
provision that would require
TV makers to include a so-
called V -chip circuit in TV's
that would let parents block
shows deemed unsuitable for
children. The circuit would
be activated by a ratings
signal transmitted along
with the programming. Just
who would be responsible for
defining which programs are
too racy or violent? The
House version of the measure
would give programmers a
year to establish a voluntary
ratings system. Failing that,
the FCC would be empow-

/ \ /

THE SCOOP ON TV

Everybody knows that watching TV is habit-forming, and a
survey made by United States Satellite Broadcasting (USSB).
of St. Paul, Minnesota, has revealed some habits associated
with the average American's use of TV. For example, there are
at least two TV sets in the typical home, and 25 percent of
those surveyed admitted that they fall asleep in front of the TV
at least three times a week. Pajamas are the costume of choice
for 40 percent of American couch potatoes, and 1 percent of the
survey's respondents said they watch TV in the nude (only
men admitted this). There is at least one VCR in 88 percent of
American homes. 33 percent have at least two, and 17 percent
of our nation's VCR clocks are flashing "12:00." 1 Love Lucy
still ranks fifth among Americans' all-time favorite shows,
after Home Improvement, MVI*S*H, Star Trek, and Murder She
Wrote. USSB provides programming to satellite -dish owners.

ered to appoint an advisory
committee. V -chip opponents
argue that major TV makers
already offer sets with
channel -blackout systems.

The independent videocas-
sette publisher Kultur/White
Star has celebrated its
fifteenth anniversary by
publishing a catalog of its
more than 400 performing -
arts programs. With
emphasis on music and
ballet, Kultur features such
superstars as Luciano
Pavarotti, Joan Sutherland,
Mikhail Baryshnii<ov, and

Rudolph Nureyev. Its White
Star division ranges from
Hollywood legends to country
music, rock, and war
documentaries. For a free
copy of the catalog call
Kultur/White Star, 1-800-
4KULTUR (1-800-458-5887).

CONTINUING ED.
Toshiba is sponsoring a
series of home theater
seminars in cities across the
country through next April
that will provide tips on
selecting and installing
components and upgrading. 7,
Call 1-800-709-4400 for
schedule details.
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Pete Sampras. The youngest male

to win the U.S. Open. Now the
winner of five grand slam titles:
Australia,1994; Wimbledon,1993
and 1994; the U.S. Open, 1993
and 1990.
Said The New York Times of
Sampras: "It's just possible we
have a latter day classic on our
hands."

FINE JEWELRY

LI A Y TO NOF1H U D S 0 N

 THE ART OF PERFORMANCE: THE MAKING OF A LEGENDARY CLASSIC.

The Moved° Museum

Watch is in the

permanent collections

of museums around

the world.

Staotliches Museum

fur angewandte Kunst

Neue Sammlung,

Munich, Germany

Museum Moderne Kunst

Vienna, Austria

Museo de Arte Maderna

Bogota, Colombia

Museum Boymonsian

Beuningen, Rotterdam,

The Netherlands

Museo de Arte

Contemporeneo

Caracas, Venezuela

Finnish Museum of

Horology Espool,

Helsinki, Finland

Sezon Museum of Art

Tokyo, Japan

Kunstindustri-museets

Billedbog,

Copenhagen, Denmark

Musee International

d'Horlagerie

La Chaux-de-Fonds,

Switzerland

Museo de Bellas Artes

Bilbao, Spain

Design Museum

London, England

Kawasaki City Museum

Kawasaki, Japan

Victoria and Albert

Museum

London, England

Ludwigsmuseum

Cologne, Germany

The Museum Sports Edition Watch. A
spertive interpretation of the classic
design. Crafted in Switzerland. Stainless
steel and 18 karat gold micron finish.
Quartz. Water-resistant. $795

MOVADO
The Museum.Watch.

S



Inside Definitive's BP2000

Low frequency
tuned column

25 mm pure aluminum
dome, eperiodic
transmission -line tweeter

Low diffraction driver
baffle interface

Comple>

crossover network

Front rfirror-imagec
D'Appolm bipolar array in
non -resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer
magnet structure

Electronic crossover

Accelerometer optimized
cabinet oraces

1" thick high density
medite front baffle i r

Torroidal Tansforner

Piano gloss neck
or gloss the endc.lps

'" thick -ea.
nedite baffle

High definition pure
copper wire

Multelayerec damper -mg

pads line entire cab let

17 cm mineral -fled
polymer hgh-defiridon

bass/midrange driers

Rear mrror-imag1
CeAppolito bipolar arr'i rn

ion-resonait char- be r

15' high -poker
long -throw belamnete

r olymer subwoofer diver

Complete built-in powered
subwcofer system

Gold-plated low-level subwoofer
input (for 3puonal ise)

'`%
....... Gold-plated trewireble

speaker level irputs

High current 3CD-watt FMB
subwoder ampler

Sonopure '" fiber
internal dampening 1 1 /4" thick high-densr.),

medite cabnet sidewall

"I doubt t.iat yot_ can get a better sounding system kr less
that-. several Lines the price of the BP2000."

-Julian H.rsch, Stereo keview



Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
They are an amazing achievement!

Each revolutionary bipolar BP2000 ($I499 ea) has a built-in
300 -watt RMS powered l5"subwooler for ultimate performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 12

,ulian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitre Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers,

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148



Definitive Technology
The Leckie In High Performance Loudspeakers.

LETTERS
Surround Sound Hookups
There was very little I couldn't agree with
in Bryan Little's "Surround Sound Problem
Solver" article in August except for the
wiring diagram on page 58. I fail to see the
need to route the line -level audio from the
VCR to the TV, then to the A/V receiver,
when the TV is already getting audio from
the cable splitter. Sending the VCR audio
"straight out" to the receiver would elimi-
nate one potential signal degradation, in
keeping with the maxim. "straight wire
with gain." (The VCR's video line output
should still go to the TV, unless picture -in -
picture is involved.) STEVEN L. PAXSTON

Des Moines, IA

The hookup shown with the article simpli-
fies the setup and insures that whenever a
stereo tape is played it is heard in stereo.
Going straight to the receiver may indeed
give slightly cleaner reproduction, but it
will also complicate switching just a tad,
and the degree of improvement will depend
greatly on the quality of the audio electron-
ics in the TV and of the soundtrack on the
tape. Either approach will work, however.

Recordable CD's
Kudos to Ken Pohlmann for his August
"Signals" column about CD -R recorders
("Recordaphobia"). I am a professional disc
jockey, a digital audio engineer, and a CD
collector. The concept of being able to re-
cord onto CD makes me drool with antici-
pation. I was very disappointed to read that
even though Pioneer is coming out with an
inexpensive CD recorder, the discs them-
selves are expensive, write -once only, and
record only 63 minutes of audio. To make
matters worse, they will have the Serial
Copy Management System (SCMS) as well.
Why bother to promote the recordable CD
if there are so many limitations on it?

The music industry does not have to
worry about CD -R's being purchased by
the general public. For a mass format to
succeed, it has to be cheap and "idiot
proof"; CD -R is neither. It's far cheaper
and easier to tape a CD, or to buy it for $11
or $12, than to buy a CD -R and duplicate it.

People in the "black market" industry are
not going to use CD -R's, either. If you were
illegally duplicating CD's, you wouldn't
make them one by one at a cost of $15
each; you'd mass -duplicate them in a facto-
ry. To make a profit on CD -R copies, you'd
have to sell them for about $20 each! Who
would buy a copy at that price?

Just who would be using CD -R ma-
chines? People in the music industry -
musicians, audio engineers, radio broad-
casters - and collectors like myself. Musi-
cians could use them to make demo CD's.
Radio stations could archive commercials
and make custom music CD's; they already
pay ASCAP and BMI anyway. Audio engi-
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neers could use the discs in production and
for distributing rough mixes of albums to
the artists. I would be using them to transfer
long -lost music from vinyl or to create cus-
tom compilations from CD's I already own.
We are intelligent and honest people who
know better than to sell the silly things!
What's the problem here?

The music industry is going to shoot it-
self in the foot again just like they did with
DAT. An unrestricted CD -R format is long
overdue. PAUL. B. ADAMS

Centerville, MA

All digital audio recorders sold in the con-
sumer market are required by law to incor-
porate SCMS. As with DAT, though, CD -R
recorders for the professional market can
be sold without SCMS or with defeatable
SCMS. Prices of blank discs are high now
in part because sales volume is very low, so
they will probably come down over time.

Zapping Commercials
August "Bulletin" reports on a "commer-
cial -free" VCR from RCA that skips over
commercials while it's recording. There's
no way a tape recorder can "skip" some-
thing while it's in record mode, so what
does the thing actually do? Record the com-
mercials and skip over them in playback?
Or kick into record -pause mode when it
senses more than a few frames of black
(which is typical going into or out of a
commercial break)? ANTHONY KREMER

Las Vegas, NV

Sorry we weren't clear on that. RCA's new
"Commercial Free" VCR's record electron-
ic markers before and after each commer-
cial segment. When the tape is played back,
the deck automatically fast forwardsthrough
the marked segments, displaying a blue
screen while doing so. According to RCA it
takes about 10 seconds to zip through a 3 -
minute commercial (in SLP mode).

The Patio Challenge
Tom Nousaine's "The Patio Challenge,"
comparison tests of outdoor speakers, in Ju-
ly was interesting, but there are a couple of
points I am not clear on. He recommends
"soffit -mounting" the speakers, but no-
where does he explain what that is. Also,
none of the speakers in the review appeared
to have any kind of volume control. It
seems to me that having to go into the
house every time you want to adjust the
volume would be terribly inconvenient. Are
there outdoor speakers with built-in volume
controls? Or watertight potentiometers suit-
able for this application? CHRIS MUNSON

Sunnyvale, CA

"Soffit mounting" refers to affixing a speak-
er (usually with a bracket) to the soffit (or

Authorized Dealers
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"Discover the
Greatest Value

in High -End
Loudspeakers99

You must hear the superiority of Definitive's
remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and

experience the miracle of bipolar technology!
"Truly Outstanding"

- Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. It's no wonder
experts agree that Definitive's
critically acclaimed bipolar towers
(priced from $299ea.) dramatically
outperform the competition.

Our exquisitely styled, American -
made, advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) systems
are the critics' choice. They combine
lush spacious sound -staging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolution
and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-quality bass
(to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range. The
result is superb music and movie
reproduction so real that it has been
called "an incredible sonic miracle."

It 1' - i.550 c,799 ea. HPB - $399 ea.
RI% I tu% %hown S299 on.

The breathtaking performance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on facing page

"Music and Movie Sound
was Stunning" - Video Magazine
Combine BP6s, 8s, lOs or 20s
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby AC -3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance loudspeakers,.

11105 Valley HI.. Dr.  Baltimore. MI) 21117.14101363-7148



underside) of the eaves of a house. But Tom
Nousaine didn't recommend soffit mount-
ing: he simply said "most people find lid
appealing because it puts the speakers up
and out of the way and shields them from
direct rain and sunlight."

As for controlling the volume of outdoor
speakers, one solution is to install a wall -
mountable volume control either inside or
outside the house. Niles (1-800-2894434)
and Sonance (1-800-582-7777) offer a vari-
ety of such controllers, including weather -

resistant models. Another option, if you
have a clear line of sight (through a win-
dow or sliding -glass door) to the main sys-
tem, is to use an infrared remote control.

Near -Field Speakers
Peter Mitchell's "Exploring the Near Field"
(August, "The High End") was interesting
and provocative: reference to multimedia -
computer audio output might seem unnec-
essarily /ow -end. I infer from several points

Two classic Open-Aire"Marvels
or German Engineering

They're both durable and a great value, but the ultra -lightweight HD 414 headphone features

added comfort and incredible sound. The world's most popular headphone, the HD 414,

is available again (for a limited time) to celebrate our 50th anniversary.

Own a classic that doesn't need a garage!

JUST LISTEN

HD 414
HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER
II you need help gersng yOtlf hands on the HD 414, en. give es a call

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOA 987

OLD LYME, CT 06371  TEL: 203-434-9190  FAX: 203-434-1759

"VW'Volkswagen' and "Beetle" are trademarks of Volkswagen AG 'Open -Aire" is o trodemark of Sennheiser Electronic Corp

CIRCLE NO. 54 ON READER SERVICE CARD

in the description of "near -field" speakers
that they would need to use small, single -
element drivers in small enclosures. If so, I
can see how they could reproduce the "har-
monic overtone structures" of instruments
playing bass fundamentals, but how would
the fundamentals themselves be repro-
duced? Did Mr. Mitchell forget to mention
a third bit of "bad news," the requirement
for a subwoofer (or even just an ordinary
woofer)? GLENN E. MERRITT

Homewood, IL

No, quite ordinary multidriver loudspeak-
ers can he used, though for the setup to he
practical they would need to be relatively
compact.

"Bright" AR-3a's
I cannot dispute Mr. Edward S. Gamer's
comments, in his letter in August, about
how his AR-3a's sound in his listening en-
vironment, but I can say that the AR-3a's I
sent Julian Hirsch for his comparison with
the new AR -303 were in original working
order and, yes, in mint condition. They are
also very uniform throughout the midrange
and treble all the way out to 20 kHz, with a
predictable rolloff in the extreme treble of
about 6-7 dB on -axis. There is no response
peak at 700 Hz.

Mr. Hirsch's reference to the AR -3a as
being "too bright" is, in fact, correct. With
the midrange and tweeter level controls set
to maximum, there is too much midrange
output relative to the overall response. Once
the controls are adjusted closer to the dots
(on the midrange), the balance is normal.
With the level controls adjusted this way,
the sound of the AR -3a is very similar to
that of the AR -303, as Mr. Hirsch reported,
which is precisely what Acoustic Research
had in mind in designing the AR -303.

THOMAS TYSON
High Point, NC

Corrections
August "Bulletin" gave an incorrect tele-
phone number for Tracer Technologies,
maker of the Digital Audio Reconstruction
Technology (DART) computer program to
remove pops, clicks, and other noise from
older audio sources. The correct number is
717-747-0200.

The September "Best of the Month" re-
view of Charpentier's Medea misstated the
total time of the three -CD set. It is 3 hours,
15 minutes.

August Popular Music "Quick Fixes"
misstated the name of a recording group. It
is Little Charlie and the Nightcats (not the
Nightcaps).

The photo of pianist Charles Rosen on
page 106 in September was wrongly credit-
ed. The photographer was Peter Schaaf. o

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.



"Hands Down,
Definitive Offers
the Most Bass
for the Buck!"

-Video Magazine

Our award -winning $699 PF15 subwoofer has a
15" woofer, 185 -watt RMS amp and floor -shaking

18 Hz response that will ignite your system.
"Shook the Concrete Floor"

- Stereo Review
We set out to build the world's
finest sounding, most powerful

subwoofers. And we have. Our PF15
subwoofer is amazing. Our Audio
Video Grand Prix winning PF1500
(15" w/ 250 -watt amp) is even more
spectacular. And our Critic's Choice
top 5 -star rated PF1800 (18" w/ 500 -
watt amp) is absolutely nuclear.

All three Definitive powered
subwoofers feature our monocoque
cabinets, high -power high -current
amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic
crossovers and massive 15" or 18"
drivers. Best of all, experts agree
that we have achieved the perfect
synergy of powerful, earth -shaking
bass for home theater combined
with superb transient response and
a refined expressive musicality. Definitive's subwoofers combine explosive power with refined

musicality to achieve the ultimate in bass performance.
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 12

Awesome Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, all our subwoofers have
superb built-in electronic crossovers
with high and low level inputs and
outputs, adjustable high pass, low
pass and volume controls (plus phase
controls for the PF1500 and 1800) to
guarantee perfect blending with any
system and superior bass response
in any room. All are Dolby AC -3 ready.

You must visit your nearest
Definitive dealer and experience the
absolute ultimate in powered
subwoofer performance: awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers..

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117.14I0) 363-7148
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HI F teivp Review
Julian Boum Rid Pip., with Gilad7  I, du-
a Mandolin in Yana Hall Chstn?  Balir binary

far Andiarlakt  Concert Mona is the Mantic,

30
YEARS AGO
Mandolin mania! The October
cover story surveyed the (very)
small repertoire of concert
music for mandolin. "When
listening to a mandolin,"
author James Goodfriend
noted, "it is extremely difficult
to get the Bay of Naples out
of one's head."

New products this month
included Ercona's miniature
(23/4 x 3/4 inches) condenser
microphone, with a frequency
response of 30 Hz to 18 kHz
±3 dB, and Oki's AS -888 two -
speed transistorized tape
recorder ($490, with speakers).

13:

Installation of the Month, 1965

In test reports, Julian Hirsch
examined the new Acoustic
Research AR-2ax speaker,
with a smaller but better
midrange than the AR -2a had,
and the KLH Model 16
all -transistor stereo integrated
amplifier, rated at 70 watts
continuous output.

Installation of the Month
featured reader Vincent
Marascio's movable (on
casters) custom -designed teak
console with room for two
Crown open -reel tape
machines, a Rek-O-Kut
turntable, a McIntosh preamp
and power amp, and a Scott
stereo tuner.

But you're making that
sound negative: In letters,
Chicago reader George W.
Gilmore described our
favorable reviews of recent
Beatles albums as "a monstrous
perversion of values."

20
YEARS AGO
The big technical story in
October 1975 was Julian
Hirsch's "Turntable Basics," a
primer for fledgling component
shoppers that combined a
glossary of turntable terms
with recommended features to
look for. Among the month's
new products were the SAE
Mark XXV power amplifier,
a 300 -watt -per -channel
behemoth priced at $1,250, the
Garrard Z2000B automatic
turntable, with a belt driven by
an intermediate idler rather
than directly by the motor
pulley, and 3M's audio -cassette
edit/repair kit. Elsewhere,
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
tested Shure's MM95ED
phono cartridge (billed as the

company's "second-best")
and the Hitachi D-3500 cassette
deck ($399).

In Best of the Month, George
Jellinek hailed a Philips disc of
Der Mond, a lesser -known
work by Carl Carmina Burana
Orff, and Noel Coppage
endorsed folkie Steve
Goodman's "Jessie's Jig &
Other Favorites" on Asylum.
In other reviews, Peter Reilly
knocked "Bankrupt" by
Dr. Hook ("as lively and
interesting to listen to as the
sounds of the Invisible Man
jogging"), Eric Salzman found
a piano recital by avant-gardist

The McCartneys, 1975

George Flynn on Finnadar
"simply overwhelming," and
Joel Vance dissed "Desolation
Boulevard" by Sweet
("I recommend a year in Her
Majesty's Merchant Marine for
this quartet. If that fails,
surgery may be necessary").

But you're making that sound
negative, Part Two: Rock
critic Lester Bangs, reviewing
Wings' "Venus and Mars are
Alright Tonight," said of the
album's stars, Paul and Linda
McCartney, "Let's face it: Will
and Ariel Durant they ain't."

Leading off the tape-themed
issue of October 1985, Craig
Stark explained "How to
Choose the Right Tape," and
Peter Mitchell contributed
a buyer's guide to "The Hi-Fi
VCR." Among new products
were Akai's GX-9 tape deck
and the dbx Soundfield Ten
speaker system. Julian Hirsch
tested the NAD 2000 power
amplifier, a radical new design
capable of delivering up to 400
watts per channel in short
bursts, and Toshiba's XR-V22
CD player, the first model ever
with two CD drawers.

Toshiba's dual CD player, 1985

In Best of the Month, Robert
Ackart hailed Philips's
new recording of Mussorgsky's
Boris Godounov starring
Alexander Vedemikov,
and Mark Peel characterized
Talking Heads' "Little
Creatures" as the band's
"Yuppie album."

Wiseguys: Responding to
an August High End column
on CD's versus LP's, readers
Rusinski, Raczynski, and
Rhoads, of Dinosaur Audio,
Inc., in Rome, New York,
announced plans to market
"a line of rim -drive turntables;
we believe that no one
should be deprived of the
undeniably 'human experience'
of rumble, wow, and flutter."

- Steve Simels
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keen Day: Dodds
Repnse) 02753

Sheryl Crow: Tuesday
light Music Club
A8M) 03061

he Sound Of MusidSdtrk.
RCA) 00046

16recid, Symphony No.3
karma &ern.
Nonesuch) 00110

oni Braxton l_aFoce) 00420

he Bonnie RIM Collection
Warner Bros.) 00569

last Of Dire Straits:
Roney For Nothing
Warner Bros i 00713

leehvood Mac: Greatest
less (Warner Bros 00796

Freedom

from long

commitments.

be Essential Charlie
Iarker verve 00902

iCA Victor Greatest
tits Series:
"chaikovsky
,neatest Hits
RCA) 00952

livaidl Greatest Hits
RCA) 00956

bone Temple Pilots: Core
Atlantic) 00981

n112 Amor: Simply The
lest (Capital) 01166

*roe Brown:
90 Ail -Tons Grealset Hite
:P01Y00r) 01342

lOndon)
Womb And Friends

01451

:modems Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle
20 Greatest Hits
Fantasyi 01520

Chris
(Reprise) 08711

Gershwin Plays Gershwin.
The Piano Rolls
iFiewtra Nonesuch) 01675

Snoop Doggy Dogg:
Do99YstYlo
iDeam Row/Intersccpe) 016921

Black Sabbath: Master Of
Reality (Warner Bros.) 01863

Hootie & The Blowfish.
Cracked Rear View
(Attar!, 05872

.11,111 .1K

SERVICE=

The Lion
King/Sdtrk.
(Waft Drsney) 03533

Seal (1994)
(Warner Bros.'Sirei 05907

Bonnie Rain:
Longing In
Their Hearts
(Capitol) 02742 FOr
Nine Inch Nails:
The Downward Spiral
(Interscope) 02767 *

Chant: The Benedictine
Monks of Santo Domingo
de Silos (Angel) 02957

Icognito: Positivity
(WwWForacast)

Frank Sinatra: Duets
(Capitol, 03039

Beethoven. Symphonies
Nos. 5 8 6 "Pastorale"
BPO.Karaian (DG 4D
-Karatan Gold') 03127

The Joy Of Bane**
DC) 03212

Norman Brown: Atlas The
Storm (NoJazz)

REMASTERED

CLASSICS
Jimi Hendrix: The Ultimate
Experience :MCA 01527
Frank Zappa: Weasels
Ripped My Flesh

:Leo:: 02116

Elton John: Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road

03076

Elton John Greatest Hits
03077

Bad Company: Straight
Shooter AtLrelr-, 05815

Bad Company
(Swan Song, 05830

Yes: Fragile
(Atlantic) 05837

Yes: Close To The Edge
(Atlantic) 05838

Elvis Costello: My Aim Is
True (Rykodisc) 06951

The Very Best Of -.yr-
Elvis Costello 8 The
Attractions 1977116
(Rykodisc) 06956

David Bowie: Ziggy
Stardust Fivirortsc: 10803

Jimi Hendrix Experience:
Electric Ladyland
(MCAT 25440

Frank Zappe: Apostrophe/
Overnight Sensation
(Rykodiscl 43832

David Bowie:
The Singles 1969-1993
(Rykodisc) 01659

Ace Of Base: The Sign
tAr.sta 02354

Tom Petty 8
The Heartbreakers:
Greatest Hits (MCA) 02390

Counting Crows: August
And Everything After
:DGC 02409

Yanni: Live At The Acropolis
:PrNaie Mew) 02477

Soundgarden:
Superunlmown (AWA) 025115

Open's Gnselma Moments
(FICA Vidor Red Seel) 02581

The Mavericks:
What A Crying Shame
(MCA) 02601

Jon Secede: Heart, Soul 8
A Voice (SEW) 03323

Tracy Byrd: No Ordinary
Man (MCA) 03339

Vidal GB: When Love Finds
You (MCA) 03350

Carpenters: The Singles
1969-1973 (A8M) 04393

Super:Wimp: Classics (14
Greatest Hits) (A8M) 04891

The Police: Live
(A8M) 05551

Cecilia Sartori: Mozart
Portraits (London) 04923 EY

I.: Dazed And Confused/Sdtrk.
Foghat. Kiss. ZZ Top others I
(Grant Warner Bros) 04944

the
Price
of

NOTHING MORE
TO BUY, EVER!
Boyz II Men: ll
(Motown) 06028

The Cranberries: No Need
To Argue (Island) 06258

Dave Brubeck Quartet:
Late Night Brubeck:
Uve At The Blue Note
(Telarc) 05665

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best
Of The Songbooks:
The Ballads (Verve) 05713r

The Chieftains: The Long
Black Jell Featuring Sting,
Tne Rc)Iling Stones others.

IRCA Victor! 06408

Collective Soul
(Atlantic) 08133

Brooks 8 Dunn:
Waltin' On Sundown
(Aosta) 05888

Amy Grant: House 01
Love (RAM) 05902

James Galway: Wind 01
Change Tears In Heaven
more (RCA) 05960

Anita Baker: Rhythm Of
Love (Eleldra) 05980

Nand Griffith: Ryas
(Elektra) 05982

Mebane: Greatest Hits.
VOL Is (RCA) 05996

The Ripp*glons: Sellars
(GRP) 08006

Eric Ceylon: From The
Cradle (Alamer Bros.) 06025

Kronos Owlet Night
Provers (Nonesuch) 080114

klaiee: Shore My World
(EMI) 06141

The Notorious B.I.G.:
Reedy To De
(Bad Boy/ Mats) 061110

R E.M  Monster
(Warier Bros.) 06184

Bon Jovl: Cross Rood
(Greatest HIts)
(Mercury) 06183

Barry White: The Icon Is
Love (A8M) 06185

Tom Petty: Wildflowers
(Warier Bros.) 06200

Madonns: Ibidlim Stories
(lAaverick/Sire) 06356

HOW The NI* 1
(WaPeisley Pant) 02228

Rey Chides: The Best 01The
Medic Yews (Rhino) 06755

Joshua Redman: Mood
Swing (Warner Bros.) 05845

I WA& 41G-
OffilleMilla

SERVICE

Encomium:
Lad 211091WinuA TribuleToHoofs

8 The Blowfish, others.
00136

John Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic) 08251

Pavarotti: The Early Years.
Vol. I Recorded live! (RCA
Victor Gold Seal) 06200

David Arkenstone:
Another Star In The Sky
(Narada) 56221

Brandy (Atlantic) 06266

LL Cool J,COnclytili!.Tonei,
Jason's L

others. Mercury) 06268

Frank Sinatra: Duets II
06269

Acoustic Alchemy:
Aga nst the Grain
1GR.1 06270

AentismIth: Big Ones

n=i7st "Its) 08271

Rod Stewart: The

(Mercercuryuryr ghlT1111
M

The Best of David
Sanborn (Reprise) 06271

NNiriaew fUnPiug9(DGC) V621114

Barbra Streisand:
Hello Dolly
Pri,1:p, 06314

Vanessa Williams:
The Sweetest Days

Merce-:, 06335

The Best 01 Sting 1984-
1994. Fields Of Gold

06357

Mary My Life
06362
tr1=

freedom to
save more the

longer you stay
- up to NI

\-fir7.111Pairlitat'neeyc"n.
Rod Stewart, others
(Warner Bros.) 06393
P to Fiction/Sdtrk.
(MCA). 063961
Alicia de Larrocha:
Mompiou, Spanish Songs
and Dances
(RCA Victor) 06469

Rod McCoy: Another Night
(MAW 06500

Christian McBride:
&AMY To k Newel 06863
Kat Randle & Family
(Sparrow) 06892

Boys On The SIde/Sdtrk
(Ands) 06893

George Duke: Illusions
(Warner Bros.) 06926
Shanb
The Women In Me
(Mercury Nashville. 06935

Diana Roos 8 The
Supreme,: Anthology
iMotosm) 02055

[ft

Pet
Metheny
Group:
We Live Here
(Geffen) 06938

Stevie Wonder:
Conversation Peace
(Motown 08069

Trisha Yearwood: Thinidn'
About You (MCA) 08083

Soul For Real: Candy Rain
(UptovaVIACA) 08120

The Best 01 The Gipsy
Kings :Nonesuch) 08149

Luciano Pavarotti:
Pavarotti In Central Park
(London) 08096

The Best 01 New Order
(Cnvest/Warner Bros.) 08153

Better Than Ezra: Deluxe
(Elektra) 08160

Matthew Sweet 100% Fun
(Zoo Entertainment) 08166

Jam* Walters
(Atlantic) 08218

gar:sly:a, : Low & Other
s (GRP) 06224

Yellowiacksts: Collection
(GRP) 08225

Eric Clanton: The Cream Of
Clanton (Polydor) 08241

Skid Row: Subhuman Race
(Atlantic) 08252

Undo Ronstadt: Feels Like
NOM (Electra: 08255

Come Together: America
Salutes The Beatles
David Bail, Lillie Texas, oilers.
(Liberty) 08310

Batman ForevertSdlrk.
U2 Seal. Brandy others
(Atlantic) 08915

Music Inspired By The
Lion King. Rhythm Of The
Pride Lands
(Walt Disney, 08318

Adina Howard:
Do You Wanna Ride?
)EastWest) 08354

Or Dirty Bastard: Return To
The 36 Chambers: The Dirty
Version Elektrai 08447
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Herbie Hancock. Dis is Da
Drum 08567

Elton John.
Mack In England
(Rocket Pr,

E-40: In A Major Way
(Jive) 08455 *

Madonna: The Immaculate
Collection (Sire) 54164

Robert Cray: Some Rainy
Morning (Mercury) 08566

08583

The Infamous Mobb Deep
(Loud Records) 08606*
Dwight Yoakum: Dwight
Live (Repnse) 08713

Classic Disney:
60 Years Of Musical
Magic Vol.l Includes
sor-i, Iron' The Don

K1,1; Mary Poppets'
ar,,J others
(Wall DIsney, 08692

Classic Disney:
60 Years 01 Musical
Magic Vol. II

"Ptnocchi, others
(1,1/31t Disr,,, 08693

The Very Best Of
Otis Redding

08756

Beastie Boys: Root
Down ,(7,en:y. 08770 1

Curtis Stigers: Time
Was Arista 08894

AII-4-One: And The Music
Speaks ,Aminb,-.Bytr:, 08917

Bork: Post (Eleinrai 08919

1.111174111111

TLC: CmaySexyCool
(LeFecerAnste) 08362

Grand Pubs: 2000
lEektral 08920 I
Ugly Kid Joe: Menace To
Sobriety Mercury) 08926
Don Juan DeMarco/Ultrk.
Br,dflA,Lirris
I ABM) 08942
Boyz II M:.40loCon,, yhit9i-e30
The Best Of Mlles Davis -
The Capitol/Blue Note
Years (Biqa Note) 11000

Windham ell: The First Ten
Yews (Windham Hill) 02828

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden Grade
(Geffen) 11089

Enya:
The Celts
(Repr:sei 08872

George Strait:
Lead On
'MCA Nashvillei 15841

t)
The Best Of
kWh. Franklin
(Atlantic) 20078

Love Songs 1971-86 For
Paul Simon:
Negotiations And

(Warner Bros.) 20461

Eagles: Greatest Hits
1971-1975 (Asylum) 23481

Eric Clapton: Unplug
(Warner Bros )

The Best 01 The Beach
Boys (Capitol) 23946

Pilots: Purple
(Atlantic) 2

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable

Matthews Band:
ler The Table And

the
Price
of

The Rembrandts: LP
(EastWesti 08897

Alan Jackson: Who I Am
(Arista' 34793

Carreras. Domingo &
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors
In Concert Meh!a
conacts ...cap( 36078

Van Haieightn: Live: rotM
Nem R Now
(blamer Btu.) 0111118 0*

The BM Of The Doable
B MW* (Wiener Eke.) 43738

E n: Shepher
(Reyaprise)

d
n553190

The Thebors:
17 On
(00fdY)
Ut The Joshua Tree
(island)

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island)

53410

53501

53521

Mahn Gaya: 15 Greatest
Hite (Motown) 53534

The Cars:
Gneiss* Hlts
(Eiektra) 53702

Patsy
12 Greeks, Flits

(MCA) 53849

Kenny G: Breathless
(Arista) 54317

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard Soundtrack
(Arista) 54213=11.1elakinte: All -Time

Mb (FICA 54508

En %loom Funky Divas
(EastWeet) 61717

- NOTHING MORE TO BUY EVER
Experience ( A&M) 24884

Steve Winwood: Chronicles
(beard) 34501

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974.1978
(Cap' 33199

7
Start with

7 FREE
COs now

Buy only 1 at 1/2 Then get 2
the regular Club ware CDs;oRlgur

price within a year choice,
.., tianding charge is added to ite. .

Enjoy 10
CDs for 1 2

the price of 1

10414DTWIIIMICii MORE TO BUY, EVER!

Smokey Robinson & The
Miracles: 18 Greatest Hits
(Muter, 33878

Moody Blues: Legend Of
A Band (Greatest Hits)

h,nsnrnd,34284
John Coltrane: Giant Steps

34589

B B King' Blues Summit
34700

Bryan Adams: So Far So
Good AMA. 34771

The Buddy Holly Collection
(MCA) 84047

Start Savin3! Mail This Postaie-Paid Card Today.
1. Please accept my nienrt7ership in the BMG Music Service and send my 7 FREE selections as indicated. Under the terms of Otis offer, I agree to buy 7u511 CC

at la the regular Club more of 814.9810 816.98 within a year. I will then recene 2 more choices FREE! That's 10 for 1/2 the once of 1. yrtth noftrna mac
ihrierstand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed for each selection.

2. Real, me these 7 CDs now (indicate by number):
A 2 -CD set 04) muds as 2 selections_i

3. I en &Ways tree to choose horn any category. but I en most interested in the music cakgory checked here (check Qt onk)

1. 0 uoRreoutes 2. 0 COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK 4 0 SOFT ROCK & POP 5. 0 CLASSICALO)
Barry Menlo" Alin Jeckaan Amoral Sheryl Crow Lucke° Pavarotti
Frardt Shire Raba McEntire Van Haien Sting Janes Galway

6 0 JAZZ 7. 0 METAL 8 0 FMB/DANCE 9 0 ALTERNATIVE
II Men The Cranberries

JoehusiVrnen Torment Mary J Doge Green Day
Pal Megidelti Bo yz ries

El Mr
4' C3 Mrs

 MS
(PLEASE PRINT) First Name Initial Last Name

Address Apt.

any State Zip

Phone
Area Code Signature

11/ Members stei choose Cr icAlrh as titer itsienet rtwest w.1 he sereced Or the BUG Classcal Aluvc Set vrce We resets the nste to mount addl.al
n lorrnalicc refect an, neon. a ceye arty merneership Vested to new rrenters Local tares. ;I es. ww he added Oner available C we teems USA

unite some ere -went in nom Ire inew 01ne we mull* in Puerto ran. APO or FPO. Offer eV product selscbm ryes vary er Cards

CLASSICS
Damn Yankees/
Original Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 03128

Gershwin: Crazy For Tow
How To Succeed In Cast Recording
Business Without Really (Broadway Angel) 15566

ICA cur
GreaseVCast RecordingTrying!/Revival Cast

06039 (RCA Victor) 34814

The RodgerosA 8 Hammerst)400ei15n
Fiddler On The Roo i comedic., cx
Recording (RCA) 00051

Hello, Dolly/Cast RecoordA-
P C A.

Guys And Dolls/Revival
Cast Recording

61964
Kiss Of The Spider

(RCA Victor

"Cats" -The Complete
Woman -The Musical/
Original Broadway Cast

0(prZidonarl)Broadway Cast
00021

Miss Saigon -London Cast Cast Recording

H,C,1,;
01431 Les klisirablesrBroadway

Highlights/Cast Recording (Geffen)
(Geffen)/ 02760

"M' 21 8 The Phantom 01 The Opera
Rodgers & fienunerseeln: Cast Recording
Carousel (FICA Victor) 02598 (Polvior , 14829

1

Instant

50%-
Bonus

BMG MUSIC
SERVICE

Fro: every
time a CD
at the regular Club

price, you're entitled
to buy another of
equal or lesser

value at half price.

Carmine reelemb siea
Nth W.
MSG Wise Sewn
9E47010
Misusage Ofil.54 413

O EKDFS

roblowielloos
ised1001046.

Aaron Neville: The Tattooed Melissa Etheridge: Yes I Am
Heart (A&M) 16655 35501

Bane Midler: Experience ZZ Top. Greatest Hits
The Divine- Nan.- 83411
Greatest Hits Best Of The Grateful Dead
(Atlantic) 64291 Skeletons From The Closet
Van Morrison: 83892

Moondance
Warner Bros.) 64585

Elvis Presley: The Number
One Hlts (RCA) 72190

The John Lannon Collection
(Capitol) 73627

The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
(4/0.1) 73924

Moly Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

fug

The Briog,-. i
Madison County/Sauk.
Dinah Washington.
Johnny Hartman, more
(Malpaso) 08709

The Cranberries:
Everybody Else M Doing It,
So Why Can't We?
Island) 80023

Brooks: The Hits
110 06878

Neil (lunged. 12 Greatest
Hits 84050
Nirvana In Uter0
)(JO,' 90124 8

Garth Brooks. In Pieces
11,0. 93710
147

Freedom to stay
as long as you
want, after you

buy just one
at half price.

The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 00790

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra Allman Brothers Band:
Reprise: The Very Good The Fillmore Concerts
Years (Reprise) 80304 (Polydon 01159

Here's how your dub works:
,er 7-1-2 FcinT111111 to introduce you to the Club...

rcw savings!

CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.
e 7 FREE CDs right now from the mew great deices el/Mad.

 Buy ant 1 CD at Salt the regular Club price (current regular
prices an. $14.98 to 816.98) within a year.

 Then ch .ise 2 more FREE CDs. That's 10 for 1/2 the price of
1 (phi, and handling for each selection) with Do(img
Elleff_11USTE71

WITH NO RISK.Y.,
introductory sei, ,m -s over the accompanying terns of
Club memberstir

If you're not comple., st,,I simply return your selections
at our expense-witr .hlahon.

SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME Discover how convenient
a is to shop with BMG Music Service.
 You'll get our exclusive Club Catalog about every three weeks

119 shopping opportunities a year). filled with hundreds of
choices in a variety of music categories. plus music news, artist
interviews and recommendations from our experts.

 So easy! Every issue offers a Featured Selection in your pre-
ferred music category. if you want the Featured Selectee, don't
do a thing-you'll receive it automatically.

 Your choice! It you want other hits from the Catalog - or none
M - just return the Notification Card provided try the sped

Bed date. You'll have at least 10 days to decide.
 No pressure! if you should have fewer than 10 days to reply and

receive an unwanted Featured Selectee, simply return it at
our expense.

SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN. From day one, for every selection you
buy at the regular Club once. you may choose another of equal or
lesser value at 50% off. But that's not all.
 The longer you remain a BMG Music Service member. the more

you save - up to 50%. 60%. even 70% - vote our special sales
and inso0unts.

alas you'll enjoy your exclusive Club benefits. But it you ever
*Mt to 01111001, just write and tell us. it's your choice anytime-
Mter you tag you one hadwice selection. Why wait? loin BMG
Musk Service now and Wed Ming.

Irmo, ail II wirly, please write to:
MO Music Swvice, P.O. Box 91300.
Indented', IN 462910300
I Neemst ktm.ry-fovin. midi lets Fiel/rearlieei.

2COsie (ewes es 2 Wiliteesel
Eke ea now rie vaurrote emir Brae Comm UK

4111%----1 M RC km n e nuns* N Ilk ken deer mileneta
used n the seierbsernere as We 'WM/ .8.4401 Moue,
weirs BUG Wu sworn. 6550E 308 Si..
Inilasepolis. w M62194194 0 1995 WAG Deerd si

MUSIC
en ICES

n take 10 dais to listen to your



EW
PRODUCTS
 MARANTZ
One of a shrinking number of

standard stereo receivers,

Marantz's SR -45 is rated to

deliver 40 watts per channel into

8 ohms and 50 watts into 4 ohms.

It has thirty AM/FM presets,

a system bus for interlacing with

 THIEL
Built around a 612 -inch woofer

with a coaxially mounted 1 -inch

tweeter. Thiel's 19 -inch -tall

SCS2 speaker is magnetically

shielded and can be used in a

stereo or surround pair or turned

on its side for center -channel

duties. Both drivers have a

other Marantz components.

a full -function remote control.

and inputs for CD. tape. photo.

VCR. and laserdisc. Price: 5330.

Marantz. Dept. SR. 440 Medinah

Rd., Roselle. IL 60172.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

short-coil/long-gap magnet

system for reduced distortion.

Low -frequency limit is given as

46 Hz. Standard finishes of the

SCS2 are walnut and black

wood. Price: S925. Thiel.

Dept. SR, 1026 Nandino Blvc..

Lexington. KY 40511.

NHT 
Characterized as a technological

relative of NHT's flagship

Model 3.3 speaker. the 4 -foot -tall

VT -2 has a switch on its front

panel that toggles between two

crossover settings - one that's

said to deliver "pinpoint imaging"

for music and one that's said to

produce a more diffuse ambience

for video. The speaker combines

a side -mounted 10 -inch

woofer. two El 4 -inch midrange

drivers. and a 1 -inch soft -dome

tweeter in a vented enclosure

with a high -gloss black -laminate

finish. Frequency response is

given as 25 Fz to 21 kHz ±3 dB.

Price: 51.750 a pair. NHT.

Dept. SR. 535 Getty Ct..

Suite A. Benicia. CA 94510.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

SONOGRAPHE
The heart of the Sonographe SC26

preamplifier from Conrad -Johnson

is a microprocessor -based

level -control circuit that's said to

allow a 100 -dB range of volume

and balance adjustment in 0.5 -dB

increments. The preamp features

six line -level inputs (including a

tape/external-processor loop).

a mute switch, a full -function

remote control that can be

operated over a wider than usual

angle, and a champagne gold

brushed -aluminum front panel.

Maximum output is given as

3.5 volts rms and gain as 20 dB.

Price: $995. Sonographe by

Conrad -Johnson. Dept. SR. 2733

Merrilee Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031.

 Circle 122 on reader service card



NEW PRODLCTS
V SHARP
Hailed as the lowest -price LCD

video projector. Sharps 13 -pound

XV-P15U can project images as

large as 100 inches (diagonal).

The 14 x 8 x 131 2 -inch unit. which

can be ceiling mounted, uses a

new optical system that's said to

deliver brighter images than

previous single -LCD models. The

XV-P15U has a remote control.

AN inputs, and a built-in speaker.

Price: $2.500. Sharp. Dept. SR.

Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

 Circle 123 on reader service card

3M A
The STV ("surround sound for

TV") package Iron 3M includes a

processor/amp with four surround

modes (including Dolby Pro

Logic). five 7-inct-tall two-way

speakers, a bass module rated

down to 40 Hz. a remote control.

RCA cables, and speaker wire.

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
Atlantic Technology's 7 -inch -tall

M110 powered speakers ($119

a pair) and M105 powered Bass

Toaster ($229) are designed for

use with multimedia computers.

video -game consoles. and

compact audio systems. One

of the speakers contains a 6 -watt

stereo amplifier as well as two

inputs. volume and treble

controls. and a headphone jack.

The Bass Toaster combines

a 612 -inch dual -voice -coil woofer,

a 45 -watt amplifier, and a two -

position crossover. all in a 7 x 612

x 10 -inch enclosure. The M110's

can be driven via the supplied

DC adaptor or the M105's power

supply. Atlantic Technology,

Dept. SR. 343 Vanderbilt Ave.,

Norwood. MA 02062.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

4 SAUDER
Sauder Woodworking's Model

2577 Coventry ca3inet is

made of particleboard finished

in washed pine vinyl. It holds a

35 -inch TV and also has four

concealed storage nooks,

two adjustable shelves on each

side of the TV compartment

(behind the sliding doors in

photo). two component shelves,

and two media st3rage cubbies.

Dimensions are 771/4 x 221 4 x 70

inches. Price: $500. Sauder

Woodworking. Dept. SR. P.O. Box

156. Archbold. 0-I 43502.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

Power output is given as

25 watts each into six channels.

The system is said to hit

sound -pressure levels exceeding

100 dB. Price: S600. 3M Center.

Dept. SR. Building 223, STV

Products, St. Paul. MN 55114.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

DYNACLEAR
Designed specifically for dome

tweeters. Dynaclear's self-

adhesive -backed Tweeter Lenses

are said to improve imaging by

absorbing high -frequency sounds

that would otherwise be

diffracted. Price: $11.95 a pair.

Dynaclear, distributed by

Artech. Dept. SR. P.O. Box 1980.

Champlain, NY 12919.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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How TECHNICS 60-DISC CHANGER
WILL CHANGE THE WAY You

LisTEN To Music.

kir from a track on disc 1
all the way to a track on
disc 60.

MASH
Brings out fine musical detail.

The remote eten
controls Direct
Programming -
for one -touch

programming of your ftwortle
songs as you listen.

Technocs deve+opeo the swrid S teal MASH
type DAC MASH technoMgy was invented py
NTT f LSI Lan r MASH A a trademark of NTT

IMAGINE - YOU THINK OF A SONG,

PUSH A BUTTON, THE SONG PLAYS.

NO MORE SEARCHING FOR CDs.

IT'S THE NEW TECHNICS SL-MC50

MEGA CD CHANGER. IT HOLDS 60

CDs, OFFERS FRONT LOADING AND

QUICK SINGLE -PLAY FUNCTION.

TECHNICS MEGA CD CHANGER.

IT'S A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.

The science of sound

Tuner

Amplifier

Equalizer

60 -Disc Changer

Tape Deck

.Vu larger
than a
stamina!
compo-
nent. it
easily .fits
into your
sjstent.

Group your discs
according to musical
genre, artist or aul
tray you like.

Voltz



N EW PRODUCTS
4 RECOTON
The Recoton W410 wireless

speaker system includes one

weather -resistant dome speaker

with a rechargeable battery and

a 10 -watt mono amp, a 900 -MHz

stereo transmitter (which can also

be used with Recoton's wireless

headphones), two AC adaptors,

and an RCA cable. Operating range

is given as 150 feet. Price: $280.

Recoton, Dept. SR, 2950 Lake

Emma Rd., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

ch 2 -

A GOLDSTAR
The GVR-E469 four -head

VHS Hi-Fi VCR from Goldstar

is equipped to receive the

StarSight over -the -air on -screen

program guide, available by

subscription for a monthly

fee. The service provides a

colorful grid that lists a week

of program details, as well as

automatic clock setting and

one -touch recording, among other

features. A multi -brand

TVNCR remote with a shuttle

control is included. Price: $550.

LG Electronics U.S.A.,

Dept. SR, 1000 Sylvan Ave.,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

PROAC
The fourth iteration of ProAc's

popular Tablette speaker, the

Tablette 50 teams a 5 -inch

woofer and a 3/4 -inch soft -dome

tweeter in an 11 -inch -tall cabinet

with twin ports. Low -frequency

limit is given as 38 Hz and

sensitivity as 89 dB. Standard

finishes include walnut

(shown), cherry, oak, black ash,

and mahogany. Price: $975 a

pair. ProAc, distributed by Modern

Audio, Dept. SR. 112 Swanhill

Ct., Baltimore, MD 21208.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

 MAGNAVOX
Magnavox's FP5251 52 -inch

projection TV features an on-

screen display with a help menu,

as well as a 20 -watt sound system

with automatic volume leveling

to tame loud commercials, a

number of picture -in -picture

options, a remote -locator system

(hit the power button and your

 SONEX
Sonex Classic (left) and Valueline

(right) acoustical panels, made

of Class 1 fire -rated melamine,

come in 2 x 4 -foot sheets. Classic

panels are 2 inches thick ($169

for eight), while Valueline panels

are available in thicknesses

of 11/2 inches ($169 for eight),

17/e inches ($167 for six), and

lost remote beeps), and a

VCR/storage compartment. The

set, which is 44 inches wide, also

has special jacks for connecting

an optional ghost -cancellation

device. Price: $2,700.

Magnavox, Dept. SR, P.O. Box

14810, Knoxville, TN 37914-1810.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

21/2 inches ($175 for four).

All prices are for white: charcoal,

beige, brown, and blue panels

are available at extra cost.

Sonex, distributed by Acoustical

Solutions, Dept. SR, 2720

Enterprise Parkway, Suite 101,

Richmond, VA 23294.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
FINE DEALERS:

AL: BIRMINGHAM I. MIS AUDIO HUNTSVILLE
BEDDINGFIELD AV  MOBILE CUSTOM AUDIO
MONTGOMERY COHENS  AR: FAYETTEVILLE STEREO
ONE  FORT SMITH STEREO ONE  AZ: MESA HIFI SALES
 TUSCON WILSON AUDIO  CA: AUBURN WOODEN SHIP
STEREO  BAKERSFIELD URNERS  BERKELEY MUSIC
LOVERS  CHICO SOUNDS BY DAVE  COSTA MESA
ATLANTIC STEREO. EUREKA SOUND ADVICE  FRESNO
FUTUREHOME  HOLLISTER FORTNOS  LOS ANGELES
AHEAD STEREO LA AV MENLO PARK SOUND
PERFECTION  REDOING CLYDES  REDONDO BEACH
SYSTEMS DESIGN  RIVERSIDE SPEAKERCRAFT 
SACRAMENTO PARADVAIE  SAN DIEGO SOUND
COMPANY  SAN FRANCISCO PERFORMANCE AUDIO 
SAN JOSE CENTURY STEREO. SAN LUIS OBISPO AUDIO
ECSTASY  SAN MARCOS SOUND COMPANY  SANTA
BARBARA MISSION AUDIO  SANTA CRUZ WATER
STREET STEREO  SANTA MONICA SHELLEY S  SANTA
ROSA CALIFORNIA A V  HOME TECH  SAUSALITO
PACIFIC RIM  STOCKTON GLUSKIN 5  VALLEJO
STEREO SHOWCASE  VISALIA LEES STEREO. WALNUT
CREEK SOUND DISTINCTION  WOODLAND HILLS
SHE :LYS  CO: COLORADO SPRINGS SOUND SHOP
DENVER SOUND HOUNDS  FORT COLLINS OVATION
MUSIC  GRAND JUNCTION SOUND CO  PUEBLO
SOUND SHOP 'CT: NEW HAVEN TAKE 5  NEWINGTON
AUDIO STORE NORWICH SOUND ONE RE

WILMINGTON HI El HOUSE FL: BLOUNTSTOWN
ENCORE' HOME ENTERTAINMENT  BRADENTON AUDIO
WORKSHOP  CLEARWATER RISING SOUNDS  DESTN
PALM A ORLANDO ELECTRONICS PLUS
PENSACOLA SOUTHERN HI Fl  WEST PALM BEACH
AUDIO ADVISORS  WINTER PARK ELECTRONICS PLUS 
GA: ALBANY CUSTOM INC  ATHENS CUSTOM INC
AUGUSTA CUSTOM INC  BOGART CUSTOM INC
DUNWOODY AUDIO FOREST  AUDIO SOLUTIONS  HI
HONOLULU CLASSIC AV IA: BETTENDORF
REFERENCE A V  CEDAR FALLS HAWKEYE  DES
MOINES AUDI LABS  IDA GROVE BRENNER'S  IOWA
CITY HAWKEYE  SIOUX CITY PFLANZ  10: COEUR
DALE NE EVERYTHING STEREO  IL CHAMPAIGN
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO  CHICAGO PRO MUSICA 
CHRYSTAL LAKE SOUND FORUM  CLARENDON HILLS
SOUNDS DELUXE  FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS Hi Fl FO FUR
HOFF MAN ESTATES SIMPLY STEREO  MORTON
GROVE PRO MUSICA  ROCKFORD ABSOLUTE AUDIO 
SPRINGFIELD TEAM ELEC  ST CHARLES ST CHARLES
AN  VILLA PARK SIMPLY STEREO  It BLOOMINGTON
CAMPUS AUDIO  CARMEL SOUND PRO  FT WAYNE
LEHMAN S  HUNTINGTON LEHMAN  LAFAYETTE
PROAUDO  WABASH WORLD SCAN  KS: WICHITA
CUSTOM SOUND  LA: BATON ROUGE ART COLLETS 
LAFAYETTE THAIS ENTERTAINMENT  NEW ORLEANS
WILSON AUDIO  MA: ARLINGTON STEREO SHOP 
CAMBRIDGE 0 AUDIO. NORTHAMPTON TRIPOD AUDIO
SUDBURY ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE  WORCESTER
0 -COIN 5  MO BALTIMORE COUNTY A V ME:
SCARBOROUGH NEW ENGLAND HI FI 411: DETROIT
PECARS  FLINT STEREO CENTER  GRAND HAVEN
RESINS AV  GRAND RAPIDS STEREO SHOWCASE 
IRON MOUNTAIN SOUNONORTH  KALMLAZCO STEREO
SHOWCASE  PETOSKEY PUFFS  TRAVERSE CITY THE
SOUND ROOM  TROY PECAR 5  WI: ALEXANDRIA
SOUND SHOP  BEMIDJI OVERSEES ELECTRONICS 
MINNEAPOLIS STEREOL AND ROCHESTER
AMALGAMATED AN  MO COLUMBIA D IL M SOUND  ST
LOUIS Al Fl FO FuM MS: STARKVILLE IDEAL
ACOUSTICS  NT: BILLINGS U S TECH  MISSOULA
STEREO PLUS  NC: ASHEVILLE A V CHAMBER 
DURHAM KERRS A V  WINSTON SALEM PLATINUM
AUDIO  ND: FARGO TODAY ELECTRONICS  MANKATO
TEAM ELECTRONICS  NE: GRAND ISLAND VIDEO
KINGDOM  OGALLALA VIDEO KINGDOM  OMAHA
STEREO WEST NM: NASHUA ENSEMBLE
NORTHAMPTON NEW ENGLAND HI FI NJ:
BERNARDSVILLE STEVENS AUDIO  BLOOMINGDALE
SOUND CITY  CHERRY HILL HI Fl SALES E

BRUNSWICK ATLANTIC STEREO. FREEHOLD ATLANTIC
STEREO MIDDLETOWN STEREO DYNAMICS
PARAMUS RABSONS AN POMPTON PLAINS SOUND
CITY  SOMERVILLE SOUND EXCHANGE  WEST NEW
YORK PARK PLACE  ME ALBUOUEROUE ABSOLUTE
A10/0. LAS CRUCES DESERT SOUND  NV:RENO WILD
WEST  WC ALBANY ALTAIR AUDIO  COMMACK SOUND
APPROACH  HAMBURG SOUTHTOWN AV  JOHNSCN
CITY OLUMS LAKE GROVE AUDIO DEN MT

KISCO AUDIO OUTLET  NEW YORK AUDIO SALON  AN
CENTER PARK AVENUE SOUND CITY
PLEASANTVILLE AUDIO EXCELLENCE  ROCHESTER
ROWE AV SYRACUSE GORDON BROTHERS
WATERTOWN HAPPY EAR  WEST BABYLON AUDIO
VISIONS  COI: AARON OHO SOUND  CNCINNATI OHIO
VALLEY  DAYTON AUDIO ETC  DUBLIN AUDIO
ENCOUNTERS  TOLEDO JAMIESON S STEREO  OK.
BARTLESVILLE SOUND STATEN  MIDWEST CITY AUDIO
MIDWEST  STILLWATER AUDIO 5-V  OR: EUGENE
ADVANCED AUDIO  PORTLAND FRED'S NAV  ROOM
SERVICE  SALEM ADVANCED AMC/  NEAR NO EVIL
PA: BROCMALL HIGH FIDELITY CAMP HILL HI FI HOUSE
 CHAMBERSBURG LINCOLN LECTRONICS  EPHRATA
STEREO BARN  GREENSBURG STEREO SHOP 
HARRISBURG HI FI HOUSE  JENKINTOWN STEREO
OUTLET JOHNSTOWN CONNECTING POINT
LANCASTER ANT STEREO. MCMURRAY GCOSEBUIAPS

MONTGOMERYVILLE WORLD WIDE STEREO
PITTSBURGH AUDIO GALLERY  WORLD WIDE  STATE
COLLEGE PEAS TOWS  WHITEHALL PALMER AUDIO 
N: PROVIDENCE STEREO AN CENTER  SC: COLUIABIA
SOUND ADVICE  GREENVILLE AMERICAN AUDIO 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND AN ARCHITECTS  MT PLEASANT
PEACHTREE  SD: BROOKINGS ZEPHYR AUDIO  TN:
JOHNSON CITY MR TOADS  KINGSPORT AMERICAN
VIDEO  KNOXVILLE STATEMENT A V  MEMPHIS
MODERN AV  TX: AMARILLO AUDIO VISIONS  AUSTIN
AUDIO BY DESIGN  BRYAN SOUND WAVES  CORPUS
CHRISTI ABSOLUTE AN  DALLAS HILLCREST HI FI
HOUSTON ALL STAR  GROOVE AN  LUBBOCK SOUND
WAVE  MIDLAND MIDLAND SOUND  SAN ANTONIO
AUDIO CONCEPTS  SAN MARCOS DISCOVERY AUDIO 
SHERMAN WORLD WIDE  TYLER SAG CENTER  En'
PROVO AUTO SPECIALTIES  VA: BLACKSBURG
SCOTTY 5  OAKTON MUSICSCOPE  VT: WILLISTON
CREATIVE SOW)  WA: BELLEVUE DEFINTINE AUDIO 
FARM AUDIO WAVES  KENNEWICK QUICK SILVER 
PULLMAN OPTIMUM SOUND  SEATTLE DEFINITIVE
AUDIO  SPOKANE SW INTERIORS  WI: APPLETON
SUESS ELECTRONICS  GREEN BAY HI Fl HEAVEN 
MADISON UNIVERSITY AUDIO  MILWAUKEE AUDIO
EMPORIUM  RACINE AL S STEREO  SHEBOYGAN
ABSOLUTE SAL  WASHBURN AUDIO WORKS  WV.
MORGANTOWN SOUND INVE STMENTS  WY: CHEYENNE

NOW HEAR THIS  LARAMIE KEN S MUSIC BOX 

ND THE

Product of
the Year Awards
in the post year

Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

Awards
since 1990

Paradigm is the
number one choice
for critical listeners:

"Superb!"
Reuel, on the Lyon BP

"Stunning!"
The Inner Ear Report on the EsprieBP

"Awesome!"
- Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/EP

11111111161

paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are an
engineering and sonic marvel! With years of

design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build
the world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

Pa .
11-7-111

ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND

1111S*Vb

For more Infirmanon on PARADH.Af RIPOIARS as urll as other fine. Paradigm igraken
visa your nearr2 Al HORT')D PARAD163f 1)1,111-110, terirc

AUDI, AC IRL1.11. MP() Roo 2410. Ntagara Palb. N)' 14302 (9051632-0180
In Canada. Pui3016.v. 101 Hank'', Rd. Inodbragr. (.1,V 1.4L 3P5 (9051 850-2889
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AUDIO Ca ift A
IAN G. MASTERS

Theater vs. Home Surround
In Dolk% 5tetee-equimed nunie the-
aters. the surround speakers seem to he

directional designs angled down toward the
audience. Some home surround models, on
the other hand, use dipole radiators to dif-
fuse the sound and create a nondirectional
effect. Does that mean the Dolby processing
in a movie theater is different from home
Dolby Pro Logic? JON WAGNER

Yorba Linda, CA

ANo. In the matrix -based Dolby Pro
Logic system (or Dolby Stereo, as it's

called in theatrical parlance), the aim is to
create a diffuse surround field so that spe-
cific sounds can't be located at the loud-
speakers themselves. In the sort of small
rooms that most of us listen in, this is
often accomplished by the use of dipole
surround loudspeakers, bouncing the sound

off at least one wall before it then goes
on to reach the prime listening area.

Movie theaters present a different acous-
tic challenge. Most are cavernous compared
with a domestic listening room, yet the sur-
round speakers must provide even coverage.
This is achieved with multiple speakers ar-
rayed along the side and back walls, which
at the same time diffuse the sound.

Sonic Avenger!

cif live in an apartment building, and
the tenant below me plays his stereo

system so loud the floors and windows vi-
brate. I have asked him to keep it down and
have even called the police, hut he contin-
ues. Is there a device I could use that would
cause static or some other form of interfer-
ence with his system? STEVEN LINSEY

Bronx, NY

r

1HE Rios

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

AWell, we've certainly all had that fanta-
sy! To my knowledge, however, there

is no such device - and if there were, its
use would probably be illegal. In my apart-
ment -dwelling days I sometimes found a
well-timed blast of my own audio system
was effective (the theme from Shaft worked
particularly well), but this wasn't really fair
to the other tenants. Failing that, if repeat-
ed visits from the police don't work, take
the matter to your landlord; in some juris-
dictions, such disturbance of neighbors is
grounds for eviction.

TV Nuisance
caWhen I play audio cassettes. I notice a
buzz from my speakers between songs

when the 7'V is on, even though it is not con-
nected to my audio system. Switch to FM or
VCR and the buzz goes away. Turn the TV
off and the buzz goes away. I've tried pow-
ering the TV from a different electrical cir-
cuit, but that doesn't work. What's causing
this problem? STEFAN WILBUR

Hanford, CA

AEvery TV has an oscillator that gener-
ates a signal to sweep the electron

beam back and forth across the screen. The
waveform of this signal is ramp -shaped and
rich in harmonics that can radiate from the

ight
GHI'CIGARETTE

DUNHILL
Llsoics

.1,1IH luxF
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set. These can sometimes be picked up by
audio components that have relatively little
shielding, resulting in the buzz that you de-
scribe. There's unfortunately not much you
can do about it, short of replacing one or
other of the components, but changing their
relative positions may help. Otherwise, sim-
ply turning off the TV when you wish to lis-
ten to tapes is the best solution.

Slow Bootleg
Ai/ bought a bootleg LP that seems to
have been recorded slower than 331/2

rpm. My direct -drive turntable has a built-in
stroboscope: a red light illuminates four
bands on the edge of the platter to show
whether or not the speed is correct. Two of
the bands are obviously for 331/2 and 45
rpm. What about the other two hands?
Could I use another speed that would come
closer to the speed of my LP? Jim MILETI

Cleveland, OH

AThat's
what you get for buying a boot-

leg! Seriously, unless your turntable
has a continuously variable speed control -
few do - it's difficult to correct a faulty re-
cording. The two extra strobe bands you
mention are also indicators of 331/2 and 45
rpm, but they come into play in those parts
of the world where the electrical line fre-
quency is 50 Hz rather than 60. They don't
indicate that there are other, hidden speeds
you could use.

CD Lens Cleaning
have noticed many laser lens clean-

ers on the market, most of which seem
to he a CD with brushes on it. They seem
overpriced, so I wondered whether I could
accomplish the same thing by taking a cot-
ton swab and eyeglass cleaner and gently
rubbing it over the lens. Would you recom-
mend this procedure? KENNETH HALL

Highland Park, MI

AOnly if the lens is easily accessible. I
wouldn't ever recommend you open up

an audio component to get at its innards. For
one thing, you'd almost certainly void the
warranty (if any); for another, it can pose a
shock hazard. In any event, most CD play-
ers (portables being a possible exception)
rarely need such a cleaning. I have a couple
of players more than ten years old, and they
still perform perfectly.

Subwoofer in Parallel
^You've addressed this subject before.
W but I'm afraid I still don't understand
it. Do I risk damaging my existing amplifier
by wiring a powered subwoofer in parallel
with my speakers? LARRY MARQUEZ

Huntingburg, IN

ANo. First, the impedance presented to
your amplifier's output stages by the

powered subwoofer's inputs should be high
enough that it won't have any adverse ef-
fect on the overall impedance. Second, the
amount of power drawn by the subwoofer is

7.MS was TO

BE ONE OF THE

GREAT own IN
HOME THEATER!"

- Edward J. Foster, Home Duater Mapazine, June 1995

6 Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

16 Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

60 Awards
since 1990

$1,966*
gets you this

spectacular home theater

system from Paradigm...

the number one choice

for critical listeners!

"If there's a better bang for the buck for home theater owners than this
Paradigm speaker ensemble, we haven't found it yet. And, it offers

one -stop shopping when it ccmes to matching speakers."
- Edward J. Foster. Home Theater Magazine, June /995

Paradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home
1 theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!

CIRCLE NO 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Far -digf
 Afaxfirner. 1,1111.

INOINCERED ,OFI OSTEND SOUND
At 08).S7Rbtkl. MPO lies 2410. Marra balk. NY 14302 (905)6.32-0180

In Canada. PAILIMM. 101 Nankin Rd., Woodbridge. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889



The new Rotel
RCD970BX is a

premium quality CD
player that delivers per-

formance and technology
normally found only on far

more exotic and expensive designs.
A new 18 -bit ladder -type D/A con-

verter with continuous calibration
results in nearly 20 -bit resolution. A

toroidal transformer and superb quality filter
capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted

power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access,
precise tracking and gentle handling of your most

cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance
components, and gold-plated, RCA -type coaxial digital

output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning
performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low -

profile, high performance CD player with scan, random, 20 -track
programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the RCD970BX. If you're
impressed with the sound, wait until you
hear the price.

ROTEL Of AMERICA

PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.

negligible and will have virtually no impact
on the output of your main amplifier.

Passive subwoofers are different in that
they don't contain their own power amp and
must be driven by either the main system's
amplifiers or an outboard amp. But even so,
they are usually designed to be connected
in parallel with regular loudspeakers, so you
shouldn't have any problems.

Timed Audio Taping
Cal would like to tape radio programs
when I'm not home, the way I can tape

TV shows. Is there equipment that will allow
timed recording for up to two hours? Does
the equipment offer fast forwardaudible
scanning of the tapes? GARY LARSON

Fargo, ND

AAt one time, virtually every Japanese -
made cassette deck allowed for timed

recording, with the addition of an external
timer, and many still do. If it's an auto -
reverse model and you use C-120 cassettes,
you should be able to make the two-hour re-
cordings you want.

Better still, use your VCR, just as you
would for TV recording. If it's a Hi-Fi re-
corder (forget about stereo recordings if it
isn't), you can use its internal timer, and a T-
120 cassette will give you the two-hour re-
cording time at the SP speed (or six hours at
EP, with negligible degradation of sound
quality). I haven't encountered a VCR that
allows you to audibly scan through the re-
cordings, however.

If you're interested only in recording talk
shows, Reel -Talk of Irvine, California, sells
the Radio Talk Show Timer -Recorder ($119
plus $10 shipping), which combines an
AM/FM radio, a cassette recorder, and a
VCR -like timer. The company says up to
four hours of continuous recording time is
possible on one side of a C-120 tape. Reel -
Talk's phone number is 1-800-766-8255.

A New "Stereo -Wide"?
Efthave seen some ads for "3D" stereo

processors, which apparently create a
surround -like sound field with only two
speakers. How do these differ from the old
"stereo -wide" systems? MATT Tuozzo

Nottingham, PA

AVery little. Such phase -manipulating
circuits have been around for years un-

der various names, and they can sometimes
be effective in broadening the perceived im-
age when speakers are very close together
or in cramped spaces. But I have always
found them quite dependent on the location
of both the listener and the equipment. Also,
they often alter the tonal quality of the
sound, and I believe any effect Of that sort is
deleterious. Still, the spaciousness they pro-
vide can sometimes be novel and pleasant.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Rotel of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109
CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD



My, how they've grown.

Our Diamond Vision Stadium Screen,

seen exclusively at 26 of the nation's top

stadiums, is among the largest television

images ever created (over 50 million sports

fans a year watch one, so it helps to he big).

Like its big brother, our 40 -inch tube TV

is the only one of its kind, and the largest tube

TV you can buy, made exclusively by

Mitsubishi. With a screen size of 768 square

inches-a full 31% bigger than a 35 -inch and

an overwhelming 120% bigger than a

27-inch-it brings the action from the stadium

right into your living room.
Our 1452-sq. ft. Diamond Vision® Stadium Screen.

Separated at birth?

400

44, 711111

II "TA

I

But size is just part of the story. Our

40 -inch television also has a brighter picture,

higher contrast, and a longer life than just

about anything else out there.

To own a Diamond Vision Screen, you'd

have to buy your own stadium. But for

considerably less, you can experience Diamond

Vision excitement on the world's only 40 -inch

tube TV.

The only place you can buy our

remarkable 40 -inch TV is at an authorized

Mitsubishi dealer. For the location of one in

your area, please call 1-800-937-0000, Ext. 820.

:MITSUBISHI
)1ir hmlic vcrNbol, thy' 14 i1i TV. THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Phantom Speaker Effect

4111

4111r

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers

to fully replicate a multi -speaker movie theater. So

CINEMA DSP you'll hear sounds everywhere in

the room. Even in places where

there aren't speakers. We also offer multi -room,

multi -source capabilities for increased flexibility

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps
of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible.  That's
because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this
through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic!  Digital
Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the
world.  Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then trans-
ferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a
button.  And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room,
matching the action on the screen.  These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a
multi -speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room.  All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of
home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

C 1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pro logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories licensing Corporation.



The RX-V2090. Easy -to -use features plus state-ofithe-art technology. Like learning remote

control, on -screen display, 7 -channel amplification, DSP, Cinema DSP and AC -3 compatibility.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most
exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already men-
tioned.  But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like
multi -room, multi -source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main
system A/V sources from another listening room.  The RX-V2090 has 7 -channel amplification with 100w mains and
center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre -outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S -Video
terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC -3. And 10 DSP programs
including 70mm movie theater.  Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's
why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you.  Which means
now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip. yAmA H
o For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

New RX-V390

. - -

t') n e ;

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P0. Box 6660. Buena Park. CA 90622



SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

The Dogs of War
The invention of the atomic bomb
in 1945 changed everything. Sud-
denly, military strategists were
confronted with a weapon capable

of such mass destruction that the concepts
of battlefields, troop strength, and civil-
ian casualties were forever altered. A few
years later, when the Soviet Union built
its bomb, the possibility of a nuclear ex-
change prompted a complete rethinking
of the basic concept of warfare itself. The
Cold War had begun.

Strategists devised a defense against
nuclear attack that was both simple and
powerful: Mutually Assured Destruction,
which taught that the best defense is a
strong offense. The United States and the
Soviet Union built vast arsenals of nu-
clear warheads that were poised to an-
swer a first strike with cataclysmic retali-
ation. Because both the attacker and the
defender would be annihilated, no ration-
al adversary would dare to launch that
first strike.

Thankfully, the consumer audio indus-
try is a good deal less antagonistic than
global geopolitics. Still, competition in
the marketplace occasionally causes com-
panies to engage in curious forms of war-
fare. In fact, audio companies have been
known to embrace their own kind of we -
both -lose mentality. This happens when
two competing and incompatible formats
are launched, causing rampant consumer
confusion and, ultimately, the demise of
both formats. Audio history is littered
with examples. Remember the quadra-
phonic battles of the Seventies in which
competing LP formats fought each other
to the death? It took twenty years for the
industry to recover and profit from multi-
channel sound, now in the guise of home
theater. More recently, the MiniDisc and
the Digital Compact Cassette were mutu-
ally savaged when their sponsors insisted
on launching them simultaneously.

Today, perhaps the biggest battle in
the history of consumer electronics is at
hand. There are literally billions of dol-
lars at stake as technology promises to
revolutionize the way the world watches
video programs. Moreover, there is al-
most no question that the technology can
succeed; the benefits it offers are uncon-
tested. With a concerted effort and coop-
eration between manufacturers, both con-
sumer lives and company profit margins
could be enriched. But instead, it appears

that the corporate forces are preparing to
wage war. The companies will lose, and
you will lose.

The technology to which I am refer-
ring, of course, is the digital videodisc
(DVD), and it will make analog video-
tape obsolete for several reasons: DVD
is more convenient, it looks and sounds
better, it's compatible with CD, and it can
be manufactured more cheaply. A single
DVD will easily hold a full-length motion
picture with six -channel sound. Picture
quality will equal or surpass that of laser -
disc, and sound quality will equal or sur-
pass that of CD. DVD players, which will
probably sell for $500 or so, will also
play CD-ROM discs, and manufacturers
have already begun to design recordable
models. Sound like something you'd like
to buy? Me too.

But there's a problem. Sony and Phil-
ips have proposed a DVD format called
MMCD (MultiMedia CD). Toshiba and

UA movies, you can't play your favorite
TriStar films. Faced with these circum-
stances, you'll probably do what most
people would do: simply ignore both for-
mats and buy nothing.

Clearly, that's not acceptable - which
is why a number of interested parties
(IBM, Apple, Compaq, Hewlett-Packard,
and Microsoft) have issued a press re-
lease strongly urging both sides to merge
their technologies and adopt a single
DVD format. Playing a sort of United
Nations role, these computer companies
stated they would not choose sides. They
did offer a list of requirements they feel
the new format should meet: support for
both TV and PC applications, high per-
formance for both sequential and non -
sequential files, backward compatibility
with existing CD's, forward compatibility
with write -once and erasable discs, reli-
able storage and retrieval (with the aver-
age number of errors equal to or less than
that of current CD's), high capacity, and
extendability to enhancements such as
multiple data layers and shorter laser
wavelengths. The computer companies
also recommended that the DVD format
be low-cost and not require the use of
protective disc caddies.

The two DVD camps replied indepen-
dently, each voicing its appreciation of
the press release and coolly noting that
its format already met the proposed re-
quirements. If you have ever experienced

Perhaps the biggest battle in the history of

consumer electronics is at hand. Billions of dollars

are at stake as corporate forces

prepare for war over the DVD format.

Time Warner have proposed another for-
mat, called SD-DVD (Super Density Dig-
ital Video Disc). Based on existing CD
standards, the two DVD formats are sim-
ilar in many ways. They use identical -
looking 5 -inch discs (with a very similar
pit size and track pitch) and variations of
the CD's EFM (eight -to -fourteen modula-
tion) encoding and CIRC error -correction
techniques. Both formats also use MPEG-
2 data -compression coding with variable
data rates, and both support multiple as-
pect ratios for full -screen, letterbox, and
16:9 widescreen video displays. Finally,
the MMCD and SD-DVD formats ac-
commodate both two -channel and 5.1 -
channel audio.

The problem? The formats are incom-
patible. If you buy an MMCD player, it
won't play SD-DVD discs. Likewise, an
SD-DVD player won't play MMCD
discs. Many of the film and software
companies have already chosen sides. If
you buy an SD-DVD player to see MGM/

high-level diplomatic iciness or a messy
divorce, the attitude is familiar to you.

Meanwhile, both sides have announced
plans to begin marketing their DVD sys-
tems in the middle of 1996. Given the
lead time needed to design the players,
manufacture the chips and other compo-
nents, and bring the products to stores, it
may already be too late for a peace agree-
ment. There's also the question of stock-
piling ammunition. Speaking off the rec-
ord, a Deep Throat in the manufacturing
sector told me that his pressing plant has
already made hundreds of thousands of
DVD's adhering to his company's format.

The specter of Mutually Assured De-
struction looms before us, the greed of
the combatants preventing them from
sharing the much larger profits that would
result from cooperation. I hope that by
the time you read this, warfare will have
been averted. In the meantime, I appeal to
all: Make peace before it is too late. The
Cold War is over. Don't start it again.
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Patented
Acoustimass" bass
module. Helps make
a 60 -ton runaway
train sound like,
well, a 60 -ton run-
away train. Hides
out of view.

Movie theater drama,
concert hall excite -

Home Theater Made Easy

[The Bose Lifestyle 12 home theater system]

So simple it
comes in one
box. Within

minutes you'll
be enjoying your

favorite movies and
music more than ever.

ment. Surround
sound from five
Virtually Invisible'
cube speakers for

left, center, right,
and rear channels.

Each about 6" high. Lifestyle' music center replaces
an entire rack of component.
Includes built-in CD player and
AM/FM tuner. Technology
inside, simplicity mitside.

Remote with real
control. Automatically
sets to surround sound
for movies and TV, or
two -channel stereo for
music. Works right
through walls.

"You might call this product 'home theater in a box,' because everything is included and carefully thought

out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive." - Home Theater Technology

The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result

is the Lifestyle' 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance

you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you,
1-800-444-BOSE ext. 595.

Bettersand through syseamh.

01995 Bose Corporation IN9C7ON



If this is your skin,

New Edge" Extra Moisturizing Gel has
more of what your skin needs to look healthy

and smooth -even if you shave a lot.

edge
ULTIMATE CLOSENESS. ULTIMATE COMFORT. THAT'S THE EDGE.



SPECIAL CD OFFER

Modern Jazz
For Today's
Connoisseur

he distinguished jazz recording company

Blue Note is offering you a CD sampler of

selections from its new Connoisseur Se-

ries. It contains ten tracks (60 minutes
playing time) of jazz by some of the most

important artists in Blue Note's long histo-

ry. The latest remastering technology has been used in pro-

ducing this sampler, which is offered exclusively to STEREO

REVIEW readers. To get your copy clip the coupon below, fill

it out, and send it in with a check for $2.99 to cover postage

and handling.

Founded back in 1939, Blue Note quickly revealed its de-

votion to high technical and musical standards. Its producers

created an atmosphere of sympathy and respect for jazz mu-

sicians that encouraged them to play their best, and the com-

pany became famous for the sound quality of its recordings.

In 1994, Blue Note began its top -line reissue program, the

Connoisseur Series, to make available recordings from cer-

tain sessions that have considerable musical importance and

have often been requested by collectors. Releases in this se-

ries are issued in limited editions, however, and when they

are sold out, they will be dropped from the catalog.

By October of this year the number of releases in the

Connoisseur Series will reach thirty. They are mostly taken

from the decade 1955-1965, Blue Note's golden years of

modern jazz. In addition to the work of stars like Tina
Brooks (tenor saxophone), Lou Donaldson (alto saxophone),

and Freddie Hubbard (trumpet), the series also embraces the

music of some less widely celebrated artists, such as the

drummer Pete La Roca.

Blue Note releases items in the Connoisseur Series in two

forms: as LP records and as compact discs, both derived

from the original analog masters. According to Blue Note,
the LP's are 180 -gram virgin vinyl records of audiophile

quality and often sound better than the original releases.

The CD's are produced using 20 -bit digital technology as

well as the Super Bit Mapping process to create the best

possible CD master.

The sampler includes Status Quo (Clifford Jordan & John

Gilmore), Wigglin' (Freddie Redd), Little B's Poem (Bobby

Hutcherson), Arietis (Freddie Hubbard), Theme for Doris

(Tina Brooks), Lazy Afternoon (Pete La Roca), Tom Thumb

(Wayne Shorter), Whistle Stop (Kenny Dorham), Politely

(Lou Donaldson), and The Procrastinator (Lee Morgan).

The editors of STEREO REVIEW cooperate in making these

CD samplers available to help our readers expand their mu-

sical tastes and pleasure at nominal cost. We admire the

artists on this Blue Note sampler and think they will please

you. The sampler is only issued in a limited edition. So
don't miss out - order yours while supplies last.

r

Blue Note CD Offer
For STEREO REVIEW readers only

Include coupon with check or money order
for $2.99 payable to EMI Merchandising
(to cover postage and handling) and send to:
EMI Merchandising, P.O. Box 8863,
Red Bank, NJ 07701

NAME (please print):

ADDRESS:
STREET AND NUMBER

CITY STATE ZIP

Do not send cash. New Jersey residents must add 6% sales tax (18C).
Outside the United States send postal money order for US$7. Please allow
six weeks for delivery. Otter void after December 1.1995.



TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

Is Concert -Hall Realism
Possible in the Home?

To avoid unnecessary suspense, let
me answer the question I have
asked above with the most defi-
nite and unequivocal statement I

can think of: "Maybe, sometimes, under
certain conditions." Perhaps some further
explanation is in order.

To me, the much overworked phrase
"concert -hall realism" (or variations on
that theme) means audio reproduction
of such a quality that, with eyes closed,
you can believe you are present at the
original performance. The overall acous-
tic character of the performing environ-
ment is also convincingly reproduced,
but I do not consider that to be of equal
importance to the reproduction of the mu-
sic itself.

It's a tall order, but it can sometimes be
closely approached for certain types of
musical performances (and for the spoken
word). In general, the smaller the size of
the performing force, the better your
chances of reproducing it at home with
reasonable fidelity. Vocal and small
chamber -music programs are the only
ones I can think of that qualify - and
even then, only under the most ideal con-
ditions of recording and playback.

A major concern is to avoid the min-
gling of two different acoustic environ-
ments: the recording and playback loca-
tions. The most successful A/B compari-
son that I have experienced was Edgar
Villchur's "live vs. recorded" demonstra-
tion of the Acoustic Research AR -3 loud-
speakers at audio shows in the 1960's, for
which a string quartet was recorded in the
world's largest anechoic chamber - out-
doors, on Villchur's lawn. The subsequent
playback through a pair of the AR -3's
was compared with the original ensemble
performing live on the same stage, and in
the end it was quite impossible, even
when sitting close to the musicians, to de-
tect the transition from the recording to
the live performers (who, as I recall,
sometimes faked their bowing to enhance
the illusion).

Another demonstration - a bit more
ambitious and correspondingly less suc-
cessful - was one in which I directly
participated, together with several col-
leagues of the "Audio League," in the

spring of 1956, around the time of my en-
try into the world of audio equipment
testing. We conducted an A/B comparison
between live and recorded performances
on the Aeolian -Skinner pipe organ in-
stalled in St. Mark's Episcopal Church of
Mount Kisco, New York.

For the recording, we set up micro-
phones close to the several groups of
pipes, to minimize the "hall" sound of the
church. For playback, the loudspeakers
- four AR -I's plus a Bozak B-305 and a
Janszen electrostatic model, each driven
by a Fairchild 275 75 -watt power ampli-
fier - were located as close as possible
to the original microphone positions. All
of the components, except for the Ampex
350 tape recorder, were standard audio-
phile models.

The result exceeded our wildest expec-
tations: Virtually none of the transitions
between recorded and live sound could be
detected by the audience of some 650
people. Even the organist, Edgar Hilliar,
could not consistently distinguish the two
from the position of his console! When

tration. Pick a type of music that could
believably be performed in your listening
room, such as chamber music or vocals
(but not a chorus of dozens!). For best re-
sults, the environment in which the re-
cording was made should be reasonably
"dead" (at least, not audibly reverberant).
Try to play the program at a realistic lev-
el, although this may not be as easy as it
first seems. A solo soprano, singing in an
average -size living room, can be surpris-
ingly loud!

If your taste runs to more ambitious
programming, you will certainly have to
make some major compromises. You
can't squeeze a quart into a pint bottle,
and a recording of an ensemble too large
for your listening room will never sound
the way the performers did at the record-
ing session.

This is not necessarily bad, since the
built-in ambience of a good recording can
often give a sense of believability to play-
back at home. After all, that is the case
with virtually every recording we play,
and it seems to satisfy the vast majority
of listeners. Furthermore, today's audio/
video receivers provide a certain degree
of control over the apparent ambience of
a normal stereo recording, but don't ex-
pect miracles.

There is another aspect of reality that
is not so easily achieved. The dynamic
range (level difference between the loud-
est and softest passages) of much music is
simply too great to be reproduced com-
fortably at home. That is one good reason
to go out and attend live performances,
which can be a humbling experience for
anyone who likes to think that his mu-
sic system (no matter how large or ex-
pensive) rivals the "real thing." The best

The result exceeded our wildest

expectations: Virtually none of the transitions

between recorded and live sound could

be detected by the audience.

transitions were detected, the major clue
was the faint but audible hiss from the
tape recorder.

Unfortunately, this kind of experience
cannot be duplicated at home unless
you choose to convert your listening
room to an anechoic chamber, which
normally sounds pretty terrible. If it really
is so difficult - even impossible - to
attain perfect facsimile reproduction of
live musical performances in your home,
then what can you do to circumvent the
laws of nature that stand in the path of
success?

I suggest lowering your sights a bit, for
starters. Anyone who expects perfection
in our imperfect world is doomed to frus-

system doesn't even come close to a live
performance, though it is still fun to keep
trying, hoping to uncover the Holy Grail
of hi-fi.

Of course, there are also many things
you can do to your listening room itself to
improve music reproduction at home. Just
don't expect that you will ever mistake
the sound you achieve there with what
you hear from a full symphony orchestra
performing in a concert hall. If you want
to maximize your enjoyment of your
home music system, by all means set
your sonic goals high and work to attain
them, but at the same time, maintain a re-
alistic perspective on what you can actu-
ally achieve.
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If Your Ears Had Lips
They'd Kiss You

Music to Your Ears
Once you hear 3D surround sound from the Vivid 3D

Theater, you won't want to listen to plain old stereo

again. Thanks to patented SRS CID ® technology,

the Vivid 3D Theater from NuReality

retrieves actual ambient information lost by

traditional stereo processing. NuReality takes

advantage of this technology to bring you true-to-

life three-dimensional surround sound from only two

speakers. Vivid 3DTM sound enhancement products bring

all your movies, sound tracks and recordings to life.

Multiple Speakers
Although you only need two speakers and the Vivid

3D Theater to create 3D surround sound, the Vivid

3D Theater also adds an entirely new dimension of

realism to multiple speaker combinations.

1-800-501-8086
- rlr VITA ilk

Easy to Install
The Vivid 3D Theater is easy to install with your existing

audio system. You can enhance virtually any audio

configuration Mc:tiding DSS,

VCRs, TVs, receivers, tape

decks, FM radios, CD and laser

RETAILVISION
flee Pnoltst 11.11,10VATO,,AS

disc players. In addition, the Vivid 3D Theater is fully

compatible and compliments Dolby Pro Logic®.

Surprisingly Affordable
NuReality offers a complete

family of affordable Vivid 3D

products. The Vivid 3D

Theater retails for only

$249.95. Call today to order,

and begin to hear what you've

been missing.

Like the Vivid 31) Theater, the award -

winning Vivid 313 Studio adds a new level of

audio excitement to portable sterct

0

"A heightened audio experience
and an easy, low-cost way of
achieving it...lf you want to

upgrade your system's sonics
without replacing the primary

hardware, NuReality's black box
may be just what you're looking

for." -
Sound and Image Magazine ,

Winter 1995

NUREALITY.
2907 Daimler St. Santa Ana, CA 92705

714-442-1080
http://w5N

'Mils specially recorded (1) recreate. the oircricncc of al) uiund from any Cl) player and iS Available ti., a 55.95 shipping and handling charge which is hills creditial toward the purchase 4.1 Vold 31> ustcn, , duos
purchased direeth from NuReality. Freight charges, duty 'A are not included lin International orders. All tights reined. NuRealitv and the Nulicality logo are registered trademarks 01Nurealits. SRN and tits SKS I..ett ta-Mst 01 o.1.ls SIC.
Labs All pnkluct names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders 0 1995 NoReality,
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Technics SA-GX790
AN Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

As you might expect from
a model standing second -
from -the -top of the Tech-
nics receiver lineup, the

SA-GX790 is blessed with many im-
pressive features and ratings. Perhaps
the most impressive is the specifica-
tion for amplifier power, something
you can never have too much of: 120
watts per channel in two -channel ste-
reo operation (with no more than 0.05
percent distortion) and 100 watts each
for the three front channels and a pair
of surround speakers in Dolby Pro
Logic operation.

Although the Pro Logic power
specs are pegged to a distortion level
of 0.8 percent, they're still impressive.
And it's most unusual for an A/V re-
ceiver to have equal power ratings for
all channels in surround operation (a
theoretically desirable characteristic,
even if it's seldom really necessary).
There is, however, a little fudging go-
ing on since the surround speakers are
actually driven in series by a single
amplifier channel (which means both

speakers must be hooked up in order
for either one to operate). Assuming
that the surrounds are identical, the
surround -channel power will divide
equally into the two speakers, so on
a five -channel basis the SA-GX790's
rating would be a still -ample 50 watts
each to the surround speakers, which
is only 3 dB less than 100 watts per
speaker.

But however it is rated, this receiver
is more than simply a powerhouse. It
also has a well-chosen array of stereo
and home theater features. The tuner
section, for example, will memorize
thirty station presets in any combina-
tion of AM and FM frequencies. There
are four sound -processing modes in

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide. 61/4 irches
high. 137A, i iches deep

WEIGHT: 22 pounds

PRICE: 1,500

MANUFACTURER: Technics, Dept. SR. One
Panasonic Way. Secaucus, NJ 07094

addition to Dolby Pro Logic, and the
Pro Logic decoder itself has a Theater
mode that the receiver's manual says
"spreads out the sound as actually
happens at the theater."

Inputs and switching are provided
for two VCR's, a laserdisc player, a
CD player, one audio -only tape deck,
and a moving -magnet phono cartridge.
There is one video -monitor output.
One of the VCR inputs can be switched
between rear- and front -panel connec-
tors, the latter being convenient for
temporary hookup of a camcorder.

The left side of the rear panel (as
viewed from the back) has a thumb-
screw 75 -ohm connection for the sup-
plied single -wire FM antenna. A spe-
cial connector is provided for the sup-
plied AM loop antenna as well as a
thumbscrew for a long-wire AM an-
tenna. To the right of these connec-
tions are the line -level audio jacks in
vertical array. The video connections
- all phono jacks for composite -vid-
eo - are next but, confusingly, they
are not directly adjacent to their corre-
sponding audio connections. Read the
labeling for this portion of the rear
panel very carefully. The speaker con-
nections, in the middle of the panel,
are all snap clips best used for stripped
wire ends. Next to the speaker connec-
tors is a pair of phono jack line -level
subwoofer outputs. There are two
switched AC convenience outlets.
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TEST REPORTS
The infrared remote control comes

preprogrammed to operate many other
Technics and Panasonic components.
It also carries the operating codes for
TV's, VCR's, and laserdisc players
from other manufacturers. The receiv-
er -only buttons are scattered over the
face of the handset, with little differ-
entiation in size, shape, spacing, or
feel and none whatsoever in color.
Still, the light coloration behind the
surround -decoder buttons makes them
highly visible in a dark room, a nice
touch on an otherwise only service-
able remote.

The manual is not quite as us-
able, since it confusingly cov-
ers five receiver models at the
same time and must be supple-

mented with multipage auxiliary pub-
lications detailing the use of the remote
and the contents of the on -screen dis-
play. That display, by the way, can be
too much of a good thing sometimes,
since you can't keep it from turning on
and its contents are mostly redundant
with the receiver's front -panel display.

Lab measurements showed that the

SA-GX790 follows in the tradition of
other Technics receivers we've tested
recently: average overall FM and Dol-
by Pro Logic performance combined
with distinctly above -average power -
amplifier characteristics. The only
anomalous result in the FM tests was
the high reading for total harmonic
distortion plus noise (THD+N) in ste-
reo, which mostly reflects the tuner's
rather high pilot -carrier leakage; true
audio -range distortion is probably
much lower. The AM frequency re-
sponse was abominable, as has been
the case with essentially every receiv-
er and tuner that STEREO REVIEW has
tested in recent years.

Measured Dolby Pro Logic perfor-
mance was fine except for the sur-
round- and center -channel noise lev-
els, which could use considerable im-
provement (especially the latter). The
high noise also worsened the surround -
channel distortion figure, since it is a
THD+N measurement. In our listen-
ing tests the noise, which was present
only during operation of the surround
modes, was sometimes distractingly
audible when there was little or no sig-

nal, depending on the volume setting.
It is in its ample power reserves that

the SA-GX790 really scores high. Es-
pecially impressive are the stereo -
mode figures for clipping power and
dynamic power into 4 -ohm loads, both
of which exceed what we measured
for Technics' first Home THX receiver
(the SA-TX1000 in January). And giv-
en the high outputs available in sur-
round operation, the SA-GX790 will
have enough oomph for the most out-
rageous movie sound effects in any
reasonably sized room, as well as for
stereo music recordings with wide dy-
namic range.

There was one blot on the amplifier
section's performance, however. The
frequency response of the front left
and right channels flattened out only
when the receiver's bass control was
turned down from its center detent to
approximately the 11 o'clock position.
(This type of error seems so wide-
spread now among AN receivers as to
be almost standard practice.) The de-
viation, a broad hump starting below
200 Hz that reached about +1 dB at 40
Hz (relative to the level at 1 kHz), was

AMPLIFIER SUCTION
Except as noted, all data for two -channel stereo
operation

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
h ohm, 153 watts
4 ohms 196 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohm, I dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 195 watts
4 ohms 312 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM le rated output)
s ohm, 2 1 dB
4 ohms 2 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER
(120 watts, I kHz) 0

SENSITIVITY (for I -watt output into 8 ohms)
CD 19.5 mV
phono 0 34 mV

NOISE (re I watt, A-wtd)
CD -80 dB
phono -74 dB

PHONO-INPUT OVERLOAD
( I -kHz equivalent levels)
20 Hz 100 mV
1 kHz 168 mV
20 kHz 183 mV

PHONO-INPUT IMPEDANCE
44.000 ohms in parallel with 110 pF

RIAA MONO -EQUALIZATION ERROR
-1.4 dB2,20 Hz to 20 kHz +I)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
20 Hz to 20 kHz +1.1, -0.5 dB

009% CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf)

MEASUREMENTS
TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz +10, -II dB
10 kHz +9, -11 dB

TUNER SECTION

All data for FM only except frequency response

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 21 dBf
stereo 37 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -72 dB
stereo -70 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 52%
stereo (see text) 3 2%

1 dB

AM REJECTION 80 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 68 dB
adjacent -channel 11 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
I9 -kHz -35 dB
38-khz -30 dB

HUM (120 Hz) -81 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 Hz 32 dB
I kHz 46.5 dB
10 kHz 45.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
I \I ,L, Hz to 15 kHz +0, -0.4 dB
AM 75 to 2.8 kHz +1, -6 dB

DOLBY PRO LOOIC PERFORMANCE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +1.1, -0.5 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.8 dB
surround 20 Hz to 5.46 kHz +1.2, -3 dB

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (I kHz, 8 ohms)
front left, center, and right 125 watts
surround (0.7% THD+N) 88 watts
surround (3% THD+N) 100 watts

NOISE (re 1 -watt output, A-wtd)
left, right -73.25 dB
center -66.91 dB
surround -63.4 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz, I -watt output)
left, right 0 036%
center 0 057%
surround 0.72%

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS tat I kHz)
1, right (re 2 -volt input) -I dB
center (re 1.414 -volt input) +3 dB
surround (re 1.414 -volt input) 0 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re Dolby level (247.5 mV) +1 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven >32 dB
left output, center driven >31 dB
left output, surround driven >30 dB
center output, left driven >30 dB
center output, surround driven >47 dB
surround output, left driven >50 dB
surround output, center driven >51 dB
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"This Is The Best S199
You Can Spend OnYourself.:ine

SoundWorks' - our amplified speaker
system may well be the most exciting
product ever designed by Henry Kloss - and

the most affordable. Never
before has so much high
quality, wide -range,
natural, "big" sound come
from such a small, afford-
able system. It is ideal for
hundreds of applications.

Heng 10oss SoundWorks consists of
two satellite speakers (app. 31/2" x 3
1/2" x 3 1/2") and a compact,
subwoofer cabinet that encloses
a 4" woofer, a 3 -channel
amplifier, equalization and
crossover electronics, as well as a
control panel.

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magneti-

cally shielded so they can be used very
close to a TV or computer monitor. They
contain a remarkable 2" speaker driver with a
long-throw/wide-range design that reproduces

"SoundWorks has the most natural
musical timbre. "

The New York Times

high and mid frequencies down to 150 Hz,
without the need for a "midrange" driver.
SoundWorks comes with satellites finished black,
or in "computer -beige." They can be used as is,
hung on walls using their back -panel slot,
used with their mini -stands,
or they can be attached to a
computer monitor with our
velcro kit (supplied).

"...had and shoulders
above the others..."

MacUser magazine

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a

little bigger than a shoe box:
5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only
non -directional bass so it can
be placed in out-of-the-way
places - behind your TV set,
under your desk, or in back
of furniture. It contains a 3 -channel amplifier
that's been precisely tailored to match the spea-
ker drivers. Its control panel includes a stereo
mini -jack input for connecting to a computer or

$1999
Amplffied .,Ire speaker system

a portable CD player, a "set and forge:" bass
level control, and connecting termina:s for the
satellite speaker wires. It also has an input for a
12 volts - so you can plug
SoundWorks into the cigarette
lighter in your car or boat!

The Sound.
In terms of frequency range, tonal

balance, stereo imaging and overall
sound, SoundWorks compares very
favorably with component music

systems costing far more. It
just doesn't seem possible
that a system so small could
produce a sound so "big."
But it does.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price,

and because of its magnetically
shielded satellites, SoundWorks is ideal
for use as a multimedia speaker with
any computer. It fits easily into smaller
rooms - like kitchens, dens, dorms and
bedrooms. Its 12 -volt capabilities make
it perfect for boats, campers and cars.
And with our optional carrybag, you
can travel with it.

The Price.
You can buy SoundWorks direct from

Cambridge SoundWorks, for only $19999. We
haven't heard a system for anywhere near its
price that we think sounds nearly as good.

sounds terrific. "
,:tieptionally good...

Audio magazine

We Eliminate The Risks.
With our 30 -day risk -free home audition,

you can listen to SoundWorks the right way -
in your home, with your music. If you aren't
happy, return it within 30

days for a
full refund.
We even
reimburse
your original
UPS ground
shipping
charges in the
continental U.S.

To Order Factory -Direct .To Get A Free
Catalog, Or For Information About Our
California & New England Stores,Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI

Because SoundWorks is so compact, and because it
works on 110 or 12 -volts, it's perfectfor cars, RV's
and boats. With our optional carrybag ($49"',), it
makes an ideal musical traveling companion. You
can even play the system while it's in the carrybag.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 1020. Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-9434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

Cambrike Soundt+orlo
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TEST REPORTS
present in both two -channel stereo
and surround -sound modes. The SA-
GX790 is therefore best auditioned in
the store with its bass control turned
down slightly, and we used that setting
for our listening tests.

The separate subwoofer output was
very handy, not least because the SA-
GX790 supplies it at two jacks even
though it is a mono signal. That elimi-
nates the need for a Y -connector to
feed both input channels of a sub -
woofer crossover, a practice recom-
mended to reduce the possibility of
picking up interference through an un-
terminated subwoofer input. On the
down side, the subwoofer outputs re-
main on even when all of the main
speaker outputs are turned off and a
headphone is plugged in.

The subwoofer outputs are fed from
a low-pass crossover filter that rolled
off at 12 dB per octave above 100 Hz,
which can be a benefit or a drawback
depending on your circumstances. It
will definitely be an obstacle if your
subwoofer needs to operate up to a
higher frequency. In that case you
should forget the receiver's dedicated
outputs and hook up the subwoofer via
speaker -level connections to the main
front left and right outputs. Even if
your subwoofer requires a lower cross-
over frequency (say, 80 Hz) and has its
own crossover, the receiver's crossov-
er filter characteristics will still inter-
act with those of the subwoofer's.
That can roll off the response exces-
sively at the desired crossover frequen-
cy, which may prove impossible to
counteract with the subwoofer's own
controls. Technics probably would have
been better off taking the easy (and
cheaper) way out by supplying an un-
filtered, wideband mono (or, better,
stereo) signal at the SA-GX790's sub -
woofer outputs.

Measurements of the out-
puts produced by the re-
ceiver's music -enhance-
ment modes showed that

they covered just about every possible
variation of what can be done with a
single -channel delay line (in this case,
the same one used to supply surround -
channel delay in Dolby Pro Logic).
Depending on the mode selected, the
center speaker may or may not be acti-
vated and the surround and front left
and right speakers may or may not
receive a single simulated reflection
(derived from either the sum or differ-
ence of the two input channels) at the
selected delay interval. The receiver

With its well-chosen array

of features, the Technics

SA-GX790 receiver is more

than just a powerhouse.

makes no attempt at DSP-type simula-
tion of multiple spaced ambient reflec-
tions or of the densely packed reflec-
tions characteristic of reverberation.

But sometimes less is more. The
system Technics has provided has the

important advantage of being very
easy to use. Select a mode, maybe se-
lect a delay interval, maybe adjust the
surround -channel level, and that's it.
The results, as usual for simple music -
processing systems, depend greatly on
the sonic characteristics of the original
recording. And, again as usual, feel
free both to make adjustments and to
ignore the names of the various
modes. The mode that may be most
suitable for enhancing the recording at
hand may not be the one whose name
seems most applicable.

Our main reservation about the vari-
ous surround modes, both music- and
movie -oriented, was the higher -than -
average noise level in the center and
surround channels. In every other re-
spect, however, the sound was just
fine once the bass control was adjusted
properly. Indeed, you could make a
very strong case for considering the
SA-GX790 primarily as a good, ex-
ceptionally high -power stereo receiv-
er, especially if you aren't ready to get
into home theater or if you will use its
surround capabilities only occasional-
ly. You get a lot of muscle for your
money with this receiver. And its rela-
tive simplicity makes it easier to oper-
ate than many of its competitors,
which most people will find a signifi-
cant benefit.

. . Sweetheart, I do try to understand how hard
it is for you being here. At home I set the surround processor as close

to the ambience of a prison cell as I can. . . ."
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Introducing EnsembleW
The Most Affordable Sub/Sat Speaker

System Ever By Henry Kloss.
et14

Ensemble IV is an ultra -compact, very
affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system

designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH and
Advent). It maintains the
precise octave -to -octave
tonal balance of our original
Ensemble system, which
Audio magazine said, "may

be the best value in the world."
It doesn't have quite the
deep bass extension as the
original Ensemble, and it
won't play as loudly. But in
terms of performance for the
dollar, we believe it has no
serious rival.

The Classic Ensemble
Sound.

We believe the single most important
factor in designing a musically accurate
speaker is tonal balance. A properly designed
speaker should not put any extra emphasis on
one octave versus another. Henry Kloss
spends an extraordinary amount of time
"voicing" his speaker designs for precise,
octave -to -octave tonal balance. The result is
that Ensemble IV has an overall sound very
similar to the more expensive members of the
Ensemble family. What it sacrifices is the
lowest half -octave of deep bass, and power
handling capability.

1.4f1

Henry Kloss

Ensemble IV Home Theater is identical to the basic
Ensemble IV system except that it has five satellite
speakers instead of two. It's perfect for use in surround
sound systems with Dolby Pro Logic®. Price $379"

Great Sound, Anywhere.
Ensemble IV's satellite speakers are small

enough to fit in the palm of your hand (4" x
4" x 3 5/8"). And its subwoofer is about the

SAVE

$22999
The E ?sem& IV

Subwoofer/Satellite
Speaker system

size of a shoebox (6 1/2" x 8" x 12"). Since the
subwoofer can be put in out-of-the-way
places-behind drapes, under furniture-
Ensemble /V can fit into any room, no matter
how small. It's perfect for use in apartments,
dorms, offices, dens, kitchens and bathrooms.

The Satellites.
Each Ensemble IV satellite incorporates a

unique wide -range, long -throw three inch
driver capable of reproducing notes down to
150 Hz, without the use of a second driver.
Magnetically shielded, they won't distort your
TV or computer screen. Each satellite is
finished with a scratch -resistant, textured
charcoal surface, and comes with a premium
metal grille instead of the inexpensive fabric
used by many other speakers in Ensemble IV's
price range. Because of their size, they'll fit
just about anywhere. Wall -mounting
hardware is included.

The Subwoofer.
The lowest bass notes are reproduced by

Ensemble IV' s shoe box -sized subwoofer. It
uses a remarkable 5 3/4" bass driver with dual
voice coils. The driver is mounted in a true
acoustic suspension cabinet. It fires into a
second "tuned bandpass" cavity within the
cabinet which filters out unwanted higher
frequencies. The careful engineering of this

design allows Ensemble IV to combine
dp bass response with high efficiency.
Henry Kloss says, "Ensemble IV is the
smallest and most affordable system I can
design for use with any amplifier or
receiver and still provide deep, really
saisfying bass." Since low frequency
bass is non -directional, the subwoofer
can be hidden behind or under furniture.

Factory -Direct Savings.
Cambridge SoundWorks products are

available only direct from us, or
through cost-efficient Best Buy
stores nationwide. Because of our
efficient distribution, you get
unbeatable quality and performance
for your dollar. After you hear
Ensemble IV, we think you'll agree
that it sounds as good or better than
speakers selling for hundreds more.

We Eliminate The Risks.
Ensemble IV is backed

by our 30 -day
Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Try it
in your home,
with your music.
If you don't like
it, return it for a
full refund. We
even refund your
original regular
ground UPS
shipping charges.

CAMBRIDGE
rvdWrotucs

To Order Factory-Direct,To Get A Free
Catalog, Or For Information About Our
California & New England Stores,Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside C.S. or Canada: 617-332.5°36

ambridge SoundWorks
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Linn Wakonda Preamplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Linn Products, Limited, of Glas-
gow, Scotland, is unique among
consumer audio manufacturers
in several ways. Perhaps its

most obvious distinction, though hard-
ly the most important, is in the nomen-
clature of its products. The name of
virtually every Linn component con-
tains at least one letter "K" (in a few
cases an "X" is substituted).

Much more significant is the quality
of construction and performance built
into every Linn product. As I saw on a
visit to the ultramodern Linn facility a
few years ago, every unit is assem-
bled, checked, and signed off on by a
single person (whose name actually
appears on the product). This tradi-
tional craftsman's approach contrasts
with, and complements, Linn's fully
computerized and automated ware-
house, whose robot vehicles deliver
parts to the assembly stations in the
factory itself.

Over the past ten years, we have
tested and reported on seven Linn
components, ranging from loudspeak-
ers and turntables to preamplifiers,
power amplifiers, and integrated am-
plifiers. They have all shared the fun-
damental characteristics of Linn prod-
ucts (in addition to unconventional
names): superb construction and dis-
tinctive, attractive styling, excellent

performance, and prices that, while
not shocking by current high -end stan-
dards, were well above those of good
mass -market components.

Linn says the Wakonda preamplifier
is named for the god of an unspecified
tribe of American Indians. I suspect
that the letter "k" is the principal link
between Native American religion and
Scottish audio products.

The Wakonda, like several other
Linn electronic components, is a corn -
pact black box whose front panel has
no knobs or other very obvious con-
trols except a rectangular power but-
ton. Its other visible features include a
small green power pilot light, a head-
phone jack, and a small display win-
dow. Below the display window are
six flat control keys, flush with the
panel, that are clearly marked to show
their functions, including mute (on/
off), volume (up/down), input (step -

DIMENSIONS: 121/2 inches wide, 31/4 inches
high, 127/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 61/2 pounds

PRICE: $1,095; $1,195 with phono stage

MANUFACTURER: Linn Products,
distributed by Audiophile Systems, Ltd.,
Dept. SR, 8709 Castle Park Dr..
Indianapolis, IN 46256

ping in either direction through the
available inputs), and balance (left/
right). These buttons, pressed in com-
binations, also provide mono/stereo
mode switching and independent se-
lection of sources for listening and re-
cording. The volume adjustment is in
sixty-one steps, from 0 to 60 (30 is the
default level at power -up), and the bal-
ance adjustment is in nineteen steps,
from +9 to -9, with 0 corresponding to
equal gain in both channels. All the
control operations are silent both me-
chanically and electronically.

The Wakonda's back panel has
gold-plated phono-jack inputs for all
sources, plus monitor -loop jacks (out-
puts and inputs) for two tape decks
and two parallel pairs of line outputs.
On the basic version of the preampli-
fier, all the inputs are line -level, but
the ones normally labeled AUX 2 can
be assigned instead to an optional fac-
tory -installed phono stage for either
moving -magnet or moving -coil cart-
ridges (our test unit had the moving -
magnet option).

A few seconds after the Wakonda is
turned on, it shows "Cd" and "30" in
its display window. You can then set
your desired input source and volume
level by pressing the appropriate con-
trol buttons on the front panel. Alter-
natively, the supplied wireless remote
control can be used for any of the
Wakonda's operating functions (other
than switching the power on or off), as
well as those of other compatible Linn
components.

Like the Majik-I integrated amplifi-
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The Critics Love Ensemble Speakers.
\Ou'll Love Our FactoryDirect Prices.

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble
speaker system may be "the best value in the
world." And Stereo Review said, "It's hard to
imagine going wrong with Ensemble." Dozens of
critics and thousands of customers have
applauded our Ensemble,
Ensemble II and Ensemble 111
speaker systems. Designed by

Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH
and Advent), they became best
sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -
range music reproduction - at
Factory -Direct prices.

Ensemble
Our current Ensemble is an

improved version of our original dual-
subwoofer/satellite speaker system. It
maintains the dual subwoofer design, which
allows for maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers
in a room (and how those speakers interact with
the room) has more influence on the sound
quality of a music system than just about
anything. Ensemble's ultra -slim subwoofers give

Our Ensemble & Ensemble II sub/sat speaker
systems are now available finished in white.

you more placement flexibility than any system we
know of, and are most likely to provide the perfor-
mance you want in the real world...in your room.
Having two, compact subwoofers lets you move
them around, experiment, and find that place-
ment that gives you exactly the sound you want.
This is one of the reasons Esquire described

Ensemble!!

Ensemble by saying "you
get 30 days to return the
speakers or keep them,

but you'll keep them."

New Woofer And

4,vRICE.,s

Tonal Balance Controls.

Ensemble maintains the tonal
balance, frequency range and quality
of construction of the original. There are two
basic changes.

1. Ensemble now uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for more linear core excursion
and more accurate bass. An integral heat sink
provides improved power handling.

2. Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same
speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high frequency controls.

The midrange control lets you choose the
same output in the key
800-1600 Hz octave as
in the original, or you
can emphasize it by 2
dB. Ensemble satellites

have relatively less
output in this
range to avoid
the 'boxy"
sound of many
speakers. This
results in an
"open" sound
on large-scale

symphonic works. For
small -scaled music, the higher

output position proves a "warmer" sound.
A three-pos tion high frequency control can

subtly increase the system's "airiness," or
reduce any terdency towards "edginess."

We believe our Ensemble system competes
head-on with speakers selling for hundreds more.
Available with black -laminate subwoofers for
$62999, or with vinyl -clad subwoofers for $54999.

Ensemble II
Ensemble II is an improved version of our

best-selling system. It's more affordable than
Ensemble because it uses one cabinet for both
subwoofer speakers. Ensemble II maintains the
tonal balance, frequency range, power handling
and construction quality of the original. But its
satellite speakers use the same new tonal
balance controls as Ensemble's.

Ensemble II also has a new flared subwoofer
port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2"
long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project
into a second chamber fitted with the flared port,
which provides smoother air flow, eliminating
extraneous no:se on strong bass notes.

We think Ensemble 11 outperforms other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. $43999.

Rl per

Ensemble III
,,. Ensemble III is our most compact,

Emost affordable subwoofer/satellite
speaker system. Its satellite speakers
are only 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3" and its

l' subwoofer is 8"x 8"x 15".
Compared to Ensemble 11, Ensemble III

gives up a little in power handling, low bass

range, and efficiency.

Unlike the "cube"
satellite speakers

you'll find in most
similarly priced
systems, Ensemble
111's saTllites are

two-way speakers.

Ensemble 111's

61/2" woofer
uses two

voice coils in

a cabinet

with a 'fared
port for
smooth
air flow. Ensemble III

With most
recordings Ensemble III will sound virtually
identical to Ensemble II. It simply won't play as
loud. Its construction quality is normally found
only in much more expensive speakers. Price,
including, Hook -Up Guide and Dolby Surround
Guide, is only $32999.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are

backed by our 30 -day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee. Try
them in your home, with
your music. If you don't like
them, return them for a full
refund. We even refund your
original regular ground UPS
shipping charges.

CAMBRIDGE
StiVINgirA.JR:s.

To Order Factory-Direct,To Get A Free
Catalog, Or For Information About Our
Caliomia & New England Stores,Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SO'UNDWORKS,,

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164
1-800.367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332.5936

C laa= Lamb.* Sound V.orks k Ensemble is a reg stered trademark A
Cambridge SoundWorks. Ink 1,11115 a trademark of KIM. Ink AR and Advent

arc trakmarks of International lenstn Ink Cambridge SoundlVorks it, not
affiliated with KIM. Advent or AR
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TEST REPORTS
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Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why
Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all.
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"This is the
best $199" you
can spend on
yourself and
your computer."

Bill Machrons
PC Magazine

4444(.41

SAVE

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street. Suite 1020. Newton MA 02164
Tel Fan: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
©1995 Cambridge SoundWorks

er we reviewed last year (July 1994),
the Wakonda is designed for expan-
sion of its functions within its compact
dimensions. The back panel has a
"Sneaky" module slot for that pur-
pose. A Sneaky line -driver or line -re-
ceiver module adapts the unit for mul-
tiroom systems, or the Sneaky Kudos
FM tuner can be incorporated into the
Wakonda chassis.

Operation of the Linn Wakonda, de-
spite its unconventional control sys-
tem, was easy and largely intuitive.
The instruction manual is clear and
explicit. Measuring its performance
was equally straightforward. The fre-
quency response was ruler -flat over
most of the audio range, falling off on-
ly 0.5 dB at 20 Hz and 0.1 dB at 20
kHz. High -frequency response hit -3
dB at just over 100 kHz. Total har-
monic distortion plus noise (THD+N)
was 0.025 percent just before clipping
occurred, at 9 volts output.

The Wakonda also proved to be a
very quiet preamplifier through both
its high-level and phono inputs. And
not only were there no signal -switch-
ing transients, but all control opera-
tions were totally silent and usually
gradual rather than abrupt.

Recalling the unusually clean inter-
nal layout of other Linn products we
have tested, I also examined the Wa-
konda's interior. It was one of the
neatest I have seen, with extensive use
of surface -mount technology and vir-
tually no visible wires (the major ex-
ceptions being about 4 inches of mul-
ticonductor ribbon cable to the front -
panel display and a single twisted pair
to the pilot light).

MEASUREMENTS
OUTPUT AT CLIPPING II kHz) .. 9.3 volts

DISTORTION
IHD+N at 0.5 -volt output) 0.0045%

SENSITIVITY (for a 0.5 -volt output)
aux/CD 200 mV

NOISE (re 0.5 -volt output, A-wtd)
aux/CD -95 dB
phono (MM) -81 dB

PHONO-INPUT OVERLOAD
(1 -kHz equivalent levels)
20 Hz 75 mV
I kHz 60 mV
20 kHz 60 mV

PHONO-INPUT IMPEDANCE
7.000 ohms in parallel with 170 pF

RIAA PHONO-EQUALIZATION ERROR
20 Hz io 1,11, +0, -2.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 to 20 kHz +0, -0.5 dB

Operation of the

Linn Wakonda, despite

its unconventional

control scheme, was easy

and largely intuitive.

Linn's literature refers to the Wa-
konda's "Brilliant Power Supply" (ev-
idently a switching -mode supply) as
being responsible for much of the pre-
amplifier's performance. The most ob-
vious evidence of that in our tests was
the extremely low noise level. The
Brilliant Power Supply consists main-
ly of a single cylindrical unit, about
4 inches in diameter and 2 inches
high, that apparently houses the power
transformer and electronic circuits,
leaving a pair of 10,000-microfarad
filter capacitors as its principal exter-
nal components.

The Linn Wakonda is an excellent
preamplifier, above reproach in both
performance and ease of operation. To
use it most effectively, however, you
should read its twenty -page operating
manual carefully (a good idea with
any sophisticated piece of equipment).
Once that is absorbed, the Wakonda's
operational simplicity relative to most
home audio components is both strik-
ing and refreshing, yet its versatility
would be hard to fault.

Although not inexpensive by any
means, the Wakonda is a good value
no matter how you look at it - or
how you listen to it.

CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In The Mid 70s VVe Created
Home Theater. Now -We've Created

A New WayTo Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge

SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) -
have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced the
first home theater
audio/video
systems -
complete with big -
screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems Factory -Direct,
you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge Soundworks manufactures

three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable two-
way speaker. $7999. Center Channel is

essentially identical
to a Cambridge
SoundWorks

Ensemble satellite
(but with magnetic shielding). $149".

Center Channel Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -
wide design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below) a TV
monitor. $219".

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole

radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby La-
boratories recommends dipole radiator speakers

for use as surround speakers. The
Surround has a very high

power handling ca-
pacity and is often
selected for "high
end" surround
sound systems.
Audio, describing a
system that
included The
Surround said,

"In many ways the surround sensation was
every bit as good as far more expensive in-
stallations." $39999 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's best
value in a dipole radiator speaker. $24999 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by

Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-
duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspen-
sion cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a

built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room -shaking
level...they open the way to having a 'killer'

system for an affordable price." $699
Our Slave Subwoofer uses the

same woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with
the Powered Subwoofer.
$299". The new
Powered Subwoofer II
uses a 120 -watt

amplifier with an 8" woofer. $399".

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home

theater speaker systems that consist of center

channel, surround
and main stereo
speakers. The combina
tion we show here is our
best seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer satellite
speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our
Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best
surround speakers, The Surround. You could
spend hundreds more than its $1,16799 price
without improving performance.

For information on other home theater
speaker systems
-o r on any of the
products we

,4,PRICE$' G

SAVE
ocr.

11111EF!t1

make and sell -call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free
color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks,
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are
backed by our 30 -day
Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Try them
in your home, with
your music. If you
don't like them, return
them for a full refund.
We even refund your
original regular ground
UPS shipping charges.

CAMBRIDGE,
(.3!/V4v9'

To Order Factoiy-Direct,To Get A Free
Catalog, Or For Information About Our
California (St New England Stores,Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI
CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada:1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

CI 995 Cambridge Sound Works. ®Ensemble is a registered trademark of
CambridgeSoundWorks. Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH. Inc. AR and Advent are
trademarks of International fenw In. Ca mhri:lu SoundWorks is not affiliated
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(y) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

June 29

Got up.

Sat in the road cleaning fur.
Heard a car coming.
Great speakers.
Bad brakes.

PIONEER SPEAKERS. Tiny ears ravaged by mites and fleas take notice when you
upgrade your car stereo with Pioneer. We make speakers to fit any car you're driving.
And they're crafted from a unique blend of materials for lower distortion, higher sensi-
tivity, and the earth -shaking bass you've grown to love. Try them out, and you'll get a
clear, powerful sound guaranteed to amaze just about anything that darts in front
of your car. Call I -800 -PIONEER for the dealer nearest you.



TEST REPORTS

Rock Solid HC VI 1/
PowerBass Speaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Rock Solid Sounds is a divi-
sion of B&W Loudspeakers,
long known as a manufac-
turer of high -quality speaker

systems. Sold under the Solid trade-
mark, Rock Solid speakers are de-
signed and engineered in England but
manufactured in Japan.

In April 1993 we reviewed the first
Rock Solid products, a three-piece
configuration consisting of two Solid
Monitor satellites and the separate
Twin Bass low -frequency module. The
Solid Monitor satellites were small,
unconventionally styled ported speak-
ers with molded -plastic enclosures
whose integral adjustable stands en-
abled them to be mounted on walls,
shelves, or almost any other surface.
The Twin Bass module had two small
drivers in a dual -cavity vented enclo-
sure, operating below 120 Hz, and was
styled to harmonize with the satellites
(although it could easily be hidden
from view).

The recently introduced Solid HCM
1 appears quite similar to the Solid
Monitor, with a 5 -inch cone driver and
a 1 -inch dome tweeter in a black or
white plastic vented enclosure. The

company says that the HCM 1 was
specifically designed for use in home
theater systems, however, and to be
acoustically compatible with other
Rock Solid speakers in such applica-
tions, whether it is used as a main (left
or right) front or center speaker or as a
surround speaker, where the cabinet's
versatility in mounting and positioning
is especially convenient. Consequent-
ly, the HCM 1 speakers are magneti-
cally shielded to allow placement close
to a TV set (desirable for the center
channel, especially) without picture

DIMENSIONS: HCM I satellite,
6'/z inches wide, 91/4 inches high, 61/2 inches
deep; PowerBass subwoofer, 13 inches
wide, 15% inches high, 131/2 inches deep

WEIGHT: HCM I, 6 pounds,
10 ounces; PowerBass, 22 pounds

FINISH: HCM I, black or white plastic;
PowerBass, black plastic

PRICE: $797 (HCM I, $199 each;
PowerBass, $399)

MANUFACTURER: Rock Solid Sounds, B&W
Loudspeakers of America, Dept. SR.
P.O. Box 8, North Reading, MA 01864-0008

distortion. The HCM 1's crossover
frequency is given as 3.5 kHz, and its
frequency response is specified as 70
Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB.

The new PowerBass subwoofer
adds considerable versatility to the
Solid line. Its nearly cubical black
vented enclosure (about 1 cubic foot
in volume) contains a single 8 -inch
long -throw driver. The specified -3 -
dB points of its response are 38 and
95 Hz. The built-in discrete-mosFET
bass amplifier is rated at 70 watts con-
tinuous output. On the PowerBass's
back panel are stereo pairs of both
line- and speaker -level connectors (re-
spectively, phono jacks and spring
clips that accept only wire ends) for
routing signals from the system ampli-
fier or receiver to the subwoofer. A
crossover network in the PowerBass
sends frequencies above 95 Hz to the
pair of HCM l's.

In addition to the signal connectors,
the PowerBass's rear panel holds a
phase -reversal switch and a power
switch. The front is covered by a re-
movable molded -plastic grille. At its
top center is a small LED (which did
not operate on our test unit) to show
that the subwoofer is powered and a
bass -level adjustment knob. The ad-
justment is not calibrated, but the in-
stallation instructions are quite com-
plete and make it clear that the bass
level should be set to suit the user's
taste, listening environment, and pro-
gram material, and that there is no uni-
versally applicable "correct" setting.
After the adjustment has been made,
the knob can be pushed in flush with
the grille frame to prevent accidental
changes to the bass -level setting.

We measured the satellites and bass
module separately. The HCM 1 satel-
lites were placed on stands spaced
about 6 feet apart and about 4 feet
from any wall. In listening tests the
PowerBass was between the two satel-
lites, against a wall.

The room response of the HCM 1
satellites was very much like that of
the earlier Solid Monitors. It was ex-
ceptionally flat (better than ±2.5 dB
from 400 Hz to 20 kHz) and rose
slightly to a maximum of about +6 dB
between 150 and 200 Hz before re-
turning to the upper -frequency level at
about 90 Hz. The output remained
useful down to about 70 or 75 Hz.

We measured the PowerBass mod-
ule's frequency response separately,
using close miking to avoid room -
boundary effects. Its maximum output
was at 63 Hz, with the -6 -dB respons-
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es at 45 and 110 Hz. It was apparent
that the PowerBass output could be
combined with the output of the sat-
ellites to generate a useful, relatively
uniform response (by loudspeaker
standards) extending from approxi-
mately 40 Hz to 20 kHz, at least in our
300 -square -foot listening room.

The PowerBass's measured distor-
tion was reasonably low considering
the size of its single driver. At a 90 -dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter
the total harmonic distortion rose from
0.7 percent in the 100 -Hz range to 4
percent at 50 Hz, and it was still less
than 7 percent at 40 Hz.

The HCM 1 had a minimum
impedance of 5 ohms at 60
Hz, 250 Hz, and between 10
and 20 kHz (its nominal rating

is 8 ohms). The measured system sen-
sitivity was 90 dB (1 dB better than
specified). The drivers are protected
against overload by thermal devices,
and the system is rated to handle a for-
midable 150 watts.

Actually, that rating seems quite
reasonable. When the PowerBass is
pushed too hard in its lower range, the
distortion is plainly audible, and no
one could possibly overdrive the sub -
woofer for more than a moment with-
out being aware that the cone suspen-
sion had reached its limits. But that
happened only rarely in our tests,
which are often more demanding than
typical program material anyway, and
the unit suffered no detectable dam-
age. As for the satellites, we were un-
able to drive them hard enough (using
single -cycle tone bursts) to cause
damage. At frequencies from 100 Hz
to 10 kHz the amplifier clipped first, at
equivalent power outputs of 500 to
750 watts!

In listening tests, the Solid system
was as good as most of the speakers
we have tested in recent years. At rea-
sonable listening levels (within the ca-
pabilities of the system's drivers) it
had an unstrained, uncolored sound
that would do credit to far more ex-
pensive speakers (the Solid system did
not seem at all out of place in a com-
parison with other systems costing
several times its price). Although the
subwoofer did not rattle the windows
or make our ears pop from the pres-
sure, as long as the HCM 1 and Power -
Bass were within their linear range of
operation they provided a believably
focused spatial image and a solid,
clean bass foundation not often found
in systems of this size and price.

If you're a frend of Jack Daniel's. please write us. We'd like to get to know you

NEARLY EVERYONE in Jack Daniel's Hollow
knows something about making music. And most
know even more about making whiskey.

It's hard to find anyone in this part of Tennessee
who can't pick out a tune on fiddle or guitar. And
harder to find someone who doesn't
know the story of Mr. Jack Daniel,
and how he began charcoal mellowing
his whiskey in 1866. Many of the
songs these gentlemen play go all
the way back to those old days.
And happily, the way they make
whiskey does too.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY
Tennessee Whiskey  40-43% alcohol by volume (80-86 proof)  Distilled and Bottled by

Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop 361). Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.



TEST REPORTS

Audio Control Rialto Home
Theater Equalizer/Crossover
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL

To be really useful, an equalizer
designed primarily for use in a
home theater system must
possess a number of special

features and abilities beyond good
electrical performance. Audio Con-
trol's very reasonably priced Rialto is
the first such product we have tested
(or encountered, for that matter), but it
turns out to have most of those quali-
ties - some in great abundance.

The main requirement of any home
theater equalizer is that it serve every
channel in a surround -sound system,
something a two -channel stereo equal-
izer cannot do. The Rialto meets that
requirement by providing graphic -
equalizer sections for front left and
right, center, two surround, and two
subwoofer channels (for systems using
stereo subs). There are only four sets
of sliders, however, because the con-
trols for the front left and right chan-
nels, the two surround channels, and
the two subwoofer channels are
ganged. Moving a slider for any of
those pairs alters the frequency re-
sponses of both channels simultane-
ously and equally. Consequently, the
Rialto is best used to compensate for
basic speaker -response characteristics

EDITOR

or for adjusting the frequency balance
of program material. In the case of the
front left and right channels, ganged
controls are actually preferable to in-
dependent ones in most cases, since
equivalent changes on both sides will
not disturb the basic stereo imaging.

It's to Audio Control's credit that
the Rialto not only serves every chan-
nel but also appropriately tailors its
equalization for each. For example,
the two -third -octave widths of the
front -channel bands are well suited to
basic frequency -balance adjustments.
They are centered at 160 Hz, 250 Hz,
400 Hz, 630 Hz, 1 kHz, 1.6 kHz, 2.5
kHz, 4 kHz, 6.3 kHz, 10 kHz, and 16
kHz (lower frequencies are handled by
the subwoofer section). There are only
five surround -channel bands, and they
are wider and irregularly spaced over

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide. 21/2 inches
high. 11 inches deep

WEIGHT: 10 pounds

PRICE: $579

MANUFACTURER: Audio Control.
Dept. SR. 22410 70th Ave. W.. Mountlake
Terrace. WA 98043

a smaller range (150 Hz, 300 Hz, 700
Hz, 2.5 kHz, and 12 kHz), as befits the
more restricted bandwidth normally
handled by the surround speakers.

Only in the bass region can the Rial-
to be considered a room equalizer: Its
subwoofer bands are one -third -octave
apart, centered at 25, 32, 40, 50, 63,
80, and 100 Hz. Such tight spacing is
necessary for an equalizer to have any
chance of compensating for room -res-
onance effects, which are more of a
problem in the bass than in any other
frequency range.

The Rialto doesn't stop there, how-
ever. It also contains a stereo low-pass
subwoofer crossover that is automati-
cally engaged when the signal for the
subwoofer section is provided by the
front -channel inputs. (The subwoofer
section also has its own separate ste-
reo inputs that bypass the low-pass
crossover on the assumption that these
inputs will be fed from a surround
processor - such as a Home THX
controller or a Dolby AC -3 decoder -
that has already excluded high fre-
quencies from the subwoofer feed.)
The Rialto's subwoofer crossover is a
24 -dB -per -octave Linkwitz-Riley de-
sign that is factory -set at 90 Hz. You
can, however, change the cutoff fre-
quency by means of plug-in modules
that you can get from your dealer or
even solder together yourself from
easily obtained parts (Audio Control
will supply you with the details).

Also user -adjustable, again with
plug-in modules, are the PFM (Pro-
grammable Frequency Match) high -
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Acurus
Rated

Number
One

ACURUS vs THEM

In a twelve amplifier comparison test Video Magazine ranked the Acurus A150

amplifier number one. The Acurus received an A grade in both Souryi Quality

and Construction! 'More importantly, this amp delivered tons of punori-signifi-

cantly more than I expected from a '150 -watt' amp. The sound had outstanding

dynamic outlines and impact, trap drums and big bass events were impressively

rendered. There was also an open, highly detailed, but never narsh character

to the sound, with notable depth and 'space'." - Dan Kumin, Video Magazine

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522  914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199

CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS
pass filters that are switched in via the
front -panel infrasonic ("subsonic") fil-
ter button. Operating on the front left
and right and subwoofer channels,
these l8 -dB -per -octave filters are in-
tended to "protect your subs from . . .

subsonic scourges," as the easy -to -
read manual vividly puts it. The facto-
ry setting for all the PFM filters is 25
Hz, but their cutoff frequencies actual-
ly measured somewhat higher (-3 dB
at 30 Hz). If your subwoofer is easily
capable of providing very deep bass
(20 to 25 Hz), you might consider
changing the subwoofer-channel PFM
filters to a lower frequency (around 18
Hz). More significantly, you might al -

enhancement circuit that introduces a
low-level, inverted -phase crossfeed
between the front left and right chan-
nels to increase apparent loudspeaker
separation (but use it only if your front
stereo pair is really too close together).

The Rialto performed very well on
the test bench. With all the equalizer
controls at their center detents, fre-
quency response was within ±0.2 dB
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Even the sub -
woofer channels, when fed through
the separate subwoofer inputs, had this
wide and flat response. Distortion with
a 0.5 -volt input was far below audibil-
ity throughout the audio range (less
than 0.0055 percent) with the controls

Using the one -third -octave bands of the Audio Control

Rialto's subwoofer section, I was able to reduce

a nasty room -resonance peak between 40 and 50 Hz by

some 4 to 5 dB, a substantial improvement.

so move the frequency of the front left
and right PFM filters much higher -
to the same frequency as the subwoof-
er crossover - to prevent those speak-
ers from being overdriven by high lev-
els of audible -frequency low bass, not
to mention "subsonic scourges." Mak-
ing this change will also greatly ease
the problem of adjusting the equalizer
sections for flat response in the cross-
over region. Too bad this easy and
important option is not mentioned in
the manual, which also forgets to warn
that your Dolby Pro Logic decoder
should be set for Normal (not Wide
or Wideband) operation if you expect
to get any center -channel bass out of
the subwoofer.

The Rialto's versatility is fur-
ther enhanced by its rear -panel
facilities: level controls for
each of the major sections

(front left/right, center, surround, and
subwoofer), a button that controls in-
put gain (to accommodate high -output
surround processors), and another that
decouples the subwoofer circuits from
the front -channel inputs. One un-
switched AC convenience outlet is al-
so provided. All input and output con-
nections are standard phono plugs.

Besides the equalizer sliders and the
big on/off button, the front panel has
buttons that switch equalization in and
out, turn the PFM filters on, and
switch in Wide Mode, a simple image -

centered, and it remained below audi-
ble levels as long as neither the inputs
nor the outputs were overdriven. Max-
imum output before clipping was ap-
proximately 7 volts, more than enough
to drive any connected power amplifi-
ers to full output. Maximum input de-
pended on the setting of the rear -panel
input -gain control and on the settings
of the equalizer sliders, each of which
can provide between 11 and 12 dB of
boost or cut at the indicated frequency.
Input clipping occurred at 1.8 volts at
high gain, 7.5 volts at low gain with
the sliders centered. A -weighted sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (S/N), referred to a
standard 0.5 -volt output with the out-
put level controls turned full up, was a
very good 92 dB, which translates to
an even more CD -like 104 dB when
referred to a 2 -volt output.

I used the Rialto to equalize a fairly
good home theater speaker system we
tested recently for flattest obtainable
response. The results varied. The
sound of the surrounds could be great-
ly improved but not brought to any-
thing near flat response because of the
speakers' basic pre -equalization re-
sponse. The Rialto cannot transmute
lead into gold. The post -equalization
response of the left and right front
speakers was markedly improved -a
one -and -a -half -octave midrange dip
was substantially filled in - though
smaller response ripples remained,
exacerbated by the small ripples that

the equalizer introduced when sliders
for adjacent bands were moved even
slightly (around 3 dB) in the same di-
rection. The match between the front
left/right speakers and a nonidentical
center speaker could also be greatly
improved (do the left/right speakers
first, then the center).

As for the subwoofer, consid-
erable lumpiness remained
in the final corrected curve
because of interactions be-

tween the Rialto's one -third -octave
bands. But I was able to reduce a nasty
room -resonance peak between 40 and
50 Hz by some 4 to 5 dB, a substantial
improvement.

Mind you, these improvements took
about 11/2 hours of steady adjustments
with the aid of pink noise from a test
CD, a one -third -octave spectrum ana-
lyzer, and a measurement microphone,
and they also required moving the
subwoofer around somewhat to find a
more equalizable location for it. The
Rialto's manual does not stress enough
the value of instrumented feedback to
monitor progress. I wouldn't take any
of the manual's sample curves as a
starting point; they all sound wretched
with even a moderately good set of
speakers. Nor would I put in a bass
boost as large as the one shown in the
manual's "house curve." And, except
for the subwoofer controls, it should
not be necessary to adjust any band,
much less any group of bands, by
more than 6 dB unless the perfor-
mance of the speakers involved is sub-
standard to begin with.

Unless you are already very experi-
enced at equalization, you cannot ex-
pect to do a good job of correcting
room or speaker response problems
without some instrumentation, if only
a good sound -level meter and a CD
containing appropriate test signals.
The manual mentions the use of a
portable spectrum analyzer, such as
Audio Control's own SA -3050A, and
if you have access to such devices I
heartily urge you to take advantage of
them. If the assistance of someone
trained in their application is also
available, so much the better. I can on-
ly paraphrase the American Dental As-
sociation's standard toothpaste en-
dorsement: "The Audio Control Rialto
has been shown to be an effective re-
sponse -improving component that can
be of significant value when used as
directed in a conscientiously applied
program of sonic hygiene and regular
professional care."
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ArlD YOU HAVEn'T EVErl TURI1ED IT on YET.

The El,te*VSX-99 is the most innovative receiver ever

created. An audio video receiver designed with onesoal.
to

give
youthe most realistic theater sound possible.

With the touch of a button.your entire system comes alive

with Dolby' Surround AC -3'

AC -3 gves your ear the distinct pleasure of hearing0
.

independent digital I.six And duplicates for yoursignals.

home the Thrilling performance of digital surround sound

which. until now, was heard exclusively in top theaters.

The Accurate Imagingto System consistently distributes
..,

100 watts to each channel, all wtfli discrete amplifiers.

delivering the full bandwidth (20t-lz to 201cHz) provided by

AC -3. And the Intelligent SystemControl brings the
operation of all,your components. including those of other

brands, to your fingertips.

All this at the heart of your audio/video system. giving

you the most uncompromising. sound quality possible. as

you would expect only from

Elite For the Elite dealer near-

est ou. call 1-800-746-6337

ELITE

©1905 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc, Long Beach, CA. Dolby and /C-3 art rademirki of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.



USER'S REPORT

Boston Acoustics Lynnfield
VR Home Theater
Loudspeaker System
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

Boston Acoustics' Lynnfield VR
home theater loudspeaker se-
ries incorporates processes, ma-
terials, and design approaches

de \ eloped for the company's Lynnfield
series of high -end stereo speakers. As
of this writing, the VR line comprises
six models: three floor -standing main
(left/right) front speakers, a center -
channel speaker, a quasi -dipole sur-
round speaker, and a powered sub -
woofer. The system we put together
combines the smallest and least ex-
pensive of the three main speakers
with the subwoofer and the center and
surround speakers.

Most prominent of the VR line's
Lynnfield derivatives is perhaps the
tweeter used in both the VR20 main
speakers ($550 a pair) and the VR12
center speaker ($400 each). It has a 1 -
inch dome diaphragm made from pure
aluminum for better dispersion and
heat dissipation. Curving in front of
the dome is the unique AMD (Ampli-

0

tude Modification Device), an acousti-
cal filter tuned to attenuate specific
frequencies emitted by the dome for
flatter overall response. As the photo
shows, the tweeter is placed as close
as possible to the VR20's ported 7 -
inch woofer cone in order to simulate
a point source more closely.

A less obvious Lynnfield-series de-
rivative is the thickness of the VR20's
cabinetry (1 inch for the front panel, 3/4
inch elsewhere) and the superior quali-
ty claimed for its wood (particleboard
from Boise Cascade). Outer surfaces
of the cabinet are available in either
cherry or black ash vinyl veneers. The
VR20 enclosure measures 321/2 x 81/4
x 12 inches, making it the shortest of
the three floor -standing VR speakers.
Crossover frequency is given as 3.3
kHz, nominal impedance as 8 ohms,
and sensitivity with a 2.83 -volt input
as 89 dB sound -pressure level (SPL).

Center -channel duties for the VR
line are handled by the magnetically

shielded VR12, which has an unusual
driver layout designed to optimize the
horizontally oriented speaker's disper-
sion. Its 41/2 -inch copolymer -cone
midrange driver and 1 -inch VR tweet-
er are mounted in vertical alignment in
the center of the front panel. They are
flanked by two 61/2 -inch woofers oper-
ating in a sealed enclosure. The verti-
cal mounting of the midrange and
high -frequency drivers is said to pro-
vide wide and uniform horizontal dis-
persion at the frequencies most impor-
tant for creating a solid sonic image.
Crossover frequencies are 500 Hz and
3.3 kHz. Rated impedance is 8 ohms,
sensitivity 91 dB SPL.

As center -channel speakers go, the
VR12 is quite large. Measuring 83/4
x 25 x 81/2 inches and weighing 30
pounds, it will fit comfortably only on
top of TV's with screens of 25 inches
or larger. Placing it below the screen is
feasible with smaller sets, in which
case you might want to orient it so that
the tweeter is near the bottom of the
set in order to aim the prime listening
axis upward.

In contrast to the VR12, the VRS
surround speakers ($350 per pair) are
rather small, measuring only 103/4 x
41/2 x 6 inches. Each contains three
drivers, two 21/2 -inch cone drivers
mounted back to back, operating in
quasi -dipole mode, and a single 41/2 -
inch woofer mounted on the front -fac-
ing side of the cabinet. Crossover fre-
quency is 350 Hz, and rated nominal
impedance is 8 ohms. Sensitivity is
given as 85 dB SPL.

The VRS's are easily wall -mount-
able because they come with mount-
ing brackets and weigh only 6 pounds
each. Black or white finishes are avail-
able, but the VRS manual gives sim-
ple instructions for painting the cabi-
nets and the removable grilles.

The VR500 powered subwoofer
($600) is a black ash vinyl -veneered
box that is almost cube shaped (153/4 x
151/2 x 155/8 inches) and weighs 40
pounds. On the front are a 10 -inch
magnetically shielded woofer and a
low -turbulence vent. On the rear are
the heat sink for the internal 100 -watt
amplifier as well as the connection
jacks, a phase -reversal switch, and an
auto -on power control. Inputs can be
either line -level via phono-jack con-
nections or speaker -level via five -way
binding posts. For convenience in run-
ning speaker cables, the VR500 also
has output binding posts wired direct-
ly in parallel with the speaker -level in-
puts. The input low-pass crossover to
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the subwoofer amp has a slope of 24
dB per octave and a cutoff frequency
that can be varied between 50 and 100
Hz. If you use the line -level inputs, the
crossover also provides line -level out-
puts with high-pass filters that remove
frequencies below 100 Hz at a rate of
12 dB per octave; these outputs can be
run back to the power amplifier for the
front left and right speakers in a sys-
tem with appropriate pre-out/main-in
connections.

Setup was easy, thanks in no small
part to the manuals - especially the
one provided with the VR500, which
is quite the best subwoofer manual
I've encountered. It covers in exhaus-
tive, well -illustrated detail the various
hookup options the VR500 provides. I
tried two of them, both at line level.
The first was the loop -back hookup
described above, in which the crossov-
er's high -pass -filtered outputs were
used to feed the VR20 front speakers.
The other setup, probably more com-
mon, just ran the subwoofer directly
from a receiver's mono subwoofer
output with no loop -back connections.
Contrary to expectation, the direct
hookup yielded a smoother blend with
the main speakers in our listening
room. In another room, though, or
with other main speakers, the loop -
back connection might provide superi-
or results.

Despite their small size, the VRS
surrounds did well, although material
with substantial high bass in the sur-
round channel may come off a little
better on topnotch surround speakers
(such as Home THX models). But if
you've hooked up and adjusted the
subwoofer correctly, you won't really
notice, because there will be enough
bass energy from it floating around
your listening room.

The VR20's were very good but
not completely neutral -sound-
ing main speakers. They had a
slight forwardness - even ag-

gressiveness - that was evident on
classical strings and even more so on
typical pop vocals. The source of this
characteristic was not difficult to find
in our one -third -octave response plots
made from seated -ear height, which is
quite a bit above a frontal on -axis po-
sition. They showed an approximately
2 -dB elevation from 3 to 16 kHz fol-
lowing an approximately 2 -dB dip
(with some ripples) from 1 to 3 kHz.
So while the VR20's overall response
could be characterized as a rather flat
±2 dB from below 100 Hz to above 16

kHz, what amounts to a substantial
midrange dip lent a far more distinc-
tive quality to the speaker's sound
than, say, a simple 4 -dB downward tilt
from 1 to 20 kHz.

I suggest three ways to reduce the
VR20's borderline harshness. An oc-
tave -band equalizer would do the trick
provided it has suitably placed bands.
A slight downward twist of a treble
control might also suffice, provided
the control has the necessary "shelv-
ing" response. Perhaps the simplest
approach, however, is to aim the
speakers so that you are listening from
about 30 degrees off -axis. That's very
easy to achieve since it will occur au-
tomatically if you use the convention-
al equilateral -triangle setup (speakers
at two of the three apexes, listener at

Curving in front of the

dome tweeters of the

main and center speakers

is the unique

Amplitude Modification

Device, an acoustical

filter tuned to attenuate

certain frequencies.

the third) and point the speakers di-
rectly forward instead of toeing them
in toward the listening position. The
speaker's naturally diminished high -
frequency output off -axis will partially
tame the response plateau between 3
and 16 kHz, especially if your listen-
ing room isn't filled with highly re-
flective surfaces. When so situated in
our well -damped listening room, the
VR20's sounded much less colored on
music and soundtracks and still pro-
duced superb imaging in stereo,
though the speakers' shortness tended
to place the sonic stage somewhat be-
low ear level.

In principle, it is difficult to match
the sounds of two-way and three-way
speaker systems even if their driver
complements are not completely dif-
ferent. This proved to be the case with
the three-way VR12 and the two-way
VR20's, which have in common only
the VR tweeter. The two models had
distinctly different measured frequen-
cy responses: The VR12 had a re-

sponse dip that started higher, around
2 kHz, and ended higher, at around 6
kHz. That gave a welcome clarity to
soundtrack dialogue but also a slight,
not -easily -tamable edginess to sur-
round -encoded music CD's.

The difference in the measurements
came as no surprise, since panning
pink noise across the front speakers
evoked a distinct change in timbre as
the sound passed through the center
position, especially when I listened to
the VR20's from 30 degrees off -axis,
as outlined above. But my panned -
noise test is probably unrealistically
severe. When I played typical sound-
tracks. the difference in tonal balance
was not very obvious, mainly because
film soundtracks hardly ever contain
sounds that move so slowly and that
could also reasonably be expected not
to change at all in the process. As
claimed, the VR12 exhibited very
good horizontal dispersion, both by
ear and by measurement, as you'd ex-
pect from a loudspeaker with all driv-
ers in vertical array.

The VR500 subwoofer turned out to
be my favorite component in the sys-
tem. Its relatively small size should fa-
cilitate out -of -sight placement. The
only problem I encountered during
setup was that its rubber feet hindered
sliding it around on a carpeted floor to
find the best location, but you can get
around that (as I did) by sliding it on
its side instead.

Close-miked spectrum analysis of
the VR500's output when playing pink
noise showed that its crossover -fre-
quency control operated as specified.
Using sine -wave sweeps, I determined
that it could deliver usable output
down to around 25 Hz with very little
audible distortion or vent noise when
playing music at reasonable levels.
Even when driven to unreasonable
levels by movie sound effects, the
VR500 never gave any sign of distress
audible above the sound emitted from
the main speakers. This is a very good
powered subwoofer.

The rest of the Lynnfield VR system
I evaluated almost reached the sub -
woofer's performance level, particu-
larly the VR20's when they were ori-
ented for flattest response at the listen-
ing position. I urge you to explore
these speakers as well as the two larg-
er floor -standing VR models. There's
probably a combination you'll like
somewhere in this series.

Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR,
70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940
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Lor a moment, flash back to
- 1975. Philips, Sony, and other
- manufacturers were actively

experimenting with digital au-
dio discs. It seemed natural that the
new technology would mimic the
reigning audio playback champion, the
LP record, in one vital respect: The
prototype digital audio discs were also
12 inches in diameter. More than 48
hours of digitally coded music could
be placed onto one disc. Many engi-
neers felt that such a large capacity
would be a great asset. but Philips
director Lou Ottens, who had helped
develop the compact cassette in the
1960's, saw that 48 hours was useless
from a marketing standpoint and that a
smaller disc would be much more con-
venient. So the compact disc was
eventually standardized at 12 centime-
ters, or about 43/4 inches.

Today. twenty years later, we find
that while everyone agrees that the
CD's playing time of 74 minutes or so
is sufficient for all but a few applica-
tions. many people want longer total
playing times - not a single disc of 7
hours or so, but the ability to sequence
five or six different discs, for example,
or to pick and choose from various
tracks. In other words, many people
prefer CD changers. Fortunately, CD
changers can be made without the per-
formance compromises that afflicted
record changers and thus can offer all
the fidelity of a single -play model.

In our world of supply and demand,
what the market wants, the market
gets. Manufacturers have developed a
variety of different changer types to
%tit every taste. Some changers load
their discs via cartridges, or "maga-
zines," some changers whirl them
around on carousels, and other chang-
ers, well . . . swallow them. Very gen-
erally, carousel changers are probably
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WE TEST SEVEN

HIGH-PERFORMANCE

CD CHANGERS

L:1_ 1_\_1 L: c L-_

the most convenient to use: You sim-
ply open the drawer and drop the discs
onto the platter. taking reasonable care
to center them in their wells, or
cutouts. Getting to a particular disc
well requires nothing more complicat-
ed than pushing buttons to spin the
platter to the desired location. Cart-
ridge changers, on the other hand, re-
quire you to load discs into a magazine
- an operation that is tedious at best.
Still, many cars use cartridge CD play-
ers (carousels are too big, and they
keep the discs not actually playing in
place by force of gravity), so it may be
convenient to use a cartridge changer
in both home and car. (Because differ-
ent manufacturers may use different
cartridge designs, be careful to buy
compatible models.) And another kind
of CD changer has recently appeared
in which discs ace loaded individually
by means of a conventional -looking
tray, and the changer worries about the
fine points of storing them internally.

Which type is best? It's probably
impossible to come up with a univer-
sally applicable answer to that ques-
tion - too much personal preference
is involved. But to help you In answer-
ing it for yourself, we evaluated a
cross section of current changer de-
signs - seven models based on vari-
ous types of mechanisms, ranging in
price from a little over $300 to a little
under $600. Four are carousel chang-
ers: the Harman Kardon FL8450, Ma-
rantx CC-65SE, Sony CDP-CA8ES,
and Technics SL-PD1010. Represent-
ing the cartridge category are the JVC
XL-M417TN and Pioneer PD -M59,
and there is one self -loading changer,
the Nakamichi MB -2s.

All of the changers offer such fea-
tures as direct track and disc access,
wireless remote control, and the ability
to program a playback sequence of
tracks from multiple discs. In addition,
all eat.cept the NC provide digital out-
put jacks, an important feature if you
want to connect the changer to an ex-
ternal D/A converter or if you want to
make direct digital copies from CD to
a digital recorder. (Digital connections
can be either optical or coaxial, so
make sure that the output on any play-
er you choose matches the input you
want to. attach it to.)

Several of the changers have unique
features, however, which could spell
the difference in an otherwise tough
decision. And there are some instances
of poor ergonomics (that means you
pay for features but wind up not using
them because it's too hard to make
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them work). We don't know exactly
which features and foul-ups will be
most important to you, but we can say
- after poking and prodding, testing
and listening - that there are clear dif-
ferences among these seven changers.

Harman Kardon FL8450
($379)
- - he Harman Kardon FL8450's sim-

ple styling could be interpreted as
nice and streamlined or plain and

boring, depending on your point of
view. As with other carousels, its wide
loading drawer could lead you to mis-
take it for a laserdisc player at first
glance. The FL8450 loads five discs
on its, platter, which when opened ex-
tends a full 10 inches so that four disc
wells are fully exposed; the fifth can
be dialed up by pressing the Disc Skip
button. All edges in the vicinity of
the platter are nicely rounded to avoid
any possibility of scratching a disc.
When the drawer is closed the changer
searches the wells to ascertain which
are loaded. You can choose a specific
disc for playback by pressing its corre-
sponding Disc Select button. Once a
disc is playing, you can still open the
drawer to load or unload other discs
without interrupting the music - a
great feature that has lately become al-
most standard on carousels. We were a
little surprised in this case, however, to
find that pressing stop and opening the
drawer did not automatically rotate the
halted disc out of the playing position;
you have to hit the Disc Skip button to
get at it.

Other features include the usual
transport controls, track and disc re-
peat, random play of tracks on one
disc or across all discs, track and disc

JVC XL -
intro playback, and a headphone jack
with a volume control. The changer
lets you program playback sequences
for as many as thirty-two tracks. You
can select each desired disc and track,
building the sequence one track at a
time, then you can review the se-
quence. Or, conveniently, you can use
a Delete button to omit specific tracks
or discs. Home recordists will appreci-
ate the ability to automatically or man-
ually sequence as many as thirty or
thirty-two tracks, respectively, from
the current disc for recording to a tape
of specified duration. In the automatic
edit mode, you select a duration with
the Tape Size button, and the changer
determines which tracks can be fit on-
to each tape side. In the manual edit
mode, you choose the tracks yourself,
and the changer will warn you if a
track won't fit in the time remaining.
Either way, the FL8450 automatically
inserts a 4 -second pause between
tracks so that the search mechanisms
on cassette decks can more reliably
find selections.

A blue fluorescent display provides
disc, track, and time information as
well as other status indicators. The
wireless remote duplicates all of the
primary front -panel controls and adds
a ten -button keypad, A -B repeat, and
an on/off/dim switch for the front -pan -

HARMAN KARDON FL8450

M41 7TN
el display. Around back, the FL8450
sports fixed -level analog outputs, an
optical digital output, and remote
in/outs for wired control interaction
with other Harman Kardon equipment.

The FL8450 performed consistently
well on the test bench, with none of
the measurements outstandingly good
or bad. As with most CD players, fre-
quency response was flat to within a
small fraction of a decibel and distor-
tion was below a hundredth of a per-
cent at full output. The linearity error
of the digital -to -analog (D/A) convert-
er measured +1.7 dB at -90 dB, which
is acceptable but not great perfor-
mance. As with most midprice CD
players, the FL8450's overall electri-
cal performance should be more than
sufficient for downstream reproducing
equipment, as our critical listening
tests confirmed. The only weakness
we found was that the player skipped
when it was mildly jolted on either the
top or sides.

JVC XL-M417TN ($330)
Very much the maverick of the
group, the JVC XL-M417TN dif-
fers from the other changers in

color, styling, and features. For some,
its silver-gray finish will be a welcome
relief from the somber black typical of
modern audio components. The thin
white letters used to label the front -
panel controls are not particularly legi-
ble against the silver faceplate, howev-
er. The front panel is dominated by a
large jog wheel surrounded by curved
buttons, giving this changer a very dis-
tinctive look.

The XL-M417TN also distinguishes
itself by providing a choice of loading
methods, accepting not only a six -disc
cartridge (compatible with JVC's car
changers) but also a single disc in a
conventional loading drawer. That
means you don't have to keep all your
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CD's in cartridges or load any disc you
happen to want to hear into a cartridge
before you can play it -a major con-
venience. I found this feature particu-
larly appealing because the cartridge
itself employs my least -favorite de-
sign, with individual plastic leaves that
must be completely withdrawn from
the housing to load discs. Moreover,
the cartridge is not labeled as to which
leaf corresponds to which disc number
(the bottom tray holds Disc 1).

The XL -M417 provides all the stan-
dard transport -control features as well
as track and disc repeat, track and disc
random playback, intro -scan, and thir-
ty -two -track programming; many of
these features are available only via
the wireless remote, however, and
there is no headphone jack. The jog
wheel plays a number of useful roles.
It can be used to skip quickly from one
track to another (in either direction
from the current track) - an absolute-
ly great feature. And in conjunction
with the title -input button, it can be
used to enter alphanumeric titles when
the changer is in its magazine -memory
mode.

With magazine memory, you can
identify individual cartridges as A
through H and the discs within each of
those cartridges as 1 through 6. The re-
al utility of the feature, however, lies
in the ability to give each disc an
eight -character title, using the jog
wheel to scroll through the alphabet.
Whenever you play a titled disc, the
name will appear in the changer's am-
ber front -panel display. And you can
search for a disc, to locate which cart-
ridge and tray it is in, by entering its
title with the jog wheel or simply by
scrolling through the memorized disc
titles with the jog wheel. As you go, all
the information will appear in the dis-
play, which was quite legible even
though it's not my favorite color.

On the back panel are standard line -
level analog outputs and in/out jacks
for JVC's CompuLink system. Corn-
puLink enables compatible JVC com-
ponents to communicate with each
other, providing such capabilities as
automatic input switching and syn-
chronized recording from CD player
to tape deck. Alone in this group, the
XL-M417TN did not have a digital au-
dio output jack, which I consider an
unfortunate design decision. The wire-
less remote duplicates front -panel fea-
tures and adds several buttons needed
for track -sequence programming.

On the test bench, the XL-M417TN
registered a D/A linearity error of just

-0.07 dB at -90 dB, the best in the
group. Other electrical measurements
were also quite good, and critical lis-
tening did not turn up anything incon-
sistent with those results. In addition,
the changer successfully tracked a
4,000 -micrometer disc defect, tying for
best performance in this category, and
exhibited very good impact resistance.

Marantz CC-65SE
($500)

he Marantz CC-65SE is an impres-
sive -looking five -disc carousel
changer, presenting a glossy black

front panel adorned with several spiffy
gold-plated buttons. Its large drawer
opens to reveal three disc wells, and

MARANTZ
pressing the load button (handily lo-
cated on the drawer) rotates the carou-
sel to expose the other two. Conve-
niently, the right -most well is always
designated the "preferred position," so
that when you load a disc there and
press the drawer -mounted quick -play
button that disc starts playing immedi-
ately. Unloading requires more effort,
however, since the load button must be
used to rotate the platter to retrieve the
disc. The feature could be improved if
the preferred -position disc were made
to rotate out to the loading position
when the drawer opened, which would
make single -disc playback just as easy
as with a single -disc player. You can
load and unload discs from the carou-
sel without interrupting one already
playing. Better still, if you hit the load
button while the drawer is open, the
current disc is unloaded while the
drawer remains open - you don't
have to close the drawer, stop play-
back, and open it again. Overall, the
CC-65SE's ergonomics are very good.

The CC-65SE provides the usual
features plus such extras as track and
disc repeat, track intro -scan for one or

all discs, random track and disc play-
back, repeat track and disc, and a
headphone jack and level control. You
can program sequences of as many as
thirty tracks from any or all of the
loaded discs. Several features are de-
voted to recording. You can fade the
analog output in and out, and there is a
peak -search function that fast -scans
through a CD, then displays the track
and time of the loudest passage on the
disc and plays it repeatedly while you
set the levels on your recorder - cool!
A function Marantz calls Edit -Normal
helps you select tracks to fit onto a
tape side, or you can use the mode
Marantz calls Edit -Optimal, in which
the changer optimizes the track se-
quence to fill as much of a tape side as

CC-65SE
possible without overrun. You can se-
lect from a number of common cas-
sette durations.

The changer's blue fluorescent dis-
play provides full alphanumeric infor-
mation and status indicators, and a
disc map shows how the changer is
loaded. The supplied remote is unique
in that it is two-sided: One side con-
tains the bare -bones CD controls and a
volume control, and the other adds
buttons for features of other Marantz
audio/video components. Its housing
enables you to pick one side while
concealing the other side. Very nifty.

The back of the CC-65SE has fixed -
level analog outputs, a coaxial digital
output, and remote -control in/out
jacks. The player incorporates a newly
developed Philips Bitstream D/A con-
verter that uses single -bit pulse -densi-
ty -modulation (PDM) conversion in
combination with multibit conversion
for the critical most significant bit
(MSB). Downstream analog compo-
nents include audiophile -grade op -
amps and capacitors. Most of the digi-
tal audio circuitry inside the CC-65SE
is built around the same integrated-cir-
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cuit chips used in single -play Marantz
CD players.

We encountered no problems with
the CC-65SE on the test bench. Its
D/A converter exhibited no linearity
error down to -70 dB and only a tiny
deviation at -90 dB. Other electrical
measurements were also quite compet-
itive. The disc change time of 7 sec-
onds tied for first place, perhaps be-
cause the platter is designed to rotate
bidirectionally for faster access.

Nakamichi MB -2s ($599)
The Nakamichi MB -2s uses neither
a carousel nor a cartridge. Instead,
it employs the company's propri-

etary Music Bank mechanism to swal-
low as many as seven discs. Inside,
discs are loaded into a kind of elevator
that raises and lowers them in relation

programmed sequence with a single -
button operation (and will then occupy
only one space in the fifty -track mem-
ory). Programming and other special-
ized functions are available only
through the supplied remote control;
the changer's front panel contains only
transport and disc -selection controls,
along with a headphone jack and level
control. A somewhat dim amber dis-
play provides alphanumeric informa-
tion and status indicators.

Around back, the MB -2s provides
line -level analog outputs and a coaxial
digital output that can be switched on
or off. There is also a socket for con-
necting the changer to other Nakami-
chi components for synchronized re-
cording and other control functions.

The MB -2s was not as strong on the
test bench as the other changers in this
group. Its dynamic range ranked last
by a small margin, and its total har-
monic distortion plus noise (THD+N)
measured 0.11 percent at full output
- the highest in the group and high by
CD standards generally, though still

NAKAMICHI MB -2s
to the disc transport. Each time you
load a disc you press one of seven disc
buttons to tell the player which slot to
put it into. Those same buttons are
used to select CD's for playback (the
changer's front -panel display shows
which elevator slots contain discs) and
to unload discs. Although discs must
be loaded individually, the mechanism
is quite speedy, and any delay is miti-
gated by the charm of watching the
changer do its thing. The Music Bank
is a great system, combining many of
the appealing characteristics of both
changer and single -play designs.

The MB -2s provides all the standard
transport controls, as well as track and
disc repeat and track and disc random
playback. Sequences of as many as
fifty tracks can be programmed for
playback. Conveniently, all of the
tracks on a disc can be included in a

below what we would normally expect
to be audible. The changer's 18 -bit
D/A converters also exhibited relative-
ly high linearity error (again, the
largest in the group). Extensive critical
listening left the audibility of these de-
viations in question, however. Prior to
any measurements, in an informal
blind listening session, one listener felt
the Nakamichi lacked fidelity com-
pared with another changer, while an-
other heard no difference. Clearly any
sonic problems were, at most, quite
small, and as in all such cases their
detection would be influenced by the
quality of the rest of the playback sys-
tem, recording selection, and listener
acuity. The MB -2s provided excellent
top -impact resistance and good side -
impact resistance, suggesting that the
Music Bank design does not detract
from transport stability and isolation.

Pioneer PD -M59 ($330)
By any standard, this is one hand-
some CD changer. Like other
Elite series Pioneer components,

the PD -M59 boasts a high -gloss black
finish that invariably reminds me of a
new Steinway piano. A few touches of
gold complete the striking decor. Like
other Pioneer CD -only changers, the
PD -M59 uses a six -disc cartridge with
plastic trays that are hinged on one
side so that they swing out for loading
and unloading - far preferable to the
loose trays used in some changers,
since you can't drop them or load them
in crooked. The loading order also
seems intuitively correct, with Disc 1
going in the top tray. On the other
hand, discs must be loaded with the la-
bel side down, which is a drag. Over-
all, the cartridge design is good but
not great. If you have a Pioneer CD
changer in your car, cartridges for the
PD -M59 are compatible.

The PD -M59 is very user-friendly.
For example, it automatically turns on
when a cartridge is loaded, and a demo
mode (engaged by pressing the power -
on and reverse track -skip buttons si-
multaneously) runs the display through
a cute light show. The changer pro-
vides all the usual controls as well as
track and disc repeat, track and disc
random playback, and track intro -scan.
There is also a headphone jack and a
level control. An ADLC (automatic
digital level control) button engages
an output -normalization circuit that
makes playback levels consistent -
useful, for example, when you are ran-
domly playing tracks from a variety of
discs recorded at somewhat different
average levels.

You can program sequences of up to
thirty-two tracks, and you can insert a
pause in the sequence, which is useful
for stopping playback to allow a side
change when making a tape. There is
also a delete option that enables you to
prevent specific tracks or discs from
being played. An editing program en-
ables you to enter a tape duration to
which the changer automatically fits a
series of tracks, complete with a side -
break pause (and fade-out if you like).
The changer gives you a selection of
preset tape lengths, or you can enter a
specific length manually. You can also
set playback to begin with a fade-in
from any point of your choosing.
Finally, a Music Type button enables
you to store category labels (Pop,
Rock, Jazz, Dance, Class, or Other)
for as many as ten cartridges. I assume
that my vast collection of accordion
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music would fall into the "Other" cate-
gory. An amber display provides full
alphanumeric readouts and other status
indictors.

Around back, the PD -M59 has line -
level analog outputs, an optical digital
output, and special input and output
jacks that can be used to connect the
changer to other Pioneer components
for synchronous recording and interac-
tive control. An infrared remote con-
trol duplicates the front -panel buttons
and adds a few special-purpose pro-
gramming buttons, such as Check and
Clear.

The PD -M59 served up a surprise
on the test bench. Whereas most con-
temporary digital audio components
have frequency responses flatter than a
motel carpet, the PD-M59's was down
3.2 dB at 20 kHz! We have seen simi-
lar treble rolloffs, though not quite so
severe, in other Pioneer players incor-
porating the company's Legato Link
D/A converters. It is almost certainly
intentional on Pioneer's part, as it is
probably easier today to provide flat
response than nonflat. Perhaps the de-
sign engineers feel that the high -fre-
quency rolloff will yield subjectively
"smoother" sound. To my ears, it sim-
ply sounded dull (I first noticed it in
listening tests, before I had performed
any measurements). I do not care for
digital playback devices that, inten-
tionally or not, monkey around with
the frequency response of the repro-
duced signal, particularly when there
is no means for the user to choose. On
the brighter side (pardon the pun), the
PD -M59 turned in the best dynamic -
range measurement of the group.

Sony CDP-CA8ES ($500)
Afive -disc carousel, the Sony CDP-
CA8ES had perhaps the most
conservative styling in the group,

with a black, brushed -aluminum front
panel, small buttons, and a bright blue
fluorescent display. Overall, its ap-
pearance suggests solidity and reliabil-

PD-M59
ity. When the carousel drawer is
opened, it extends a scant 6 inches, al-
lowing full access to one disc well
(with a little difficulty, two other discs
can be sneaked into adjacent wells). A
disc -skip button rotates the platter
clockwise one well at a time so that
additional discs can be loaded. It is
possible that this drawer design is stur-
dier than others, but a price is certainly
paid for it in terms of convenience. If
only one disc is loaded, opening the
drawer automatically spins the platter
so that the disc is in position to be
unloaded. If several discs are loaded,
playback begins automatically with
the disc that is in the front position.
Pressing the Exchange button enables
you to load or unload other discs while
the current one continues to play; oth-
erwise, playback halts whenever the
drawer is opened.

In addition to standard transport
controls, the CDP-CA8ES provides
track and disc repeat, track and disc
random playback, a headphone jack
and level control, and sequence pro-
gramming for as many as thirty-two
tracks. You can insert a pause in a pro-
grammed sequence (counting as one
of the thirty-two programmed items)
to give you time to turn over a tape
when recording. The player does not
provide any automatic fit -to -tape -
length program. Tracks can be faded in
or out when using the analog outputs,

with the fade duration adjustable from
2 to 10 seconds (default is 5 seconds).

Sony's Custom File system lets you
store four different kinds of disc infor-
mation that will be recalled automati-
cally whenever the disc is played
again (the information is lost if the
player isn't used for a month, howev-
er). Music Clip groups tracks into as
many as four groups of sequences that
can be individually selected when a
disc is played. Disc Memo stores la-
bels up to ten characters long. The
Delete Bank keeps tabs on which
tracks you don't want to hear, so that
the changer will automatically skip
them on playback. And the Level File
stores a specific playback level (at the
changer's variable -level line outputs)
for each Custom Filed CD and auto-
matically sets it when playing the disc
back. Custom File can hold informa-
tion for as many as 172 discs.

Around back, the CDP-CA8ES pro-
vides both fixed and variable line -level
analog outputs, an optical digital out-
put, and a control -bus socket for inter-
action with other Sony components.
The supplied remote has forty-five
buttons that duplicate the front -panel
controls and add an expanded keypad.
In addition, the remote has features
such as intro -scan and buttons to
check and clear track -sequence pro-
gramming.

The CDP-CA8ES was quite impres-
sive on the test bench, achieving the
flattest frequency response, the best
channel separation at 1 kHz, the low-
est distortion at 0 dB, and the best im-
pact resistance (tying in this category
with the Technics SL-PD1010). The
laser pickup was so well isolated that
only very heavy-handed whacks
against the chassis succeeded in mak-
ing it skip. Other measurements were
also very good, and listening tests
turned up nothing to contradict their
suggestion of topnotch sound quality.

SONY CDP-CA8ES
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CHANGER
CHALLENGE
Technics SL-PD1010
($300)

he Technics SL-PD1010 is a five -
disc carousel changer of fairly non-
descript appearance (though I

guess undistinguished styling beats
bad styling). When the carousel draw-
er is opened, two disc wells are re-
vealed. A disc -skip button rotates the
platter counterclockwise two notches
at a time to expose more wells; as the
platter rotates, disc -access buttons
light up amber to show which wells
are being loaded. When a disc begins
playback, its indicator light turns
green -a nice touch. Playback of the
current disc is not halted when the
drawer is opened, and discs can be
added to or removed from the other
wells at will. When playback is
stopped, the current disc stays in play-
ing position, requiring a couple of
presses of the disc -skip button to gain
access to it.

Disc -change time was very fast
thanks to the SL-PD1010's Memory
Reserve feature. A 4 -megabit buffer -
memory chip holds about 3 seconds of
music, so that when the laser reaches
the end of a disc music continues to
play from the buffer while the next
disc is rotated into position. That re-
duces the perceived disc -change time
to about 4 seconds. The Memory Re-
serve feature is active only for auto-
matic end -of -disc changes, however,
not for manually invoked changes be-
tween discs. Also, the changer's digital
output cannot be used when Memory
Reserve is activated, and for that rea-
son there is a Memory Reserve on/off
switch on the front panel.

A feature Technics calls ID Scan
provides a unique way to preview se-
lections on a disc: On the assumption
that the loudest part of a track is likely
to be the most memorable, the pickup
automatically skips to the loudest por-
tion of each track, playing a few sec-
onds of it before going on to the next.
In a particularly nice touch, ID Scan
uses the Memory Reserve buffer to
fade gently out of one track and into
the next.

Other features include Delete Play, a
programming option that enables you
to specify tracks not to be played; Spi-
ral Play, which automatically plays the
first track from each disc, followed by
the second track from each, and so on;
and Auto Cue, which puts the pickup
in standby at the beginning of a track
for instant startup. And there are all the
usuals, such as track and disc random
playback, track and disc repeat play-
back, and programmed -sequence play-
back of as many as thirty-two tracks. A
blue fluorescent display shows all per-
tinent information as well as a repre-
sentation of the platter itself indicating
which wells are currently occupied.
There is no headphone jack.

Recording is expedited by Edit
Guide, which automatically arranges
tracks for optimal fit to a specified
tape duration. You can select from a
number of tape -length presets or enter
a particular length directly. In the Edit
mode, the changer automatically in-
serts a 4 -second pause between tracks.

The rear of the chassis provides
line -level analog outputs and an opti-
cal digital output. The remote control,
which has a space-age appearance, du-
plicates the front -panel controls and
adds several programming features
such as Clear and Recall, as well as
providing means for checking disc -
timing information.

The SL-PD1010 cleared the test

TECHNICS SL-PD1010

bench without a stumble. Its disc -
tracking performance was especially
impressive, with its laser pickup suc-
cessfully negotiating a 4,000 -micro-
meter defect. Shock isolation was par-
ticularly outstanding - only very se-
vere blows could upset tracking. Disc -
change time was very fast even
without Memory Reserve and faster
still with it. Critical listening again
supported the measurements, reveal-
ing no problems with the SL-
PD1010's sonic performance.

Each of these seven changers
makes a strong bid for the con-
sumer's hard-earned dollars.
Critical listening comparisons
did not reveal any dramatic
sonic differences among them

(most sounded virtually identical, in
fact), and it is even possible to argue
that the Pioneer changer's slightly
rolled -off high end may be pleasing to
some listeners. In any event, it would
be difficult or impossible to choose
among these changers solely on the
basis of sound quality. Many people
will decide primarily on the basis of
changer design. If you have a cartridge
changer in your car, or plan to add one,
there is a good argument for maintain-
ing compatibility by selecting a home
model that uses the same type of disc
magazine. Otherwise, a carousel or
Music Bank model will probably be
more convenient for most users.

The Sony CDP-CA8ES offers car-
ousel convenience and test -bench
measurements that rival those of top
single -disc players. It also provides
some nifty features, such as Custom
File, that can make life interesting (or
at least more complicated) for owners.
An excellent entry from the company
that invented carousel changers.

The Marantz CC-65SE is a sharp -
looking changer that is further distin-
guished by its exceptionally user-
friendly design, as in its preferred -po-
sition feature, for example. The peak -
search function and comprehensive
editing features will win the apprecia-
tion of home recordists. The CC-65SE
contains much the same complement
of electronics as Marantz's single -disc
players, and its fine bench measure-
ments reflect that. It is a great changer.

The Technics SL-PD1010 may look
blah, but its features are anything but.
Its Memory Reserve buffer shaves 3
seconds off of disc -change times, and
there are appealing new twists on even
fairly ordinary features, such as the
fades between tracks during its version
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Matthew Polk Redefines State -Of -The -Art ...Again."
MATTHEW POLK'S HOME THEATER SYSTEM CAN NOW BE YOURS

What started out as Matthew Polk's desire to design the ultimate home theater

system turned into the most ambitious research Froject in Polk's 22 year

history. The result, the Signature Reference Thew:

(SRT), is a home entertainment sys-

tem of such enormous dynamic

range, accuracy, clarity and

power that listening will touch

you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk tech-

nologies, including Polk's leg-

endary SDA imaging, are com-

bined to bring you "Performance

Without Limits".

For more information

and the location of a Polk

SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377 - POLK.

Dealer Locator Number

CI 1-800-992-2520

Ad code: 10010

The SRI system consists of 35 cc -five drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Po/X-
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

The Speaker Spec ialists

5601 Metro Dive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists"' and 'Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated
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HARMAN
KARDON
FL8450
($379)

DIMENSIONS 171/4 xLftsx 151/4
(inches, W x H x D)

LINE OUTPUT 1.93 volts
(maximum)

FREQUENCY +0, -0.22 dB
RESPONSE
(20 Hz to 20 kHz)

DE -EMPHASIS -0.32 dB
ERROR (at 16 kiln

CHANNEL
SEPARATION
at )0() Fit
at 1 kHz
at 20 kHz

89.6 dB
91.1 dB
90.5 dB

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 101.3 dB
RATIO (A -weighted)

DYNAMIC RANGE
(A -weighted)

DISTORTION
(THD + N at I kHz)
at 0 dB
at -20 dB

LINEARITY ERROR
at -70 dB
at -80 dB
at -90 dB

INTERCHANNEL
PHASE SHIFT
(maximum)

DEFECT TRACKING 2,400 pm
(Pierre Verany #2 test disc)

SLEWING TIME 8 seconds
(CBS CD -1, Track 1-21)

DISC -CHANGE TIME 8 seconds

IMPACT RESISTANCE
top/sides D/D

*4 seconds with Memory Rik

96.6 dB

0.006%
0.055%

+0.15 dB
+0.46 dB
+1.71 dB

0.5° at 20 kHz

JVC
XL-M417TN

MARANTZ
CC-65SE

NAKAMICHI
MB -2s

u_ 4 A,*
PIONEER
PD -M59

SONY
CDP-CA8ES

TECHNICS
SL-PD1010

($330) ($500) ($599) ($330) ($500) ($300)

171/sx 47Ai x121/4 171/4 x 45/11 x 151/4 17 x 41/4x 1074 161/2x 41/4x 111/2 17 x 4"x 15 167/1:x47/5x 1434i

2.16 volts 2.03 volts 1.79 volts 2.1 volts 1.96 volts 2.32 volts

+0, -0.31 dB +0, -0.26 dB +0.02. -0.3 dB +0, -3.2 dB +0, -0.15 dB +0, -0.27 dB

-0.03 dB -0.24 dB -0.08 dB -0.28 dB -0.03 dB -0.23 dB

104.1 dB 106.7 dB 55.9 dB 52.7 dB 113.7 dB 95.4 dB
102.6 dB 106.5 dB 55.8 dB 52.5 dB 113.9 dB 100.8 dB
87.5 dB 106.4 dB 44.5 dB 42.4 dB 89.7 dB 74.9 dB

112.7 dB 127.2 dB 93.6 dB 93.3 dB 124.9 dB 102.8 dB

100.1 dB 96.3 dB 95.3 dB 102.8 dB 99.6 dB 97.5 dB

0.033% 0.086% 0.11% 0.039% 0.0037% 0.032%
0.040% 0.32% 0.36% 0.39% 0.034% 0.29%

-0.02 dB 0 dB +0.8 dB -0.06 dB +0.03 dB +0.16 dB
-0.03 dB -0.05 dB +1.9 dB -0.22 dB +0.10 dB +0.47 dB
-0.07 dB -0.20 dB +3.8 dB -0.38 dB +0.36 dB +1.10dB

0.2° at 20 kHz 0.2° at 20 kHz 0.4° at 20 kHz 0.3° at 20 kHz 0.7° at 20 kHz 3° at 20 kHz

>4,000 pm 1,250 pm 1,500 pm 1,500 pm 2,000 pm >4,000 pm

5 seconds 7 seconds 6 seconds 7 seconds 5 seconds 8 seconds

12 seconds 7 seconds 9 seconds 8 seconds 8 seconds 7 seconds*

A/A B/A+ A+/B A/C A+/A+ A+/A+

Amish
of intro -scan. The SL-PD1010 also de-
livers some handy features for home
recordists, strong overall performance,
and a rock -solid transport.

The JVC XL -M417 provides a very
different look and feel, most obviously
in its silver front panel. Most impor-
tant, however, is the dual cartridge/
drawer mechanism, which provides
complete flexibility. If you can't de-
cide between a changer and a single -
disc player, this model resolves your
dilemma. Among its other features,
disc labeling stands out as a real con-
venience, and although the XL-
M417TN lacks a digital output, its per-
formance was solid.

The Harman Kardon FL8450 is a
good, no-nonsense changer. Its carou-
sel opens fully to allow easy disc load-
ing, and its manual and automatic edit-

ing capabilities will help users make
home recordings with a minimum of
hassle. The changer's performance
was solid both on the bench and in the
listening room, but it was more sensi-
tive than average to impact.

The Pioneer PD -M59 looks like a
new Steinway (but costs somewhat
less, fortunately!). Its cartridge is rela-
tively easy to use, and its many fea-
tures will delight recordists and other
users. Assuming that the mild high -
frequency rolloff is an intended design
feature, some listeners may appreciate
the slight softening it provides, but I
thought it dulled the luster of an other-
wise fine -sounding changer.

The Nakamichi MB -2s is unique in
the group, its Music Bank design neat-
ly combining the benefits of changers
and single -disc players in a single

smoothly functioning mechanism. If
the charm of carousels eludes you but
you don't want to fuss with cartridges,
this is the mechanism for you. Our on-
ly reservation was with the MB-2s's
relatively undistinguished showing on
the lab bench.

Twenty years after its invention, the
compact disc has thoroughly enriched
our lives. The basic design decisions,
such as disc size and playing time,
have proved to have been right on the
money. Today, thanks to well -devel-
oped changer technology, the CD for-
mat offers both long uninterrupted
playing time and quick random access
to diverse tracks. The examples re-
viewed here demonstrate that, whatev-
er mechanism is employed, today's
CD changers can successfully multiply
all of the pleasures of CD playback. o
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M3II SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE FOR LNIER 999 FOR A LIMITED TIME V PARTICIPATING POLK AUDIO JALERS

"Big Home Theater Sound ...Without The Big Speaker"
INTRODUCING THE RM4000 HOME THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM

You don't have to sacrifice the look of your

home to get high performance home theater

sound. The amazing new RM4000 is the home

theater version of the RM3000, winner of the

coveted Audio Video International Grand Prix

Award for the best satellite / subwoofer system

for an unprecedented five consecutive years.

The RM4000 comes with three magnetically

shielded satellites, and an easy to hide subwoofer

(choose either black or white). The satellites are

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10011

ILMPLETE YOUR RM4000

HOME THEATER SYSTEM WITH AMERICA'S

FAVORITE CHOICE FOR REAR SPEAKERS,

THE POLK M3II. THEY CAN BE PLACED ON

SHELVES, ON WALLS OR IN CORNERS

THANKS TO THEIR UNIQUE SHAPE AND

BI ITT - IN BRACKETS.

The Speaker Specialists

small enough to fit anywhere, even mount on a

wall with the supplied brackets. But the perfor-

mance is big enough to fill your room with the

award -winning Polk sound.

For more information call

1-800-377-POLK, or dial

our toll -free dealer locator at

1-800-992-2520 to find voir

nearest Polk Audio deal

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered tradivnarks of Polk Investment

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated



From cur value packed new TX-SV424

up to our breakthrough THX model

TX-SV919, ONKYO has

written the perfect

home theater script,

one with award -winning

performances for both

design and technology.

In the first few seconds of the movie

you'll hear the ONKYO difference.

Differences that only oversized

transformers and discrete output stages

can deiive-. Differences that allow

DNKYC receivers to supply the power

hingry demands of today's special

effects laden soundtracks. Whether

you're listening to whispers or weapons

And as the movie develops, you'll find

yourself in a multi -dimensional soundfielJ

directi \i inside the on -screen action.

That's because ONKYO utilizes the most

advanced OSP technology, like the latest

24 Bit Microprocessor from Motorola,

capable of taking the director's vision aril

making it yours.

Simply put, with an ONKYO home

theater receiver, movies stop being

enjoyable-and become memorable.

So while you may not always agree on

what to watch, with ONKYO there's

simply no E rgument.

UPI =t_t-
....17;7170". .

"

ONKYO
ONKYO USA CORPORATION

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-825-7950

E4Vlail ONKYO Q NIS.NET
C RCLE NO. 44 ON RFADER SERVICE CAR[



FOLLOWING LOGICAL PATHS ENABLES YOU TO SAVE

MONEY WHILE IMPROVING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

BY DAVID RANADA
The multitude of choices involved in upgrading a sys-

tem can sometimes be so overwhelming as to stun an
A/V enthusiast into inaction. In an effort to break the de-

cision logjam, I've reduced the major upgrade paths to

the series of game -like flowcharts on the next two pages.

Simply choose the element of system performance you

wish to upgrade and follow the colored arrows.

Many boxes have two outputs, one that goes forward

to the next upgrade step and another that goes back-
ward, possibly looping back to the same box. A back-
ward arrow usually indicates a procedure that should be

repeated until you're satisfied that you've done all you
can to improve things. As you'll see, this applies in par-

ticular to component adjustments, many of which are

absolutely crucial for best results and
must be repeated several times to opti-
mize performance.

Several upgrade pathways start with
no -cost or low-cost steps, most of
which are of the component -adjust-
ment variety. Major night -and -day im-
provements can be obtained in many
product categories without spending
very much, if anything. (In some cate-
gories, on the other hand, typical com-
ponents already operate at such an ex-
alted level that large improvements are
difficult to come by.) Speakers, espe-
cially, will repay all the time you invest
in adjusting their placement and in
fine-tuning the prime listening position.
These steps cannot be overemphasized.
I've come across systems whose own-
ers weEe all set to buy new speakers
before realizing that the placement of
their present speakers could be enor-
mously improved (usually by rigorous-
ly reducing any left -right asymmetries)
or before realizing that just rearrang-
ing the furniture to provide a better
listening position could improve the
sound more radically than a set of new
speakers. That is not to say that nobody
ever needs new speakers, just that you
should exhaust your placement options
before deciding it is your speakers that
are limiting your system's performance.
Besides, you'll be ahead of the game
when you do install your new speakers
in your pre -optimized setup.

Similar principles apply to video,
with the no -cost optimizations relating
to the brightness of the viewing room
(which should be as dark as you can
make it) and the setting of the moni-
tor's controls (the contrast control, in
particular, must usually be turned far
down from its typical factory setting).
Likewise, in FM listening the impor-
tance of a proper antenna, correctly
aimed, cannot be overemphasized.

Deciding which component actually
needs upgrading can be difficult, espe-
cially for a beginner. If you are start-
ing from a fairly elementary level -
such as a compact or single -brand
"rack" system - everything should
probably be upgraded simultaneously.
That is, buy a real high-fidelity audio
system based on a budget that puts
the most important components first
(speakers, receiver, CD player, in that
order). Once you get beyond the nov-
ice stage, determining which compo-
nents should be blamed for inadequate
system performance is a more difficult
question, one more easily answered by
component -specific articles than in
systematized flowcharts.
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Game

1-4- Wait for better
AM sections in tuners

and receivers

Adjust antenna
supplied with tuner

or receiver

Buy better antenna

Adjust nem, antenna

Buy motto') antenna

Adjust rooftop
antenna with rotor

Buy new tuner
or receiver

Wait For digital radio

BETTER TAPES

Buy higher -quality
blank tape

Set better
recording levels

Make sure tape is
matched to recorder

Clean and
demagnetize recorder

Use noise reduction
(Dolby B)

IOF
Use better noise

reduction
(Dolby C. Dolhv St

Buy tape deck
with advanced features

(3 heads, Dolby S,
auto tape matching)

Buy MD or
DCC recorder

Buy DAY recorder

Buy CD recorder

BETTER
VHS PICTURE

Use lastest tape speed

4
Use next higher

grade of tape

Buy an S-VIIS VCR

IIIBuy a laserdisc player

BETTER
CD SOUND

Buy new CD player

Wonder why
it doesn't sound that

much better

Buy separate CD
transport and outboard

D/A converter

Wait for
multichannel audio

discs based
on digital videodisc

GRAPHICS BY ANDREW THOMPSON



BETTER LASER -
DISC PICTURE

Buy new
laserdisc player

a
Wonder why

there is no night/day
difference

in picture quality

Buy a Home THX
laserdisc player

Wonder why
there is no night/day

difference
in picture quality

Wait for
digital videodisc

BETTER
TV PICTURE

Darken viewing room

accurate reproduction

projection monitor

controlsliformost

Buy large -screen

Adjust monitor

Wait (and save)
for HDTV

Buy subwooki

Adjust subwoofer
position & level

BETTER RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE

I ay new receiver wit!,
at least twice

the amplifier power of
old receiver

BETTER
SPEAKER SOUND

V
speaker positions

Adjust
listener position

Adjust acoustics of
listening room

II

Adjust equalizer

II

Buy nc

Change listening room

rI

Buy new house to get
new listening room

Buy separates (preami..
power amp, tuner)

Buy A/V receiver
with good

music -enhancement
processing

Buy A/V separates
including

outboard surround
processor



MARANTZ HOME THEATER
PURE AND SIMPLE
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A Home THX' Audio System allows you to
hear film sound in your home as it was
designed to be heard, providing wide dynamic
range, precise acoustic imaging, crystal
clear dialog, properly balanced full frequency
range, and a spacious enveloping surround
sound field. Marantz components faithfully adhere to these
precepts, as they are precisely the goals set by our engineers.

Our new AV -600 Pre-amplifier/Tuner combines a superb
Home THX Cinema and Dolby ProLogic decoder together
with a full function A/V system pre -amplifier and
AM/FM stereo tuner, all in one unit that is surprisingly
affordable. An ideal complement to the AV -600
is the Marantz MA -500 THX-certified monoblock
power amplifier, which combines prodigious power.

exceptional clarity, and incredible flexibility-
able to drive virtually any speaker systen
regardless of impedance or efficienc
Simply choose the appropriate number
of amp channels to exactly match your
system power needs.

Add your choice of Marantz source components, such as ot_r
auto -reverse laser disc combi player and deluxe
VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and
you've put together
an exceptional music and
cinema sound system.
Audition these superb
components at your
Marantz dealer soon.

111M1.4L NID4a1. Wag
PURE HIGH FIDELITY

Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road Roselle, IL 60172-2330

Tel. 708-307-3100  708-307-2687 Fax

THX is a registered trademark of Lucastilm Ltd. Dolby and ProLogic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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ome theater, the fastest -growing concept in ..Q'
home entertainment, is the newest phase of a
process that began when your grandparents ....--
were young. In every generation major trends

For example, in the early 1930's sound engineers in Hol-
lywood created the first "two-way" loudspeakers that used
separate woofers and tweeters to reproduce the full fre-
quency range of sound. Hollywood's aim was to reproduce
Busby Berkeley musicals and the tap-dancing of Fred As-
taire and Ginger Rogers. But other inventors, notably Av-
ery Fisher, used these wide -range speakers to launch the
new "high fidelity" movement in home music playback.

In the 1950's Hollywood added wide -stage stereo sound
to accompany the wide-screen images of Cinemascope
movies. Within a few years "hi-fi" components turned into
"stereo systems" with spacious left -right separation and
more satisfying overall realism. (And in 1960 a magazine
launched two years earlier as HiFi and Music Review
changed its name to HiFi/Stereo Review.)

During the 1970's, Dolby Labs turned a failed experi-
ment (quadraphonic records) into Dolby Stereo for movies,
bringing the involving realism of surround sound into vir-
tually every movie from Star Wars on. And in the 1980's,
the marriage of Dolby Surround home playback with tele-
vision, via videocassettes and laserdiscs as well as stereo
TV, spawned the entire home theater phenomenon.

During the early 1990's, 5.1 -channel digital formats
such as DTS and Dolby AC -3 brought a new level of clari-

BY PETER W. MITCHELL
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HOME NEMER BASICS
ty, spacious ambience, powerful d) -
namics, and room -shaking bass to the
finest movie theaters. Now these ad-
vances are making their way into the
home theater as well.

SOURCES
Home theater became a popular suc-
cess for one simple reason: Dolby Ste-
reo (for movies) and Dolby Surround
(for home video) share a "matrix" en-
coding system that mixes
four channels of sound (left,
right, center, and surround)
into two, so the signal can be
recorded or broadcast as or-
dinary two -channel stereo.
Whether you buy a movie on
laserdisc, rent it on a hi-fi
videocassette, or receive it as
a stereo TV broadcast, the center and
surround channels are included in the
audio, needing only a Dolby Surround
decoder to extract them.

One of the principal attractions of
home theater is that it provides greater
entertainment value than a two -chan-
nel stereo system without requiring
consumers to replace their existing li-
braries with new recordings. Once the
extra channels have been encoded in
the original film soundtrack for the-
aters, their inclusion in all home video
media is automatic, requiring no extra
effort or cost by anyone.

Laserdiscs, videotapes, and TV
broadcasts often contain Dolby Sur-
round encoding but are not labeled to
reflect it. Many programs produced
specifically for TV, such as the various
Star Trek series and NFL football, are
encoded in Dolby Surround (and some
of these, too, are not so labeled).

Laserdiscs often provide the best
home -theater demonstrations thanks to
their combination of excellent picture,
CD -quality digital sound, wear -free
play, and quick track access. Inciden-
tally, laserdiscs carrying the THX mon-
iker do not need to be played through a
special Home THX playback system.
The THX program for laserdiscs certi-
fies only that the disc has been pro-
duced to the highest standards.

Hi-fi videocassettes can also pro-
vide excellent surround sound. But if
you play a VHS Hi-Fi (stereo) tape in
a non -hi-fi VCR, or in a hi-fi VCR
with its audio mode switch set to
mono or linear, all you'll get is mono
sound. With videotape, cable, or local
TV broadcasts as the program source,
one limitation is fundamental: Dolby
Surround is part of a stereo signal.
Specifically, the surround signal is en-

coded as part of the difference be-
tween the left and right channels.
Without stereo, there's no surround.

Local TV stations and cable systems
vary in terms of audio quality. If
you're lucky you may obtain wonder-
ful results, at least on network chan-
nels that provide stereo sound. All too
often, though, particularly with cable
TV, you may hear a persistent or vary-
ing low -frequency hum in the sur-

round speakers. Or you may
get no surround at all: Many
TV stations leave the stereo
pilot turned on (activating
the stereo indicator in your
TV or VCR) even when the
broadcast signal is mono.

Hundreds of music CD's
have been encoded in Dolby

Surround, too. And many others con-
tain natural ambience that is not Dol-
by -encoded but can be extracted for
surround playback by the "music" or
"hall" mode of a surround processor.
Movies usually motivate the purchase
of a home theater system, but you may
gain more long-term pleasure from the
heightened realism that surround play-
back often adds to music.

The new 5.1 -channel digital formats
provide the most vivid, detailed, and
spacious home theater sound. But to
hear the greater clarity, bass, and dy-
namics of digital 5.1 surround, you'll
need to make a major invest-
ment in new equipment -a
laserdisc player with an AC -
3 output, an AC -3 decoder.
and, of course, AC -3 -encod-
ed laserdiscs. First -genera-
tion AC -3 decoders are cost-
ly, but prices will come down
over the next few years. Hap-
pily, AC -3 laserdiscs are backward -
compatible, meaning that the stereo
digital soundtrack is also encoded in
Dolby Surround. So you can begin
collecting AC -3 discs now and enjoy
them through your Dolby Pro Logic
decoder until you're ready to upgrade
to an AC -3 decoder.

DECODERS
Surround decoders for home theater
come in three grades: Dolby Surround,
Dolby Pro Logic, and Dolby AC -3. To
identify what's in a particular product,
look closely at the Dolby Surround lo-
go on the front panel. The decoding
circuits may be in an audio/video re-
ceiver, in an outboard surround proc-
essor, or in a TV set.

Basic Dolby Surround decoders
were commonplace a few years ago

but are nearly obsolete now because of
poor separation and the lack of a cen-
ter channel. But even the simplest Dol-
by Surround decoder can do a satisfac-
tory job of extracting the surround
channel from the matrix -encoded ste-
reo soundtrack and providing the re-
quired rear -signal delay. Thus it func-
tions as a "2 -to -3" decoder.

Dolby Pro Logic processors, which
were expensive when they first hit the
scene in the late 1980's, became popu-
lar when decoder circuitry was re-
duced to an economical integrated -cir-
cuit chip. The Pro Logic circuit detects
when the strongest sound moves pre-
dominantly into one channel or anoth-
er and actively cancels it from the oth-
ers. This technique compensates for
the relatively poor channel separation
of matrix -encoded signals, insuring
that sounds will appear where the di-
rector wanted them to be heard. Since
Pro Logic extracts four perceived
channels (left, center, right, and sur-
round) from the two -channel matrix,
it's called a "2 -to -4" decoder. Actually,
since most Pro Logic decoders also
have a dedicated subwoofer output,
they are effectively "2 -to -4.1" de-
coders - the derived ".1" output be-
ing the narrow -band bass channel.

The digital AC -3 system reproduces
5.1 discrete channels (five full -range
channels plus a low -bass channel)

with total separation. Since
no matrixing is involved, re-
corded ambience is clearly
resolved from other sounds.
The separate low -bass track
provides an extra 10 dB of
headroom for house -shaking
bass impact - if your sys-
tem can handle it. Since the

population of AC -3 recordings is still
small, AC -3 decoders also provide Pro
Logic decoding.

ANIPUF1ERS
Until recently, most power amplifiers
were of the two -channel variety. Now
there are many other amp configura-
tions to meet different needs. For basic
Dolby Surround you need three ampli-
fier channels. (Note that the surround
signal is mono, requiring only one am-
plifier channel, though for best results
it should be reproduced through two
surround speakers in order to diffuse
the ambience effect about the room.)

Similarly, with Pro Logic decoding,
three amplifier channels may suffice if
you elect to use the optional "phantom
center" mode (no center speaker). But
most Pro Logic systems use at least
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four amplifier channels (left, right,
center, surround) to drive a total of
five speakers (two surrounds). If you
add a subwoofer the amplifier -channel
count rises to five, though the fifth
may be provided with the subwoofer
itself as in the case of a powered sub
with its own built-in amplifier. And if
you upgrade to Home THX process-
ing, which "de -correlates" the mono
surround signal into two slightly dif-
ferent ones for greater spaciousness,
the count rises to six. Ditto for AC -3:
five discrete channels plus the sub.

If you want to keep things simple,
and you don't intend to upgrade soon,
the most cost-effective solution is an
all -in -one A/V receiver that includes
built-in Pro Logic decoding and four
or five channels of amplifier power. If
you want greater bass impact, connect
a powered subwoofer to the receiver's
subwoofer output jack.

A "separates" approach is the route
to take if you prefer flexibility and an
easy upgrade path to THX or AC -3.
Perhaps the most flexible combination
is a line -level surround processor and
a bridgeable multichannel amplifier.
Multichannel amps with four, five, or
even six channels are common these
days; the most flexible models let you
combine each pair of channels into a
single more powerful channel so that
the amp can be configured to meet the
needs of your particular system.

How much power do you need? Ide-
ally, the center channel should get as
much power as the left and right front
channels. It need not have exactly the
same rating, though; for soundtracks
containing loud dialogue and explo-
sions, the center speaker may even re-
quire more power than the "main"
front speakers. Whether more or less,
the disparity should not be greater than
a factor of two, or 3 dB (power differ-
ences of less than that tend to be in-
significant audibly). For example, if
your left/right front amp channels are
rated at 100 watts each, a 70 -watt cen-
ter channel would usually suffice.

If you like action movies and want
to feel the explosions in your gut, your
subwoofer may need more power than
any other speaker. Surround speakers,
on the other hand, usually need only
one-fourth the power of the front
speakers, and often less.

HOME MX
The Home THX program is not a line
of products but a set of performance
standards developed by Lucasfilm,
Ltd., to insure that you'll hear the

IT HE
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If you have not

lived with a home

theater system, even

a mediocre decoder

and mismatched

speakers may sound

impressive on first

hearing. So how can you judge the

performance of a surround system? A good

source of guidance is provided by a new

two -CD set from Delos named "Surround

Spectacular" (DE3179).

Most home -theater demonstrations feature

movie excerpts. Disc One of the Delos set

takes a different approach, demonstrating

how effectively Dolby Surround can take you

out of your living room and create a "you are

there" impression of some other environ-

ment. The disc features twenty-one excerpts

of classical music (66 minutes) drawn from

the Delos catalog. Played on a first-rate

Dolby Pro Logic system, these tracks dramat-

ically illustrate the different character of the

ambience in a variety of environments -

recital rooms, concert halls, and churches.

Helpful notes by recording engineer

John Eargle teach you what to listen for in

each track. For example, in Handel's Water

Music you can hear how differently the

ambience of a concert hall responds to trum-

pets (which are aimed at the audience) and

French horns (whose bells face backward,

producing mainly reflected sound).

Disc Two begins with seven tracks of

actual sounds that were recorded outdoors,

featuring aircraft, trains, fire engines, rain,

and surf. Ideally, these tracks, as well

same quality of sound in your home
theater that the film -sound engineers
heard when they mixed the sound-
track. Dozens of components now
meet Home THX standards, and many
others have been influenced by THX
design concepts. For example, Home
THX introduced the idea that, for the
most spacious ambience, the surround
speakers should be dipole systems that
mount on the side walls but radiate to-
ward the front and rear of the room.
Many surround speakers, with and
without THX certification, now follow
this recipe (more or less).

A Home THX processor (or "con-
troller") applies several corrections to
the sound to deal with acoustic and
psychoacoustic factors in home listen-
ing. For example, soundtracks that

as the music tracks on Disc One, should

be played only after you have finished using

the test tracks on Disc Two to select and

fine-tune a good surround system.

The forty-two test tracks were created on

a computer by STEREO REVIEW'S technical

editor, David Ranada. The twenty -page

booklet provides detailed guidance on what

to listen for. The tests will reveal any

mismatches in the sound of your three front

speakers and help you evaluate your

subwoofer's performance, identify subwoofer

phasing problems, check the phasing of your

center speaker, and evaluate the behavior

of the reverb circuits in the non -Dolby modes

of some surround processors.

One tick contains a series of twenty-two

narrow (one -third -octave) bands of mono

pink noise, varying from 100 Hz to 13 kHz.

Each should form a narrow phantom image

that is suspended in mid-air on the center

line between your left and right front

speakers. If the image pulls to one side at

certain frequencies (or becomes

nonlocalizable), that may indicate a

mismatch in a specific driver, a crossover, a

tweeter -level control, or the reflective acous-

tical environment around either speaker.

The Celos set is a valuable tool for

professional installers and ordinary users of

Dolby surround -sound systems. You might

want to take it to the store when you go

shopping for a center speaker, surround

speakers, or a complete system. Many record

stores carry "Surround Spectacular," but if

you can't find it, you can order it by phone

from Delos at 1-800-364-0645. - P.W. M.

were engineered for playback in a large
theater often seem over -bright and
harsh when heard in a small room, so
the controller compensates by reducing
the treble slightly. This problem is
most gratingly obvious in center -chan-
nel dialogue, so the makers of some
non-THX center speakers have de-
signed in a similar treble cut to give a
more natural tonal quality to dialogue.

Home THX processors apply "tim-
bre matching" equalization to the sur-
round outputs so that moving sounds
won't change in tonal quality when
they pass from front to rear or vice
versa, and they also apply de -correla-
tion to Pro Logic's mono surround sig-
nal so that the sound will be spacious
even in narrow rooms.

The newest Home THX controllers
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HOME NEMER BASICS
have been designed to accept the 5.1
discrete channels from an AC -3 de-
coder. A "dynamic decorrelation" cir-
cuit detects whether the left and right
surround signals are different and de -
correlates them only if they are not.
Improved timbre -matching circuits ac-
cept full -range surround signals in-
stead of being limited to 7 kHz at the
top as in Pro Logic. And flexible bass -
management logic enables any bass in
the surround channels either to stay
where it is (if you have rear subwoof-
ers or full -range surround speakers) or
to be routed to a main subwoofer or to
the front left and right speakers.

SPEAKERS
Over the years many things have
changed in hi-fi, but one central fact
remains: Speakers, more than any oth-
er component, determine the quality of
the sound. Speakers also spark the
most intense debates among enthusi-
asts and provide the most opportuni-
ties for choices. Will you choose large
speakers or small ones? Full -range
systems or small satellite speakers
with a separate bass module? Flat -pan-
el drivers, horn tweeters, or conven-
tional cones and domes?

There are no "right" or "wrong" an-
swers to these questions; choose what
sounds best to you. But here are two
shopping guidelines that can help you
arrive at a satisfying decision:

ODon't let your eyes overwhelm
your ears. Home theater retailers

put on dramatic demonstrations with
exciting passages from recent movies.
Usually the action on the screen is as
thrilling as the sound, making it hard
to judge sound quality. To make sure
that you're not being fooled, ask the
dealer to turn off the picture and play
some familiar music CD's. Do musical
timbres sound natural? Pay particular
attention to solo voices and the tone of
familiar instruments. Both good and
bad speakers can convey excitement
and thrills, but only good speakers
sound natural with music.

If you doubt your ability to judge
sound quality, visit the store at a

time when it's not crowded. Listen to
the best system in the store and famil-
iarize yourself with the power and
clarity of its sound. Then listen to the
same recordings through systems that
you can afford. They may not play as
loud as the cost -no -object system, nor
deliver equally deep bass. But in other
important respects a lower -priced sys-
tem should have the same qualities
as the expensive one, with smooth -

sounding strings, lifelike voices, and
clearly resolved details.

In a surround system, the issue of
speaker quality actually breaks down
into three separate decisions. First,
what is the overall sound quality of the
left and right front speakers? These
speakers play the dominant role in re-
producing music in both film sound-
tracks and music recordings. Second,
how accurately does the center speaker
match the sound of the left/right
speakers? Precise matching is critical
for good imaging, and the quality of
the center speaker affects the repro-
duction of voices (singing as well as
dialogue). Third, how closely do the
surround speakers match the
timbre of your front speak-
ers? Any disparity here will
affect the realism of the re-
produced ambience.

The easiest way to get an
excellent match is to buy five
speakers that were designed
as a set, but if you already
own a good stereo system, you may be
strongly tempted to keep it and simply
add the required electronics and new
speakers -a center speaker and a pair
of surrounds. That can work, especial-
ly if preserving great stereo sound is
more important to you than achieving
the very best home theater sound. The
challenge lies in matching the speak-
ers' response. Unless you choose cen-
ter and surround speakers that were
designed specifically to match your
main left/right pair, they are unlikely
to have the same response. "Getting It
Right" on page 71 describes a new test
CD that you can use to determine
whether speakers are well matched.

SPEAKER
PLACEMENT
If the center speaker is to be placed on
top of the TV set, it must be magneti-
cally "shielded" to avoid casting a col-
or "stain" on the picture. No other
speakers require shielding unless you
expect to locate them within a couple
of feet of magnetically sensitive ob-
jects (audio or video tapes, computer
disks, or a color TV).

Many instruction manuals suggest
that your three front speakers should
be in a straight line, aligned with the
front of your TV screen. I prefer a
modification of that arrangement, with
the center speaker on the TV set and
the left and right front speakers for-
ward a foot or so into the room, so that
they are slightly in front of the screen.
Use a string or a tape measure to make

sure that all three are the same dis-
tance from your chair. This yields the
best imaging and prevents the center
channel from becoming too dominant.

The radiation pattern and placement
of the surround speakers are the most
hotly debated topics in home theater.
That is because there is no perfect ar-
rangement; the optimum placement
and aiming of surrounds depend on the
size and furnishings of the room and
the listening location. The best advice
is to experiment, but to avoid endless
fooling around, pay attention to the
basics.

The purpose of the surround speak-
ers is to produce a diffuse sound field

that can help persuade you
that you are somewhere else
- in the jungle, on a city
street, in a concert hall, and
so on. Usually the easiest
way to achieve this effect is
to reflect the surround
sounds off of your room sur-
faces rather than aiming

them at you. This may involve placing
dipole speakers on the side walls, fir-
ing their sound toward the front and
back of the room. You can aim ordi-
nary speakers upward to spray their
sound off the ceiling, or mount them
on the back wall but angled outward
to bounce their sound off the sides. In
most cases they should be mounted
fairly high up, but probably not at the
wall/ceiling junction.

How do you know when you've got
it right? One easy test is to shut off the
front speakers and play a disc with ob-
vious ambience. Listen to the surround
sound. If it is located mainly to one
side, move (or aim) that speaker away
from you. If the sound is centered on
the back wall, move (or re -aim) both
surround speakers upward and to the
sides. When the sound seems to sur-
round you, it's "right."

Subwoofer placement is another
topic of debate. The most common
recommendation is to place the sub
between and behind the front speakers.
But another location may yield better
results: in or near the room corner
closest to your chair. Placing the sub
near a corner strengthens and smooths
its bass output, and placing it near
your chair reduces the influence of the
room's standing waves, giving you the
clearest bass impact. If your subwoof-
er's crossover has a low turnover fre-
quency (below about 100 Hz) and a
steep slope, the bass will seem to come
from the front of the room no matter
where the subwoofer is placed.
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Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Movie Buffs,
Audiophiles, Tightwads,

Lend Us Your Ears.

The $699 MSRP six -piece SubSat6 II

Theater Package includes four

SubSat6 II Satellites, a PV12 subwoofer

and CR1 center channel speaker.

I SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellites and big theater
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THX°
Dubbing studio quality sound.

THE $699 SUBEAT6 II THEATER SYSTEM FILLS YOUR ROOM WITH

GREAT SOUND. YET, IT WON'T EMPTY YOJR BANK ACCOUNT.

Good news. You don't have to sell Aunt Edna's priceless figurine collection to have a

spectacular home theater. The SubSat6 II system, a five -time HiFi Grand Prix Award

Winner, features four sculpted wide -dispersion SubSat satellites. These tiny "sats," as we

affectionately call them, sit on stands, shelves or hang on your walls. Down below, the

PV12 subwoofer provides exceptional lows. And in the middle is a CR1 broad -dispersion

center channel speaker. This is a complete system, designed and tuned for smooth pans

and true theater envelopment. Stereo Review called the SubSat6, "Superior." To learn

more, lend an ear to your Boston dea er. They'll pay you back with interest.

BostonAcoustics
Get a copy of our awesome music and speaker 'zine: Number 03. Write to BA, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.



Outboard power amplifiers for
every system  by Daniel Kumin

Whether your system is a minimalist, two -channel layout or a

seven -speaker home -theater extravaganza, it has one thing in

common with every other audio or AN system: It needs a

power amplifier to make those speakers sing. While many fine music systems

are powered by the amplifiers built into an integrated amp or receiver, high -end

systems have long relied on outboard amplifiers for the brute force and overall

quality they typically provide.

Pretty much everyone agrees that, in
the absence of other considerations,
more power is always better. And seri-
ous hi-fi fans recognize that separate
amps yield the best combination of
performance and power brawn. Some
of the reasons are technical: An out-
board amp can accommodate the
large, heat -generating power -supply
and output devices that high power
requires without impinging on delicate
radio or preamp circuits. Some rea-
sons are less technical: Manufacturers
understand that by reserving their
best, highest -performance designs for
separates they can sell more boxes.
But any way you slice it, when the
goal is high -quality high power -
say, more than about 75 watts per
channel - outboard power amps are
the weapons of choice.

All for One
The home theater boom has had a pro-
found impact on power -amp design.
The most obvious manifestations are
multichannel models that pack more
than two channels into a single chassis
to meet an A/V system's power re-

quirements conveniently and econom-
ically. Multichannel amps come in
many flavors: Three-, four-, five-, and
even six -channel designs are now
quite common.

And the trend toward multichannel
amplifiers stretches across the market-
place, from the affordable to the high -
end. Adcom's $850 GFA-6000 is a
good example of the former. With
three channels rated at 100 watts each
and two at 60 watts each, the GFA-
6000 is sized to deliver ample power
to a surround -sound system's front
(left, right, and center) and surround
("rear") speakers. Carver's AV -405
($750) is conceptually similar, deliver-
ing 100, 110, and 100 watts, respec-
tively, to the front speakers and 50
watts to each surround. In either case,
you could add a surround -sound pre-
amp/processor and still not spend any
more than you would for a top -of -the -
line A/V receiver, but you'd have
more usable audio power since sepa-
rate power amps tend to be rated more
conservatively than receivers.

Three -channel power amps are an-
other popular home -theater -inspired

configuration, the rationale being that
you can add one to your existing two -
channel amp, demoting the latter to
surround -channel duties. The Acurus
Model 200X3 ($1,295) does the trick
with impressive reserves, delivering
200 watts to each of three channels.

What if you don't know how many
channels you will ultimately need? No
problem. Many companies offer con-
figurable multichannel power amplifi-
ers. The most common of these are
six -channel models whose channel
pairs can be bridged to yield three,
four, or five channels. (Bridging com-
bines two identical amplifier channels
in a balanced configuration that yields
two to three times the wattage of a
single channel; since that effectively
halves the load the amplifier "sees,"
most multichannel amps are happiest
driving 8 -ohm speakers in bridged
mode.)

The chief advantage of such a de-
sign is flexibility: NAD's Model 916
($699) delivers only 30 watts each to
six channels, but each of its channel
pairs can be bridged to 90 watts to cre-
ate a formidable three -channel power
block. Parasound's HCA-606 ($1,095)
is similar, with six 65 -watt channels
that can be reconfigured as four or five
channels. The flexibility of config-
urable multichannel amplifiers means
that the same model can be used in ei-
ther a home theater or a multiroom
system, where one six -channel amp
can provide three rooms' worth of ste-
reo power.

Home theater has not failed to have
an impact on the upper echelons of the
amplifier market as well. Audiophile
stalwart McIntosh Labs offers the
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The two -channel stereo amplifier is still the power block of choice for nany system

builders. Rated to deliver 150 watts a side into 8 ohms, Moniial Designs' Acurus A-150 ($699)

is assembled by hand using premium parts, including a torodial transformor.

MC7106, a $3,000, THX-certified amp
(see "The THX Factor" on page 77)
that delivers 100 watts into each of six
bridgeable channels. And McCormack
Audio, a more esoteric brand name,
recently introduced its first multichan-
nel power amp, the home -theater -
bound DNA -4/3 (about $2,000), rated
to deliver 50 watts each into four
channels. The two "middle" channels
can be bridged to create a single 100 -

watt channel for 50 -100 -50 -watt oper-
ation, ideal for center- and surround -
speaker duties, while an existing two -
channel amp powers the main front
speakers. (The DNA -4/3 uses McCor-
mack's Distributed -Node Amplifier
design - hence the prefix - in which
individual current -storage capacitors
are placed close to each output device,
an arrangement said to enhance dy-
namics, "quickness," and clarity.) As

the boundaries between high -end au-
dio and high -end home theater contin-
ue to blur, expect to see more esoteric
multichannel designs. Though no one
has yet offered a five -channel, all -tube
power amp (as far as I know), it can't
be long now.

Proceed components' high -end cre-
dentials are hard to gainsay - they're
made by the same folks who produce
Mark Levinson gear (including the
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Designed for home -theater or multiroom use. B&K s AV2500 ($748) is rated to

deliver 60 watts to each of five channels, two of which can be bridged to 100 watts. It has

a system bus for custom installations that provides a number of input/output

combinations, and each channel has a level control.

Parasound's six -channel HCA-806 ($1.150) is rated to deliver 80 watts per

channel into 8 ohms or 120 watts per channel into 4 ohms. Two of its channel pairs are

bridgeable to 180 watts. allowing it to be configured for four- or five -channel

operation. Distortion is given as 0.05 percent at full power.

111Elnlosh
MC300 POWER AMPLIFIER

Behind the classic faceplate of McIntosh's MC300 stereo amp ($3,750) lies

the muscle to pound out 300 watts per channel into 8, 4. or 2 ohms. or 600 watts bridged

mono into 16. 8, or 4 ohms. It has balanced and standard RCA inputs. and its

patented Power Guard circuitry is said to prevent clipping.

$30,000 -a -pair No. 33 power blocks).
Proceed devised a modular approach
to multichannel power: You can buy
the two -channel Amp2 ($1,995) and,
for an extra $1,000, upgrade it to
three -channel status when the need
arises. Or you can buy the three -chan-
nel Amp3 ($2,995) from the get -go.
Both models are THX-certified and
rated to deliver 150 watts per channel.

One for All
Sprouting from another branch of the
amplifier evolutionary tree are mono -
block designs, which dedicate a dis-
crete chassis, power supply, and AC
power cord to a single channel. Long
before home theater entered the pic-
ture, monoblocks were the amplifiers
of choice among many high -end afi-
cionados.

As home theater has adopted the
monoblock, a slew of new single -
channel models has appeared. Their
attraction in A/V systems is obvious:
You can add amplifiers individually or
in pairs, trios, or any other grouping as
you upgrade a system, and if you want
to you can distribute the amps around
the room so that they're close to the
speakers. Marantz's sexy little THX-
certified MA -500 monoblock ($299),
about the size and shape of a shoebox,
delivers 125 watts and claims a high -
current output stage and power supply.
You can combine two MA -500's to
create a bridged "super" monoblock
(but with two power cords) that's rated
to deliver 450 watts into 8 ohms. Any
number of MA -500's can nest side by
side, with remote -controlled on/off
switching if they're used with a Ma-
rantz A/V preamp.

Rotel, a British/Asian company, has
a mono I25 -watt amplifier of the same
general style, the RMB100 ($700),
with similar specs and high -current
claims for its MOSFET output stage.
The RMB100 furnishes both balanced
(XLR-jack) and conventional inputs as
well as two pairs of speaker outputs to
facilitate biwiring. San Francisco's
Parasound is entering the monoblock
field with the HCA-3001 high -current
power amp, slated to hit retail shelves
this winter with a $1,695 price tag.
The conventional -size chassis holds a
John Curl design, said to use ultra-
high -quality components in all critical
circuit elements, that delivers 100
watts in pure Class A operation.

For One and All
Of course, plain -vanilla two -channel
power amps continue to predominate.
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Sporting a nonconformist

8 -inch -cube chassis that's ideal for

hideaway installations.

Hotel's THX-certified RMB100

monoblock ($700) is rated

to deliver 125 watts into 8 ohms

or 200 watts into 4 ohms.

It features an automatic -turn -on

circuit. balanced and

standard RCA inputs. and two pairs

of binding posts for biwiring.

Here the main news is value: Remark-
able performance is available at some
surprising prices. For example, So-
nance's 60 -watt -per -channel Sonamp
260 costs just $348. Parasound's high-
ly capable, THX-certified 120 -watt -
per -channel HCA-1000 is only $525,
and B&K's massive ST -3030 weighs
in with 200 watts per channel for a
mere $798.

And while there is very seldom any-
thing truly new under the audio -tech-
nology sun, the power -amp field may
have accomplished the trick. New cir-
cuit topologies have recently appeared
from both Carver Research, a division
of Carver Corporation, and Sunfire
Corporation, started by Bob Carver af-
ter he left the company that hears his
name, which he also founded. Not sur-
prisingly, the new technologies are re-
lated. though not precisely identical.

Sunfire's namesake stereo power
amp uses a "smart" power supply,
dubbed a "tracking downconverter,"
and HEXFET power devices that
combine to bring power and efficiency
to new levels: 3(X) watts per channel
into 8 ohms. 6(X) watts into 4 ohms,
and a frightening 2,4(X) watts (short-
term) into I ohm. The $2,175 "load in-
variant" Sunfire amp provides two dif-
ferent speaker outputs. Voltage and
Current, whose output -impedance
characteristics are said to optimize
performance with different types of

The THX Factor
The initials THX have been

variously reported as standing
for "Tom Holman's experiment:'

Holman being the engineer who de-
veloped Lucasfilm's certification pro-
gram for theater and home surround
sound, and as being a nod to founder
George Lucas's first feature film, THX
1138. In the beginning they might
just as well have stood for "Too Hella-
ciously expensive," since Home THX-

certified equipment inhabited only the
top of each maker's range. In the past
year or two, however, Home THX
components have begun reaching
more mortal price ranges, especially
in the amplifier category. But what do
you get when it says "THX" on the
label?

Not radical technology - a THX
amp can be made of everyday parts
and perfectly ordinary circuits. In-

stead, the Home THX program man-
dates some strict but common-sense
performance characteristics as well
as valuable standardization. To be
THX-certified, an amplifier must ad-
here to a common gain structure,
meaning that the relation between in-
put sensitivity and output level follows
specific guidelines. Consequently, if
the amp is used with a THX-certified
Dolby Pro Logic processor and THX
speakers (which must fall within a
fairly narrow sensitivity "window"), the
results are guaranteed to be within a
few decibels of the THX reference
level when the processor's volume
knob is set to "0 dB'.' More important,
this standard optimizes dynamic
range by insuring complementary
noise and sensitivity characteristics.

Home THX certification also sets

minimum standards for power, with
some particular qualifications. Lucas -
film dces not publish the THX re-
quirements, so we can speak only
generaly, but the standards call for at
least 100 watts into 8 ohms and also
specify minimum output voltage and
current under various load conditions,
including a short-term 1 -ohm -load
high-curent requirement. Of course,
to earr THX certification an amplifier
must display flat response, fine chan-
nel separation, and ultra -low distor-
tion in both the conventional and a
'ew unconventional measurement
modes. It must also be truly low -noise
and exhibit wide dynamic range (Lu-
casfilm specifies inaudible mechani-
cal no se, too, such as the buzz of
transformers, the whir of cooling fans,
and even the level of the radiated-
num field), and the amp must pass a
reactive -load test to make sure its
performance won't suffer in real -

world use driving loudspeakers.
All these mandates guarantee that

a THX speaker powered by a THX
amp will produce a clean output at a
Known sound -pressure level in a typi-
cal ho-ne theater - and thus that it

will reproduce the full dynamic range
of the best program sources. That
may seem like a pretty obvious re-
quirement, but it's actually a radical
idea. Outside of boomboxes and
table ;adios, the audio industry has
historically made very few attempts to
optimize a complete reproduction
chain, and never one that involved
freely mixing different component
brands. Even if this were Home
THX's only legacy, it would be a
worthwhile one. - D.K.

Marantz's MA -500 125 -

watt monoblock

($299) is THX-certified.
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Upgrading Your Receiver
Contemplating a move up to

separates, but wondering what
to do with that receiver you

bought just last year? You could trade
it in for a preamp/power-amp combo,
but you're liable to take a bit of a bath
- used hi-fi equipment holds its value
about as well as used shoes. A better
solution might be to put the receiver to
work as a tuner/preamp.

Many recent A/V receivers, and
even some older models, provide pre -
amp outputs in addition to their speak-
er terminals. Delivering the same line -
level (and volume- and tone -con-
trolled) signals that a true preamp
would, these outputs are intended to
feed an outboard power amp - or two
or three in the case of an AN receiver,
which may have preamp outputs for
front left, center, and right channels
and dual surround channels, and often
a subwoofer output as well.

In some cases, a receiver's preamp-
out jacks may correspond to identical-
ly numbered power -amp -in jacks; the
input/output pairs are usually coupled
internally by a switch or occasionally
joined by small external U-shaped
metal jumpers. In other cases, there
are no power -amp inputs and the re-
ceiver's preamp outputs are active all
the time. Either way, just connect the
preamp outputs to the appropriate in-
put jacks on your shiny new power
amplifier, transfer the speaker wires
from the receiver to the amp, and
you're done.

What if your receiver lacks pre -
out jacks? All is not lost. Several man-
ufacturers make impedance -matching
adaptors that step down amplified
speaker outputs to line -level voltages,
with the appropriate impedance char-
acteristic on both ends. Though this is
not exactly the audiophile -approved

method, it works better than you might
guess. Since the impedance on the in-
put side of the adaptor is about a mil-
lion ohms, the receiver is never called
on to develop more than a few milli -
watts of power. Hence the output sig-
nal from the receiver's power -amp
stage usually maintains excellent dis-
tortion performance.

Such adaptors come in various
small -box arrangements, but one of
the cleverest is from Carver Corpora-
tion. Like all such devices, the Wash-
ington -state firm's paperback -sized Z-
5 ($85) has speaker connectors on its
input side and delivers line -level stereo
signals via RCA jacks on its output
side. While the Z-5 can be used with
any power amp, its output side is de-
signed to dock directly with Carver's
AV -405 five -channel power amp for an
unusually clean receiver-to-preamp
upgrade. -D.K.

Designed to provide all the power you need for a five -channel home theater

system, Adcom's GFA-6000 ($900) is rated to deliver 100 watts to each of the three front

speakers and 60 watts to each surround (all with less than 0.09 percent distortion

into 8 ohms). Each channel has a level control.

Carver's THX-certified AV -806x ($1.750) can be configured for three-,

four-, five-, or six -channel operation to meet a variety of power needs. It's

rated to deliver 133 watts per channel in six -channel mode: each channel

pair can be bridged for 360 watts. The rack handles are removable.

loudspeakers. It claims an astonishing
138 amperes of peak current capabili-
ty (this is way past arc -welding terri-
tory). Despite its leading -edge circuit
design, the Sunfire has a rather retro
look, with a single analog Power Sup-
ply Energy meter (not, as it might first
appear, an output -level meter).

Carver Research's $3,995 Lightstar
is a modernistic -looking two -channel
amplifier. It works along similar lines,
using a smart power supply, which the
manufacturer calls a "digital trans-
former," and a very high -current out-
put stage (150 amperes peak) that is
claimed to "recycle" reactive current.
The fully dual -mono Lightstar (down
to two separate power cords!) has both
balanced and conventional inputs and
dual speaker outputs for each channel
(for easy biwiring), and its mega pow-
er ratings are 300, 600, and 1,200
watts per channel into 8, 4, and 2
ohms, respectively.

While you may not require quite
that much motivating force, virtually
all audiophiles and home -theater ma-
vens agree that with today's wide -
range music and A/V sources there is
simply no substitute for plenty of dy-
namic, clean power. Fortunately, the
current crop of amplifiers can fill any
power prescription.
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HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME

You get

HIGH

on the challenge.

Heart

POUNDING.

Spirit

SOARING.

ESQ.

It's how

you spend your

TIME.

ESOUIRE WATCH COMPANY

SWISS

NORDSTROM

SQUADRON'
Chronograph.
Swiss quartz. Steel case.
Water-resistant to 330 ft.
For him, $250



Rising from do ashes A the 1994
Summer Cnisumer Electronics

Show (CES), :he last of broad -
based summer trade fester, the CES
Specialty Audio & Horse Theater
Show in late :one was cube small,
even rather quint by traci.tional CES
standards, drawing 119 exibitors and
2,833 manufacaners, retaikrs, distrib-
utors, and journalis:s to Chicago's
grand old Palmer H3use hotel. Pio-
neer's announcernert of a 52,000 CD
recorder and Deaon's introduction of
the first THX-pertirmd Dolby AC -3
surround processor made ct-e biggest
splashes at the show, which -was spon-
sored by the El.werinic Indastries As-
sociation (EIA).

Another hot t3pic hallway chatter
was 5.1-channe digital aucit - espe-
cially Dolby's AC -3 vs. Pro Logic
demonstration, wiici lef: no doubt
about AC -3's some superio-ty over its
predecessor. CT' Technology also
demonstrated its rival 5.1 -channel sys-
tem, DTS Coherent Acoust_cs, which
received genecaly high marks for
overall sound quality. Mean' pile, Pio-
neer displayed its lineup of AC -3 -
compatible gear, curontly ne indus-
try's most formidable: comp -.sing sev-
en CD/laserdisc oombi-plirvers, two
A/V receivers, end a surroLid proces-
sor. AC -3 -compatible corari-players
were also introduced Icy Yairaha, Den -
on, and Marantz

In audio electralicz, Corrad-John-
son unveiled two "low-cost preamps.
the Sonographe 5C26 ($995 with re-
mote) and SC25 ($795 with:LI phone
stage). Cary Designs turned some
heads with its CD -Z.00 CD player

S1-10
Highlights from the CES Specialty
Audio & Home Theater Show

($1,99f). featc-ing a vacuum -tube
put. Newcomer Joliia of Annapolis
Junct.cn, Maryland, demanstraLd a
line of moderately priced integrated
tube amps, indeing the 20-watt-oer-
channe-SJ 10_,A ass.)).

Digita -to-a-alog CD/A) convetets
and alter comp:nerts incorporalng
the High Defi-Lon Compatible Digi-
tal (I -r -CD) decoder from Pacific Mi-
crosoak.'s were shown by a number cf
companies, including Enlightened Au-
dio Designs, Counterpoint, Thrtsh-
old/F'S Audio. and sonic Front ers.
Parasocnd's DfAC-850HD D/A
converet is expected to be :he lowest -
priced EDCD :omfonenl avaiLble
when it tits the market this fall. Cnly
a handfcl of HJ)CC recordings are
availaae howner, almost Jl from the
small audioph..e label Relerence Re-
cording5.

In speakers, Kenwood demonstrated
its fiist-IHX-mitified models, the .1-.S-
X1F fr3at spcalcer ($500 each) and
LS-X1S surro_rd ($600 a pair), and
Thiel ainitioned the ECS2, a magneti-
cally siieldec A/V speaber ($.C25)
built ancnd a kiindh coaxial driven

Snell announced that the RC3-1000
digital room -correction systear it's
been working on for four yes is
finally finished. The price: $8.93C.

In video, Vidikron introduced the
"entry-level" TGS301 front pirjector
($5,995), which provide: on -screen
graphics and yields images of up :o 15
feet (diagonal). Casio dem3nstmed an
unusual portable front/rea- LCD pro-
jector, dubbed MegaVisicn ($1.995).
Although it's said to project imaps of
up to 60 inches (diagonab win' opti-
mum resolution and brightness the
picture we saw was dark and graky.

In the odds -and -ends department,
Kimber Kable wooed showgeers with
its Shmarkers line of hea:-shrickable
wire labels ($12 to $24 a package),
and Absolute Electronics tou:ed its
Video One Touch remote for ECA's
Digital Satellite System j$45:,. with
direct -access buttons for rwenry pre-
mium channels such as I-330. 3CA,
meanwhile, previewed its seconc-gen-
eration DSS gear, due out i i the fall.

A handful of items tha espally-

grabbed our attention are shown on
these pages. -Ebb Aalmko

A$2,000, the Pioneer Elite 'DR -99

CD recorder is halt the prised I:

predecessor, the PDR-09, and nrore

user-friendly, too. The write-onc3 deci,

which contains the SCMS copy-ishaiit p,

offers one -touch synchronized retrordirc

from digital sources. We'll be !coking

for a $1,000 deck next show.



STOPPERS
You're working late at your computer, but you

don't want to miss Dave's monologue.

No sweat: Hit a button on the Toshiba Integrated

Multimedia Monitor's remote and - boom - you're

in TV -land. The 20 -inch monitor, a.k.a. TIMM, has

a 181 -channel stereo tuner and built-in speakers.

No, it's not a food processor. Marantz's retro-

styled CD -23 CD player ($2,500) uses Bitstream

digital -to -analog converters and a "professional"

transport with a floating chassis to resist vibration.

The first AN tuner/preamp with Dolby Surround AC -3 and Colby

Pro Logic to receive THX certification, Denon's AVP-8000 ($3,500)

is built around state-of-the-art Zoran and Motorola DSP chips. It offers nine

adjustable surround modes, on -screen g-aphics, optical and ciaxial

digital connectors, and Radio Data System (RDS) text capabiliy.

Quantum Sound's AP 2200 Meadow speaker ($2,995 a pail produces

sound in a very unorthodox way: The voice coil of its patented

TorqueDriver transducer moves a pair of polystyrene panels in znd out like

swinging doors, delivering full -range output from 45 Hz to 18 khz - without

any crossovers. The cabinet is 44 inches t311 and has a natural .sh finish.
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DRIGINPL MRS TER RECORDING'

UN- g-
-Anfr- The GAIN System

L'DCD 624

WBCD 634
RECORDIMC

MARIANNE FAITHFUL

BROKEN ENGLISH
& STRANGE WEATHER

 2 LPs or 1 CD 
J3CD 640

WiliZ/NE=1:011
pplitociN. 13111c

cic...servw;

UDCD 633

Ain&
Nature's Encore

UDCD 642

Better Sounding Music. Upgrade to Ultradisc II
!off favorite artits sound su-prisingly better on Ultradisc Ilrm. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering
edinology is a cis- above-and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD,
NE have develo* major acvances such as The GAIN System", a proprietary mastering system
+13t uses the lighest grade o- digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are
-Ade to captu-e every last nuance of the original recordi-tg. What does this mean? You'll hear music like
ici've never hecrd it before!

Ultradisc IIT' The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.
Tc receive a color catalog o- The GAIN System"technical paper, call 800.423.5759.

tidelitY

ING.

105 Morris Street  Sebastopol. CA 95472
WWW URL address: htrp:fignn.comIgnrilbuslmfsl

In Canada call 800-267-1216
CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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& NE WAILERS
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EN(
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UDCD 439439

UDC IP 641

UDC', 645

These great
titles and more

- - 1

BORDERS
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CURRENT RELEASES

Joan Osborne: Desperation Never Sounded So Good
After listening to Joan Osbome's riv-
eting debut album, you'll wonder
how she's survived to tell her tales.
"Relish" has enough bad luck and
trouble in it for several long life-
times - and even if she's singing

as a reporter rather than as a participant,
you have to marvel at how she got out of
these blues alive.

Hard times, rough times, dirty love
times, bad drug times, nihilistic sex times
- it's all here. You'd think Osborne
would be yowling about it, but the won-
der of "Relish" is the way she underplays
the pain, anger, and ennui. The characters
in her songs - a strung -out hooker, a
woman searching for the father she never
met, a woman who wants sex to forget
her troubles - have it so bad they can
keep going only by focusing on one step
and then the next and then the next. Life
would be simpler for Osbome's charac-
ters if they could fix it in twelve steps, but
they can't; they can barely concentrate
long enough to count that far.

Sometimes Osborne captures despera-
tion with a crisp metaphor. "I know you
like the back of my hand," she sings
languidly in Let'.s Just Get Naked, "the
stamp that says I paid to get in." Other
times, you can get dizzy following her
around. In the mutant Stones-ish rocker

'Right Hand Man, Osborne sings relent-
lessly, "I've been on the floor looking
for a chair / I've been on a chair look-
ing for a couch / I've been on a couch
looking for a bed / Looking for a bed /
Looking for my right hand man."

If the folk -pop arrangements sound fa-
miliar, that's because they come from a
well -traveled triumvirate - Eric Bazil-
ian, Rob Hyman, and Rick Chertoff. The
first two were the mainstays of the Phila-
delphia band the Hooters; all three were
the team behind Cyndi Lauper's first solo
album. In "Relish" they have successfully
blended their own musical tastes with Os-
borne's bluesy tendencies. And Bazilian,
in particular, has contributed one of the
album's strongest tunes, One of Us, a
sharp-eyed meditation on what the world
would be like if God were "just a slob
like one of us."

On top of all the lyrical and musical
strengths of "Relish," Osborne is a highly

resourceful singer who isn't afraid to take
risks. When she sings about being wasted,
she actually sounds wasted. When she's
at the end of her psychological rope, she
can sound downright ugly. Even if she re-
sembles, at one moment, a raspy Bonnie
Raitt or a throbby Linda Ronstadt, at the
next moment she'll make a noise you've
never heard before.

As far as I'm concerned, the next Joan

Osborne album simply cannot get here
Ron Givenssoon enough.

JOAN OSBORN'
Relish
St. Teresa. Man in the Long Black Coat:
Reght Hand Man: Pensacola: Dracula Moon;
One of Us.- Ladder: Spider Web: Let's Just
Get Naked: Help Me; Crazy Baby: Lumina
BLUE GORILLA/MERCURY 526 699 (61 min)

Hendricks Sings Barber and Copland
Samuel Barber and Aaron Copland
would undoubtedly have been sur-
prised, and not very pleased, to see
their portraits flanking each other in
the booklet accompanying a new
EMI recording of their music by so-

prano Barbara Hendricks and the London
Symphony under Michael Tilson Thomas.

The two composers cordially disliked
each other, and they were viewed in their
lifetime as being artistic polar opposites.
Barber was regarded as an effete neo-
Romantic in the Italianate mold, Copland
as a hard -edged modernist with a bold,
distinctively American voice. With the
benefit of fifty years' hindsight, it is much
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easier now to see what the two had in
common: an almost mystical idealism
poured forth with a lyrical ardor that flirts
with sentimentality but never quite lapses
into it.

The work that comes closest to cross-
ing the line is Barber's Knoxville: Sum-
mer- of 1915, with its Proustian evocation
of a now -vanished American golden age
(which may or may not have existed).
Hendricks is an interesting choice to in-
terpret this work: Her voluptuous, intense
vibrato emphasizes its aching sense of re-
gret, which verges on despair. She gives
the music a fleshy, rounded complexity
that allowed me, at least, to see for the
first time what a masterpiece this is.

Copland wrote very few works for the
voice, for the simple reason that his tal-
ents did not lie in that direction. The great
exception is his suite of songs based on
poems by Emily Dickinson, whose jag-
ged, plain-spoken temperament matched
his own. They are not lovely little pearls.
but tough telegrams from the soul, illu- Soprano Barbara Hendricks

mined by occasional flashes of ecstatic
insight. Hendricks's performance of eight
of the twelve Dickinson songs is a care-
fully pared -down, elemental tour de force
that reveals the music's unyielding philo-*
sophical backbone.

Thomas, who was chosen by Copland
to conduct the world premiere of the
Dickinson songs in 1970, brings resolve
and tranquil dignity to the two noble
orchestral works that (along with two oth-
er Barber songs) fill up the disc, Cop -
land's Quiet City and Barber's Adagio for
Strings, which was famous even before
Oliver Stone used it to glamorize gore in
the film Platoon. The recording is clean
and bright. Jamie James

BARBER: Adagio for Strings;
Nocturne; Sure on This Shining
Night; Knoxville: Summer of 1915
COPLAND: Quiet City; Eight
Poems of Emily Dickinson

London Symphony. Thomas cond.
EMI 55358 (63 min)

L'Archibudelli's Provocative Iliozart Quintets
['Archibudelli, a period -instrument en-
semble formed around the cellist An-
ner Bylsma, gave us a very engag-
ing collection of Mozart's somewhat
slighter works-marches, wind duos,
the Horn Quintet, and A Musical

Joke - on Sony two or three years ago.
The performances on the group's new
Sony CD of his two greatest string quin-
tets, the ones in C Major and G Minor.
are not so much engaging as provocative.
and that is quite as it ought to be, for this
is music on which the last word has not
been said, and is not likely to be.

In the G Minor, in particular. listen-
ers accustomed to an all-out Sturm-rind-
Drang approach may feel at first that this
presentation is going to be too objective
for their tastes; they will be disabused in
short order, for there is nothing bland or
understated here. There is a certain feel-
ing of dignity, but without aloofness, and
there is passion, but without overindul-
gence. The grim reticence of the opening
movement is ennobling and yet pathetic
as well, and the heightened angularity of
the succeeding minuet provides the most
striking dramatic contrast. The slow
movement is not allowed to dawdle but
flows resolutely toward the predestined
resignation of the finale. The emotional
tension here is the more convincing for its

subtlety, for appearing to rise from within
the music itself without coaxing.

The C Major has seldom seemed quite
so closely related to the G Minor as it
does here, nor have its points registered
with so little self-consciousness. In both
works, rhythms are steady, phrasing is
alert, ensemble is excellent, and the re-
corded '.nand itself strike,. a near -ideal

balance between clarity and warmth that
suits the music splendidly. This disc
clearly merits a place beside the best pre-
vious recordings. Richard Freed

MOZART: String Quintets in
C Major (K. 515) and G Minor (K. 516)
LArchibudelli
SON:VW::',9(61 mini

L Archibucielli: Jurgen Kussmaul, Vera Beths, Anner Bylsma, Lucy van Dael, Gijs Beths
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MINUETTE will get you into home theater.

Minuette
Theater Pac
with BU -1
subwoofer

We'll get you started on your payments.
If you're looking for a full -featured surround sound system, ook no further than Infinity Minuette.
Minuette's satellite loudspeakers feature true two-way sound and the Center Channel features a

D'Appolito speaker configuration for true-to-life dialog. Add an Infinity subwoofer and you're set for
a truly moving home theater experience. What's more, there's never been a better time to get
started with Minuette. Purchase an Infinity Minuette Theater Pac and an Infinity BU -1 powered

subwoofer and we'll cover your first monthly payment of up to $75. See details below.

t Infinity
nothing besond linitv-

H A Hannan International Compan7,

Call 1-800-765-5556 for an Infinity dealer near you.
CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Infinit% Minuet!, Pay new"
Rebate Cvrtiln:ate

Name:

Address:

City:

Buy: An Infinity Minuett< Theater Pac (4 Satellites and a Center Channel)
and an Inirinity BU -1 Powered Subwoofer (minimum retail value $899)

Send: 1) This completed rebate coupon 2) a copy of your original
sales receipt and 3) your completed warranty card to:
Infinity M nuette "I first Payment" Offer
P.O. Box 26889, Santa Ana. CA 92799-6889

State: Zip: Receive: A check for your fist monthly payment (not to exceed $75)
by mail from Infiniti.

To participate in this offer, mail this certificate, a copy of your original sales receipt and the completed warranty card to. Infinity Minuette "First Payment" Offer, PO. Box 26889,
Santa Ana, CA 92799-6889 Warranty card will be processed. Offer good only on the purchase of an Infinity Mtnuette Theater Pac and an Infinity BU -1 Powered Subwoofer retail
price of $899 or more excluding tax purchased in the USA between October 1 and October 31 1995 Envelope must be txtstmarked by November 15, 1995. Limit one rebate per
household Multiple requests per person not allowed. Infinity not responsible for lost, late or - . rt,ail. Void where prohibited by law. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of rebate.

Call 1-800-765-5556 for an Infnits dealer near you. SR



DM Dill
live Phish, Hold the Tartar Sauce

phish is bigger than you realize.
They're out in the hinterlands filling
arenas and amphitheaters, all with-
out help from MTV, radio, or the
rock press. "A Live One" may not
be the album to finally break Phish

into the Top 10 - I can't imagine non-

converts seeing the light via a 35 -minute
version of Tweezer, splendid as it is -
but Phish phanatics and other intrepid lis-
teners will delight in the musical exploits
contained herein.

The concert stage is Phish's natural
habitat, where they can improvise, experi-
ment, and otherwise swim into unfamiliar
waters. In Phish's case, improvisation
doesn't mean a soloist (usually a speedy -
fingers guitarist with a big ego) riffing
over a set of changes repeated ad infini-
tum by the boys in the band. Instead, the
group is gifted at the art of ensemble im-
provisation, listening to and playing off
one another. The dialogue among guitarist
Trey Anastasio, keyboardist Page Mc-
Connell, bassist Mike Gordon, and drum-
mer John Fishman makes for absorbing
listening, fully justifying the lengthy di-
versions on this double CD, where the av-
erage song lasts more than 10 minutes!

Half the fun of following Phish down
dark alleys is knowing they'll resolve into

stunning sonic vistas sooner or later -
adventures on a par with those of the
Grateful Dead in their headiest heyday
("Anthem of the Sun," "Blues for Allah")
and the Mothers of Invention circa "Un-
cle Meat." Moments of high-energy aural
bliss occur all over "A Live One," as in
Chalkdust Torture (a dyspeptic reminis-
cence of educational drudgery) and The
Squirming Coil. Tweezer moves from its
Dadaist, Zappa-like verses into excur-
sions that are the instrumental equivalent
of bungee jumping. Gumbo concludes
with a melismatic group vocal improv.
And fully half a dozen numbers here have
never appeared on record before (legally,
that is; bootleggers do big business with
Phish because no two shows are alike).

This kind of band and this kind of al-
bum come along but rarely in the rock
firmament, so grab "A Live One" while
you've got the chance. It's 2 hours and 20
minutes of imagination on overdrive.

Parke Puterbaugh
PNISN
A Live One
Bouncing Around the Room; Stash; Gumbo;
Montana; You Enjoy Myself; Chalkdust Torture;
Slave to the Traffic Light; Wilson; Tweezer:
Simple; Harry Hood; The Squirming Coil
ELEKTRA 61777 (two CD's, 142 min)

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
 THE CORNELLE: Surf Fever,

SUNDAZED 6061. Ultra -rare 1964
instrumental album by a bunch of Hollywood
brats, including Loretta Young's
son Peter Lewis (later of Moby Grape).

 THE MUMPS: Fatal Charm.
EGGBERT 80011. Late -Seventies tracks by
the New York City pop/punk band fronted by
Lance Loud (of PBS American Family fame).

 THE STRANOILOVIE: !Want
Candy. LEGACY/EPIC 47075. Album
tracks and singles by the bubblegunVtribal
Sixties rockers, many in first-time stereo.

 THE SURFARIE: Surfaris Stomp.
VARESE SARABANDE 5588. Compilation
of early Sixties material by the band
best known for the instrumental hit Wipeout.

CLASSICAL
 BACH: Concertos for Two and
Three Pianos (BWV 1060, 1061,
1063, 1064). Robert, Gaby, and Jean
Casadesus; De Stoutz, Dervaux, and

Ormandy. SONY 67179. A family affair:
recordings by the great French pianist with
his wife and son from the middle 1960's.

 CHOPIN: Preludes, Op. 28;
Fantasy in F Minor, Op. 49;
Berosuse, Op. 57. Dame. VANGUARD
OVC 8092. Another beloved French
pianist, Jeanne -Marie Dane, recorded
these works in 1965.

 SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony
No. 8. London Symphony, Previn. EMI
65521. The first fully successful recording of
this work; "absolutely not to be missed"
(Best of the Month. January 1975).

 VIVALDI: Orlando Furioso
(highlights). Home, De los Angeles,
others: I Solisti Veneti, Scimone.

ERATO 98523. Marilyn Home is "truly
glorious" in the title role of this Baroque
opera (January 1979 review), also
available complete on three CD's (45147).
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Subwoofer of the Year, '91, '92, '93 & '94, Audio Video International

Velodyne is the king of subwoofers. In fact, we're
the only one that can honestly claim distortion of

less than one percent.
Every Velodyne product is testament to the genius

of president and founder David Hall, who virtually re-
invented the modern loudspeaker. His patented servo -
controlled woofers and innovative designs mean you'll

hear clearer sound - you'll feel it - all the way down to 18Hz.
You'll get more convenience, too, thanks to the

handy remote provided with the F -1500R. It puts all the
power of a Velodyne right at your fingertips.

Make the Velodyne F -1500R Powered Subwoofer
part of your home entertainment system, and feel the
bass. It'll make you proud you've chosen the very best.

Beyond Servo: Velodyne's patented anti -distortion circuit samples the woofer's response 3,500 times each second,
ensuring that only the audio sik2,-1.11 reproduced. Velodyne the music comes through, error -free.

Velodyne
Hie Bottom Lute lit Bass" CIRCLE NO. el ON READER SERVICE CARD

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc. 1070 Commercial St., Suite 101  San list., C'. 95112  (408) 436.7270 nr (8Qh 835-5396 to 1995 Velodyne Acoustics, Inc. AS rig us nerved. Velodyne is a nigistered trademark.
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE AWARD WINNING DESIGN

HOW TO GET A SURROUND
SOUND HOME THEATER FOR
JUST $99....

Confused about home theater? It's no wonder with all of the hype on the subject. The

simple truth is, you don't need an expensive Dolby® or THX® decoder to get great sounding

Home Theater. Chase's award winning 5 channel HTS-1 Decoder works with your existing

stereo, is easy to use, and even makes "Wireless Home Theater" a reality at last!

By Bob Rapoport

f you bought your stereo system in the
70's, 80's or even the 90's, there's a good
chance it still works great, but does not have
surround sound. In order to have a true
"Home Theater", you need more than just a
big screen; you need 5 speakers which sur-
round you, bringing the movie to life right in
your living room, just like they do at the
movie theater. But more than that, you need
a decoder that separates the front signals
from the rear signals, and creates a special
"dialog" channel. The Chase HTS-1 Decoder
does just that, and does it in a revolutionary
way that rivals even the most expensive
Dolby® Pro Logic THX® systems!

HOW IT WORKS

The videotape version of the movie has a
stereo soundtrack with only two channels of
sound, left and right. The rear channel sur-
round signal is "matrixed" into the sound-
track out -of -phase with the main stereo sig-
nal. Back in the late 1960's, legendary audio
designer David Hafler originated a method for
passively decoding matrix encoded audio sig-
nals. The Chase HTS-1 uses the same basic
"de-matrixing" technique, while at the same
time adding a line level center channel out-
put, and discrete line level outputs for the
rear channels, making it the world's first
"hybrid" passive/active decoder.

Like the original Hafler decoder, the HTS-1
allows you to drive both the front and rear
channels with your existing stereo amp as
well. Now here's the important part; all pro -
logic decoders are matrix decoders too, except
they are "active", meaning they use signal
processing to do the same thing, adding noise
and distortion to the sound. They also cost
more because you have to buy an additional
amp. The full bandwidth HTS-1 decodes
"passively", so it adds absolutely no noise or
distortion, and sounds totally natural at all
times, on music and movies.

The "DIALOG" powered center channel is a "Point Source
Design", and is shielded so it won't distort your TV
picture $75

.It the 1994 Summer Consumer Hann Show in

Chicago, theZITS-1 won the Design and Engineering Award

for being one of the best and most innovative new products

of 1994. This award -winning design from Chase

Technologies is a breakthrough firr it's ease ro_f use, rifford-

ability and outstanding performance.

THE CENTER CHANNEL AND
WHY YOU NEED IT

The award -winning HTS-1 Decoder

One of the speakers at the movie theater is
placed behind the screen, in the center. This
speaker keeps voices and certain special
effects locked on -screen. In a home theater
system, using a center channel does the same
thing, adding impact to the special effects,
and localizing voices. Since the stereo
soundtrack does not contain a dedicated cen-
ter channel, the Chase decoder extracts the
sum of the left and right channels, known as

THE RITI S LOVE IT!
Some of the best audio critics in the U.S.A. have

raved about the new Chase system:

"FIRST RATE.... A SURROUND
EXPERIENCE THAT IS

INVOLVING AND NATURAL.
AUDIOPHILE PURISTS WILL PREFER IT"

WIDESCREEN REVIEW

MARCH '95

"GRADE A I PREFERRED IT TO DECODERS

SELLING FOR 53,000 AND UP"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
DEC '94

"THE HTS-1 CAN DO QUITE A JOB OF
RE-CREATING A 3D THEATRICAL EXPERIENCE,

SOUND WAS CLEAN AT ANY LEVEL!"

HIGH PERFORMANCE REVIEW

SEPT '94

The ELF -1 is a perfect "POINT SOURCE" style rear chan-
nel effects speaker, clearly out -performing all of the
Bi-Polar designs when it comes to localizing off -screen
sounds just $99 per pair including brackets.

the mono signal, and directs it to a center
channel output on the decoder. This channel
does have to be amplified separately, so
Chase makes a special self -amplified center
channel speaker called the "Dialog". It's
built-in amplifier has just the right amount of
power to amplify the mid -range voice signals
and on -screen special effects, without ruining
the hi fi reproduction of the music in the
movie.

WIRED AND WIRELESS REAR
CHANNEL OPTIONS

One of the biggest obstacles to setting up a
home theater system is how to get the sound
from the front of the room where your stereo
system is usually located, to the rear channel
speakers which should be located above and
behind your listening position, just like they
are at the movie theater.

Chase makes two kinds of speakers for the
surround channels; first, the ELF -1 is a tradi-
tional hard -wired speaker that comes
equipped with brackets for easy installation.
They come in black or white to match your
decor and offer great value and performance
for the money.

Next, if running speaker
wires across your living
room floor and over
door jams is just not an
option, Chase is the first
manufacturer in the
world to make a 900
MHz wireless speaker
system that works on bat-
teries (no ugly power cords),
making truly "WIRELESS HOME THEATER"
a reality at last. The WS -5500, in black or
white, installs easily on its optional bracket,
and provides up to 80 hours of stunning
wire -free surround channel performance.

30 Day In -Home Audition. The best place to
evaluate the 1-11'S-1 is in your home. Try the HTS-1 or

any Chase product for 30 days, and if you're not satis-
fied for any reason, return it for a full refund.

Please refer to key code STR 112 when ordering.

HTS-1 Decoder $99, $10 S&H
ELF -1 Rear Channel Speakers S99pr., Si 0 S&H
(Specih. Blink or While)

Dialog Powered Center Channel Speaker $75, S8 S&H
WS -5500 Wireless Speakers $279pr.. S12 S&H
(Speedy Ithu 4 or Mile)

WMB-5500 Wall Mount Bracket for Wireless Speakers
$50pr. $8 S&H, (Specify Black or White)

WS4

1-800-531-0631
yr vor'l
-or. par Lr ,hr,4righf orer rhephone-

 CA residents add 7.75°. sales tax
Orme allow 21 dm, for d,h, rri%

4:044IIMM
I .1 1,1( 11 t Ei

111 Second Ave.. N E Suite 700A. St. Petersburg. FL 33701
FAX 813 896-7899  E-MAIL ChaseTeck@aol corn
CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD



P NI A MUSIC

PAULA ABDUL
Head Over Heels

VIRGIN 40525 (60 min)
Performance: Off-putting

Recording: Good
kay, I'm sorry Paula Abdul had an eat-
ing disorder. I'm glad she's better, and

I'm sure she suffered. But that's no reason
to make the rest of us suffer, too.

For her previous three albums, including
the history -making "Forever Your Girl,"
Abdul came up with some fetching hits, as
well as a lot of drivel. In the four years
since "Spellbound," she has stood still mu-
sically (in her case, it takes talent to stand
still). With the exception of the sensual bal-
lad If I Were Your Girl, the selections in
"Head Over Heels" are little more than me-
chanical orgasms set to aerobics tracks -
unless you also count My Love Is for Real,
which places guest Israeli singer Ofra Haza
in Middle Eastern/funk stylings, all sound-
ing like a cartoon version of "Ali Baba and
the Forty Thieves."

Why expect anything different? Abdul's
got eleven (count 'em!) producers, many
of whom share songwriting credits, which
really means they decided how heavy the
backbeat should be and how long Abdul
should pump out suggestive moans. After a
while, everything sounds the same. The on-
ly progress here is moving in reverse. A.N.

Post
Fl FKTR \ i 1-40 (46 min)

Performance: Quirky
Recording: Electronic

t

was always hard to fathom the hoopla
surrounding Bjork's former band, the

Sugarcubes - like, the world really needed
an Icelandic B -52's that badly? But her ap-
peal as a soloist is easier to figure: She's a

bohemian siren with a likably eccentric per-
sonality. At her best, Bjork makes some of
the more exotic computer -disco music since
Donna Summer's / Feel Love.

That doesn't mean she's at her best all
the time, and she still suffers from the same
"love me, I'm weird" tendencies that sank
the Sugarcubes. Prime offender in "Post" is
It's Oh So Quiet, a big -band novelty record-
ed by Betty Hutton in the Forties, here
camped up well past the point of annoy-
ance. Bjork is much better when she tries,
and fails, to play it completely straight.
Possibly Maybe, for instance, a reflection
on the ambiguity of love, includes the lines,
"Uncertainty excites me baby, who knows
what's going to happen? / Lottery or car
crash, or you'll join a cult." It isn't a parody
but rather a lush slow -dance that allows
Bjork to emote for all she's worth - as
does most of the rest of "Post," whether
it's the pretty song You've Been Flirting
Again or the disco -diva turn Hyper -ballad.
Most tracks feature creative use of electron-
ic gobbledygook, complete with scratchy -
record effects. Bjork hasn't completely
grown up yet, but at this rate she might
not have to. Brett Milano

PETER CASE
Torn Again

VANGUARD 79481 (43 min)
Performance: Back on track

Recording: Very good
With his previous record, "Sings Like
Hell," Peter Case carried his travel-

ing -troubadour pose to extremes, repairing
to bare -bones public -domain folkiedom in
the manner of Bob Dylan's last couple of
albums. But where Dylan has the history to
back up such a return to roots, Case just
seemed to be role-playing in a desperate ef-
fort to disavow his rock -band past and all
things contemporary.

Now, with "Torn Again," Case strikes a
fruitful balance between old -guard folkie
mannerisms and the acuity of a singer/
songwriter who realizes, however reluctant-
ly, that he's living in the present. While half
of the album is solo acoustic minstrelsy, the
other half is played in the company of a full
band (bass, drums, and - gasp! - electric
guitar). Furthermore, Case has recovered
his muse and his sense of humor. A Little
Wind (Could Blow Me Away), a driving,
apocalyptic folk fable, is so lively and fun-
ny that he sounds less like a self-conscious
"folk singer" and more like his natural self.

z

z
3

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

Paula Abdul: our turn to suffer?

Baltimore ranks among Case's finest songs,
approaching the caliber of his classic A Mil-
lion Miles Away in its urgency and passion.
He's also mastered the long -lost art of the
story song in Workin' for the Enemy, Punch
& Socko, and Wilderness, the last a particu-
larly moving antiwar tale. It's great to hear
Case back in peak form. P.P.

CONFEDERATE RAILROAD
When and Where

\ I I \ NTIC 82774 ( 18 mull
Performance: Not up to snuff

Recording: Okay
Previously the road band for both David
Allan Coe and Johnny Paycheck, Con-

federate Railroad became one of country
music's most surprising success stories
when its self -titled first album sold two mil-
lion copies. It was "smart -ass white -boy
music." said lead singer Danny Shirley, a
high-spirited collection of blue-collar bal-
lads (Jesus and Mama) and humorous
Southern rock tunes (She Took It Like a
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POPULAR MUSIC
Man). The band's second album, "Notori-
ous," with such tongue-in-cheek songs as
Elvis and Andy (every Southern girl's he-
roes, they say), failed to match the debut's
success, but it did lash out against the vanil-
la piffle that makes up much of mainstream
country.

"When and Where" finds Confederate
Railroad taking its sound a little more down
the middle, with a nod to love songs -
something Shirley always said he didn't
want in the group's albums. The result is,
well, disappointing. The love songs aren't
memorable, and aside from a wry line or
two in Bill's Laundromat, Bar and Grill,
the story songs aren't funny, running along
the sappy, family -values line of Sounds
of Home. Cover versions of Al Anderson's
Oh, No and Delbert McClinton's My, Baby's
Lovin' pick up the pace, but by the time
they arrive, late in the program, you don't
much care. Confederate Railroad appears to
be a one-shot wonder, a band whose time
has come and gone. A.N.

DOD DYLAN
MTV Unplugged

COLUMBIA 67000 (64 min)
Performance: Dylan lives!

Recording: Good

For
a long time, it seemed Bob Dylan was

wandering in the musical wilderness. Oh
sure, he was touring quite a bit, but it was
almost as if another thin man was singing
and playing those shows. Then, a year or so

ago, word began to spread that the old guy
in front of Bob Dylan's live band was be-
ginning to sound like Bob Dylan himself
instead of some mumbling, incoherent coot.
Now, at last, we have actual proof.

The eleven tunes of "MTV Unplugged"
are all rendered in a way that freshens them
and, at times, makes them sound fun. All
Along the Watchtower seems positively
spry. Rainy Day Women #I2 & 35 is actual-
ly boisterous. With God on Our Side has
bite. If you weren't around when these
tunes were new, don't fret - as played here
by Dylan & Co., the songs are reborn. And
who cares that his voice, which has always
had a special tang, now calls to mind the
classic Leo Kottke characterization "geese
farts on a muggy day." Which reminds me:
Dylan made quite a fuss a few decades ago
by plugging in. Isn't it sweet that he has
now made a different kind of fuss by plug-
ging out? R.G.

MICHAEL FRACASSO
When I Lived in the Wild

B0111 \ 11 \ BEAT 0003 (55 min)
Performance: Arresting

Recording: Good
Folk rocker Michael Fracasso may be one
of the best -kept secrets in Austin, Texas.

On his second album the singer/songwriter
moves through fourteen often cryptic songs
about shady characters, deranged souls,
love -starved losers, and seekers of redemp-
tion. The most memorable is the acid corn-

mentary of How Very Inconvenient, which
could be about a Mafia don or any big shot
who finally gets his comeuppance ("Now
he's down there in the boneyard / With no
American Express card"). Fracasso sings in
a tortured tenor that calls to mind John
Lennon, Buddy Holly, and even Bob Dylan,
and when he skids into lines like "She came
already gift -wrapped / A little number with
spaghetti straps," accompanied by a killer
bottleneck guitar, there's no denying he's
got you by the short hairs. A.N.

HEALTH & HAPPINESS SHOW
Instant Living

BAR/NONE 057 (50 min
Performance: Heroic

Recording: Crisp

tiealth & Happiness Show nearly bought
the farm last year when their van

crashed outside Nashville. The close brush
with death appears to have given an other-
worldly dimension to the group's earthy
roots -pop sound.

"Instant Living" comes across like the
Byrds at both ends of their career: in the
early days, when Gene Clark's rustic bari-
tone was a driving force, and toward the
end, when Gram Parsons's cosmic -cowboy
persona was a brief but potent influence.
H&H Show guitarist/singer James Mastro
antes up an eclectic dozen tunes that pos-
sess both immediacy and staying power.
The opening song, To Be Free, is weightless
and transcendent even as it bowls you over

Michael Jackson: History Repeats Itself?
I f albums were people, Michael Jack-
. son's "HIStory" would have a split per-
sonality on top of a split personality. Yes,
it's half greatest hits and half new stuff,
but then the new stuff can be divided into
angry stuff and sappy stuff. I've got a
half-baked theory about that, but first ...

You know exactly what you think of the
hits. There's nothing particularly exciting
about their presence here, in this particu-
lar order, that makes them any different
from what you remember. The old stuff
does, however, make the new stuff look
bad, or at least somewhat pedestrian.
Whether you loved the old stuff or not, its
pop surfaces were exquisite. Beat It, for
example, wasn't deep, but its marriage
of hard -rock guitar (thank you, Mr. Van
Halen) with punchy R&B was riveting.
None of the new stuff makes that kind of
impression, though for my money This
Time Around and 2 Bad deliver some daz-
zling rhythms and counter -rhythms.

The more you listen to the fifteen new
tracks and absorb what Jackson is sing-
ing about, the less appealing they be-
come. Clearly, as a man who has been
living in tabloid hell for the past few

a
0

years, Jackson has reason to feel burned
out. But it does seem rather churlish for
the guy to blast the media so relentlessly,
and to claim to be its innocent victim,
when he's manipulated it so obsessively,
even for something as arbitrary as insist-
ing that he be called the "King of Pop."

E.T. and friend, in happier times

When Jackson isn't proclaiming that
"somebody's out to get me," he's wallow-
ing in honeyed musical goo. He has a
soft, quicksilver voice, which alone can
summon up tenderness and vulnerability.
But when he drowns it in strings (Charlie
Chaplin's Smile) or pushes it into bathetic
sobbing (Childhood), the effect is simply
maudlin.

Now for my half-baked theory. Jackson
seems to have split into two distinct mu-
sical personalities: the mushy lovechild
and the resentful adolescent. The love -
child is unrealistically positive and sweet.
The adolescent is unrealistically negative
and nasty. There doesn't seem to be any
middle ground - not even when the cute
and the snotty show up in the same song,
HIStory, where they alternate without ever
relating to each other.

If these two Michael Jacksons ever got
together, they might make some real his-
tory, instead of the hype we get here.

Ron Givens

MICHAEL JACKSON
HIStory: Past, Present and Future, Book I
EPIC 59000 (two CD's, 149 min)
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POPULAR MUSIC

Health & Happiness Show: earthy

over with its drive. Sustained slide -guitar
notes cut like jagged lightning against the
rolling thunder of the bass line while Mas-
tro philosophizes about the life of the spirit.
Such weighty stuff is counterbalanced by
cool tunes like You Is Fine, a bouncy ode
(complete with indelible riff) to a new
flame: "I may be dumb, but I ain't blind /
You is fine." Hit single, anyone?

Touches of country and folk, as in the
hummable minor -key Many Kindnesses,
place Health & Happiness Show squarely at
the contemporary end of a venerable con-
tinuum of American music beginning as far
back as Hank Williams and continuing
through the creative convolutions of the
Sixties. But first and foremost, H&H Show
is a viable rock band making those seminal
influences matter all over again in the here
and now. P.P.

HERB JEFFRIES
The Bronze Buckaroo (Rides Again)

\ I K 1,2\ 4S6 ;9 i 25 win)
Performance: Runs the gamut

Recording: Very good
For the uninitiated, 83 -year -old Herb Jef-
fries is the only black singing movie

cowboy, having made a handful of B West-
erns in the late 1930's strictly for a black
audience. Known as "The Bronze Bucka-
roo," Jeffries parlayed that accomplishment
into a job as a singer with the Duke Elling-
ton Orchestra in 1939, his rendition of
Flamingo selling more than 14 million
copies. In "The Bronze Buckaroo (Rides
Again)," Jeffries attempts to combine his
jazz and cowboy interests, with mixed re-
sults. While he's blessed with a big, reso-
nant, and mellifluous voice, and while the
alternately Westem-swing/bluesy-jazz back-
ing is often sparkling, producers Jim Ed
Norman and Eric Prestidge saddle Jeffries
with a passel of duet guests, including cow-
boy/pop singer Michael Martin Murphey,
the jazz a cappella group Take 6, country -
pop performer Cleve Francis, Rex Allen.
Jr., and the Mills Brothers. Even TV actor/
musician Hal Linden drops in on the pro-
ceedings with his clarinet.

The pairing with Murphey, Pay Day
Blues (one of four Jeffries originals),
doesn't work all that well because of the
canyon -deep differences in the timbres of
their voices and their singing styles, but the
performance manages to be charming none-
theless. Down Home Cowboy, where Jef-
fries is joined by Francis, drags along every
Western motif under the setting sun, such
that the vocals simply don't matter. And
Back in the Saddle Again, the duet with
Rex Allen, Jr., has merely a novelty -song
glee about it, despite a grand pedal -steel -
guitar solo. But the innovative rendition
of Tumbling Tumbleweeds (with Take 6)
really goes places, as does Lonesome Rider
Blues, which successfully marries the West
to the blues.

Jeffries and his producers would be
smart to do a straight album next time,
without all the guest stars. Chances are,
he'll make a far better record, and one truer
to his own spirit. A.N.

DAVE MALLETT
... in the Falling Dark

VANGU RI) 79480 ( ;S win)
Performance: Warm and fuzzy

Recording: Excellent

Acoustic/folk performer Dave Mallett is
like countless other amply-baritoned

singer/songwriters who till tiny clubs and
coffeehouses coast to coast, offering uni-
versal truths and insightful looks at love
and the human condition from the backside
of a guitar. His songs are unfailingly pleas-
ant weddings of light melody and descrip-
tive rhyme, and occasionally - most often
when he finds a good co -writer - memo-
rable portraits of Those Less Fortunate
Than We. There are two such songs in this
collection: Daddy's Oldsmobile, co -written
with Hal Ketchum, in which a once middle-
class family is reduced to living in their
car, and Closer to the Truth, co -written with
Lance Cowan, which sounds like an AIDS
lament ("We are dying for love / In danger-
ous times"). Mallett can veer a little too
close lyrically to Rod McKuen territory
(Hope for One and All), but he balances his
sentimentalism with unexpected piano so-
los, jazzy instrumental takes, and, in Way
Out West, the beginnings of a good horse
opera. It's hard not to like a guy who finds
true love on a wagon train. A.N.

PINK FLOYD
Pulse

COLUMBIA 67065 (two CD's, 143 mitt)
Performance: Unnecessary

Recording: Sumptuous
Pink Floyd's latest live disc doesn't have
a lot of new ideas or new material, but

it does have a groovy, flashing red light em-
bedded in the package's spine. Of course,
the light burns out after a few months,
which is appropriate, since the band burned
out years ago.

Once a genuinely innovative act, Pink
Floyd has become its own tribute band. On-
ly five years and one studio album have
passed since the band last released a live
double CD, "Delicate Sound of Thunder,"
which was largely given to rehashes of Sev-
enties material. Now they're doing rehashes

of rehashes; more than half of the songs
on "Pulse" appeared on "Thunder." The
arrangements here are even closer to the
studio recordings, notably in a carbon -copy
performance of the entire "Dark Side of the
Moon" album that includes all the original,
prerecorded segues. This is the Classic
Rock radio version of Pink Floyd, sticking
with the most obvious album tracks and re-
cent rewrites of same. Only one song (a
great one, Astronomy Domine) comes from
the Syd Barrett years, and even David
Gilmour's guitar solos are less freewheel-
ing than usual; not once do they carry a
song to somewhere it's never been before,
as they regularly did during the band's per-
forming peak.

There are precious few traces in "Pulse"
of the adventurous spirit that was behind
landmark albums such as "Ummagumma"
and "Wish You Were Here." In other words,
the flashing red light may be on, but no-
body's home. Brett Milano

LE PROFESSEUR
"NUTTY" ...CHANTES

SEULMENT!
Mesdames et messieurs, let us
now take note of Razor & Tie's

CD reissue of "Jerry Lewis ... Just
Sings!" (2079) - and let us do so
without any irony or cheap shots at
a certain European country famous-
ly obsessed with the comic auteur.
Originally released in 1956, when le
Jerry's Jolsonesque take on Rock -
a -Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Mel-
ody was an unexpected smash hit,
"Just Sings!" is a collection of simi-
lar standards, now fleshed out with
an actual Rock -a -Bye outtake in
which l'idiote stupide does his trade-
mark "Laaaddyyy!!!!" At last, here's
a CD whose je ne sais quois truly
says, "I don't know what." S.S.
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SHOOS
Fret Buzz

BLACK VINYL 10495 (45 min)
Performance: Punchy

Recording: Good

C hoes are power pop's Little Engine That
11PCould, chugging along indefatigably
while keeping the faith for a type of music
that, like black -vinyl records, is a slender
piece of the musical pie in this day of
formulaic dance tracks and clueless punk/

alternative copycats. "Fret Buzz" (great ti-
tle!) is a compendium of this band from
Zion, Illinois, a sort of greatest -hits pack-
age recorded live in Chicago in December
1994. All crunching chords and choirboy
voices, it bums along with a little more siz-
zle and immediacy than what the studio al-
lows. The group segues swiftly from one
tune to another, building a head of steam
without losing its suburban cool (solos do
crop up, but only briefly). The song's the
thing, and it's this to -the -point concision
that makes the versions of Tore a Hole and
Animal Attraction such steady, driving plea-
sures (and a ton of fun for air guitarists).

Admittedly, there's room for growth in
Shoes' musical universe, and a couple of
songs here just aren't special enough to
merit inclusion in the band's concert reper-
toire. But by and large, "Fret Buzz" is a
hard -candy treat from a group that has
pledged its allegiance lo these many years
to no -frills pop. P.P.

SOUL ASYLUM
Let Your Dim Light Shine
COLUMBIA 57616(5(1 min)

Performance: Heart on ragged sleeve
Recording: Very good

ast time out, Soul Asylum had its break -
IN through album in the multi -Platinum
"Grave Dancers Union." Now, as if to fore-
stall charges from the peevish keepers of
the alternative -rock gate that the Minneapo-
lis quartet has gone soft, the guys have re-
tained Butch Vig (Sonic Youth, Nirvana) as
their co -producer for "Let Your Dim Light
Shine." The result is a good, solid record,
as defiantly ragged and righteously rocking
as a fan could hope for at this juncture.

Soul Asylum's main man, Dave Pimer,
can knock out a melodic punk -pop tune
with the best of 'em; he's the alternative
movement's Tom Petty (who was, in turn,
the early New Wave's Roger McGuinn).
Pirner also sounds like he's, ahem, under
the volcano. Liberal references to boozy
nights and bleary eyes litter this record like

puddles of spilt beer in a roadhouse saloon.
"Shouldn't -a got so loaded / Damn near ex-
ploded," he sings in To My Own Devices
with self-effacing, morning -after wit. "My
mind's gone to pieces / I could use some
peace of mind," he puns in Bittersweet -
heart, a Petty-ish tune full of rueful self -
recrimination. In Shut Down, amid a hail of
lacerating chords, Pirner growls, "I can't
keep from getting down / And I grow tired
of hangin' round / I become invisible, un-
livable, just dysfunctional / Shut down, shut
down, shut down." No, this is not the feel -
good record of 1995.

Yet this is one strong, funny, and uncom-
promising record. Soul Asylum bears down
hard in Caged Rat, with a fury recalling the
band's origins in the early Minneapolis
hardcore scene, before the world got all
warm and runny over Runaway Train.
Speaking of which, Promises Broken is the
new album's Pick to Click in the doe -eyed
folk-rock mode, a well -crafted tune with a
drop -dead chorus that reaffirms Pirner's
gifts as a songwriter. That said, he grossly
overreaches on a couple of story songs
(String of Pearls, Eyes of a Child), which
are the lyric -writing equivalent of projectile
vomiting, with more verbiage than Bob
Dylan at his most intensely prolix. Still,
two out of fourteen songs verging on over-
kill isn't so much a trend as a lapse. For
the most part, Pimer and Soul Asylum are
in control - even as they sing of being
out of control. P.P.

WANDERLUST
Prize

RCA 66575 (48 min)
Performance: A new Fab Four?

Recording: Excellent
GG wanna feel new / So new / Like a ra-

 dio that's playin' a brand-new song."
Those words, from the start of Wanderlust's
wonderful debut, are borne out in music
that sounds tantalizingly familiar yet utterly

fresh. The' 's a renascent thrill of discovery
in track after track where the music harks
back to the emotional edginess, energy, and
spine -tingling melodic drive of the very
best Sixties pop. "Prize" is a kind of "Meet
the Beatles" for a world thirty years older
but no less (and maybe more than ever)
in need of well -crafted songs that awaken
a long -dormant sense of positivity - of be-
ing fully engaged in life's possibilities,
even when reality draws a few tears or a
little blood. Truly a band effort, "Prize"
finds guitars, voices, and drums locking

into a song and riding along its cutting
edge, like a surfer who fearlessly stays with
a wave. What's particularly interesting is
how some Seventies influences - I hear
faint traces of ELO in Deepest Blue, REO
Speedwagon and Boston in Wanna Feel
New, Lynyrd Skynyrd in Prize, and a sort
of Queenly grandeur throughout - are sub-
sumed in an appealingly unpretentious pop -
combo sound, returning the music full cir-
cle to the vitality of its early Sixties origins
and opening the door to an exciting new
turn of the wheel. P.P.

THE WIZARD OF OZ
(Original Motion -Picture Soundtrack,

Deluxe Edition)
RHINO 71964 (two CD's, 136 min)

Performance: A+
Recording: Impressively re-edited

Valk about complete! Whichever sound-
track album of the 1939 movie classic

you've grown up with, Rhino's new edition
beats them all. Not only does it include
extended versions of previously released
tracks (both incidental music and songs), it
also offers more than twenty alternate ver-
sions and outtakes. This means you get
Judy Garland's heartwrenching reprise of
Over the Rainbow (dropped from the final
film) plus complete versions of edited
songs by Bert Lahr, Ray Bolger, and Jack
Haley, as well as Buddy Ebsen's version of
the Tin Man's song (recorded before make-
up poisoning felled him and Haley replaced
him in the role). Best of all is the seam-
less reinsertion of all of Herbert Stothart's
Oscar -winning incidental music, which
adds much to the Haunted Forest and
Witch's Castle sequences in particular. The
liberally illustrated 48 -page book includes
documentation by top 0: historian John
Fricke that clearly delineates the plentiful
bonuses from the final soundtrack edits
we've known up to now - and goes a long
way to making this release a genuine clas-
sic on its own. R.H.

NEIL YOUNG
Mirror Ball

REPRISE 45934 (55 min)
Performance: Deep
Recording: Dramatic

Don't want to get hyperbolic here, but
"Mirror Ball" just might be a really im-

portant album. It's easily the best use Neil
Young has made of one of his favorite lyri-
cal themes - a hippie survivor facing the
betrayal of Sixties ideals and holding out
for peace and love against the odds. It's no
wonder the young idealists in Pearl Jam,
who back him here, sound so much at home
with this material, and it wouldn't be a
stretch to call their performances some of
the most impassioned playing they've done.
"Mirror Ball" would still have sounded
epic, and maybe a little grungier, if Young
had made it with Crazy Horse instead, but
Pearl Jam gives it a more desperate kind of
grandeur.

Starting with the ominous chantey Song
X, there's as much foreboding in "Mirror
Ball" as there has ever been in a Young al-
bum. Peace and Love (with Eddie Vedder's
only co -lead vocal) ponders the end of the
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POPULAR MUSIC

QUICKFIXES
FRANK CHRISTIAN
From My Hands
PALMETTO 2011 (46 min)
Nanci Griffith's guitarist steps out with a
beautifully crafted collection of smoky -
voiced jazz/folk/blues, featuring contribu-
tions by the Band's great Garth Hudson as
well as by Griffith herself. First-rate all
the way, with originals strong enough to
stand up to an exquisite cover of Brother
Can You Spare a Dime? S.S.

NAPA
COCONUT GROVE 017309 (48 min)
Record -company executives have prophe-
sied for decades that the next big thing
will be Hawaiian, and if it's going to be as
pretty and melodious as the music of the
group Hapa, suggesting a carefree beach
party, I want it now. William Livingstone

PEARL HARBOUR
Here Comes Trouble
SHATTERED 006 (41 min)
Ms. Harbour, the fondly recalled New
Wave chanteuse, returns with a larger
hairdo, a fine supporting punkabilly band,
and a collection of mostly very funny and
legitimately rocking songs whose collec-
tive theme might be summed up as Idolize
Me (not coincidentally, one of the best
numbers here). Trashy, over the top, and
thoroughly entertaining. S.S.

JERRY 1.11 LEWIS
Young Blood
SIRE 61795 (39 min)
Produced by the obviously simpatico
Andy Paley and accompanied by guitar
hero James Burton, ex -Car Elliot Easton,
and various NRBQ's, the Killer breathes
fire in a collection of rockabilly stompers
that have that mono, echo -laden Sun Rec-
ords sound down cold. His best album in
years; in fact, maybe his best album qua
album ever. S.S.

OUT OF IRELAND
(Original Film Soundtrack)
SHANACHIE 79922 (58 min)
The score for the PBS special does not
contain the trite jigs and maudlin songs
commonly associated with Ireland. It is
nearly an hour of evocative music - at
times melancholy, at times happy, and al-
ways atmospheric. W.L.

THE RECORDS
Smashes, Crashes, and Near Misses
CAROLINE 1250 (74 min)
A long -overdue hits package from the
skinny -tie power -pop band best remem-
bered for the transcendent Starry Eyes.
Actually, these guys had lots of songs just
as good (Mary Chapin Carpenter, of all
people, has been doing their Hearts in
Her Eyes as an encore lately). Fans of
Badfinger or the Smithereens should in-
vestigate this CD without delay. S.S.

DONNA REED'S DINNER PARTY
NICK AT NITE/550/EPIC 67148 (35 mini
A low -concept album featuring sedate
Fifties and Sixties pop hits like Shelley
Fabares's Johnny Angel and Mike Doug-
las's The Men in My Little Girl's Life (a
song so unintentionally bizarre that it may
someday inspire a David Lynch movie).
The real -life Donna Reed, who's consid-
erably hipper than this CD suggests, must
be cringing. S.S.

SAVOY BROWN
Bring It Home
VICEROY 8018 (59 min)
No, I didn't know they were still together
either, but for a band that's been playing
solid (if not always inspired) blues rock
since forever, "Bring It Home" is a lively
piece of work. Blues purists take note:
Howlin' Wolf guitar great Hubert Sumlin
guests to good effect on one track. Seven-
ties enthusiasts take note: So does Fog -
hat's Lonesome Dave Peverett. S.S.

THE TREBUNIA FAMILY BAND
Music of the Tatra Mountains
NIMBUS 5437 (72 min)
This rare example of an esoteric strain of
Polish folk music that has inspired such
classical composers as Szymanowski and
Gorecki sounds authentic enough to thrill
ethnomusicologists, but it also sounds a
bit acid and rough enough to make the
average listener long for Bobby Vinton to
sweeten the combination of mountain
voices and scratchy fiddles. W.L.

MELIA WHITFIELD
Nice Work ...
LANDMARK 1544 (56 min)
First, there's Weslia Whitfield's impecca-
ble taste in Grade A (but not overdone)
songs by the likes of Rodgers and Hart
and Gershwin. Best of all, though, is the
frequently witty, occasionally irreverent
but never disrespectful handle she and the
easy -swinging Mike Greensill Trio get so
deftly on both words and music. R.H.

dream, while Scenery can go one-on-one
with most of "Tonight's the Night" for
sheer self-pity. There are a couple of unset-
tling fragments with pipe organ, and the al-
bum's centerpiece, I'm the Ocean, is a pre -
apocalyptic dream in the mold of Cone:
the Killer. Still, "Mirror Ball" is neither a
throwback nor a bummer; what comes
through strongest is the dogged optimism
that allows Young to get resonance out of a
sentiment like Throw Your Hatred Down.
In the tough, blues -rocking Downtown he
imagines a hippie utopia, complete with
dancing in the aisles and Jimi Hendrix jam-
ming onstage, as Young practically dares
you to laugh. Me. I'm coming along.

Brett Milano

WARREN ZEVON
Mutineer

GI:\ NT 24618 (36 min)
Performance: Good and weird

Recording: Weird and good
Warren Zevon is the only rocker I can
think of whose work has gotten more

idiosyncratic post-detox. Even among re-
cent Zevon albums, "Mutineer" is an oddi-
ty. Considerably less catchy than "Senti-
mental Hygiene" and less fun than the
overlooked "Mr. Bad Example," it's a
cranky, dark -humored, slightly depressing,
and barely produced set that will do ab-
solutely nothing for Zevon's commercial
standing. More power to it.

Zevon always puts at least one flat-out
creepy song in each album, but "Mutineer"
is his first album to include nothing but.
The lyrics are about, well, everyday stuff:
guys who have pathological obsessions
with pianos, circus clowns getting mugged,
rednecks who keep killer dogs for pets,
junk-bond dealers hiding out in bingo halls.
Similar to Rain is a contender for the dark-
est love song in his catalog, while The In-
difference of Heaven includes the nastiest
swipe at Bruce Springsteen that anyone's
taken lately. And the version of a hippie/
Jesus song from 1972. Judee Sill's Jesus
Was a Cross Maker, is more an ominous
parody than a straight cover. Zevon's one-
man arrangements usually sound like
you're hearing a band - a really sloppy
band with three synthesizer players, that is
- and his voice has the same psychopathic
edge it had on "Excitable Boy." The only
difference is that Zevon doesn't necessarily
sound like he's kidding anymore.

Brett Milano
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POPULAR MUSIC

JAll
CHET BAKER

Embraceable You
PACIFIC JAZZ 31676 (39 min)

Performance: Soothing
Recording: Good

Whether he played his trumpet or sang,
there was always an unusual gentle-

lic,, about Chet Baker's performances -
unusual because jazz musicians rarely

whisper their artistry with such consistency.
Drugs eventually claimed Baker, who fell,
jumped, or was pushed to his death out of
an Amsterdam hotel window in 1988. "Em-
braceable You" was made in 1957 but, ex-
cept for Trav'lin' Light, was not released
until now. The liner notes don't explain the
delay, but there is something very different
about this session; it almost sounds like an
impromptu get-together in somebody's liv-
ing room. Accompanied only by guitarist
David Wheat and bassist Ross Savakus.
Baker is on the verge of somnambulance. In
fact, if he were any more laid-back on this

An Early Christmas Gift For
Your Sound System.

It's a perfect audio gift idea from the distinctive label that brings you the
Fresh Aire Series. Christmas in the Aire is the newest recording from
Grammy° Award winner Chip Davis and Mannheim Steamroller, whose
first two Christmas albums are the top -selling holiday music of the past
decade. In record stores everywhere this September.

800-446-6860

rifhe cr-adition ceontinues

RCANOPAMAPHONI HON t

tour of familiar ballads, you'd hear little of
it before falling asleep yourself. I don't
mean to imply that "Embraceable You" is
boring, but rather that Baker's silken vocals
and soft brass tone are relaxing to a fault.
How fortunate, then, that the album runs for
only 39 calming minutes. C.A.

GRANT GREEN
Green Street

BLUE NOTE 32088 (54 min)
Performance: Nimble
Recording: Very good

GRANT GREEN/DONALD BYRD
His Majesty King Funk/
UP with Donald Byrd

VERVE 527 474 (75 min)
Performance: Dated

Recording: Thin
Cixties Blue Note could mean funk or
111Pformal experimentation, and no one on
the label's roster better epitomized this du-
ality than the late Grant Green, a down-
home guitarist receptive to new ideas.
"Green Street," a pianoless trio date from
1961 with Ben Tucker on bass and Dave
Bailey on drums, captures Green at his
nimble and unpretentious best, even though
it lacks the sting of his slightly later
"Talkin' Bout" and "Idle Moments." Also
available as an audiophile LP, this entry in
Blue Note's Connoisseur Series includes
two previously unissued alternate takes.
(Strictly as an aside, hasn't anyone noticed,
after all these years, that Green's Green
with Envy borrows everything but its title
from Horace Silver's Nica'sDream'?)

The Verve twofer CD combines Green's
"His Majesty King Funk" and trumpeter
Donald Byrd's "UP," two 1965 albums that
converted funk into a witless formula that
likely sounded dated even then. "King
Funk" at least offers churning solos by ten-
or saxophonist Harold Vick and organist
Larry Young; probably at the suggestion of
producer Creed Taylor, Green uncharacter-
istically emulates Wes Montgomery's oc-
taves. Byrd's half of the CD is entirely
without merit - unless your idea of good
jazz is abbreviated horn solos and a chorus
of indifferent soul sisters making bubble
gum out of numbers by John Lee Hooker
and Jimmy Reed. F.D.

LIONEL HAMPTON
In Paris

VOGUE/RCA V ICI ( )R 68214 (76 min)
Performance: And a good time was had ...

Recording: Fine remote
tn the Fifties, as American musicians were
flocking to Europe to thrill jazz -starved

Continentals, the French Vogue label was
busy capturing the stars for posterity. Now,
courtesy of RCA, those sessions are finally
being issued here. "Lionel Hampton in
Paris" features only a contingent from
Hamp's band, including James Cleveland
and Clifford Scott. When Hampton was
asked to bring along one of his trumpeters,
he bypassed Art Farmer and Clifford Brown
in favor of Walter Williams, who plays a
fiery Eldridge -like solo in Walking at the
Trocadero (and who actually does a fine job
throughout this set). Alix Combelle, who
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POPULAR MUSIC

Jimmy Smith: king of the B-3

participated in Coleman Hawkins's cele-
brated 1935 Paris sessions, was a member
of the audience until Hamp persuaded him
to join in.

It all adds up to a spirited, straight -ahead
swing record that sounds surprisingly orga-
nized considering how haphazardly it was
put together. Hampton's soft I Only Have
Eyes for You and his lengthy statement in
Blue Panassie, which also features Mezz
Mezzrow, are high points of a good-
humored hour. C.A.

ROY HARGROVE
Family

VERVE 630 (79 min)
Performance: Embrace it

Recording: First-rate
was quite impressed with Roy Hargrove's

 debut album, some five years ago. We've
heard many fine sounds from him since
then, and it's good to see that as his reputa-
tion has grown. so has his artistry - which
is not always the case (but I won't mention
any names). "Family," Hargrove's second
release since moving from Novus to Verve,
is a concept album in which the members
of his quintet (tenor/soprano saxophonist
Ron Blake. pianist Stephen Scott, bassist
Rodney Whitaker, and drummer Gregory
Hutchinson) are occasionally augmented by
musicians who have directly or indirectly
influenced him. The album also honors the
25 -year -old trumpeter's immediate family
with a trilogy of impressionistic pieces
dedicated to his mother (Velera), father
(Roy Allan), and younger brother (Brian's
Bounce).

It is not possible for me to pick out fa-
vorite tracks among the fifteen, but I would
be remiss if I didn't mention a lovely,
brooding rendition of The Nearness of You,
in which Hargrove plays flugelhorn and
draws his inspiration from Sarah Vaughan.
David "Fathead" Newman, a fellow Texan
and an early motivator, helps nudge the
Hoagy Carmichael tune gently along with
his deep -throated tenor. Equally compelling
are Larry Willis's Ethiopia, which Har-
grove plays in duet with bassist Walter
Booker, and a kid -gloves rendition with al-
toist Jesse Davis of Polka Dots and Moon -
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beams, another ballad made memorable by
Vaughan. This is Roy Hargrove's finest re-
lease to date. C.A.

CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
Bing, Bing, Bing!

BLUE NOTE 31809 (57 min)
Performance: Bingo!
Recording: Excellent

B!Because
San Francisco's Charlie Hunter

(once heard playing behind Michael
Franti in the Disposable Heroes of Hiphop-
racy) makes such deft use of what I take to
be Synclavier and the two extra bass strings
on his guitar, his trio with drummer Jay
Lane and tenor saxophonist Dave Ellis fre-
quently sounds like Morphine without the
Leonard Cohen-esque vocals, and just as
frequently like a jazz organ combo without
the organ. Is this what the young folks call
"acid jazz"? Don't ask me; I'm still trying
to figure out why they call poetry "spoken
word." All I know is that Hunter's white-
boho approach to declasse black music of
three decades ago is ingenious and refresh-
ing, entirely free of the ironic posturing that
usually dooms such endeavors (nothing
here sounds like it's between quotation
marks). The choice cuts are a throbbing
cover of Nirvana's Come as You Are and
Hunter's own Lazy Susan (with a Client
Now), with its whirling improvisations by
Ellis, clarinetist Ben Goldberg, and trom-
bonist Jeff Cressman. But everything here
bops along nicely, even though Hunter oc-
casionally overdoes the wah-wah. F.D.

JIMMY SMITH
Damn!

VERVE 631 (62 min)
Performance: Organic
Recording: Quite good

Organist Jimmy Smith made a series of
albums for Blue Note that teamed him

with some of the best sidemen bop had to
offer, and his playing was technically daz-
zling and intensely swinging. What brought
Smith into the limelight, however, was the
highly commercial mix of organ and brass
he employed at Verve, resulting in such hits
as A Walk on the Wild Side, Slaughter on
Tenth Avenue, and Got My Mojo Working.
By the Seventies, Smith had all but faded
from view. but after resurfacing at a Car -

Roy Hargrove: a family affair

negie Hall concert celebrating Verve's 50th
anniversary, the label signed him up again.

The initial result is "Damn!," as Smith
revisits some of his old milieus. He opens
with a pedestrian Papa's Got a Brand New
Bag, the James Brown number that now
sounds like a very old bag indeed, but
things pick up when Smith gets into his old
bop groove. Superbly aided by the likes of
trumpeters Roy Hargrove and Nicholas
Payton. tenor saxophonist Mark Turner, and
bassist Christian McBride, Smith goes into
orbit in Sister Sadie (he always had a fond-
ness for Horace Silver), Scrapple from the
Apple, Woody 'ti' You, and Curtis Fuller's
A la Mode. Drummer Art Taylor is also on
hand for all but two tracks (in what turned
out to be his final session). Verdict: Jimmy
Smith is as vibrant as ever. C.A.

SARNEY WILIN
New York Romance

si 1067(64 min)
Performance: Effortlessly lyrical

Recording: Warm
t makes sense that collectors who comb

 the bins for Lucky Thompson are gener-
ally also on the lookout for used LP's by
Barney Wilen, a veteran French saxophon-
ist whose solos are as harmonically astute
and as effortlessly lyrical as the elusive
Lucky's without sounding overly deriva-
tive. Very few of Wilen's albums have been
issued domestically, which means that this
quartet date from just last year (with Kenny
Barron on piano and Rudy Van Gelder at
the controls) should go straight to the top of
your list. Wilen plays Lars Gullin-like bari-
tone as well as Thompson -like tenor and
soprano, and you won't believe how airy
Don't Fence Me In and Mack the Knife
sound as ballads. F.D.

THE PHIL WOODS
QUARTET/QUINTET
20th Anniversary Set

MOSAIC 159 (five CD's. 273 min)
Performance: Terrific
Recording: Excellent

f I were asked to name musicians whose
 talent far exceeded their recognition, Phil
Woods would certainly be very near the top
of the list. A Juilliard alumnus who spent
his formative years with big bands led by
Neal Hefti and Charlie Barnet, Woods
emerged on the scene at roughly the same
time as the death of Charlie Parker, whose
disciple he was - and for a while Woods
was even being hailed as "the new Bird."
Mosaic's box set is an extraordinary collec-
tion of superb quartet/quintet performances
recorded between 1976 and 1992, all previ-
ously unissued. Bassist Steve Gilmore and
drummer Bill Goodwin have been with
Woods since 1974, and they form a solid
rhythmic foundation for his often highly
emotional improvisational flights. Other
players include trumpeters Tom Harrell and
Brian Lynch, trombonist Hal Crook, and
three pianists - Mike Melillo, Hal Galper,
and Jim McNeely. Zoot Sims appears in
one track from a 1976 Japan concert. All
players are heard to advantage in this ex-
quisite collection. (Available by mail-order
only: telephone 203-327-7111.) C.A.
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Simply call the toll -free number for more informa-
tion or to try out the Wave radio in your home,
satisfaction guaranteed. If you don't love it, return
it for a full refund of the purchase price. When
you call, ask about our six-month payment plan.

Only Bose offers all this advanced technology.
And for just $349. Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext.
111B28, or return the
coupon. And learn all _Amil
about a small wonder Better sound Through resear&tv
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ADDRESS
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ARENSKY: Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio

PI BLIPS 442 127 (63 min)
Performance: Committed

Recording: Warm

Anton Areti,k great admiration for
his near -contemporary Tchaikovsky is

manifest in his most familiar work, a set of
variations for strings on one of Tchaikov-
sky's songs, and is hardly less evident in
the two piano trios. The slow movement of
the earlier of the trios (in D Minor, Op. 32)
is a concise and tasteful Elegia; its counter-
part in the seldom -heard Second Trio (in
F Minor, Op. 73) is a similarly touching
Roman:a. Both trios have bright-eyed,
somewhat Mendelssohnian scherzos -
preceding the slow movement in No. I, fol-
lowing it in No. 2. While No. I has an
expansive opening movement (with an ex-
tended adagio resolution) and a brief finale,
No. 2 opens with a more conventional alle-
gro and ends with a sequence of variations
on an apparently original theme.

The music, of course, could hardly be in
better hands. The Beaux Arts Trio's pianist,
Menahem Pressler, manages to play with
tremendous dash without calling attention
to himself. Nothing is overstated, and we
are not allowed for a moment to think that
Pressler and his associates regard these
trios as mere "vehicles." Their belief in the
music is unchallengeable, and the recording
itself has a soft -focused warmth well suited
to the material. R.F

BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas (complete);
Variations on Handel and Mozart

Kalish
ARABESQUE. Z6656 (two CD's. 145 mint

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Cellist Joel Krosnick (of the Juilliard
Quartet) and pianist Gilbert Kalish are

mostly associated - on records at least -
with twentieth-century repertoire. Thus it

comes as something of a surprise to find
them essaying the five Beethoven cello
sonatas along with his variations on a
theme from Handel's Judas Maccaheus and
two sets of variations on arias from Mo-
zart's The Magic Flute. The first two sonatas
are early works, as are the lightweight vari-
ations; both sonatas are in only two move-
ments, opening with weighty, slow intro-
ductions and concluding with unusually
elaborate and expansive allegros. The love-
ly - indeed, flawless - Sonata No. 3, in A
Major, adheres most closely to the Classical
model. The last two sonatas, comprising
Op. 105, are in the territory associated with
the late piano sonatas and late string quar-
tets. I am especially partial to No. 5, with
its sublime slow movement and challenging
fugue -textured finale.

The performances are utterly scrupulous
stylistically and in every fine point of tech-
nique, representing chamber -music collabo-
ration of the best sort. The piano is some-
what more to the fore in the early sonatas,
but the players are fully equal partners in
the later works. There is no cult of person-
ality at work here but rather a pair of fine
artists functioning as a single organism,
with Classical objectivity tempered by a
finely honed feel for dynamics and phras-
ing. The opening pages of the Third Sonata
are a case in point, and I was also struck by
the ravishing loveliness of the performers'
hand -in -glove oneness in the adagio canta-
bile beginning of its third movement. Ka-
lish's pianism is a delight in the rondo of
Sonata No. 2, and both partners do them-
selves proud in the final sonata. They not
only convey all the fierce contrasts of the
first movement and the sublimities of the
adagio, but they limn the linear elements of
the finale with the utmost clarity and yet a
lightness of touch that makes it a joy to
hear. The recording is crystal clear and full -
textured all the way. D.H.

BERLIOZ: The Damnation of Faust
Moser. Graham, Van Dam. Caton: Chorus and

Orchestra of the Lyons Opera, Nagano
ERATO 10692 (two ('D's. I22 min)

Performance: Vital
Recording: Very good

For
more than twenty years, Colin

Davis's Philips recording of this unique
dramatic legend" has led the field. I still

prefer it, but Erato's entry is a strong run-
ner-up. Conductor Kent Nagano, who has
accomplished remarkable results with his
Lyons ensemble in operas by Poulenc and
Prokofiev, here proves himself an equally
adept Berlioz interpreter. He is attuned to

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

the mercurial shifts in this magical work -
now delicate, now slashing - and reveals
its sonorities in transparent clarity. Davis's
pacing of the dialogues is more relaxed
and his choruses more effectively balanced,
but otherwise Nagano's leadership is on the
same high level.

Baritone Jose Van Dam's top range
sounds effortful in his first aria ("Une puce
gentille"), but in other respects his mordant
Mephistopheles is full of telling nuance,
enhanced by his exemplary enunciation and

Dressed to Trill

Mezzo-soprano Ann Murray

Handel wrote some of the great-
est opera arias for the preferred

singers of his day, the castrati (re-
cently returned to fame by the movie
Farinelli). In our relatively humane
modern age these roles have fallen
most often to mezzo-sopranos like
Janet Baker. Marilyn Horne. and, per-
haps the best of the breed today.
Ann Murray. In late September Mur-
ray appears at the Lyric Opera of
Chicago in Xerxes. and France's For -
lane label is releasing a new disc of
"Great Handel Arias- on which she
is accompanied by Charles Macker-
ras and the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment. Forlane is now dis-
tributed here by Allegro Imports.
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This Splendid Collection
of Beethoven's Complete
Symphonies-in two boxed

volumes and available on either six
CD's or six Cassettes-is truly a
treasure trove of magnificent music:
A full $80.00 value, it can now be
yours for only $5.95 plus shipping,
as your no -risk introduction to the
Musical Heritage Society. And you'll
incur absolutely no obligation to
buy anything ever again!

Volume One of these full digital
recordings features six of Beethoven's
symphonies: The First, Second, Third
("Eroica"), Fourth, Fifth and Seventh.
Throughout both volumes, the world-
renowned City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra is in perfect
form under the direction of Walter
Weller, Gold Medal recipient from
the Beethoven Society of Vienna for
his interpretations of the master.

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT

BEETHOVEN'S
COMPLETE

SYMPHONIES
($1ToUE!

L
FOR 9 5oy

VALUE! PLUS

YOU NEED BUY NOTHING MORE - EVER!

othrs ONLY
$5

PLUS SHIPPING
& HANDLING

A STATE-OF-THE-ART DIGITAL RELEASE
IN A 6 -RECORDING BOXED SET
AVAILABLE ON CDs
OR CASSETTES

Volume Two presents works
from Beethoven's mature period which
innovatively bridge the transition from
the late classical to the early romantic
styles. Featured are two of the most
famous pieces of international
symphonic literature, the soothing
"Pastoral" and the lofty 'Ode to Joy"
symphonies: The Sixth, in which the
composer evokes tranquil images of
his beloved countryside...and the
mighty Ninth, surely one of the
world's most profound and uplifting
works of art.

Additional Symphonies pre-
sented are the Eighth and the first
movement of the unfinished Tenth.
Rounding off this collection are two
overtures from the composer's
earlier period. Surely this superb
music belongs in every cultivated
home. Order your set today!

Great Music, Great Artists, Great Prices!
Society Recordings are Not Sold in Stores...
They are Available to Members Only! And,
Many are of Works Recorded for the First Time!

Yes, The Musical Heritage
Society invites you to own this
treasury of Beethoven's Complete
Symphonies to demonstrate the bene-
fits of membership...yet without
obligating you to buy anything
else, at any time!

Free Members -Only Magazine
The Society's recordings are offered
exclusively to members through the
Musical Heritage Review at 3 -week
intervals (18 times a year). Each issue
is chock full of superb selections
at great prices.

Buy Only What You Want.
If you want the Main Selections, do
nothing; they'll come automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection
or none are all, just mail the reply form
always provided, by the date specified.
You'll always have at least 10 full
days to decide. If you don't, just

return the recording at our expense.
and owe nothing.

Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.
There is nothing more to buy unless
you want to. You may return any
recordings for full credit. And you
may cancel membership at any time.

Order Beethoven's Symphonies
Now. "Walter Weller's Beethoven
is by far his finest achievement...
an exuberance, a sense of joyful
adventure:' says The Guardian.
"You can't help being impressed with
this ensemble's virtuosity, responsive-
ness, sumptuous sound and precision,"
says CD Review. And The Citizen adds,
"Weller is a giant...overall excellence!'

Don't miss this wonderful oppor-
tunity. Send for your six -recording
set of Beethoven: The Complete
Symphonies right now!

ACT NOW...
MAIL THIS NO -RISK

REQUEST FORM TODAY!

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY
1710 Highway 35, Oakhurst, NJ 07755

vre I I enclose $5.95. Please send the Society's
ElI C.J. recording of Beethoven: The Complete

Symphonies-in either the CD or Cassette format I have
checked at left below-and bill me later for shipping and
handling. Enter my FREE magazine subscription and set
up an account in my name. I understand that I may cancel
at any time, and I incur no purchase obligation.

Send my
Beethoven Set
in this format:

E COMPACT DISC
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
firmly focused tone. Enunciation is not so-
prano Susan Graham's strong point, but she
sings Marguerite's music sweetly and
touchingly. Much of Thomas Moser's sing-
ing is admirable, but the many long -held
notes sprinkled throughout Faust's taxing
music expose a persistent beat in his tenor
voice. Good notes and a trilingual libretto
come with the set. G.J.

BORODIN: Prince Igor
Go( LliakoN a. Btu (Klina. hu. Gngurian, others:

Kirov Opera and Chorus. Gergiev
PHILIPS 442 537 (three CD's. 209 min)

Performance: Exciting
Recording: Vivid

orodin's Prim e Igor, felt unfinished at
111111his death, has had what must be the
most tortuous textual history in all of opera.
It was finished and orchestrated jointly by
Rimsky-Korsakov, Borodin's friend, and by
his star pupil, Glazunov. They worked from
rough notes and odd scraps that Borodin
had scribbled, scratched out, and rescrib-
bled. Much of this material has since disap-
peared, including his list of the order of the
scenes, which Rimsky and Glazunov appar-
ently did not follow. A few years ago the

Mariinsky Theater, where Prince Igor had
its premiere in 1890, commissioned a new
performing edition, which includes a large
amount of new material orchestrated by
someone named Yuri Faliek. Infuriatingly,
the booklet provided with this recording of
that edition doesn't give any information
about Borodin's latest collaborator.

Prince Igor has long had a reputation for
being a shapeless, rambling work stuffed
with grand and glorious music. The music
never sounded grander or more glorious
than it does here under Valery Gergiev's di-
rection. The pulsing rendition of the famous
Polovtsian Dances, vibrantly recorded by
the Philips engineers, will make you want
to pick up your saber and dance. The new
edition's order of scenes makes much more
dramatic sense than those of its predeces-
sors (though it is by no means clear that this
opera needed to be made longer).

The soloists are excellent, proving once
again that Russian opera only sounds right
with a Russian cast. The women, mezzo-so-
prano Olga Borodina and soprano Galina
Gorchakova, wrap their splendid voices
around the complex lines with soaring ease.
Bass Mikhail Kit sings the title role with

Romantic and Radical Schoenberg
ighaniel Barenboim's remarkably in-
ON/tense and beautifully played new
Teldec recording of Schoenberg's Trans-
figured Night, with the strings of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, not only
supersedes his own 1960's recording
with the English Chamber Orchestra
(still available on EMI) but is surely one
of the most appealing from any source
in years. The question arises. though,
as to whether admirers
of this sumptuous gem
of Late Romanticism
will be attracted to its
companion works on
the disc. which present
a later and quite differ-
ent aspect of their com-
poser - and, for that
matter, whether alter-
nating orchestral works
with pieces for piano
solo is a good idea.

That very alternation, however. pro-
vides an illuminating chronological pro-
gression as well as an effective inter-
lude, or transition. between the expan-
sive and the strikingly concise (but
surely no less intense) Five Pieces for
Orchestra. Op. 16. in which Schoen -
berg's "radical" new principles were set
forth in that medium ten years after the
original (string -sextet) version of Trans-
figured Night. The Five Pieces and
Transfigured Night are separated by the
Three Pieces for Piano. Op. 11. and the

orchestral pieces are followed by the
still more concise Six Little Pieces for
Piano, Op. 19. Finally, Barenboim plays
Ferruccio Busoni's transcription for or-
chestra of the long middle piece from
Op. 11. which amounts to a thorough re -
composition.

This is imaginative programming, and
all the performances are on the highest
level. Teldec's sonics. for the solo and

orchestral items alike,
are splendid, and the
documentation is quite
exceptional. Admirers
of Schoenberg's piano
music may already have
Maurizio Pollini's Deut-
sche Grammophon disc
of all of it, and the Five
Pieces turn up in vari-
ous orchestral collec-
tions - though Baren-
boim conducts the orig-

inal 1909 version, which is more richly
scored than the composer's 1949 revi-
sion favored by some other conductors.

Richard Freed

SCHOENBERG: Transfigured Night;
Five Orchestral Pieces, Op. 16; Piano
Piece, Op. 11, No. 2 (arr. Busoni)
( ',.111111:011. Barenboim cued.

Three Piano Pieces, Op. 11; Six Little
Piano Pieces, Op. 19
Daniel Barenboim (piano)
TELDEC 98256 (77 min)

the right Balkan tang but does not, in the
end, quite achieve the regal stature the part
calls for. Most pleasurable of all for me was
tenor Gegam Grigorian's performance as
Vladimir Igoryevich; his first -act cavatina,
as he awaits his lover in the moonlight, is
spine -tingling. There may never be a defini-
tive recording of this opera, but this one
will do quite nicely. J.J.

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2
Leonsisaja, Leipzig Gewandhaus, Nlasur

TELDEC 94544 (48 min)
Performance: Warmhearted

Recording: Good

E lisabeth Leonskaja has established a sol-
i id international reputation as an inter-
preter of Russian piano music as well as of
Brahms and Schumann, and she is one of
only a handful of women to record that
Everest of the piano -concerto literature, the
four -movement Brahms Second Concerto.
Unlike most of her male colleagues, she es-
chews the blockbuster approach to this
piece. Instead, she follows Sviatoslav Rich-
ter, with whom she has played duo recitals,
in plumbing its lyrical essence. Her playing
is leisurely yet purposeful in the expansive
opening movement, and there is a convinc-
ing impetuosity to the first pages of the suc-
ceeding allegro appassionato, although the
hunting -horn episode in the middle of this
movement could stand more urgency. Leon-
skaja and her collaborators, Kurt Masur and
the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, come
most fully into their own in the last two
movements, which are highlighted not only
by beautifully inflected piano playing but
also by Jornjakob Timm's meltingly lovely
cello solo. The finale is a delight, with a
wonderful gypsy flavor from the orchestra
when the "big" tune takes center stage.

The live recording is excellent and, I'm
happy to say, free of concluding applause.
The Gewandhaus hall can sound a bit cav-
ernous in recordings, but the presence of a
very well-behaved audience helps keep the
decay time under control. If you like your
Brahms both heartfelt and tasteful, you'll
find this a most satisfying CD. D.H.

SUNTAN: Golem; Arald
Soloists: Moldova Philharmonic, Mandeal

NIMBUS 5424 (73 min)
Performance: Uneven but interesting

Recording: Good
icolae Bretan (1887-1968) was a native

NM of Transylvania. a land long part of
Hungary but ceded to Romania after World
War I. A trained singer himself, he knew
how to write singable music. The two one -
act operas on this CD, sung in Romanian,
are beautifully written for voices in their
natural registers. and the orchestration, al-
though skillful and effective, is the obedient
servant of the vocal lines.

Golern is based on a Hungarian play
dealing with an ancient legend about a man
of clay created by Rabbi Low, a fifteenth -
century alchemist. Golem, a noble soul, suf-
fers because, denied the power of procre-
ation, he is doomed to a temporary exis-
tence. When he falls in love with the rabbi's
granddaughter, he defies his creator and is
destroyed by him. Written in 1923, the
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
opera alternates between ariosos and me-
lodic recitatives. It may be old-fashioned,
but I find it strikingly beautiful.

Arald, inspired by a Romanian poem
(Bretan himself wrote the librettos of both
works), is something of a mystery play
dealing with a variant of the Orpheus leg-
end, except that its title character is a war-
rior, not a musician. It shares all the quali-
ties I cited in Go/em, but its melodic and
emotional appeal are slightly less.

Alexandru Agache, a baritone of consid-
erable international eminence, sings the
Golem's yearning and painful music with
affecting beauty, and he brings the same
moving quality to the music of Amid's
mysterious Seer. Tenor Tamas Daroczy
makes Rabbi L6w's inner torment palpable,
and tenor lonel Voineag offers a stalwart
Arald. The weak element is soprano Sanda
Sandru, whose wavery tones rob Golent's
finale of its inherent beauty.

It would be easy to dismiss these operas
created in the 1920's in an idiom totally
free of modernist influences. But for opera -
goers who value inspired melodiousness, 1
strongly recommend this disc. G./

COUPERIN: Harpsichord Pieces, Book I
Christophe Rousset

HARMONIA MUNDI 901450
(three CD's. 181 mint

Performance: Supremely stylish
Recording: Lots of depth

Francois Couperin's hat-1).1,11°rd works
are considered "national delicacies" in

France, but they can seem startlingly trivial
to ears expecting the sort of thematic devel-
opment and contrapuntal rigor we find in
Bach and Beethoven. That is especially the
case for this final release in Christophe
Rousset's traversal of Couperin's complete
harpsichord music, which began with Book
IV, continued with Books III and II, and
here ends at the beginning with Book I, a
volume of pieces that predate the first of the
composer's several midlife creative break-
throughs. Like Bartok's Mikmkosmos, the
music is more fun to play than to hear in
long sittings, and yet it claims the ear's at-
tention by virtue of its charm.

Anyone who has enjoyed the previous
recordings in the series won't want to miss
this new one. Besides showing what Cou-
perin started from, this uneven volume has
gems sprinkled throughout. Rousset seems
to enjoy getting lost in a piece and going
wherever it takes him. The elasticity of his
tempos gives the music a wonderfully con-
versational feeling, and the way his 1624
harpsichord vividly colors the sound makes
these works come off as less polite than
you might expect - even engagingly im-
pertinent. D. P. S.

GOLDMARK: Violin Concerto
BRUCH: Violin Concerto No. 2

I ILI, Neattle Symphony, Schwarz.
DELOS 3156 (60 min)

Performance: Sumptuous
Recording: Full-blooded

The Goldmark Violin Concerto has su-
perb qualities without being a first-rate

piece overall. There are fine dramatic con-
trasts in the opening movement, the slow

movement is meltingly lovely, and the
splendidly bouncy polonaise -like finale has
a long and dazzling cadenza. Taiwan -born
Nai-Yuan Hu, now in his middle thirties,
stresses the lush, Romantic aspects of the
music, at least in terms of playing with a
very rich tone. Luckily, he shows more re-
straint when it comes to the phrasing and
dynamics. But the cadenza at the end is still
a real knockout.

Bruch's Second Violin Concerto, in D
Minor, written a decade later than the sure-
fire G Minor. did not impress me when I
heard the 1954 Heifetz recording, and not
even Hu's loving ministrations can change
my mind about it. There is a certain visceral
excitement in the impassioned middle move-
ment and virtuosity aplenty in the finale,
but the music as a whole lacks the pizzazz
and uninhibited schmaltz of Bruch's First
Concerto.

Gerard Schwarz and his Seattle players
provide Hu with alert and virile orchestral
support. The rich sonics are superb on all
counts, including a flawless balance be-
tween the soloist and the orchestra. D.H.

MESSMEN CONCERTAQUATRE
lei O.*, a.blvol Un

0.0115,111 00 I (111.1 Mina, 1.111156 NINON (0U116

,1

MESSIAEN: Concert a Quatre:
other works

Cantin. Holtiger, Loriod, Rostropovich;
Bastille Opera Orchestra. Chung
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

445 947 (65 min)
Performance: Fabulous

Recording: Excellent
Late in life. Messiaen wrote large, sprawl -
ing works that seemed crammed with

everything he'd learned over his long cre-
ative career. With that in mind, Concert a
Quatre. which was found unfinished on his
desk at his death in 1992, is a pleasant sur-
prise. Though it shares a Parsifal-like clari-
ty of vision with his grander late works, it
is a highly personal use of the effervescent
concerto-grosso form. Written for the solo-
ists on this recording - the flutist Cather-
ine Cantin, oboist Heinz Holliger, pianist
Yvonne Loriod. and cellist Mstislav Rostro-
povich - it recycles bits of Messaien's own
early music, pays homage to French com-
posers of the past, and is generally more to
be enjoyed than contemplated. While much
will seem familiar to Messiaen fans - jux-
tapositions of wildly dissimilar musical
ideas, many bird calls - there are also
enough surprises to make it fresh overall.

The disc is filled out with other relatively
unambitious, backward -looking works. Les
Offrandes Oubliees (1930) and Le Tombeau

(Continued on page 110)

HFIELD

Impact at Home'

For Movie Theater
Stitmund Sound:

'4100%

FREE
Stereo
Catalog

 Convenient shopping - over 100
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

 Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer. JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more

 The information you need -
including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts

 Cal for your free copy! You'll be
glad you did

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009
8 a.m. o Midnight (Eastern time). 7 days a week

or mail this coupon

Name

AWN,

City

SI.iIc

Apt.

CRUTCHFIELD
STEREO REVIEW OCTOBER 1995 105

I Crutchfield Park. Dept. SR. Charlottesville. VA 220w
-1, ,
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Receivers
JVC

4

JVC FIX -317
AM/FM Receiver

110 watts per channel .40-AM/FM presets
4 -speaker surround with switch *Unified
remote with motor -driven volume control

Ma List Price $279.95

$ 1 7995Price (JVC P

Sherwood RX-2030
 40 watts/channel, maine surround. remotes 1 2995
Sherwood RX-4030R
 65 wins/ channel. surround sound. remote- -
Technics SA-GX190
100 watts/channel, audio/video remote - 1 I 995
Technics SA-GX390 1,,
. 50 watts e 4. Home theater. Dolby Pro Logic -

Sherwood RV -5030R
45 watts /channel. Dolby Pro Logic, remote $24 995
Technics SA-TX1000
wrome THX Receiver, 125 wane r CALL

RCA CD -1051M
Mid -Size Remote CD Player

. 2x oversampling *Dual 16 -bit D/A cont., 
 20 -track program memory Wireless
control

MI r List Price $169 95

°Z.. $8995
Pnce (RCA CD1OF/
TEAC CD -P269
 16 -Mt D/A 24 -track programming, remote

Technics SL-PG350
. 1-04. 20 -track programming $1 3 995
Technics SL-PG450
-I -be. 20 -track programming remote $1 4 995
Gemini CD -100
Shding pitch [onto! re/-8%1 en-d,.$22995
Gemini CD -9000
Dual CD. Ditch control (4-8. r $6 9995
TEAC VRDS-10
Aucleaphde CD with Disc Damon remote CALL

$9995

Oil il-f c3

r!)

Aiwa AD -5950
3 Head Cassette Deck

2 -motor dual capstan drive *Ante,
tape stabilizer *Dolby S. B & C & HX-Prc 
bias control *Music sensor *Remote cone

Mfr. list Price $499 a,

2" $299'5PrICS (AiW

TEAC V-375
- e^ler-mounted transport. Dolby B $6995
Aiwa AD -F450

B. C. HX-Pro. fine bias control, remote $1 2995

TEAC R-550
reverse. Dolby B. C, HX-Pro. 110220 $14995

Technics RS-BX50 1
tape calibration Dolby B. C. HX-Pro $1 99"

Aiwa AD -F850
ds. Dolby B. C. HX-Pro. rem!, $2 2995

TEAC V -8030S '699"

TEAC AG -V1050
Remote A/V Stereo Receiver

 ')0 -walls per channel 6 audio inputs. 2 vide
 puts *Motorized volume control Fleadphonr

'rrk *Quartz PLL synthesized tuner wit,
'-station memory Mn List Price $319.00

$ /4995'rice (TEA AGV'

Sherwood RV -4050R s
channel. Dolby Pro Loge, remote I -

JVC RX-508
znannel, Dolby Pro Logic. 110/22" s32 9 95

JVC FIX -517V
,- vans/channel Dolby Pro Logic, mg Mal CALL
JVC RX-717V

N, Pro Love subwoofer 0,/ CALL
JVC RX-817V

CALL
Technics SA-GX690

u wansich . Mom- CALL

CD Change

Veen.

Technics SL-PD787
5 -Disc CD Changer

ront-loading rotary des  'Mange any
scs while a 5th plays *Ran play 32 -tract
r Dgramming *Repeat single track or whc.-
: sc *MASH 1 -bit DAC Mfr IV Price 5199.95

mi 6 995,.c. (SEC

Sherwood CDC -5030R
- 51s0. 1-0e. 32 -track programming, remotes 14995

Technics SL-PD887
 -be. 324rack programming. remote$ 1 8995

JVC XL -F215
be. 32 -track programming, remote 1 9995

Technics SL-PD987
- 32 -track prg, remote $21 995

Aiwa DX-C100M
inure. 99 -track prod $44995

JVC XLM-417
e -play. remote CALL

TI: AC

TEAC W -515R
Dual Cassette Deck With Auto Reverse

 Deck #1 features auto -reverse playba
 Thlby B *Normal & high-speed dubb,r

)nlinuous playback
Mfr. List Price $179.00

$9995
TEAC W -750R Ss

Al auto -reverse play. Dolby B. C. HX-Pro  49 95
Aiwa AD-WX727
- ago -rev play. Doty B, C. HX-Pro, remote $1 4995

Technics RS-TR262
,..15 -reverse play. Dolby B. Cr HX-Pro $1 5995

JVC TDW309
,al auto -rev. play. Dolby B. C. HX-Pro, pitch $1 69 99

Sherwood DD -6030C .4
in auto -rev play, dual record. Deity KhDt-ftro-1 WV--

Technics RS-TR575
auto -rev record. play. Dolby B.V1-0( Pro S22995

('1A W5 riSiI

Mini Audio S ms
YAMAHA

Yamaha GX-5
Mini Remote Audio System

3 -disc CD carousel changer Separ,:
preamp & tuner 040 AM/FM presets *7-ba
EQ *Dual auto -reverse cassette Powerea
watts/channel speakers Mfr price $599,95
ourLow $"Price 499 vAM 3x

P is SC-CH72
35 watts/ch.. 3 -CD changer. dual ario-rev ass $37995

Denon D-500
3 -CD charter, dual auto -rev cuss . amp. iuner$5 9 995

Denon D-700
.3 -CD changer, dual auto -rev cuss , amp. tuner $7 9995

Bose Lifestyle 5 Series Is, .0
440M CD pomereg 3.pc Acouslmass speakers I ilLUV-
Yamaha CC -70W
50 watts/Ch .3-00 Changer, dual auto -rev :ass CALL

JVC MXC330
- CALL

al i ulat

Aiwa NSX-V'0
Mini Component System

100 wags per channel *3-Cf:Xchanger *Auto -
reverse cassette BBE*Super-- bass Karacke
mixing Remote Includes 3 way front plus
surround speakers Mfr. Gist Price $550.00

Low $499'5PrICe (/ IW NSXV

Aiwa NSX-2700
AM/FM. CD. dual cassette. remote $21 995
Mwa NSX-V20
Asum.3-Disc CO. dual cassette. 16 waSpth $29995

Aiwa NSX-V50
AWFM. 3- Disc CD. dual cassette. 40 wartich $39995

Aiwa NSX-V90
Complete Sunound System 3 -CD oral auto-na cas CALL

Aiwa NSX-999
eSurround 3 -CD duar Morey cas 120 waller/ch . CALL
Aiwa NSX-D858
Sunound 3 -CD changer dual canners Kancee CALL

AudioSource-

,/--
e

AudioSource AMP One
Power Ampl Fier

80-watts/channel *Bridged itput of 200 -
watts mono *Toroidal power ianslormer *Lett/
right output level controls plus separate high &
medium level inputs MB'. WI Price $349.95

Price$269'5
-channel Power Amp Mr HorL Ileac, 55 99 95
Proton AA -1660

Carver P400
ePro Power AmpM.475

-1watts
Der CND, CALL

AudioSource PRE Doe
Preamp, electronic switching. MINA r AG

Proton AP -2000
Preamp. separate liStennecord, MM/MC $25995
Carver PSC-50
Preamp, dual -zone. Sonic Holograehy®, CALL
AudioSource TNR One
AM/FM Tuner. 20 -presets. auto -scan I

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS HOT Limp IN THIS AD

4ffille

This Month's
C.0 To ORDER

MUSIC REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
Pop CD Box Sets

Santana
Dance of the Rainbow Serpent

53 799
3 -CDs

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION

Jackson 5
Soulstation: 25th Anniversary

$45994 -CDs

Louis Armstrong: Portrait of the
Artist, 1923-1934
COL 57176 4 -COs $45.99

Black Sabbath: The Ozry Osbourn.
Years CAS 142 3 -CDs $28.99

Aretha Franklin: Queen of Soul-
Atlantic Recordings
RHI 71063 4 -CDs $43.99

Robed Johnson: Complete
Recordings COL 46222 2 -CDs $19.99

Bob Marley: Songs of Freedom
TFG 512280 4 -CDs $45.99

Willie Nelson: Classic .1 Unreleased,
RHI 71462 3 -CDs $39.99

Elvis Presley: King of Rock N' Roll
RCA 66050 5 -CDs $48.99

soundtrack: Star Wars Trilogy
ARI 11012 4 -CDs $43.99

various artists: Academy Award
Winning Songs
RHI 71868 5 -CDs $50.99

Steve Winwood: Finer Things
ISL 516860 3 -CDs $46.99

SE HABLA ESPANOL
\

8180
SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLYV 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK II 111 N

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
Outside U.S.A. Call: y^1-718-417-3737 ,4iks

J8R Music World, Dept. 5111095, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378 i i
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept Of Consumer Affairs License ff 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617 *.-1\.1P

\, \NW 1

HOVUS
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PUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
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S/RECORDS/COMPACT DISCS/PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES/ST

Super Specials.

IALO

SAINT-SAC

CHAUSSON

OA. ih
Isaac Stern

A Life In Music, volume 2

$8491
9 -CD:

1 8 IF.!tl!

eNhokepcironan_)
. - -

ltzhak Perlman Collection

$1 7980,
Bartok: Solo Piano Works, Sander
SON 68275 4 -CDs $55 96

Evgeny Mravinsky Edition
MLD 25189 10 -CDs $89.90

Wagner: Tristan & Isolde,
Barenboim TLD 94568 ...4 -CDs $55.96

Walton: Troilus & Cressida, Hlckox
CHA 9370 2 -CDs $29.98

Sibelius: Complete Symphonies,
Sareste TLD 99963

SPECIAL PRICE 3 -CDs $26.97

Purcell: A Purcell Companion,
HM 2901528 6 -CDs $44.97

Hindemith: Mathis Der Maier,
Kubelik ANG 55237 3 -CDs $41.97

Beethoven: Complete Symphonies,
Harnoncourt TLD 46452 5 -CDs $55.96

Schubert: Complete Symphonies,
Harnoncourt TLD 91184 4 -CDs $43.96

Rachmaninov: Rachmaninov Plays
Rachmaninov

10 -CDs $89.90

11=114TrrrrrrrIVIII
SAVE '400*

'JBL

0.0

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

ay with 12' low frequency driver. 5' midrange
Ipme tweeter Front panel controls Black

.8 ohms 100 watt capacity
'Mfr. List Price $899.95

P -°v

$49995/pair
Price (JBL 4312BK)

Technics SB-CSS70
 Center Channel &Surround Speaker System $1 29"
Design Acoustics PS66-8K s
.2 -way, 6 5" woofer. black pair -

15995

Cerwin-Vega L7 -13K
ray. r woofer, black Pao $1 7995

Acoustic Research 570 ,
tiered Panne. Speakers. 35 valtS/SPki Pair -4`4V--

Cerwin-Vega AT12
12' woofer, woodgrain or black pair $39995

Cerwin-Vega Art 5 $599"

\DVET. ,

ril'";

Advent Galery
In -Wall Speakers

5' woofer Ferro -fluid -fit ed dome tweeter
dudes mounting temp aces White trim

r4le may be painted
Mfr. List Price $1375.00

$19995iPairPrice (ADV GALLERY)

CSI SP -502
- weatherproof, 5 25- woofer .... each 54995
CSI SP -602
.2 -way. weatherproof, 6' woofer .._ each -6995
AudioSource 1W One
.2 -way. 5.25' woofer pair *89"
AudloSource 1W Fou.r
Subwooler. dnver eau, $9995
AudioSource 1W llive
 2 -way. 6.5' woofer orrS1 29"
AudioSource 1W Three
.2 -way. 8' woofer pair $1 59"

AudioSource-

11MAii n

AudioSource EQ-8/11
10 -Band Graphic Equalizer
:ands per c
oNtdeo inputs
3 switch *Tape monitor switCn EG-defea

Mfr. List Price $159 es

59995Price

TEAC EQA-110
$69".10bandsithan.i../- 1208 range

TEAC EQA-220
.10-bands/channel, spectrum display

Technics SH-8017
.7-bands/channel. LED indicators

AudioSource EQ-11
.10-bands/ch.. tape dub. spectrum di:play $1 1 995
Technics SH-GE70
07-bands/ch.. 12 -preset Ea memory rums$1 8995
AudioSource EQ-12
10-bands/ch. analyzer min rnIcrop, Si 9995

S8995

S8995

. .

ASK ABOUT EXTENDED WARRANTY'
-.wow=

111112====
_17175-4E- TOP RATED'

Bose' 301' Series 1111
Direct/Reflecting' Speakers

 Stere.3Eyerywhere®- full stereo almost anywher.
the room 8' woofer .2 3' tweeters in Frt-t

pace® Array  150 wall cower rating .6 or
mpedance .Black or walnut grained cabinet

Ce

31800/pair
,11 (60,
Bose. VS -100-
 enter Channel Speaker, shieldec $9995
Bose' 100
--ompact Speakers. black Sr whit,

S 1 4900

Bose' 151-
 wronmental Speakers, weathelpeoot pa, $238°°
Bose' RM2
-tooroate® 2 with bugt-in amp pa., 524995
Bose' AM5*-11
.4coustrmass® 3 -pc speaker system ..

S74900
Bose* AM7

DaDEW.'
ArougiC

-

Design Acoustics PSC V55
Pc int Source- Loudspeakers
-way 5" woofer Dome tweutt

 Mag tetically shielded- ideal for utFr... m eel
.stems Rated power 0-75 wars BlaL
abinet lelr. List Prtv $119.95

5'
$6 995/each

Vince (DA PS( V55)
Yamaha NSA -C2
 us 5' woofers. 2 -tweeters. shieDed each% 995
AudioSource VS lbm
 Amplified. 30 watts, Two 4' woof rs each -9995
Advent Audio Cinema t.
.wo 5.35' woofers. shielded. Oleos each - 1 .2 -

JBL SC305
--No 5' woofers. Melded, black .. each $1 4995
Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR
-0,065' woofers. shielded. black ...each V V95
Celestion Centre 2 522498
 wo 4 !" woofers. 'melded prey each

MS -3-8.4W

Turntables

3 -SPEED
PLAYS
.83
.415
T8

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

 /3. 45. 78 r p m 'Automatic shut-off & au'
tract *Synchronous motor AdjuSt3ble a, '

.ating External power supply Onclud-
tanto3 cartridge Mr List Pthe $429.95

299" (Ti" F.
TEAC P-595

sari .aeto, belt -dove. with cameo

Gemini XL-BD10
-meat°. belt -drive pitch. wicartsOpe

Aiwa PXE850
gucies. Carthage & memo

Technics SL-BD20
5711 -alto. bell-dnve

Technics SL-BD22K
 rm ai. to, beltlinve. pitch con'

Gemini XL -1800011

5.8995

$1 0"
5119995

511995

$13995

s2 9995

PI§N

Loudspeakers
cot--

Peleet
At%

Pinnacle PN5+
Two way Speaker System

. port for superb bass response
enclosure 5 1/4" polyproco--

*--tr .50 watt power handling Oak trim
Mfr. List Price $185 00

S 9995/pair
(PIN Pr,' .

Yamaha NSA -526
6' woofer. black is.' '79"

Yamaha NSA -636 s9 9 95
ray 8' woofer. shielded, black

Technics SB-LX50-BK s ..g5
.3 -way. 10' woofer. black pair - I 1 -

Technics SB-LX70-BK
.3 -way. 12' woofer, black pair $1 49"
Yamaha NSA -836

ray 2' woofer. shielded. black pair $1 9995
Technics SB-LX90-BK 'l9995:.ay, 15" woofer. IT

AM= 3111111L

Cerwin-Vega HT -12D
Subwoofer

Front.firing 12' driver in ported enclosure
in passive crossover 150 watts maxin,
power handling 30-125Hz *Black

Altr. List Pike $445.00

(OFtv Fir120)
gi;ries24995/each
Aiwa TS -W5
Powered 35 watts. shielded

Cerwin-Vega
.0:41 4.,4.949:

4.,10n0 Subwoofer. 10' driver. black each - V v--
Design Acoustics PSSW,,,,A,
.10' Omer, 130H2 69h -pass frier, black each -Al v--
Technics SB-AS60
+owes. 100 watts. 6.75' driver each $25995
AudioSource SW Four ,.,
+owed. 150 watts. variable crossover each -auu--
Cerwin-Vega HT -210C
Subwooler wibuio'n center channel each -409995

aucfoo tachnkca

Audio Technica PT300
Phono Cartridge

*Universal mount .0 3 by 0 7 and elliptical 5 .

 15 27k Fiz frequency response  1 0 Ic
grams tracking force

Mfr. List Price $79.00

$2495Price (AT P'

Stanton 500ALMP S3995
Stanc ' pack

Ortofon CCPRO Kit
Con, w/ extra sty!, $7 995
Stanton 680EL
stanaa .nt.for L elyi $79"
Audio Technica AT440ML
-Standard mount Microline'. stylus

Ortofon CCE-Kit
Concorde Night Dub integrated, '-'1 styros 9995
Audio Technica ATM L 150

s 249"

For More Savings, Please Turn To Next Page
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CFECK MASTERCARD. VISA. Allot -RICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To J8R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 541095, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPFESSWA'", MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping handling Si insurance
charge (tor Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4.95 minimum or orders up to $500; 4% for orders over 1500 to $1000. 30'u for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or to Canada. Alaska, Hawaii. Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands alease call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's. NY residents, please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE _IMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PIC- ORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 JAR frissic World CIRCLE NO 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CD Portable Stereo
1.111

inrwra'-

111.lial

Aiwa CA-DW700M
7 -Disc CD Changer/Radio/

Dual Cassette System
Cigital AM/FM tuner with 32 pre: 
3 -position preset graphic E0 Karaoke 
mixing 2 -way speakers

Pnce $2 4 9 9 5 (AIW CADVV700M)

Sony CFD-9
-AM/FM. CD. cassette $995s
Panasonic RX-DS15
AM/FM, CD w/16 -track programming. cassette $10995

Aiwa CA-DW300
-AWFM. CD. dug cassene.Karaoke mic ming $1 4995

Panasonic RX-DT650 $4,5,5 5
-AM/FM digital tuner, CD. dual cassette I
Sony CFD-626
 AWFM cligotal tuner. 6 -CD cha  524995
Panasonic RX-DT690

527995

DJ Equipment
gomini

Gemini PDM-6012
Digital DJ Mixer

12 secona digital sampling rate *Speed
control for sampling playback 7 -band per
channel ECt 2-phono/ 2-mic inputs Cue
Talkover LED meters 19" rack mount
Our $34495rice (GMI POM6012)

Ness UL36
$2995Pin Spot Light. includes lamp 8 Woke)

Gemini PMX-15A
-Scratchmaster Mixer. 2 -phonon -line'. c $1 09"
Gemini F02000
-Pro Compact Foxier. 800 watts. 30 h emok$ 1 2995
Gemini MB -470
-Disco Speaker, IF woofer, on wheels each $1 9950
Audio Technics AM400 ,,
-DJ Miner. ECL Voice Changer, rack -mount I -

Ness Prisma Beat
-Dichronic mule -colored beams w/reflector $25995

- Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

Panasonic PV -4582
VHS Hi-FI Stereo Recorder

4 -heads .VCR Plus+ programmer *Program
Director. English. Spanish F. French on -screen
programming *Universal remote

2: 329"Pnce (PAN Pv.i,

Samsung V118705
Trrlingual programming, untv remote $229"
JVC HR -J620
1-year/8-event timer, Shuttle Plus

:29995
Panasonic PV -4584
VCR Plus .. In -lingual programming $36 995
Aiwa HV-MX1
eMultt-system compat record & play $5 9 995
Sony SLV-740HF
stw- 'taboo ID . CALL
Sony sLv-940HF CALL

Portable CD Players
(ANTI -SHOCK MEMORY

Panasonic

Panasonic SL -S490
Portable CD Player

...nti-shock active use or r. to 10 seconds
old lock system Backlit LCD 24 -track

 1-rgramming XBS bass Rechargeable
:rteries. headphones & AC adapter supplied

'c'e$1 7995 (PAN SLS4901

RCA RP -7913
programmirv. AC adaptor. headphones.. $7 995

Panasonic 51.-S160
.0 track programming. headphones. AC adaptor 18995

Sony D-143
_.. -track peg. rechargeable battery. headphocc- $9 995

Sony D-142CK
- at Mom with car accessories. I -bit Dir. $12995
Panasonic SL -S295 949"
Sony D-345

$16995

udioNideo Accessories

 NILES.

Niles SVL-6
Speaker SelectorNolume Controller

--olds up to 6 -pairs of speakers  12-stec
!fenuation Handles up to 100 watts per
,annel 'Constant/ selectable impedance

Doce*29995 (NIL SVL6)

Terk FM -2000
M Antenna. Directional/omni-directional

$.v.C$
14

Target BT1
Aiall Speaker Bracket. blt/swiyel pair $2995
One -For -All URC6800

, n Nersal Remote, replaces 8 remotes '4995
Recoton TV800
-...UHF VHF) & FM Amplified Antenna

Recoton V900SX
Video Sender. works tbru walls

Sima SFX5 VideoPro Magic 95
-Digital Video Movie Studio/Audio Miser V

$7995

$7995

Camcorders
SONY

Sony CCD-TR400
Hi 8mm Camcorder

 ,teadyShot'' Image Stabilization Hi-Fi sterer
fn built-in stereo microphone  12:1 zoom AA
iital fader Flying erase head

CALL (SON CCTR400 I

Sharp VL-E32
E WCAM. 8mm. w/ 3' LCD Color Screen $749"

Sony CCD-FX730V
3' LCD monitor built-in w/spea $77988

Panasonic PV -K1505
S -C, color viewfinder E $7 7 995

JVC GR-AX900
-S-C.iiigli-res CALL

JVC GR-SZ9
lax opt:, Minder CALL

Canon ES2000
CALL

Sennheiser
UlgSIERIPINEISER'

SPECIAL
50th ANNIVERSARY
LIMITED EDITION

Sennheiser HD414 50" Anniversary
Open -Airs' Headphones

The headphone that broke tee c ornfrxt bar- r

returns, in a special signed edition (by
Sennheiser) *Lightweight comfort for hours
fatigue -free listening with crysta -clear sour

$4995Price (SEN H0414CLA,,

Sennheiser HD340
-Wide-response Supraural. for home 6 portables $7 995

Sennheiser HD52011
-Circumaural Open -Are', ideal for high volume $9 995

Sennheiser HD545
-Open-Aire', velvet headband. dual plugs $139"
Sennheiser HD580
-Audiophile. TOP -RATED, dual plugs $2799$
Sennheiser MD511
-Cardloid Dynamic Microphone, low handling rose 89995

Sennheiser MD518:,- ,1 Dynamic . $14995

Sharp 13G -M100
13 -Inch Color 7V

English/Spanish on -screen display  F
panel audio/video inputs *Child view him
Remote control

$I5995Pia $15995 I3GM a

Samsung TXC2516
.25 -Stereo TV. on -screen display ..... . AIGIN995
Sony KV-20V50
20- Stereo Color IV. surround sound _...CALL
Sony KV-32818
.32 Stereo Color 1V. 1 -tuner picture -in -pique CALL

Panasonic CT -275F12
.2r Supernal'. Stereo Color TV CALL
Panasonic LX -H670
-AN auto -reverse Laser Disc Player$39 995
Panasonic LX -900
'-ase Ds, Pine 300,V, Pin 10,5: s769"'

Fuji T-120 A/V master
Master Grade VHS Tape

Produces exceptionally sharp imager r

superior sound *Ideal for critical recordiiri
vhen producing your own maste- tapes or r ,
Iurinig scenes with a camcorder

$499
Price (FUJ T120AVBLK)

Fuji T-16015110
- n, High Grade VHS

Maxell T-120XLHF
rolessional High Grade VHS

Fuji T-120SVHS
Super VHS Tape

TDK T-120HDXP $6",/HS High Definition Pro Mastenng Tape

TDK T-180EHG
.Extra long. F Srage VHS

Maxell T-100XRS

$329

$349

$599

$1195

$1395

For More Savings, Please Turn To Previous Page
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This Month's

MMOi:

Horror Films On VHS

$129v9.

New Horror Films at $16.99
The Brides of Fu Manchu *The Face of
Fu Manchu The Vengeance of Fu Manchu

Hammer Horror Collection
at $12.99

The Phantom of the Opera *Kiss 0! The
Vampire *Nightmare "Paranoiac

Universal Horror Classics
at $12.99

The Black Castle 'Night Monster
*Black Friday *Murders In The Zoo

Y Atitleent hice
-HAUNTED
PALACE

5129$
VHS

NEW LOW PRICE!
Double VHS Cassette Values

from Warner Brothers
at $19.99

'Stephen King's It V -The Original
*Salem's Lot

\,
SE HABLA ESPANOL

SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY

FROM ANYW7RE IN THE USA

La 24 HOURS A DAY i 800 221 8180
DAYS
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A WEEK O utside U.S.A. C

1-718-417-3737all:
J&R Music World, Dept. SR1095, 59.50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378 1

FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept. Of Consumer Affairs Licensee 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617 Nevus1=DI
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Laser Box Sets
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Star Wars Trilogy

$19999
LASER

CAV T T x

More Laser Disc Box Sets
Complete Showboat $99.99
Cavalcade of MGM Shorts ... $84.99
Godfather Trilogy ............$179.99
Alien (CAV-LTX) $84.99
Val Lewfon Boxed Set ... $165.99

Tnrrrrrwmusli

Michael Jackson
History

s12"VHS

More Hot Music On VHS
Abba: Gold ... $16.99
Pink Floyd: Pulse ... $20.99
Yanni: Live al the Acropolis ... $16.99
Janet Jackson: Janet $16.99
Yes: Yessongs $12.99
Eagles' Hell Freezes Over ... $20.99

OLYMP $

Olympus Infinity Mini
Ultra -Compact Weatherproof Camera

-- ounces 35mm 13 5 Olympus lens focuses
close as 20' Focus lock *Fully auto film

-edkad. advance Advancsd. mulb-mode fasr
auto -S for red -eye reduction

r,e$99"
Minolta AF -101R

- mpact. auto -focus. auto -flash
54995

Minolta Zoom 70EX
Shoot. 35-70mm power zoom lens $14995

Fuji Discovery 270 Kit
 aru data back. 35.70rnm ?a power zoom - tie --
Canon Sure Shot 2115 $27995
 -..r-xn-115mm 3x power zoom lens

Leie,a Mini Zoom
.der compact 15' 7Ornm auto -locus lens $34995

Corday T2 Silver7P. I,- CALL

(OLN INF miNit

SLR Cameras

.9

Nikon N50- Outfit
Autofocus SLR Camera Kit
- ,e & advanced modes *Auto- exposty-

flash 3-D matrix meter Includes
Loom Nikko( 35-80mm lens. strap. Kodak Gc
-,Im & lithium battery *Nikon USA limited warrar ' ."Price$549 INKS NSOKIT

Olympus 1S-10
-romper. Zoom Lens Reflex SLR, 2110 lens *35995
Olympus 1S2
room Lens Renee, 35.135nun power zoom lens $39995

Canon Rebel XS Kit
Lfghtwrpht, auto -locus. 35.80mm lens *39995
Minolta Maxxum 400si Kit $,,,,,,,$$$
-Easy-to-use SLR. 35.70mm lens sibrw--
Minolta Maxxum 700si
.503 auto -locus T Tory $62995
Nikon N90s

mputer Super Special!!!

AP EXCLUSIVE
,5 SPECIAL

COMPAQ BONUSES
with purchase of Aero 4/33C

DONUS 111 Compaq 24/96 PCMCIA Fax/Modem

with Falb only $19.99 (cpa 2 496pcmci A)

DoNus ilz Compaq 8MB Memory addition

- - --- ..-,7:-.::,-:-.--\,..
. only $199.95 (CPO AER0.8M8,

BONUS fa Compaq Aero Carrying Campelt \
only $14. 95 (CM AFRO -CASE

BONUS 04 Compaq Aero Docking Staten

i";:%-'-'''1170
with battery charger. AC adaptcr. keyboard port.

-'-:4::....: mouse sort. video out port & rrore

.. only $39.95 (CPO Pk R(-DOCKST)

BONUS 45 Compaq Port Expander

...... only $14.95 (CPO ARO-TORTE XP,
L _f

Compaq Aero 4/33C 486SX 33MHz Color Note3ook
-,..,:,.k,[t passive-matrixcolor display 4 MB RAM 170MB hard drive  1. 44M r.
!'ernal floppy Just 4.2 lbs. PCMCIA-II Naw EasyPoint trackball tBuilt- '

r7eaker Software inc udes DOS & Wndows, WinLink Transfer. Lotus O-Qaniz,.
fabWorks

COMPAQ

-N COLOR
\NOTEBOOK

ONLY
$9 95

(CP0 AI:10170C reFT)
(CPO 199310-0Ci)

Apple" Macintosh-
Apple' Power Macintosh"
9500/120

,verPCr. 604 RISC
_MHz processor

 -MB RAM 1 -Gig hard a'
'AB V -RAM on accelerate 1

graphics card *Quad-
ed CD-ROM drive Butlt
.18 Apple® SuperDrive(e
gh-performance PCI slots

$444995
(APP M3ce3LLA) ,..,

werPC is a trader' ''
national EL,

NIJontash
Patomu

Apple' Macintosh'
Performa 631CD
66Mliz 8/500/CD

8MB RAM
MOMB hard drive

Double -speed CD-ROM
14' 0 28mm display

16 -bit CD -stereo
sound 14,400

bps send/receive
fax/modem

Pru' $1M01395

NeNeMenik
ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED INNIEUM

-m,.vmamsmulmmem:

Smart Modular Technologies ST 1414L
PCMCIA Fax & Voice Modem

PackE. voice my it 814,4
bps data/fax capocihnes ,,.

one package *Auto icrice/or..
recognition *Compatible AI -

slower speed; Rem!,..
retrieved of voice nessag

Seppckts
to 10 -nailbox-

smART OuickLink Mess ageCen'.
to Wind(

S/4995(smRsTI.14,,

Smart Modular Technologies FT 2814X
PCMCIA V.34 FadModem

V 34 .28.000bps mode
14,400bps 'ax Fu

implemented 16150 UAt-
enhances coeratior

ensuresenammt,
throughput in Window!, c

other enwonmem
Includes softwa'

Home Office
Canon

11.

Canon FAXPhone 11
Facsimile Machine

page auto document feeder  16 levels nt
haltIone  104 1 -touch & 15 coded dialing .0. ,t
lax/telephone switching Paper decurting c,'
 TAD hookup *Delayed transmission eAule rr

'519995
Franklin MWD-440

(CAN f n

AT&T 1240
*Digital Phone & Aaswenng Machine

Panasonic KX-T8100 $4 ,.$$
All Dotal Answering Machine, 30 win 1.1.0 -
Trope z 900DL

 MHz Dval Cordless Phone. auto 20 ch S14995
Psion SER130201 Series 3a

net Computer w/D9tal Vo  - ,hnology 37993
Brother MFC-4500ML

- - "enter. lax -UV

Er WO.
Sony PRD-150

Portable
PCMCIA

CD-ROM Discman  : . implement to ar-
DOSNV,ndows laptop ccoir

fits into PCMCIA Type II card slot De
speed Includes cables. headphones
adapter & software driver MPC-2 stand. t

Et
Price (5$3999SON PRD150)

SONY.
Sony PRD-155SB Kit

CD-ROM
Discman With

Sound Box

multimedia upyy
for computers u

PCMCIA
Double -speed CD- F-

Intograted 16 -bit stereo sound card .

AC adaptor & headphones

Our $ian095Low
Price %V war mar (SON PRI)155,0

For FREE CATALOGUE
CALL Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180
or Write To:

J&R Music World
Department SR1095

59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY (HOER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S C-IECK MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS o- DISCOVTR CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. ER1095, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal 8 business checks must clear our Authorization Center before pro:essing. Shipping. handbag & insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a 54.95 minimum for orders up to $500: 4% for orders over $500 to 11000: 390 for
orders over $1000 For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or to Canada. Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands please call for
information DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's NY residents, please. add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION IL ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AhD 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 JAR Music World CIRCLE NO 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CLASSICAL MUSIC
Resplendissant (1931) show the composer
successfully finding a distinctive voice
amid late -Romantic histrionics. Many spiri-
tual light years away is Un Sourire (1989),
his tribute to Mozart, even though this ada-
gio with antic outbursts is pure Messiaen.
In their last recording together, conductor
Myung-Whun Chung and the Bastille orch-
estra play with great assurance and compre-
hension. What a pity there'll be no more
where this came from. D.P.S.

MOZART: Concerto for Two Pianos
(K. 365); Sonata for Two Pianos (K. 448)

De Larrocha, Previn; Orchestra of St. Luke's
RCA 68044 (47 min)

Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent

it may seem extravagant for a full -price
CD to offer only 47 minutes of music,

but never mind. This one will provide very
full value by virtue of the frequency with
which it's likely to be played. Alicia de Lar-
rocha and Andre Previn are splendid Mo-
zartean colleagues, realizing all. the wit, an-
imation, and unabashed brilliance in the
Two -Piano Concerto's outer movements
and the genuine poetry in its slow move-
ment, and their discourse in the remarkably
substantial Two -Piano Sonata is at once ele-
gant, enlivening, and uncontrivedly com-
mitted. The partnership is a happy one
throughout both works, and the integration
of the two soloists with the orchestra in
the concerto is uncommonly complete and
convincing. R.F.

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Miles, Focile. Vaness, Corbelli, Mentzer. others;

Scottish Chamber Chorus and Orchestra,
Mackerras

TELARC 80388 (three 208 min)
Performance: Outstanding

Recording: Very good
here are currently so many commend-
able recordings of Mozart's The Mar-

riage of Figaro that to label yet another one
"outstanding" is indeed high praise. Charles
Mackerras, eminent among today's Mozart
conductors, has cunningly selected a well -
schooled, stylish cast and, along with the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra and Chorus,
here provides a performance notable for its
ensemble, its impulsion, and its full realiza-
tion of Mozart's joyous creation.

Alastair Miles brings to Figaro the requi-
site bounce and canniness that make this
character an inviting challenge to all lead-
ing basses; he also sings the part with easy
assurance and smooth musicality. As his
bride to be, Susanna, soprano Nuccia Focile
is a perfect foil - pert, musically accurate,
and graceful. As portrayed by Alessandro
Corbelli, Count Almaviva is as elegant as
this lout can be, with a finesse derived from
the baritone's refined singing. Soprano Car-
ol Vaness, as the Countess, gives a perfor-
mance remarkable for its womanly nobility;
her fine -honed musicianship has placed her
among the foremost of today's Mozart in-
terpreters. The charming Cherubino of mez-
zo-soprano Susanne Mentzer is delightfully
boyish but never overdrawn dramatically,

and she sings with a limpid sheen. The rest
of the cast is very much in step with the
principals. Highly recommended. R.A.

1111111ki t Ilk1,111

PURCELL: King Arthur
Gees, Waters, Padmore, Salomaa, others;

Les Arts Florissants, Christie
ERATO 98535 (two CD's. 92 min)

Performance: Delightful
Recording: Superb

A side from Dido and Aeneas, Purcell's
iftoperas are all five -act dramas inter-
rupted by big production numbers that are
arbitrarily inserted and only vaguely con-
nected with the rest. They have been con-
sidered unrevivable, but William Christie is
proving (as he did for Charpentier) that
even Purcell's obscure theatrical works are
worthy of being put on the stage - and al-
so make great recordings. With his group
Les Arts Florissants, Christie and the Eng-

ASK YOUR SALESPERSON TO EXPLAIN OUR RETURN POLICY

TOLL FREE 1
CUS.100.695.8441 (S03)227-6008

FAX 15031222-7070

CALL $11
CAMERA WORLD IS THE NATION'S LARGEST CANON VIDEO DEALER!

O'pRq

YOUR SOURCE FOR ALL YOU NEED
TO BRING HOME THEATER TO LIFE!

BIG SCREEN TVs

SPEAKERS

.1111.1 1=1.._e MAIL ORDER DEALER

THE NATION'S LARGEST CANON VIDEO DEALER!

IN OPEN 7 DAYS A WEB(!
MONDAY -FRIDAY: Gam-7pm
SAT: Gam-6pm  SUN: Sam-5pm
Mall Order Onnuon Hours Only Flans Standard Time

ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND PEW & FULLY

x
Ask About

GUARANTEED DELIVERY IN A FLASH!

SONYPIONEERJVC
JBLKLHTOSHIBA
HARMAN/KARDON
AIWACANONNIKON
MINOLTAOLYMPUS

FREE!
OUR NEW
1995-96
CATALOG
IS NOW
AVAILABLE!

i/311`.7174$976
CALL US TOLL -FREE

THE CAMERA WORLD BUILDING  500 SW 5TH AVE  DORTLAND, OR 97204
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electronics
a division of Clarity Electronics 1TD.  4120 Meridian Bellingham. WA 98226  fax 0601734-3314

We are America's
audio/video
specialist!

HOME THEATER
A UDIO SEPARATES
(AND COMPONENTS)

SPEAKERSSUBWOOFERS
TVsBIG SCREENSDSSLASERDISC

CAMCORDERSVCRsVIEWCAM & MORE,

FREE DELITVERY!
(ON ALL ORDERS OVER $1((0.00 TO BE DELIVERED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U. S.)

GREAT PRICES  EXCELLENT SERVICE
WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER:

PIONEERHARMAN KARDONARKENWOODJVC
INFINITYALTEC LANSING.SONY.RCA.SHARP.B&K.
TOSHIBA.HITACHI.PREMIERE.MONSTER CABLE.

GO-VIDEODESIGN ACOUSTICSKEFJBLAND MORE!

Fedl CODs & POs
WELCOME!

P1'1
\_/ m

ALL TIMES PST: M -F 6:30A to 6:30P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

800_41

DON'T
MISS

THESE
AWESOME

DEALS!

Nf.W WEST ON THE NET!TYTYT
http://li N1 NI .new est.com

\\SPECIALS  INFO  AND MORE'

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

FOSGATE 4125
High Current Multi -Channel

Audio Power Amplifier
The 4125 provides two, three or four channels of
audio power amplification with extremely high

reliability and versatility while delivering audiophile
standards of audio quality. The high current power
supply of the 4125 has been specially designed to

meet the demands of a wide range of system
applications, while it's moderate use of negative

feedback assures transparent and accurate sound.

Specifications: 75 watts (8 ohms), 125 watts (4ohms),
170 watts (2 ohms) all channels driven, 20Hz-20kHz
with less than 0.20% THD. 225 watts (8 ohms), 300
watts (4 ohms) dual bridged mode. 3 channel mode:
2 x 75 watts and I x 225 (8 ohms) or 2 x 125 watts

and I x 300 (4 ohms).

GREAT
FOSGATE

A
0 , BUY AT

$509.95
INCLUDES

FREE 2 -DAY
DELIVERY

PIONEER
ALL PROJECTION TELEVISION AND

COMPONENT MODELS IN STOCK!

CIRCLE NO 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CLASSICAL MUSIC
lish director Graham Vick put together a
successful version of King Arthur for the
.Chfitelet Theater in Paris, later transferred
to Covent Garden in London. Unfortunate-
ly, it has yet to be seen in this country, but
here we have the musical numbers only
in an excellent and lively recorded perfor-
mance that is clearly informed by the the-
atrical production.

King Arthur is a silly and somewhat jin-
goistic fairy tale distantly modeled on those
French operas intended to flatter nationalis-
tic sentiment and the royal court. The dif-
ference is in the substitution of British lore

for classical references, so along with the
usual nymphs, shepherds, and shepherdess-
es there are wonderfully hearty elements of
pagan revelry and English country bump-
kinry: a Saxon bacchanal, dancing horn-
pipes, a rousing drinking song. Equally orig-
inal are the double chorus of sprites, who al-
ternately steer Arthur's men into and away
from a morass, the chilling music of the
Cold Genius and Cold People (brilliantly
reinterpreted by Christie), and the aria of
Aeolus, god of winds, who conjures up the
very isle of Britain. On the other hand, the
exquisite pastoral doings, like the passacag-

 ADS  ADVENT  AIWA  ALTEC LANSING

 INFINITY  JVC
/P fIllib..

BOSS BOSTON ACOUSTICS dli- S  CELESTION

 BAZOOKA  CERWIN VEGA

 DENON  HITACr HARMAN KARDON

 KENWOOD
i ii,7 A111110 att,i) JBL

. KLIPSCH

 PAR

 RCA
"%.10' . PANASONIC

. PIONEER

 SANSUI

 MITSUBISHI  MONSTER CABLE

 NAD

 STRAIGHTWIRE 114111* AND MANY OTHER...1 SHARP  SONANCE

 TEAC  SL.,1  SONY ES . TECHNICS

 VELODYNE YAMAHA HIGH QUALITY MANUFACTURERS

VIIDUlt. IIKONIE T1 ILATRE EXPERT'S!
r GUARANTEED LOW PRICE...We will beat any advertised price !

And don't forget our 10 day money back guarantee .

FFLEE SHIPPING
11.=ZCIS=E©©=:1=3

IMO
YAMAHA RXV.I',
DOLBY'. PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
 65 W P/C x 3 (Left, Center. Right)
 15 W P/C x 2 (Rear
Surround Channels) $329
 Digital Field Sound
Processor  Remote

DENON DCM-460
5 DISC REMOTE CD CHANGER
 8X OS  Two 20 -Bit D/A Comp '

 Coaxial Digital Outp
 Synchro Play W/
Compatible Cassette
Deck  Remote Control Id

KENW000 KRV7070 Pro Logic Receiwr ... 329 DENON DCD-615 Ni End CD 169

SONY STRIAS . Pro Logic Recerwr ,.. 349 YAMAHA CDC -555 5 CD Changer . 199
DENON AVR-1500 Pro Logic Recewer ... 499 TECHNICS SLPD887 ....... 5 CD Changer 189
TECHNICS SAGX-490 .. Pro Logic Recerver ... 249 KENWOOD DPR-3070 5 CD Changer 149

IAN/MIA RXV-890 . Pro Logic Recenx! 749 SONY CDPC-545 5 CD Changer 269

SONY CDX71RF
10 CD CHANGER WITH
FM MOD II \ rOR

11, Fling
trol

$399

MITSUBISHI CS -35313

35" PICIURE-IN-PICIURE117
 181 Channel Cable Compo
 On Screen Display  Remo!,$1399
SONY KV32S16 32' PIP TV 799
MITSUBISHI VS -5041 50' PIP PROJECTION 1999

SONY CCDTRV40 3' CD 8MM 999
PANASONIC PV10305VHSC COLOR VIEW 499
MITSUBISHI -;U550 4 HEAD HIFI 379

VELODYNE
'1012X

Pull 1110 SLBWOOFER
 10 Driver

$549
HOURS

Monday thru Friday 9AM-8PM
Customer Service 201-912-8183 Saturday; 10AM-6PM
22 ROUTE 22 wEsT,SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081 Sunday: 11AM-5PM East Coast Time

*UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA. ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE
MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY OR ELECTRONICS DEPOTS EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

4111011Lfal

lia for the nymphs and sirens who try to
seduce Arthur, and the instrumental dance
numbers, like the chaconne (here restored to
its proper place as the final dance), are in
the French style, but even these are far from
pure imitations.

The typical Christie ensemble cast has
one truly stand -out performer, the Finnish
bass Petteri Salomaa. His priest of Woden
in Act 1, stuttering Cold Genius in Act HI,
and wind -god Aeolus and drunken Comus
in Act V are all wonderfully characterized.
Christie uses a very low pitch, which en-
ables many of the male alto parts to be per-
formed by high tenors, among whom Mark
Padmore is notable. There are few compa-
rable female parts (the blind Emmeline,
Arthur's love, is a speaking role; so, for
that matter, is Arthur), but soprano Vero-
nique Gens gives a lovely performance of
Venus's exquisite aria, and Susannah Wa-
ters is a charming Cupid. It is hard to imag-
ine how the chorus (which sings in almost
unaccented English) and the instrumental
ensemble could be better. ES.

SCHUBERT: Quintet for Strings
Borodin Quartet, Milman
TELDEC 94564 (52 min)

Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

11he effortless sense of flow and lyrical
passion that the Borodin ensemble and

Misha Milman - who is commanding
without being overbearing in the important
second cello role - bring to the opening
pages of Schubert's great Quintet in C Ma-
jor had me expecting this to be one of its
outstanding realizations. The pacing is on
the brisk side; yet there is no feeling of un-
due haste anywhere along the way. The ex-
quisite adagio, where a slightly slower than
usual tempo enhances the sense of suspend-
ed time, is on the same exalted level. The
scherzo and finale are again briskly paced,
but in these movements I sense an impa-
tience not in the best interests of what the
music is trying to say, especially in the trag-
ic digression midway in the scherzo. The
performance as a whole, therefore, is a near
miss. The recording itself is especially ef-
fective in terms of lateral imaging. D.H.

SCHUBERT: Sonata in C Major ("Grand
Duo," D. 8 1 2 ); Fantasia in F Minor

(D. 940); Six German Dances (D. 820)
American Symphony Orchestra, Botstein

KOCH 7307 (67 min)
Performance: Suitably warm

Recording: Likewise
he illustrious violinist-composer-con-Wductor-pedagogue

Joseph Joachim un-
dertook his orchestration of Schubert's
"Grand Duo" Sonata (for piano four -hands)
on the assumption that it was a sketch for a
supposedly lost "Gastein" Symphony. It
now appears that that mysterious work was
none other than the "Great C Major" Sym-
phony (No. 9), but the "Grand Duo" none-
theless exhibits tempting orchestral charac-
teristics and makes for provocative listen-
ing as what Joachim labeled a Symphony in
C Major. Both the performance and the
sound have an engaging warmth here.

(Continued on page 116)



The Largest Selection Of Name Brand Electronics At
The Absolute Lowest Prices! From 20%-40% Off List!
SONY Panasonic. laJVC _HOSE
Technics Callon SHARP A MITSUBISHIfl j' G C).V I D E () gT)hel,"19,1`,15,97. TOSHIBA

Now a days, more and more people want the latest in technology like Toshiba Perfect Flat, Panasonic
Super Flat, Hitachi Ultra Vision, Sony, JVC on other high resolution monitor at great low prices!

the home theater system

At Authorized Electronics we have
new arivals daily & carry thousands of

name brand camcorders
all at the guaranteed lowest prices.
SHARP VLE-42 4" Color LCD $819
Panasonic PV-IQ505 Hifi, Color VF . . . Reduced!
Sony VX-3 Pro 3 CCD Hi 8mm Hifi . . . In Stock!
Hitachi Compact Hi8 Color VF Stabilizer . . . . $799

Sony Camcorders at the Lowest Prices!

Authorized Electronics also carries

8mm, beta, & vhs
decks all at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Hi Band 8MM Play and record $399
Super Beta slow motion $399
Panasonic 4 Head Hifi Stereo $219
Toshiba Flying Pre -amp 6 Hr recording $350
PANASONIC PV -4366 S -VHS Hifi Shuttle $379

For that finishing touch we carry

car audio systems
AM/FMCASS remove.: face 25 tops $99
AM/FMCASS rem/face CD control 25 tops . . $149
6 Disc CD Changer Ultra Compact $219
6 Disc CD Changer RF Modulator & remote$289

The first essential for your home
theater
is of
course a

big
screen TV
we carry
all your
favorite
brands!
100" High Resolution LCD Front Proj 11595
60" RCA PIP, Surround, Univ Remote $1999
50" Dolby Pro Logic Rear Projection . $1999
45" Cinema Wide PIP Surround $1599
35" Tube MTS Stereo & Surround $999
25" Philips Table Top w/ Remote $249

The next step is quality audio, a

hi fi stereo receiver

Dolby Pro logic 100 watts per channel . . . $199
NEW Dolby Surround AC-3/Pro Logic. . . CALL
THX/Dolby Pro Logic Receiver $"99
Dolby Pro Logic 125 wpc, multi room -multi source
programming, 5 Spkr outputs $669

CALL FOR THE LATEST MODELS!
For the latest in digtal technology

digital recorders
Digital Compact Cassette,

Digital Audio Tape,

DA T,Mini Disc,

DCC, & PCM

STARTING AT

$499

laser combi players

425 lines of resolution & CD audio
all wrapped into one package!
Pioneer CLDV-860 Laser Karaoke . . . . Reduced.
New 60 Disc CD Changer $24'
24 Disc CD Changer
100 Disc CD Changer ,-

CD & Laser Video with auto reverse $379

To finish the system off a great pair of
room shaking hair razing

loudspeakers
We carry hifi brands like Bose, MC
Advent and much more!

Two Rear & One Center Channel Pkg $9.4
Front Channel Bookshelf Speakers $79
Mitsubishi Dual Satellite Speaker &
Subwoofer System (Orig $549) $199
6 Pc. Full Surround System w/subwoofer . $549

bookshelf mini systems
Dual Cassette, 24 CD Changer 2ff0 watts. . $369
Dual Cassette, 3 CD Changer 100 watts. . .$299

Technics, Sony,
Aiwa, & JVC

Arlie in or km  OR WIN I MR
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Ina 10  u ums um 0 ow Imo mmm DOES IT ALL!

SAMMAN'S ELECTRONICS 1166 HAMBURG TPK E. WAYNE, NEW JERSEY
All prices quoted include Manufacturer's standard accessories & US. Warranty.

All units are factory sealed. We ship within 24 hours. Customer Service 201-696-6531



JBL BARGAINS!
JBL P5100 Orig
Powered Home $499
Subwoofer, nate woofer

 50 W RMS ampidier power
 Line level and speaker level inputs
 FR- 30 Hz to (62-250 Hz)
'Determined by crossover setting

JUL PS120 Powered Home Subwoofer
 12" High polyer laminate woofer
 100 W RMS amplifier power  Ong '699 s369
JUL Pro III 2 -Way Satellite Speakers Orig. 1299 $149Pr
JBL urE330 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker Ong '459 5289"

Pi nial--111 ;I :4-1;1
JVC

XL21050TN
Super
DIGIFINE
Compact Disc Player
 Mechanically designed for " zero resonance and vibration
 It features 4th -order noise-shaping.providing the highest
order of noise shaping in the industry.as well as 6-40 OS
 Independent suspension system
 New high -precision laser pickup design
 "High quality' digital outputs -optical and coaxial
 2 -way edit function auto and programmed
 Headphone output with volume control
 Random access programming up to 32 tracks

'800

JVC AR -29118K Super DICIFINE Integrated Amplifier
 1 Optical input. 1 coaxial input. & coaxial input/output
 Remote control  100W/channel  Built-in D/A converter
 High gain phono E0 for MM/MC cartridges  Orig '1100 ''JYY

JVC FX-1100BK Super DICIFINE Digital Tuner
 Direct access numeric keypad  40 FM/AM stations samosas
 Computer -controller "reception servo" system  Ong '549 iCiLM

LAST CALM
Hughes AX -500
Retriever
The AK -500 adds audio
excitement to your pre-
sent two speaker hefi home theater system
The AK -500 also restores dynamics. depth
and incredible width to an of your sound.
It adds spacious ambiance to mono. stereo
or surround -type encoded material

Orig liZZA
'179

Open Till Midnight Mon -Fri

We Ship Worldwide!

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

All Major Brands!

Jamo Center 50
Center Channel

2 Pair Jamo Coronet 40

11110 II=
BINE MEM

MIMI MEM

MIMI IMO
IN n I I=

OWN
Meadtown Shopping Center

Jamo SW600E
Powered Home Sub
 bu'a lb bass [Hers
 Ideal for surround Sound
 Electronic control box with contrIs
for onoff. level phase & frequenc.

Compact Loudspeakers Orig. $16502Wai bass reflex design

1 dome tweeter
NOW $899 5-1 4 avower

 90W power handling ONLY

Technics
RS-DC10
DCC Deck
 Digital compact cassette
recorder  Digital
record/playback system
 Playback compatibility with analog cassettes
 Text information display  Ouick track access  Precis - '
 290 Key wireless remote control  1 -Bit digital to
log to digital converter  Analog ;Nut: digital in
 Automatic track number recordingFREE

Technics RQDP7 'With purcfrase

Portable DCC Player of RS-DC10

Wired remote control and rechargeable batteries included Package Stock d30900

ONWALL SPEAKERS
Sonance
SoundFrame 400
On Wall Speakers
 ,nled s,s:eTn .ertical ...cote!
Tweeter woofer configuration with
central dome tweeter
 1" Sonance soft dome tweeter

11  Dual 4" polypropylene cone. butyl
edge long throw woofer
 5-90W power handling

,.. nth or metal grilles

Great For
Surround Orig

Sound! 100

HAFLER BLOWOUT
Hafler 9180
MOSFET Stereo
Power Amplifier

Hafler 9130 Power Amplifier
 Bridgeable to 150 watts into ohms
 Lateral MOSFET output devices Ong
 Front panel level controls 150
 Gold plated RCA inputs and five way binding pos!
 Universal 100-240 volt line transformer

Hafler 9290 MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
 145 Watts per channel 8 ohms
 Bridgeable to 420 watts mono Orig
 Front panel mounted gain controls log
 Moso,stereo switching
 "-ermal protection system

Hafler 945 Preamp/Tuner
.1/TT:We tone controls  Remote controlled  Extremely linear duo? gate MOS-

.: ' RI amplifier  Multiplex filters eliminate (19kHz) pilot 11,1
. deo switching  3 Switched outlets and one unswitcheT

I .Ily double balanced mixer
"coo option not available Orig

pourtessae

presets
two tape inputs 1700

Hafler 915 17" Preamplifier
 Pure class A all discrete primary signal path erc - -

dies  A high power transformer and extra large'
capacitancecapacitance provide extended power
supply headroom Ong
 CMOSFET and relay switching s750
 5 Line inputs and 1 tape input
 4 Switched outlets and one unswitched n.:

FREE SHIPPING!
Altec Lansing A508
Floorstanding
Tower Speaker
 Utilizes dual 8 woven carbon fiber woofers
 2" Popyimide titanium midranges
 1" Polyimide titanium tweeter with ferrofluid
cooling
 Gold plated terminals
 250W Power handling
 FR 24 Hz - 22 kHz

Orig
$1100

FACTORY A
ADS  Acoustic Research  Advent  Advent Mobile  Audio Control  Aiwa  AKG  Altec Lansing  Audio Quest  Audio Sot

Vega  Celestion  Clarion  Clif Designs  Canton  CodeAlarm  CWD  Denon  Dynaco  Dynamat  Grado  Hafler 
M&K  Mitsubishi  Monitor Audio  Monster Cable  NAD  NHT  Niles  OmniMount  Orion  Panaso

Rockford Fosgate  Rock Solid  Runco  Soundcraftsmen  Soundstream  Sennheiser  Sherwooc
Some Brands
Not Available

Mailorder

FadoquonzedvaibrandsmsepkoEsixosbeixtypopphdemNoretuncs Priorityon or car stereoriottcts 14 Day deka* exchange from ctste tempt Al returns
must be made warn 1

cm*

c°l ay"

"8
recap of1 rretchhmea

"se"eeY ms

Code
rssrodwisnnlhsad17isaia%smaichermaganeprog AUD1095

VISA C IC /1113

3112 9500b

'cwt Retail Store Houis:

Mon -Fri 10-9  Sat 9-6
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FREE SHIPPING
Denon
DCR-73ORD
AM/FM
Cassette
Receiver
 20W x 4 High power
output  4 -Speaker out-
put  Fader control 
Loudness button  Audio
mute  CD changer control
 Detachable front panel  Clock  30 Station pre-
sets  RDS Dolby® B NR RCA preout

Denton DCH-600
5 -Disc CD Changer
 World's smallest conpact 5 -disc changer unit
 18 -Bit DAC. 20 -bit di tal filter with 8X OS

DENON '14
Orig
'825

.c.,ackage Pric

Xtarg9

Haller MSE-88 Ong
4 -Channel Car 329
Power Amplifier
 7BW/ch a 2 into 4 ohm
 Gold RCA inputs w/adiustable sensitivity
 Runs mono and stereo simultaneously
 MOSFET output
 Transnova circuitry
 22W x 4 into 4 ohm

Haller MSE-120
6 -Channel Car Power Amp
 22W x 6 into 4 ohms
 Bridgeable to 75W x 3 into 4 ohms OM
 MOSFET output  Transnova circuitry $499

AMPS TO GO!
Altec Lansing ALA 200
2 -Channel Car Amp
 1DOW x 2 into 4 ohm
 Thermal protection
 Overload protection
 High and low level input
 Crosswire installation protection.

Orig

a/d/s/ 11)11.2 20W x 4 car power amplifier Ong '229 '89
Soundstruni Granite 110.2 55W x 2. 120 x 1 Ong '300 '179
Rockford Fenno FG300 150W x 2 Bridged Ong '1100 '499
Sony X112025 20W x 2. or 55W x 1 Bridged Ong '140 '79
Sandstrom Granite 1110.6 6/5/4/3 channel amp Ong '449 '269
Soundstream Granite 60.2 30W x 2 or 100W x 1 Ong '189 '129
Advent PAM 50W x 4 bridgeable car amplifier Ong '449 '289

No Surcharge For Credit Cards

Extensive Inventory!

Competitive Prices

Best Selection

tio to 6f9,5
buying

ms;egersalip49
ca

3 YOU

2°713091.511:

ONKYO CLOSEOUToff

Onkyo T401
FM/AM Tuner
 Quartz synthesized fm serer) am tuner  40 -station FM/AM random preset tun -
in  Six category classifief memory presets  Automatic preci:ion reception
 Easy -to -see two-color FL display  Automatic tumng
 Built-in AM loop antenna Ong
 Reception mode indicator that
include FM mute on, tuner and stereo '199
Onkyo TXSV515Proll Orig 5539
Dolby' Pro Logic Receiver
 Discrete output amplifiers  Remote control

II  55W x 3 and 20W x 2 to- surround  Digital time delay
369

SPECIAL PURCHASES
Brand
Name DAT
Digital
Audio
Tape Deck
 Built-in D/A converter
 Full function remote con rol
 Optical, analog and coax al inputs
 Random music search. skip play, and repeat functions
Stockk3489

JVC
XD -2507TH
Digital
Audio
Tape Deck

 e:hantsrk  One -bit AJD con-
..eiter 41n -order noise shaping and 64 times oversamplinq

;  RE M. D D. Converter featuring highest D/A conversion accu acy
;  Three line inputs Analog, optical

I (digital). coaxial (digital)

Orig
,699

g
I  Serial Copy Management System 510n

Brand Name
Laser Disc
Player
 Time base corretedi1 bit D/A
 On -screen display
 Full function remote with shuttle
 S -VHS output
 Midnight theater mode 'sr
low level listening

rity
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aNI11401
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WHILE THEYTHEY LAST!
Teat TR5117000 Dolby' Pro Logic receiver w/remote Or q) 5:3 '329
Sherwood 12140301 Stereo receiver wiremote Ong '310 '159
Sony STP0715 Dolby' Pro Logic receiver wiremote Ong '499 '269
Ranks RSTR575 Dual cassette w/Dolby' B/C HX Pro Ong '369°199
NAD SOCO Single CD player wiremote and MASH 1 -bit Ong '50/ '339

Philips el1921PIIK Single CD player with remote Ong '199 '139
Philips 1DC935a 5 -Disc carousel CD player &rem Ong '329 '199
Celestio a 3141101 Blk Way bookshelf speaker (pair) Ong '289 '139
Sonance Director 20 :enter channel speaker (black( SALE '249
Panama: Max1000P1us Line conclitionenSurge protect Ong '329 '249

Sennhei er ND414 50 Anniversary Headphones Ong '99 '69
14A0090 .?c 01 stereo headphones Ong '139 '79

Sony AMMO° Sreeo headphones w/40mm drivers Ong '99 '69
Atlantic Technology Pattern 100 sub/sat system Ong '499 '199
Advent .1085 outdoor Mini advent II black cabinet Ong '169 '119

Advent .1099 10 10" powered home subwooler Ong '499 LOW
B&0 81.3000 nd 8 video shielded speakers Ong '1699 '995
Altentic Technology 154S1 Surround sound speakers '169 '99'
AR Parte er STO -:veered 2 -way speakers Ong '399 (Pnced per pair. '229

Pinnacle PN2+ Compact 2 -way bookshelf speakers Ong '149 '79

Advent .1000 'Jim 2 -way bookshelf speakers Ong '189 *99
Panasolc MOO Laser disc player with remote Ong '1100 '769
Aiwa N911120 component shelf system Ong '350 NEW
Aiwa NS4V70 ':0Wich mini component system Ong '550 LOW
Aiwa A11050 Portable Mini Disc player dine remote Ong '599 p299
JVC TEIV661Th 3 -head cassette w/Dolby' B/C HX Pro Ong '419 '269

Audio Se urce SS5 Dolby' Pro Logic Decoder Ong '499 '289
TUC HRS.:4000 . HS Hi-Fi VCR wiremote 8 VCR Plus. Ong '799 '499

Brand MIMI Turntable Stock 08856 Come wicarlridge '69

CAMCORDERS
We a -e an
Auth prized
Delaer for all
camcorder
brands we carry.
All formats avail-
able -rom such
fine manufacturer's as:

Sony  Sharp  Panasonic
JVC  Hitachi  Canon

We Also carry a full line of batteries,
camcorder bags, tapes, lights, tripods,

filters and more!
Ask About Our Extended Warranties!

IL/774CM21MMEP
atlantic Technology  B&K  B&O  B&W  Bazooka  BBE  Beyerdynamics  Bellogetti Brother  Canon  Carver  Cerwin
n/Kardon  Hitachi  Hughes  Infinity  Jamo  JBL  JVC  K40  Kenwood  Koss  Lexicon Lane Furniture  MB Quart
3rasound  Philips  Pinnacle  Pioneer  Panamax  PPI  Proscan  PS Audio  PSB  Paradigm  Rane 2111=mm,
rp  Sony  Sonance  SSI  Stewart  Target  Technics  Terk  Thorens  Velodyne and Many More! SONY

Mail Order Mon -Fri Sam-12am EST

Hours: Sat 9-6  Sun 11-5

If You Find A Better Deal...

Call Us, We'll Better Ours!

Call For Products &

Brands Not Listed
CIRCLE NC) 5 N READER SERVICE CARD

We Ship

To Canada

Se Habla

Espanol

We Will Not

Be Undersold!



CLASSICAL MUSIC
Felix Mottl, a contemporary of Mahler,

was a major conductor and a very active
arranger. His treatment of the Fantasy in F
Minor - one of the last, and possibly the
greatest, of Schubert's four -hand works -
reflects the instrumental coloring the com-
poser himself favored in his orchestral
scores. Anton Webem's 1931 arrangement
of the Six German Dances shows, not unex-
pectedly, a little greater freedom in that re-
spect, but it is true to the style and engag-
ingly listenable. Conductor Leon Botstein
makes a good case for both versions, as he
does for the other works on the disc. R.F.

R. STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben;
Horn Concerto No. 2

Hauptmann; Berlin Philhannonic, Mehta
SONY 53267 (66 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

ubin MeIlia's latest recording of Ein
ANHeldenlehen (A Hero's Life) strikes me
as his most interesting go at the work. In-
stead of blustering virtuosity we get a
search for the details of orchestral texture
and of the meaning behind the music, par-
ticularly when Strauss begins to recall his
earlier works and, before the final pages,

 SONY  PANASONIC  MITSUBISHI  TOSHIBA  YAMAH  DENON 
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Phone: 1-800-978-6253 Fax: 1-212-343-9142
SPEAKERS

CELESTION MP1 Highest Rated . . . CALL!
JBL THX System CALL!
ATLANTIC TECH FULL LINE IN STOCK!
ADVENT HERITAGE Tower Spkr . $418
KEF 070 Tower Speakers . . . . $799
PINNACLE AC650 Book Shelf . $269
NHT SUPER ZERO . . . . $179/pr
VELODYNE VA -1012 Power Sub . . $499
CAMBER LS7 Top Rated $446/pr
NHT SW2P Power Sub Woofer . . $499
ADS MS -3 Power Sub Woofer . . S799
BIC V12 Top Rated . . . . BEST PRICE!
INFINITY MICRO II Spkr System . $349

YAMAHA RXV2090 New AC3 . . CALL!
YAMAHA RXV690 80Wx3 + 25Wx2 5519
YAMAHA RXV590 75Wx3 + 20Wx2 5399
CARVER FULL LINE IN STOCK CALL!
NAD AV 716 A/V Pro Logic . . . CALL!
PIONEER AC3 IN STOCK!
DENON AVR2500 Highest Rated! . $689
NAKAMICHI RE3 Audiophile. . . $329
JVC RXV-817 AN Pro Logic CALL!
TECHNICS SATX-1010 THX... $799
ONKYO TXSV-727 Pro Super Buy . $536
ONKYO TXSV-525 Pro Best Choice $406
ONKYO TXSV-919 Pro Best THX . . CALL!
SONY STRGX800ES 90Wx3 + 30Wx2 . $528
SONY STAG X900ES 100Wx3 + 30Wx2 . $638
HARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL!

DAT DECKS
JVC XPD1 PRO No SCMS . . BEST PRICE!
SONY DTC6OES Home DAT . . . . CALL!
SONY TCD-D7 Portable DAT $539
PANASONIC ALL MODELS IN STOCK!
TASCAM CALL FOR BEST PRICE!
SONY MDS302 Mini Disc Recorder . CALL!
SHARP RXP1 Portable DAT $599

CASSETTE DECKS
SONY TCWA7ES Dual Auto Reverse $239
SONY TCWA9ES Dual Record $649
NAKAMICHI DR1 ... BEST PRICE!
NAKAMICHI DR3 Audiophile . . $339
SONY TCK615 3 Head CALL!
SONY TCWR665 Pitch Control
ONKYO TAWR414 Dual Deck
AIWA ADS -950 Dolby -S
YAMAHA KXW282 Best Buy . . .

TECHNICS RSTR575 Double Deck
DENON DRM740 3 Head

$269
$249
S299
$199
$199
$279

CD PLAYERS
TECHNICS SLPD1010 MASH . . $229
DENON DCM340 5 Disc Carousel . . $199
DENON DCM460 5 Disc Carousel . . . CALL!
NAD 513 3 Disc Carousel . . . $299
ONKYO DXC220 5 Disc Carousel . . $239
YAMAHA CDC555 5 Disc Changel . . CALL!
NAKAMICHI MB4 5 Disc Carousel . $299
DYNACO CDV1 Vacuum Tube CD . . CALL!
SONY CDPCA9ES 5 Disc Carousel . . CALL!

ONY CDPCA7ES 5 Disc Carousel ' 249
SONY CDPC365 Play & Change . . . $199
SONY CDPC445 CALL!
NAKAMICHI MB1 Music Bank $599

SEPARATES
CARVER TFM35X Power Amp. . $599
B&K FULL LINE BEST PRICES!
LEXICON CP3+ -0( Processor . . $2199
HARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL!
ACURUS A-150 Power Amp. . $599
DYNACO FULL LINE IN STOCK!

MINI SYSTEMS
DENON D-700 Best Mini System . . CALL!
YAMAHA CC -90 3CD Changer . . . CALL!
AIWA NSX-V70 100W + 100W . $419
AIWA NSX999 120W x 2 . . $459
AIWA LCX70 7CD 25W x 2 . $329
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gives vent to bursts of rage and disgust at
the venomous critics he recalls from earlier
on. The opening pages depicting the Hero
seem a bit hasty and unpromising, but the
performance goes from strength to strength
as it proceeds.

1 especially like Daniel Stabrawa's solo -
violin portrayal of the Hero's Companion,
which captures her capriciousness as well
as the more obvious sentiment. The critics
are deliciously caricatured as a group, but
each one also comes across as an individ-
ual. The battle scene is one of the best I
have heard on records, and the final pages
are genuinely moving in their consolatory
beauty. The Berlin players have the music
in their bones and play it with aplomb and
plenty of spirit. The sound is good and
clean all up and down the range, from bass
drum to cymbal.

The Horn Concerto No. 2 (1942) makes
a delightful encore. The first movement, a
conversation piece, moves without pause
into an idyllic slow movement with distant
echoes of Der Rosenkavalier and then to a
rondo finale of Till Eulenspiegel-like wit.
Soloist Norbert Hauptmann has the full
measure of the music in both its lyrical and
virtuosic aspects. He is miked a bit close
for my taste. but not obtrusively so. D.H.

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka; Pulcinella
Soloists; Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra,

Chailly
LONDON 443 774 (73 min)

Performance: Good Pulcinella
Recording: Ditto

Riccardo
Chailly, using the stripped -

down 1947 version of Petrouchka, adds
little to what other conductors have shown
us of this work except in its poignant final
pages, where the pathos and irony of the
unfortunate puppet's demise are touchingly
set forth. The long decay time of Amster-
dam's Concertgebouw hall tends to deprive
the music of some of the acerbic bite and
presence needed in the episodes depicting
Petrouchka's rage and frustration.

The modest orchestra called for in the
"ballet with song Pulcinella, which Stra-
vinsky based on choice bits by Pergolesi
and other Baroque composers, presumably
called for a closer microphone setup, and
that's all to the good. Stravinsky's Neoclas-
sical high jinks with the eighteenth -century
originals makes for amusing musical enter-
tainment. The solo and ensemble players of
the Concertgebouw are very much on their
toes, and the three singers - soprano Anna
Caterina Antonacci, the slightly reedy tenor
Pietro Ballo, and, especially, bass William
Shimall - acquit themselves well both in-
dividually and collectively. D.H.

VERDI: Requiem; Four Sacred Pieces
Orgonasova, Von Otter, Canonici, Miles;

Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique,
Gardiner

PHILIPS 442 142 (two CD's. 120 min)
Performance: Interesting

Recording: Underpowered
Even the bitterest opponents of the early -
music movement concede that its per-

formances of the core repertory on period
instruments have forever changed the way
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
we think about Baroque and Classical mu-
sic. John Eliot Gardiner has been leading
the period -instrument assault on Romantic
music, and here he defiantly takes on its
holy monster - the Verdi ReqUiem.

The great nineteenth-century conductor
Hans von Billow dismissed the Requiem
as "an opera in ecclesiastical garb," a witti-
cism that has resonated throughout the
work's performance history. Gardiner would
like to free it from this stereotype and re-
veal the work's affinities with the venerable
tradition of Italian church music, the liturgi-
cal settings of Rossini and Cherubini, and

AUDIO
AV Receivers

Separates
Speakers

CD's

Book Shelf
Car

Portable
THX

Pro Logic
Interconnects

even Renaissance masters such as Palestri-
na. It's an interesting approach, and a close
listening to this highly polished, emotional-
ly charged recording reveals some sounds
we've never heard before. The searing blare
of the period brass and the reedy sound of
the winds add unsuspected dimensions to
the Requiem's sound world.

It is no mere prejudice, however, to re-
gard this mature masterpiece in the light of
Verdi's works for the dramatic stage. Any-
one who fails to hear the ghost of Gilda and
an adumbration of Desdemona in the an-
guished opening aria of the "Libera me,"
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PRICE. DELIVERY .> SERVI

Rest in the West
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Projection
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14100-540000
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and echoes of the great tempest scenes in
Rigoletto and Otello in the thundering cho-
rus that follows it, is simply stopping up
his ears.

Although this recording is thoughtfully
prepared and has a fine solo quartet - so-
prano Luba Orgonasova, mezzo-soprano
Anne Sofie Von Otter, tenor Luca Canonici,
and bass Alastair Miles - the overall tex-
ture is relatively thin, and in the end it fails
to persuade me that this work demands any-
thing less than a generous measure of inter-
pretive grandeur. And it is a shame that the
record labels always trot out the Four Sa-
cred Pieces as filler. After the sound and
fury of the Requiem, these odd, contempla-
tive little works are a disappointment. J.J.

ZEMLINSKY: Lyrical Symphony;
Symphonic Songs

Marc, Hagegard, White; Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Chailly

LONDON 443 569 (66 min)
Performance: Very good

Recording: Very good
Alexander Zemlinsky (1871-1942) is
clearly recognized now as an impor-

tant bridge between Mahler and Schoen-
berg in the flow of the Viennese school. The
two important works on this CD, dating
from 1924 and 1929, respectively, are quite
different despite outward similarities.

The Lyrische Symphonie for baritone, so-
prano, and orchestra, clearly inspired by
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde, has inter-
woven orchestral motives linking the vocal
episodes, the entire piece to be played with-
out a break. The texts are based on the
mystical writings of the Hindu poet Rabin-
dranath Tagore, yet another link to Mahler,
whose inspiration for Das Lied also came
from Oriental literature. By contrast, Sym-
phonische Gestinge is a collection of seven
independent - yet thematically linked -
songs on texts translated from Langston
Hughes and other African -American poets.

Both works are brilliantly orchestrated
and receive powerful performances here.
Unlike Mahler, however, who was a natural
writer of songs, Zemlinsky found it hard
to place voices into an orchestral context.
While there are some lovely effects in the
Lyrical Symphony, such as the soprano's
"Sprich zu mir, Gehebter," sung by Ales-
sandra Marc, and the consolatory conclu-
sion, which baritone Hakan Hagegard han-
dles beautifully, for the most part the writ-
ing carries both vocalists into hazardous
high regions where clear enunciation be-
comes impossible. They perform miracles
against heavy odds.

The earlier work's angular writing with
its wide leaps is transmuted into a some-
what simpler yet equally challenging idiom
for the Symphonic Songs. These are bitter
and troubling songs that speak of despair,
lynching, and other brutalities, and they
come across potently in Zemlinsky's stark
settings. Baritone Willard White, with his
committed, at times savage delivery, is their
ideal interpreter.

Zemlinsky is closer to Schoenberg than
to Mahler in both works. You will not be
humming the tunes, but they'll make a deep
impression nonetheless. G.J.
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BANG ON A CAN

Industry
SON) 664s (62 Imo

Performance: Good times
Recording: Smashing

nang on a Can is a collective of "down-
town" composers that has, literally and

metaphorically, recently moved uptown..
Their lively new music, which grew out of
minimalism, is related to art rock and cer-
tain aspects of avant-garde pop and jazz. It
is lively stuff, irreverent and hard-hitting.
Although seemingly very American, there
are close connections with certain young
English composers, and both groups regard
the iconoclastic Dutch composer Louis An-
driessen as a sort of spiritual godfather.

All these qualities and connections are
very well demonstrated on this CD, which
features two major pieces by Andriessen
performed by the Bang on .a Can All -Stars
along with musicians from the English
group Icebreaker, itself named for the Am-
sterdam center identified with Andriessen
and new Dutch music. But interesting as
the Andriessen pieces might be, they are
overshadowed by the music of the three
founders of Bang on a Can: Julia Wolfe,
whose clever and sexy Lick is the outstand-
ing work here; David Lang, whose amusing
Anvil Chorus was written for percussionist
Steven Schick to play on junk metal; and
Michael Gordon, the composer of the title
piece, which turns out not to be for percus-
sion ensemble but for a solo cello distorted
by something called a Tube Screamer.

The very serious Andriessen pieces re-
corded here are not really much fun, but the
rest - some of it literally banged out on
a couple of cans - is very diverting, and
these crackerjack musicians sound like they
are having a perfectly smashing time per-
forming it. E.S.

ALAN FEINBERG
Fascinating Rhythm

ARG( ) 444 457 176 mon
Performance: Dashing

Recording: Lively

Whe modern tendency to treat the early
masters of popular song and jazz as

"classical American composers" is perfect-
ly exemplified by pianist Alan Feinberg's
attractive compilation, in which music by
Scott Joplin, Fats Waller, James P. Johnson,
Bix Beiderbecke, Jelly Roll Morton, Duke
Ellington, and Bud Powell (all in elegant
arrangements, some transcribed from old
recordings) is interlarded with more "seri-
ous" pieces by Gottschalk, Henry Cowell,
Percy Grainger, and Conlon Nancarrow.
Except for a surprisingly heavy-handed
version of Joplin's Magnetic Rag, the per-
formances are dashing.

There are a number of outstanding items
and sequences. Note, for example, the pair-
ing of Grainger's delicate arrangement of
The Man I Love (Gershwin) with his own
mildly raucous In Dahomey (subtitled
"Cakewalk Smasher"), followed in turn by
a neat performance of a transcription of
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas
Nos. 1-3
Murray Perahia
SONY 64397 (68 min)
Beethoven's first three sonatas make a
well -filled disc, and Murray Perahia plays
them with an abundance of both anima-
tion and sensitivity, each in ways that set
it off delightfully from its splendid com-
panions. The vivid sound, a bit brighter
in the first two sonatas than in the last,
serves Perahia and Beethoven handsome-
ly in all three. R.F.

LISZT: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2;
Hungarian Fantasy; other works
LIN, el); BR I 1 Philharmonic. Rahhari
DISCOVER 920212 (76 min)
Pianist David Lively, no barnstormer,

of poetry to the two concertos and the
Hungarian Fantasy, and his somewhat re-
served style is quite persuasive in the solo
Ballade No. 2 and Liebestraum No. 3.
Alexander Rahbari and his Brussels orch-
estra, however, do not seem quite up to
the modest demands Liszt makes on them,
their contributions ranging from perfunc-
tory in the fantasy to a little scrappy in the
concertos. R.F.

ROTA: "La Strada," Ballet Suite;
Concerto for Strings; Dances
from "The Leopard"
Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala, Muti
SONY 66279 (62 min)
The Italian Neoclassical composer Nino
Rota is best known in America for his
beautiful scores for movies by Fellini,
Visconti, and Zeffirelli, which are the ba-
sis for two of the three concert works on
this recording. It's not surprising that Ro-
ta sounds a little like an Italian Samuel
Barber, since he and Barber both studied
with Rosario Scalero at the Curtis Insti-
tute in Philadelphia. Recommended.

William Livingstone

SCHUMANN: Carnaval; Kreisleriana
Mitsuko Uchida (piano)
PHILIPS 442 777 (67 min)
The personal nature of Schumann's writ-
ing for the piano may invite especially
personal interpretations, but Mitsuko Uchi-
da seems overly concerned here with find-
ing some arrestingly new and different

way of presenting these works. While
there is an abundance of beautiful playing
on this CD, the excessive rubato and gen-
eral fussiness leave very little in the way,
of the momentum and spontaneity that are
such defining elements of Schumann's
music. R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1
SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto No. 2
Watts; Atlanta S)inplion). 1.or
TELARC 80386 (58 min)
Andre Watts, at the top of his form, plays
the Tchaikovsky concerto with more
warmth and freedom here than in his
impressive 1973 recording with Leonard
Bernstein. He seems to relish the wit as
much as the brilliance in the Saint-Saens,
and he receives first-rate support in both
works from Yoel Levi and his well -honed
orchestra. For the most part the recording
is as well balanced as it is spacious. A
richly pleasurable issue. R.F.

FARINELLI, IL CASTRATO
(Original motion -picture soundtrack)
Mallas-Godlewska, Ragin; Les Talens
Lyriques, Rousset
AUVIEIIS/HARMONIA MUNDI
K 1005 (61 min)
Though we'll never know what the great
castrati singers like Farinelli sounded like.
Farinelli, the movie, makes a speculative
stab at it by electronically blending the
voices of soprano Ewa Mallas-Godlewska
and countertenor Derek Lee Ragin. The
seams often show, but both of them, espe-
cially the soprano, sing with great artistry
and comprehension of this ornate idiom,
aided by the work of conductor Chris-
tophe Rousset and his early -instrument
orchestra Les Talens Lyriques. D.PS

LOS ANGELES GUITAR QUARTET
Labyrinth
DELOS 3163 (63 min)
The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet - foul
virtuosos with gobs of energy and spirit
- play arrangements and original works
in a variety of styles and settings, ranging
from Copland's Rodeo to a Sousa march
to the title piece, Ian Krouse's remarkable
20 -minute mulling over of a Led Zeppelin
tune. They not only pick, pluck, and
strum in a variety of manners, but they
also retune the guitars, bend notes, impro-
vise, knock on wood, and sing a lot. The
smaller bits are somewhat fluffy, but the
larger pieces are truly ambitious, combin-
ing big -scale classical form and technique
with popular rhythms and licks from jazz,
blues, R&B, rock, and country. E.S.

Willie "The Lion" Smith's jaunty perfor-
mance of Fats Waller's Squeeze Me and
then, for a finale, the kitschy Kitten on the
Keys (once, unbelievably, paired with Rhap-
sody in Blue), all played with equal pa-
nache and gleeful earnestness. E.S.

MARIMOLIN
Combo Platter

CATALYST 62667 (65 min)
Performance: Ingratiating

Recording: Good
Marimolin is a violin -marimba duo
with a penchant for sweetness. Sha-

ran Leventhal is the fiddler and Nancy
Zeltsman the marimbist, and, as might be
imagined, their repertoire is entirely made
up of specially commissioned and arranged
work. The composers include David P.
Jones, Dave Samuels, Paul Lansky, Robert
Aldridge (whose lively Combo Platter orig-
inally brought the two performers together
and lent its name to the album), and Steven
Mackey (whose Feels So Baaad, with elec-
tric guitar and percussion, is the only piece
to break with the album's prevailing mel-
lowness). The arrangees are John Coltrane,
Chuck Mangione (arranged by Mackey),
and Joseph Shabalala, the founder/leader
of Ladysmith Black Mambazo, represented
here by a charming vocal work.

The two instruments work extremely well
together, and the music - much of it light-
ly jazz -inflected in a manner that is strongly
influenced by the Kronos Quartet - is un-
failingly ingratiating. E.S.

RUSSIAN OVERTURES
Russian National Orchestra, Pletnev

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 892
(62 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Mostly excellent

y he Russian National Orchestra has be-
. come a first-rate ensemble under the dy-
namic leadership of Mikhail Pletnev, and
this CD, featuring nine Russian overtures,
gets off to a sizzling start with Glinka's
Ruslan and Ludmilla. But except for Mus-
sorgsky's ineffably magical Khovanshchina
prelude, the rest is a mixed bag musically.

The overture to Borodin's Prince Igor -
as completed by Glazunov - is hardly the
best music in that epic opera. Shostako-
vich's Festive Overture is a cheerful rah -rah
affair but not from his top drawer, and it is
easy to understand why Prokofiev's Semyon
Kotko opener is not in the standard reper-
toire. Kabalevsky's Colas Breugnon over-
ture, however, has been a concert standard
of sorts since the 1940's, and here I find
Pletnev's reading a bit too deliberate com-
pared with, say, Toscanini's or Reiner's.
Rimsky-Korsakov is not at his colorful best
in the overture to The Tsar's Bride, Tchai-
kovsky's early Overture in F Major has
some nice balletic stuff but remains essen-
tially a promising student essay, and
Glazunov's Ouverture Solennelle strikes me
as nondescript pomposity.

All the performances are well up to stan-
dard. The recording from the Moscow Con-
servatory Concert Hall is decent enough, if
a bit bass shy some of the time (the Tchai-
kovsky has the richest sound). D.H.
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CO STORAGE
CONNECTION

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Call or write for a figs color brochure

1-800-858-9005
AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5
San Luis Obispo. Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

 Fully Assembled!
 100% Solid Oak!
 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee!
 Made in U.S.A.
 Smoked Glass Doors

Ajustable Shelves
 No Hidden Costs

tkiktemmtkVI'' Just One Low Price!

«ciio

Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in the

industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi

Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad,
simply call toll -free and

reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (gam-5pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

The Stereo Review

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with the

ideal audience...
CD purchasers

unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage

of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your

company's sales by
participating in the next

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

For advertising information call:

1  800  445  6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

In Canada: 1.212.767.5750

CD CABINET

 NOW is very practical
solution to stonrog your large library of CDs

 Our CD cabinets feature our patented EZ \dew "Flip and
Pick" pull-out CD tray that allows you to store CDs in a
verb:a face -forward position for easy viewirg alki selection.

 Our largest cabaret has storage for over 1000 COs.

Wrte, Call or Fax for a free brochure

NEW AGE FURNITURE
2600 Fernbrook Lane  Minneapolis, MN 55447

(800) 767-4653  FAX: (612) 553-1371

CD -576 $159.95
 Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio

Cassettes (top 2 tiers also
hold 56 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish

 Includes 8 dividers
 Assembles easily
 58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D
 Also available in Black

CD -260 $59.95
 Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio

Cassettes (top tier also holds
20 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish or Black

 Includes 6 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 35"Hx22"Wx9"D

CDV-80 $59.95
 Holds 80 Video Cassettes or

212 CDs or 128 Audio Cassettes
 Solid Oak wood
 Includes 4 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 34 1/2"Hx23 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

CD TOWER $69.95
 Holds 100 CDs
 Elegant styling
 Custom crafted with Cherry

or Oak finish
 Stackable
 Convenient revolving feature

Free delivery in 48 states

Leslie Dame Enterprises, Ltd.
111-20 73rd Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Call 1718) 261-4919 FAX: (718) 793-8804

CD S
nt

SORICe
PO Box 747.21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credo bards, Checks and Money Orders oece?tea.
30 Da- Morey Back Guarantee and a F-1 Oro
Year .tarraray on all Models.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Casette, LP, Laserdisc
and Comionent Storage Units.

O Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

O Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

O Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videcs & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

O Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes uprigh and in place.

OP Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

O Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

O Enclosed back provides dust protection.

O Compact siz?: 39112"H x 23112"W x7 ih"D.
Cabinet corns assembled.

For FREE ...7olor Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, gam-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes, record
jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers, much
more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641. POB
8212 COLUMBUS, OH 43201. [614) 267-8468.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LPS. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL F/INFORMATION. SASE
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98, EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538.
(508)295-2508.

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

r

7LL
AUDIO  VIDEO  CAR STEREO

Sound City Inc.
Meadtown Shopping Center

Route 23 South
Kinnelon, NJ 07405
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FOR SALE

Camcorders
JVC

GRSZ9 Call GRA X7C0
GRAX900 Call GRAX200
GRA 000 Call GRAX350

CANON
ES2000

SHARP
VL37
VLE47
VLH450

WHOLESALE CONNECTI

Call
Call
Call

Call

Call
Call
Call

PANASONIC
PVI0505 Call PVI0305 Call
PVI0705 Call PV950 Call
PV10405 Call PV940 Call

CALL FOR OTHER 8mm BRANDS

Video Mixers
V1DEONKS MX1 Lall
VIDEONICS llama° (e.:aallli

VIDED NICS -WI

Ren mss
Available

DIGITAL SATELITTE SYSTEM

DAT RECORDER
ounable Home

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable Home C

ON
To Order Call 1-800-226-2800
IZECIIIIMIII

JVC
HRS7100 .. Call HRVP62- .Call
FIRS.5100 Call H10620 Call
HRVI`720 Call IIRVP.122 ..Call
HRVP628 Call HRJ420 . Call

PANASONIC
P \ 54;:61 Call PV4561 . Call
M.54566 Call PV4551 ....Call
PV4562 . Call PV4POI Call

RCA
VR678 Call
V11617 Call
VI4313 Call

TOSHIBA
AVM ..Call
A1751 Call
N.1671 Call
\1171 Call

IIMMEMIZEIZ=.1
PIONEER

CU:20504 Call CLDD7C4 Call
CLDD604 ICall CLDS104 Call

Portable CD Players
SONY

13242CK Call D842K Call
13245 .. Call 138441: Call
D421 Call D848K Call

DPC341
DPC451

KENWOOD
. Call DPC651 Call
. I DPC951 Call

IMMIZI=MIII.
jvc

Ir \ 'Ili Call RXASD ..Call
[15717 Call RX9SD .. Call
RX1417 Call RXIIISD . Call

TECHNICS
SAGX490 Call SAGX790 . Call

ISAGX690 . Call SAT X1010 Call
PIONEER

VsX454 Call VSXD704 .Call
VsX;04 Call VSXD903 Call
55X04 Call VSXD3S . Call

KENWOOD
KRV6070 . Call KRV8070 Call
KRV7070 CallI KRX1000 Call

HARMAN KARDON
AVR.10 . Call I AVR20 . Call
AVR2.5 . Call FL8400 ....Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
CD Players

XI.F215 I XI.M5SD Call
XI.M417 . I XLMC301 Call

TECHNICS
SLP0787 ..Call I SI.P13987 Call
SI.P13887 ...CallI SLP01010 Call

KENWOOD
DPR4070 . Call I DPR6070 ..Call
DPR5070 . DP11070 ...Call

PIONEER
PDM423 Call PDF1004 .. Call
POM703 Call I DPF904 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

I I I:5 1. IS,. .r,1.,-1 IVs /11.
24 FIR. FAX (718)997-6652 s Welcome
HRS MON -SAT 9 A IM P a.4 Est. Pnces subject 10 change Pnce exclude shipping & handling Not
responsible tor twograph.cal error MasterCard. Visa. Amencan Express and C 0 D accepted Products
come with W C Warranty We ship UPS & FEDEX
Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11;.75 1-800-226-2800

Home Speakers
BOSE

AM3 II . Call 901 Cal
AM; II Call 701 Cal
A107 II Call 501 .Cal
1.S12 . ..Call 301 ..Cal
10011K Call 15111K Cal

INFINITY
It5223 . Call SM115 Cal
R -s373 . Call S31115 .Cal
Rs473 . .Call 551105 . Cal
85523 ..Call s81155 Cal
RS.2.5 Call 551115 .. Cal
vinr.ot Call SKIM Cal

PINNACLE
AC500 Call AC650 Cal
AC600 . C Iall AC800 Cal

BIC
V52CLR . Call V82S1 Cal

IV57SI . ..Call ADATTO . Cal

Powered Subwoofers
INFINITY SERVOSUB
INFINITY . . nut
MIX . PSW101
BIC . . VI:SYSTEM
AIWA . . ISW5 .

KENWOOD ..SW:100 .

hl uu S stems

IVC
0 Call

MXC7_20 Call
MXC990
M XC770

MXC33
MXL350 LIXL7

1WA
NSXV10 Cat NSXV.10
NSXV20 Call NSXee ,
NSXV50 Call NSXV150
NSXV70 Call NSXD858

KENWOOD
U0403 Call I UD753 ....Call
U055.3 Call L10952 Call

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call

RCA '4.DSS D -940
REMOTE CONTROL EXTENDER

Allows you to control any IR
remote equipment from 60' - 100'
away. Comes complete with
receiver, transmitter and extra IR
sending unit for enclosed loca-
tions. $59.95 +$6.95 s/h

Mastercard & Visa accepted CA and AZ residents add appropriate
sales tax All product is new with USA warranty

-au
WORW

(800) 408-2020
23679C-11-6-- Rd. #343

Calabasas, CA 91 302

BUY WITH PEACE OF MINI!
%III- iv.U  I  /

BRAND NEW
FACTORY FRESH

MANUFACTURERS FULL USA WARRANTY

OVER 200 MAJOR BRANDS

C2
Mem

READY TO SAVE?
CALL US LAST ANDLET'S MAKE A DEAL!
I -800-348-7799

1111041%.11114114111111TV On. 41 C04/111 44404,114. VIM 340 814
41111414 /411.<14 14 DAV TRIAL VON OgraCT46411 04114.

PIONEER CART 004 YES, OH YES, OH YES!

I-
I-

Vf

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

specia44.49.4t:

HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

IN WALLS $ SUBWOOFERS
CAR STEREO

CALL US!

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
All returns subject to a restocking charge.

SINGERS 'RMOVE
VOCALSSINGERS

Low Cost, Instant hr Available
Background Musk from OriginM Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does...Better and ives you the

Vocal tor'' 111FilirHeMocTure & Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept SR - l
7988 LT Parkwpy
Lithonia, GA 30058 till 2 -Ed 50"24 Hour Demo/Info Request tine ( ) 2 -
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!
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CORDLESS TEL.In.

(pp

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

REFERENCE
DIOVIDE0

800 947- M ioEb
310 517 -1700 so. CALIF.
310 517-1732 FAA
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

PAITNORIZED DEALER: .4  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIOQUEST  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEVER DYNAMIC  BOSE

CAL AUDIO LABS  CARVER  CELESPON  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  CWD
DAHLQUIST  DCM  TAROUDIA  FOSGATE  GENESIS  GRADO  HAFLER
HARM. N.D.  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INFINITY  iAMO  1BL  LEXICON

MAGNUM DYNALAB  MELDS  MERIDIAN  NAD  NESTOROviE  NILES  01110.0
PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROAC  PSB

ROOMTUNE  SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  ST.  TARGET  WRENS
TICE  UPI  ALA and mote..

f
$91Ce 1982 HouRscsT,

omputAbility co(%m-sFarii..9t.n.;
c,,,,,,, Lk, :rows 0 [s-r-Ki4:,,,:

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Canon
<IOW
Panasonic
vr VIDEONICS

SONY

UBL

TOSHIBA
JVC

ALMITSUB19I-11

RECOTON
VCRS & CAMCORDERS

HI Fl EQUIPMENT
PIONEER' JIM.

Cassette Decks AN Receivers CD Players

AUDIO / MINI SYSTEMS
JVC. SONIC

LASER DISC PLAYERS
A

BEST 5 GA SPKR. WIRE EVER!...Under 530.00 a ft. Very neutral.
terminated to 10 GA Custom lengths available. Only $4.50 aft.

-1 shipping & handling. Leave Ph # for orders. PST. (3031
359-0380. 30 -Day Trial

FRIENDLY PEOPLE AND EXPERT ADVICE!

ATD FOR INFO ORC CUSTOMERD
SERVICE CALL
903-780.6600
FAX ORDER
908-294-7480American Buyer's Club whowme prices

Home Theater Specialists To The Public . . .

1-800-354-1324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33  ENGLISHTOWN NJemze07726

1M1211121212111=

RX.V2C90 6 R90 CALL
CARVER.90 CALL
DENON

JVC
RX4I 7 . 315
EENWOOD
ERV.1000TRA CALL
NIL
AV./18 CALL
ASKANCE!
AV, IS
ORONO
TX.SV.919THA . CALL
SN.12/PRO . IN STOCI.
BONY
ST111.010155 ............ CALL

1122M2121.1, Nom
ALL MOMS . CALL DCAA.560 CALL
BOSE YAMAHA
PAIS 81.0 . CALL CDC -195 . IN STOCK
CELESTION COC.655 CALL

WFMITY 502 ... TOP RATED
041520 CALL SI/ TOP OF LINE
SULAVOFFERS ... CALL SONY
WICK CDPCMISI 10000
MANY MODELS CALL NM/MN
MIRAGE
.0 MODELS ... CALL RIMERME
PEI SONY CALL
STRATUS GOLD.. CALL RC CALL
ALPHA CALL RCA CALL
PARADE/3U NC CALL
11$1 III 1 TITAN CALL PAJNEER . CALL
PAINACLE CAN STEREO
FULL LINE .................. CALL CALL NOP 780-6600MEMMISIE
MAYO . c.ALL AOSALPIRECLUIXII CALL
NAKAANSIS . CALL SNERV0000  BEL  BAZOOKA

DEVON HOAR JAL  INFINITY  PIONEER

AAP JVC COLLINS SONY
PIONEER . .. PEACEsow wise ___ CALL CALM FM WORM AVM:,

MinCiirarilDeMS
A00011
OPT 100 CALL
EWA 6000 CALL
CARVER
TAMA CALL
RAO
216010 . CALL

231: MILLION DOLLOR INVENTORY KM
--Y - . - AVAILA LEF.M AL .

Al DrOdUeft Ab Mm USA Inerellfteell. wwwwl by B,. nwyslatturs00 macrons or MCA
exclusive IlEnelod warranty and are lucked by ow 100AY HONEY BACK QUARANTEE. MINI-
BER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of -fame brand
professional gear or DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices'

Call Today
800.945-9300

Mail Order Center 1171 Monarch St.

Garden Grove. CA 92641

Retail Super Store 1310 Magnde St

Garden Grove, CA 92644(7105306760

OUR 19thPRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTINGT. YEAR!

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturers war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
fore gn manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
ever if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturers warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
sellers state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.



FOR SALE AUTHORIZED AUTHORIZED

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -

KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Citation - Alchemy* -
Mirage - Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen -
Denon - Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent
Technology* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne -

VMPS* - Angstrom - AMC - + 29 More Brands -
Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904)
376-8080.
WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi, and old JBL.
Altec. Tannoy EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers.
David. 1-800-356-4434

B&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO 
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
TANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)
321-0100.
ADCOM. BANG & OLUFSEN. CARVER, DARMONT, DENON, NA
KAMICHI. B & W. CELESTION. DEFINITNE. K.E.F. MIRAGE. M i K
N.H.T., POLK VELODYNE BEST DISCOUNTS - MOUNTAIN AUDIO.
INC. (615) 242-2600

ACOUSTICS 101 teaches how to construct recording studios,
including materials recommendations & diagrams. Topics.
walls, ceilings, floors, HVAC. doors & more Better bottomline
advice than you'll find anywhere else, Send $1195 ck/mo to
USAFoam, 11571 E 126th, Fishers, IN 46038 (317) 842-2600

CERWIN VEGA SPEAKERS 211R. 17' WOOFER, all wood cabinets,
1974  $1000 Pioneer Stereo Amplifier SA7500. 100 wattsich
1970 - $1200. SONY Disc Player 101 the original. 1983 51500
Call Patrick after 6PM EST at (718) 981-6283.

AUTHORIZED

'One of America's Finest
A udio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of AudioNideo and Car

sicr-co, only a few stores in America can
make this statemers and virtually
all of us are located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

Acurus Nakamichi
Adcom Niles Audio
aid/s/ Onkyo
Alon Onkyo Integra
Alpine Ptuise Tech
Aragon Panamax
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
AuclioQuest Rock Solid
B&K Sanus
B&W Sumbeiser
Bell'oggetti Sharp Video
Cal Audio Lab Signet
Celestion Snell
CWD Sony
Devon Sony ES
Dunlavy Sound Anchor
Esoteric Straight Wire
Forte Sunfire
Haller Tars Labs
Kimber Kable Target
KEF Threshold
KUpach Velodyne
Lexicon VTL
McCormack Yamaha...61
Mirage 47 More at
Mitsubishi KIEF'S Box 2
Monster Cable Lawrence. KS .
M&K 12 Showrooms
NAD M T.WT lOwnSie
NEAR F-SlOwnepto

A U
9 1 3-842- 1 8 1 1

 ALCHEMY
 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K

 NAD
 NHT
 NILES
 PARADIGM
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SANUS
 SONY
 SONY ES
 SUMIKO
 THORENS

AMIMIDGE - MASSACHUSETTS

61 7-547-2727

Q
At DI(

Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

SAVE BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS, We nave all the compo-
nents you need design books also MENISCUS. 2575 28th St
SW Wyoming MI 49509 (616) 534-9121

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD  CARVER
 GRADO  LEXICON
 PROAC  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 APATURE  NAKAMICHI
 PSB  AUDIOCONTROL
 CWD  CELESTION
 STAX  ALTEC LANSING
 SANUS  NILES AUDIO
 M & K  NITTY GRITTY
 KEF  SOUNDSTREAM
 ONKYO  HARMAN KARDON
 SONY ES  MONSTER CABLE
 ADCOM  ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 THORENS  POLK AUDIO
 TARGET

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

1 -800-826-0520

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.
EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE. PS,
CWD. CARY, KINERGETICS. KEF. PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST FRIED,
KIMBER ICABLE, QUAD. SPICA. STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ
BROTHERS. 593-8 KING: CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA
29403 1803)723-7276

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * HARMAN
KARDON * KEF * GRADO a LEXICON * ATLAN-
TIC TECHNOLOGY * PSB * AUDIOCONTRCL *
MONSTER CABLE * NILES AUDIO * SONY DSS *
THORENS * PROAC * PANAMAX * CWD *
CELESTION JAMO * ALTEC LANSING * SANUS
SYSTEMS * RECOTON * STAX * OMNI MOUNT *
TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM * SOUND ANCHORS
* KICKER  MTX * CLARION * ROCKFORD
FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER, BOX 224, 2808
CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
BEST BUY'S ON ADVENT  A" : TECHNOLOGY  BOSE  E&v%. 
BOSTON  CELESTION  Po,  PSB  PINNACLE  ADCOM 
ONKYO  ROTEL  NAD  JAMO  DENON  HE & MUCH MOREI,
DAVE S 1800 308 0354 NJ & NY 201 300-0224.

HIGH -END HOME, AUTOMOTNE, AN LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS
WIDE SELECTION OF SPEAKER COMPONENTS VIFA DYNAUDIO.
MB, PEERLESS. AUDAX. OTHERS FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS. FREE

,PINCERS, 4075 SPRIG DR ^'-1t.'ORD. CA
 400. FAX (510) 603-2724

INSTRUCTION

Recording Engineer

Radio Announcer

ON THE JOB TRAINING
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING

STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS
Part time, nights, weekends. No experience

required. Free brochure and recording tells how.

1-800-295-4433

COMPACT DISCS

ADVANCED CLASSICAL COLLECTORS only have three maga
ones, one of them English American Record Guide (founded
1935) covers more classical music per issue than the other
two, sells for less. and takes less room on the shelf (Serious
collectors collect the magazines. too) We review about 500
classical CDs every 290 -page issue. Special Introductory
Offer the last three 1995 issues for only $10 Our regular
subscribers gladly pay $29 a year. Write "Special Introductory
Offer" on a card or letter with check or Visa/Mastercard
number (Or call 511941-1116, e-mail lettstariu TSo.cin ix net)
American Record Guide. 4412 Braddock St. Cincinnati. OH
45204

MOVIES,FILMS VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE: every title worldwide 1-800-849-7309
1-770-227-7309 24 hours. 365 days. Buy, Sell, Trade. Rent, Auc-
tion FM. 1-800-388-08711-770-227-0873.

CAR STEREO

LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIP-
PING ON ALPINE, ADVENT, BOSTON, ADS, BA-
ZOOKA, MB QUART, PPI, INFINITY, ROCKFORD,
JBL, JL AUDIO, SONY, PIONEER, CLARION &
MORE. CALL FOR HOME STEREO. SOUND
IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY 11725.
(516) 864-6548, FAX (516) 864-6437.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock. Jazz, Audi-
ophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane St.,
Princeton, NJ 08542.16091921-0881.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi Fi. and old JBL Altec,
rnnoy EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David

1 800-356-4434

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE (215) 886 1650 Ext SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road. Jenkin-
town. PA 19046

LOUDSPEAKERS

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds of dollars v,eorig
 Kits to fit any speaker Advent. AR.

JBL Bose. !Min EV etc
 Inc surrounds adhesive & inSfruCtion,
 MC /VISA/Discover No CODs
 Call last tor Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704 697-9001

or call Toll Free 800-747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

'ATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES. INC.. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA. FL
32703-5972 (407) 7860623



LOUDSPEAKERS CABLE TV MISCELLANEOUS

BUY AO SPEAKERS HASSLE FREE. Factory Direct Money bo,
guarantee. AO is the manufacturer of the renowned SaP
phire III, patented Subl subwoofers ACI Home Theater speak-
ers. Free catalogue. (608) 784-4579. 901S. 4th St., Lo Crosse, WI
54601

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express'''.
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone. 513/222-0173

Fax. 513/222-4644 1-800-338-0531
Source Code SRM

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE WORK.
SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE 1979. VISANC
AMEXIMSC. 1-800-639-3626.

neN

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES'
BEST WARRANTY  GUARANTEE!
 Factory Authorized Repay

ALL Brands; JBL, BOSE, EPI,
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV, AR
& More I

 Best Selection, USA Made
Surrounds, Cones, Diaphragms.
Replacement Parts.

 Foam Rot Preventative.
 DIY Surround Kits Save Big $ S

CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)

1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MC VISA,DISCAMEX.
DIY KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES!!

Best
Va1u--Guar
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*"...reach -out -and -touch -it realism."` "NY
Times". 800-783-1553. Ohm Acoustics Corpo-
ration, 241 Taate Place, Brooklyn, NY 11205.
FAX (718) 857-2472.

VIDEO DUPLICATION CONVERSIONS

If you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes
Converted, call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336

LASER VIDEO

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices, Quality
Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa MC AmexiDisc'COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS. INC., 1125 Riverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN
55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial -
1 Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries Invited. Visa/
MC/Disc/Amex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE &
SERVICE CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Elec-
tronics Inc., #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples,
FL 33963. No Florida Sales.
UNK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE
TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC;AMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-501-0095.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS- BUY DIRECT, ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES' THE CABLE OUTLET
1-800 203 7077

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS, BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS, WHOLE-
SALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS:
1-800-304-3604.

FREE CATALOG!' NEW REVOLUTIONARY TV CONVERTERS AND
DESCRAMBLERS SAVE $1000'S CALL NOW MEGA ELECTRONICS
1-800-676-6342

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL
US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.

FOR SALE

ANA

121

Authorized Dealers For..

JVC
mtMITSUBISHI

"ler`fdrctS°Nrraa""

Infinity.
RCA
SONY.

Iltt SAW ,,,v.L<T,

BEACH (Sorry No Catalogs)

80 VFW ParkwaySALES , .S A%

In Business for 50 Years
1-800-562-9020

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We'll beat any price! 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT

ONY

DAT- 126
T -120V 2 :
1.75013THG 3
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20
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'r DAY SHIPPING. M -E. 8-5

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE Nat,. :r be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31. Pelham,
NY 10803 (800) 233-CMLS

TERMPAPER assistance 19278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog-- rush --$2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho. #206SX.
Los Angeles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE. 800-351-0222.
(or 310-477-8226)

CONSUMER NOTICE!
NHT AND ACOUSTIC RESEARCH (AR) DO NOT SUP-
PORT 7HE PURCHASE OF OUR PRODUCTS FROM
UNAUTHORIZED RETAILERS. CONSUMERS MUST BE
AWARE THAT SUCH A PURCHASE WILL VOID THE MAN-
UFACTURER'S WARRANTY AND MAY ADVERSELY
AFFECT SERVICE SHOULD A REPAIR BE NECESSARY.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT! BOTH NHT AND AR
HAVE ESTABLISHED DEALER NETWORKS THAT PRO-
VIDE QUALITY SERVICE BEFORE AND AFTER THE PUR-

CHASE. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT THAT THE DEALER
YOU ARE CONSIDERING IS AUTHORIZED. PLEASE CALL
US AT:

1-800-NHT-9993 OR 1-800-969-AR4U

ATTE\ TION

ADVERTISERS
Reach proven

mail order buyers!
They turn to us when they
are looking for purchasing
information and advise.
Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost envi-
ronment that sells.

Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in
the industry leading titles of

Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, sim-
ply call us Toll -Free and,
reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)

or
FAX: 212-767-5624

Copies of articles from
th[s publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

A Bt II 8 Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE WE BUY. SELL & TRADE FREE
CATALOG. VDI/J. 5339 PROSPECT #221, SAN JOSE, CA 95129.

EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY) Assemble products at home.
Call toll tree 1-800-467-5566 EXT 11331.



THE HIGH END
PETER W. MITCHELL

Old Wine in New Bottles
When I became an audiophile

in the long -ago 1960's, ev-
eryone knew that mass-pro-
duced musical media (LP's

and prerecorded tapes) were unavoidably
inferior to the original master tapes that
were recorded in the studio or concert
hall. During the 1970's the quality of
sound available from LP's and tapes im-
proved dramatically. But around that time
I also became acquainted with C. Victor
Campos, who worked at the time for AR
and also was a close friend of many re-
cording engineers. He had a wonderful
collection of direct copies of master tapes
from major labels, which he broadcast on
a popular radio program called Adven-
tures in Sound. Upon hearing those tapes,
both directly and via FM, it became obvi-
ous that there were still large differences
in sound quality between master tapes
and the LP's made from them.

So when the compact disc was intro-
duced a dozen years ago, its greatest
promise for audiophiles was that we
would finally have access to mass-pro-
duced discs that fully duplicated the
sound of the master tape, without com-
promise. Many CD's have achieved that
goal - especially when the master tape
was an excellent digital recording trans-
ferred directly to the disc master.

But in some cases the sound of the CD
has fallen far short of its promise. Many
of these disappointing examples have in-
volved analog master tapes whose initial
transfer to digital form was poorly han-
dled. During the 1980's this was often the
fault of design flaws in the equipment.
For example, the designers of many early
analog -to -digital (A/D) converters did not
understand the distortion -removing func-
tion of "dither," a low-level randomizing
signal that must be added to the input be-
fore quantization.

In recent years, many recording engi-
neers have upgraded their digital record-
ers with new A/D converters. Instead of
producing 16 -bit digital tapes whose
codes can be copied straight to CD, most
of the latest converters produce 20 -bit re-
cordings. If these are transferred directly
to CD, the bottom 4 bits in each digital
word are simply truncated (cut off), pro-
ducing the same quantizing distortion as
in an undithered recording.

The challenge of transferring 20 -bit re-

cordings to CD has led to a fresh appreci-
ation of the role of dither. The distortion
that truncation would introduce can be
prevented by simply redithering the sig-
nal when it is reduced from 20 -bit to
16 -bit format, but several manufacturers
have gone a step farther by designing
processors that accept a 20 -bit signal and
apply "noise -shaping" while recoding the
signal into 16 -bit words that will fit onto
a CD. Examples include the Apogee Elec-
tronics UV -22, Meridian 618, Sony's Su-
per Bit Mapping (SBM), and Deutsche
Grammophon's 4D process.

In each case, the noise -shaping shifts
the energy in quantization noise away
from the midrange, where it would be
easiest to hear, to very high frequencies
where the ear is much less sensitive, en-
abling dither to serve its purpose of re-
moving quantizing distortion without risk
of becoming audible itself.

I've been comparing

old and new CD versions

of some classic

analog recordings, and

the differences

are often amazing.

sometimes promoted as "20 -bit," CD's
made with these processes contain normal
16 -bit data words, so they are compatible
with all existing CD players. But in a
player with good low-level linearity, they
can deliver I8 -bit effective resolution in
the frequency range where we hear best.

Noise -shaped redithering is obviously
desirable when transferring new 20 -bit
digital recordings to CD, but it may also
be beneficial when high -quality analog
master tapes are remastered for CD. I've
been comparing old and new CD versions
of some classic analog recordings, and
the differences are often amazing.

Nielsen's Symphonies Nos. 3 and 5,
thrillingly conducted by Leonard Bern-
stein in 1962 and 1965, were issued on a
CD in 1988 (CBS MK 44708). In 1993
the same recording was released as part

of the Royal Edition (Sony Classical
SMK 47598); the master tape was encod-
ed in 20 -bit digital and converted to 16 -
bit CD with Super Bit Mapping. The
sound of the CBS CD was flat, thin, and
dynamically compressed. Sony's later
version provides a more detailed and full-
bodied orchestral palette, greater dynamic
power, and a huge soundstage - espe-
cially if you have ambient -surround de-
coding. Since many changes can be made
to a recording during remastering, includ-
ing alteration of balances and equaliza-
tion, one can't automatically hand all the
credit to SBM, but it could not have done
anything other than to help the result.

In 1986, Chesky issued CD's of a se-
ries of British recordings made during the
1960's for Reader's Digest. including
great performances of the Rachmaninoff
Piano Concerto No. 2 (with pianist Earl
Wild) and the Sibelius Symphony No. 2
(conducted by John Barbirolli). In 1994
Chesky remastered these as high -resolu-
tion gold CD's (CG902 and CG903, re-
spectively) using 20 -bit conversion and
the Apogee UV -22 process. Again the
transformation in sound quality was dra-
matic: The old version sounded thin, stri-
dent, and hissy. The remastered version
has smoother hiss, more true-to-life in-
strumental timbres, a deeper soundstage,
and much more dynamic impact.

Sheffield Lab is achieving similarly ex-
its 20+ .16 Ultra Ma-

trix CD's, combining 20 -bit conversion
with UV -22 redithering. The earlier ver-
sion of the Stravinsky Firebird conducted
by Erich Leinsdorf (CD -24) was very
good, but in the high -resolution CD
(10052-2-G) low-level details are more
clearly defined and the sound has a
stronger, clearer bass foundation.

When I visited Mark Levinson at Cello
(see last month's column), I learned that
Neil Young, who has never liked digital
recordings, is now using Cello electronics
to do high -resolution remastering of all
his previous work. Levinson played a re-
cent experiment of his own: He had re -
mastered the classic recording of Fritz
Reiner and the Chicago Symphony play-
ing the "Dance of the Seven Veils" from
Salome by Richard Strauss. This is one of
a series of great Reiner recordings that
John Pfeiffer produced for RCA.

The remastering involved using Cello
tape electronics to extract the best signal
from the forty -year -old analog tape, using
the Cello Audio Palette equalizer to re-
move microphone colorations and fine-
tune musical timbres, conversion to 20 -
bit digital, and UV -22 redithering. The re-
sult is wonderful: a rich, modern -sound-
ing recording with beautifully lifelike
orchestral sound and surprisingly little
tape hiss. I hope Pfeiffer will work with
Levinson to remaster all of his great re-
cordings, beginning with the amazing
1954 Reiner Ein Heldenlehen.
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They make big screen TV huge.

Part of the audience? With (:crwin-
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IF THE SOUND IS EARTH SHATTERING

,em

$2490 
MK series CFI System Ktipsen TtiX' system

Enjoy the most exciting home theater experience
imaginable - no matter what your space or budget!
A favorite of audio enthusiasts for more than 50 years, Klipsch speakers
are uniquely designed to deliver the essential elements of true home theater
sound. High efficiency, broad dynamics with low distortion, controlled
directivity and flat frequency response come together for accurate and
powerful music and movie soundtrack reproduction. Each system is
endowed with specific performance attributes, like the award winning
Klipsch THX® System or the epic series featuring a D'Appolito driver
configuration and world famous Klipsch horn technology.

If you want audio and home theater sound that's so real you can feel it,
visit your local authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstration.
Or call our toll free number for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Klipsch 1-800-KLIPSCH
The Legend Continues...

Corporate Offices and Customer Service: 8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1220 Indianapolis, Indiana U.S.A. 46240 1-800-KLIPSCH  FAX (317) 581-3199

Manufacturer's Suggested Promotional Pt -ice. Made in America since 1945 © 1995 Klipsch Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD


